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I. Introduction

The research supported by this DOE grant deals with the study of the dynamics of stiace
melting. Both conventional surface probes and picosecond time-resolved surface electron
diffraction are used in our studies. The goal is to develop a better understanding of the nature of
the order-disorder phase transformation that the top few atomic layers undergo with the increase
in temperature. We have studied the temperature induced disorder of the surface of
single-crystals of metals and epitaxially grown metal thin films. In the following we summarize
work performed on this grant.

II. Picosecond Electron Diffraction Facility

The work started on a previous DOE grant at the University of Rochester was
reestablished at Old Dominion University. The time-resolved electron difiiaction facility at ODU
is housed in a 2,400 sq. ft. laboratory within the Physical Electronics Research Institute.
Significant cost and effort was put to bring this facility to fill operation. We have made use of
this facility to study a range of problems of interest as described in the following sections of this
report. ODU has allocated about $200,000 of capital equipment in addition to all costs associated
with the infrastructure and preparation of the laboratory space. One UHV system was brouw@t
from Rochester in addition to some laser systems. Other equipment purchases were made using
DOE fhnds. We have also been fortunate enough to receive a sizable equipment donation from
Xerox-Webster which included two UHV systems. All three systems are presently operating in
the low 10-’0Torr range and have been used to conduct experiments reported upon here. This
facility is presently used by a postdoctoral research associate, three Ph.D. students, and one M.S.
student working on this DOE project. The following is a description of the main components of
this facility. A more detailed description is given in Appendix A of our renewal application.

Ultrahigh Vacuum Systems:

UHV System #l: This contains the picosecond reflection high-ener~ electron diffraction system
originally built at the University of Rochester. This system is pumped by a Perkin-Elmer 300-1/s
ion pump and a titanium sublimation pump to achieve a pressure in the low 10-10Torr. A
precision manipulator with a heating and cooling stage is used to position the specimen. A
temperature controller maintains the sample temperature to +1 degree. Surface cleaning is
performed by argon ion bombardment and annealing on a hot stag~ Surface cleanliness is
checked by Auger spectroscopy using a cylindrical electron energy analyzer with an internal
electron gun (Omicron). An auxiliary chamber pumped by a 270 l/s turbomolecular pump is used
for instrumentation testing and fabrication of photocathodes for the time-resolved RHEED
electron gun. This chamber is separated from the main chamber by an ultrahigh vacuum valve. A
microchanel plate assembly is used for time-resolved RHEED detection. The difiaction patterns
are routinely acquired by a computer-controlled, two-dimensional CCD detector and stored for
data analysis (EG&G Princeton Applied Research). This system is presently used to study
superheating of free surfaces of single-crystals.
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UHV System #2: This systemis used for studying the melting of thin films grown insitu on inert
substrates, such as lead microcrystallites on graphite. It is pumped with 300 I/s ion pump
(Varian) and a titanium sublimation pump. A 75 M turbomolecular pump is used to rough the
system. It contains a precision manipulator with heating and cooling capabilities and a
temperature controller. A commercial RHEED gun and screen made by PHI are incorporated in
the system, plus a dedicated home-built photoactivated RHEED system for time-resolved \vork.
A thermal evaporator and a quartz crystal thickness monitor plus controller are used for thin film
deposition. A separate two-dimensional image analysis system (K-Space) is used for RHEED
pattern acquisition and analysis. This image analysis system and software were specifically
designed for RHEED image acquisition and analysis.

uHV System #3: This system is shared between this DOE project and another project to study
high-yield photocathode development. It is pumped by a 220 lh ion pump. A 75 I/s
turbomolecular pump is used for roughing the system. A precession manipulator with a heating
stage is incorporated in the chamber. DOE related work on this chamber include instrumentation
development for a RHEED system with a few ps temporal resolution based on the design we
previously developed in Rochester [Aeschliman et. al., 1995]. We plan to use this chamber for
the time-resolved photoemission microscopy, which we are proposing in our renewal
application.

Laser Systems:

The main laser system used in this work is based on a Quantronix Nd:YAG actively
mode-locked oscillator providing -90-ps pulses with a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The average
power of this laser in 17 W. This oscillator is used to seed a home-built Nd:YAG regenerative
amplifier. The regenerative amplifier uses a Quantronix 117 laser head and a Medox Pockels cell
driver. The Pockels cell assembly and the optical design of the cavity was done at ODU. This
regenerative amplifier provides more than 1.5 mJ, k = 1.06 pm, with a pulse width of -90 ps at
a repetition rate of 82 MHz. This performance is slightly better than a commercial regenerative
amplifier system, and was achieved with a fraction of the cost of the commercial system. The
stability of the regenerative amplifier is better than 5 0/0 over an extended period of time
(sometimes in hours, especially during weekend and night operation). A home-made
autocorellator based on a LiIO~crystal and a computer controlled delay line is used to check the
pulse width.

Some of the experiments require the use of -20 rnJ pulse energies, in order to uniformly
heat a relatively large single-crystal surface since the electron beam in the RHEED geometry
interacts with a few millimeters on the surface. Therefore, we added a single-pass amplifier
(Kigre) that allowed us to obtain -30 mJ per pulse at a repetition rate of 50 Hz. We developed a
discriminator circuit to allow us to synchronize the injection of the regenerative amplifier pulse
to the firing of the single-pass amplifier flashlamp. In this circuit a detector monitors the
amplifier flashlamp pulse and, at a particular light level, gives a signal to fire the regenerative
amplifier. Using this method the stability of the amplified laser was almost the same as the
output of the regenerative amplifier.
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The Nd:YAG laser system we are using provides a robust, relatively easy to maintain,
and ‘highly stable laser for applications requiring a temporal resolution longer than -100 ps. This
has been the case in several of the systems we studied and we expect that this system will
continue to serve our research program for a long time. However, for some applications, such as
the melting of open surfaces, identi~ing the limits of superheating, certain surface
reconstructions, and many other surface phenomen% better temporal resolution is needed. In the
past few years a significant progress has been accomplished using Tl:sapphire lasers. For that
purpose, we have initiated a parallel program to build an amplified Ti:sapphire laser system with
-100 fs temporal resolution and a few millijoulespulse energy at 50 Hz repetition rate. Using
university finds we purchased an Ar-ion laser capable of delivering 18 Watts for all lines. A
femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser was assembled based on designs provided to us by Dr. Margaret
Mumane of the University of Michigan. We are at the present time finalizing some tests on that
unamplified system. For amplification, we have acquired a 50-Hiq Q-switched Nd-YAG laser
delivering 150 mJ pulses with -7 ns FWHM. We plan to frequency double this laser and use it
to pump a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier. The Pockels cell and driver for this amplifier are
available in our laboratory.

m. Anomalous Expansion of Pb(100)

We have conducted a set of experiments aiming to understanding temperature-dependent
structural properties of surfaces. Pb(l 00) is one of the surfaces we studied using both
conventional static RHEED and time-resolved IWIEED. We have observed anomalous surface
expansion of about 4°Afor Pb(l 00) in the temperature range between room temperature to about

f
500 K [Tang and Elsayed-Ali, 1994]. This surface expansion is 7-8 times larger than that in the
bulk. Surface expansion was measured using temperature dependent shifts in the peak position of
the RHEED streaks in the in-phase condition, where the in-phase condition is that obtained when
constructive interference occurs for the ongoing electron wave which contains contributions
deep within the crystal. An example of this shift in RHEED peak intensity with temperature is .
shown in Fig. 1 where normalized RHEED profiles. are plotted at various temperatures. By
comparing the ratio of the background intensity to peak intensity we conclude that a high density
of vacancies appears at temperatures above -500 K. These results are in general agreement with
those of Yang et. al. [1991].
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Fig. 1
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A set of normalized RHEED profile intensities for the 01 streak of Pb(l 00) plotted at
various temperatures.

Pb ON Si(lll)

A. STM STUDIES

Through a collaboration with Dr. Wendelken and coworkers at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, we studied temperature and coverage dependence of the structure of Pb on
Si(l 11)7x7 surface using scanning-tunneling microscopy [Tang et. al., 1995]. Our results
showed that for low Pb coverage, the Pb atoms favored the faulted sites. The ratio between the
number of Pb atoms on faulted to unfaulted sites increased after sample annealing. Using the
temperature dependence of this ratio, we estimated an energy difference of 0.05 eV associated
with a Pb atom on these two sites. High mobility of Pb atoms on Si(l 11) was observed at
temperatures as low as 260 ‘C for a coverage of 0.1 and 1 monolayer.

B. .RHEED STUDIES

We used reflection high-energy electron difiaction to study the temperature-dependent
structure of Pb on Si(l 11)7x7 surface. Three different phases giving @x@-R30 0 Pb
difiaction patterns were observed. These are the 1 ML incommensurate (IC) phase, the 1/3 ML
fix~-R30 “phase, and the 1/6ML@@-R300 mosaic phase. Aphasetransformation
resulting in the disappearance of the @x@-R30 0diffraction streaks into the background is
observed at 300 ‘C and 570 “C for the 1 ML IC phase and the 1/3 ML @x@-R300 phase
respectively. Through quantitative analysis of the temperature dependent difiaction streak
intensity, the Debye temperature of the 1 ML IC phase is measured to be 55+15 ~ whereas that
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for the 1/3 ML ~x@-R300 phase is 80+1OK. Details are given in the attached manuscript
(Appendix C).

V. Superheating of Bi(OOOl)

We observed substantial laser superheating for Bi(OOOl)using time-resolved RHEED
uith -200-ps time resolution. Bi was chosen because of its relatively low melting temperature
(T. = 544 K) and low vapor pressure (-2x 10-]0Torr) at T~, and the fact that previous
slow-heating experiments have demonstrated superheating of Bi crystallite. Some of these Bi
crystallite melted after a time delay of about 30 min. \vhen held at T~ and afier 10 min. \vhen
held at T~ + 5 K [Blackman et. al., 1972; Peppiatt, 1975]. Bi, contrary to most metals, undergoes
a negative volume change upon melting. This is thought to induce surface stress during melting
that might cause substantial superheating. Using time-resolved RHEED v~th -200-ps resolution
we are able to achieve heating rates of-1 O” K/s, approximately 13 order of magnitude larger
than that used in the Bi crystallite experiments.

Superheating of Bi(OOOl)by about 90 K was observed [Murphy et. al., 1993]. Lager
temperature excursions above T. result in melting and irreversible laser damage to the surface.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show the presence of a laser-induced periodic
surface structure in the damaged region of the sample, the spacing of which is approximately the
heating laser wavelength (k= 1.06 pm). One of these SEM images is shown in Fig. 2.
Significant and irreversible reduction in surface quality was obsewed, both as a decrease in
R.HEEDstreak intensity and in the reflectivity of the surface.

Fig.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of Bi(OOOl)showing periodic surface
structure produced afier irradiation with a fluence that raises the surface temperature by
more than 90 K above the bulk melting temperature.

5
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In order to relate a given decrease in RHEED streak intensity to a temperature rise AT, an
intensity versus ternpera~e calibration was obtained as show-nin Fig. 3. These data are
normalized to the stre~ intensity at the lowest temperature studied. The intensiiy of the
diffraction pattern is consistent tith Debye-wailer behavior up to the highest temperature
studied, 523 K (i.e., the diffraction streak intensity attenuation is exponential with temperature
indicating that no surface disordering occurs). From the slope of the calibration a surface Debye
temperature of 42+9 K can be extracted.

Fig. 3
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RHEED streak intensity of Bi(OOO1) normalized to that at 300 K obtained as a fiction of
temperature plotted on a semilogarithmic scale. The intensity was measured near the peak
of the 01 streak. The reduction in IU-IEED streak intensity with temperature follows a
Debye-Wailer behavior with a Debye temperature of 49+9 K.

To determine the maximum superheating temperature, the behavior of M(T~i~ versus
peak ki.serintensity 1PfOrTbi~= 523 K at different time delays was observed. Figure 4 shows
hW(Tti.)] versus 1Pfor t=% and t = b + 4.0 ns, respectively, where %iSthe tie Ofmax~~
modulation of ~(Tbi~ due to heatkg. ne l~em regions ~ Fig. 4 show exponential decaY
consistent with Debye-Wailer behavior. Deviation from this linear behavior is due to melting.
From Fig. 4, the value Ofhl~(Tbi~] corresponding to the maximum ~ before deviation horn
linear behavior is extracted and converted to a peak temperature rise, AT, using the calibration in
Fig. 3. For Tbi== 523 K, observation of melting occurs for 1P= 2.0+0.2 x 107W/cm2. This
corresponds to AT= 110+25 K or equivalently, a superheating temperature of 90+25 K. When
the maximum superheating temperature is exceeded, melting occurs. This is indicated by a
strong deviation from the behavior predicted by heat-difision model. The earliest visual
observations of damage was observed to coincide with the point at which h~(T~i=)] versus ~
deviates from linear behavior.
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Fig. 4
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The logarithm of the ratio of the heated streak intensi~ to the intensity at T~= = 523 K is
plotted versus peak laser intensity for (a) t = ~, and t = ~ + 4.0 ns. Deviation from
Debye-Wailer behavior is seen, which corresponds to the onset of melting. Superheating
of Bi(OOO1) occurs up until the break from the line fit that occurs at 2.0+0.2x 107W/cm2
corresponding to a superheating temperature of 90+25 K.

After damage has occurred, the RHEED streaks were still visible but their intensities
were diminished, indicating a reduction in the surface quality. SEM images, Fig. 2, of the
laser-damaged surface indicate that the surface has melted. The SEM images show formation of
a periodic structure with periodicity about equal to the wavelength of the laser. This periodic
structure forms in a hexagonal arrangement of melt puddles, which in some regions coalesce into
parallel rows. The spacing between puddles and rows is approximately equal to the wavelength
of the heating laser.

Previous pulsed-laser melting experiments on the (0001), (1010), and (21rO) surfaces
of Bi using a ruby laser with a 30-ns pulse width have shown defect formation on the (TO1O),
and (21rO) surfaces resulting from mechanical stress induced by slip planes parallel to the
(0001) surface. In these experiments, the Bi(OOOl)surface regrew epitaxially from the liquid
with no laser-induced periodic surface structure observed [Helms et. al., 1988]. The different
behavior observed in our experiment maybe related to the two-orders-of-magnitude difference
in laser pulse width.

h our previous superheating experiments on Pb(l 11) [Herman and Elsayed-Ali, 1992],
surface damage was only induced by the laser for an J much larger than that which corresponded
to maximum superheating. For Pb(l 11) the threshold for pulsed-laser melting is lower than the
threshold for pulsed-laser damage although for Bi(OOOl)these two thresholds appear to be
comparable.
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VI. Time-Resolved RHEED Study of Pb(100)

We used time-resolved reflection high-energy electron diffraction to study the structural
behavior of Pb(l 00) subjected to 200-ps laser pulses. These experiments w-ereperformed just
prior to moving the time-resolved RHEED system to ODU. Data analysis and some fix-ther
experiments were performed at ODU. Measurement of the electron diffraction intensity indicates
that residual order is present on the surface at a temperature of 6 15*2O K, where the bulk
melting temperature of Pb is 600.7 K. This implies that the disordered film that forms on
Pb(l 00) is stable up to the bulk melting temperature and above.

A medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) study on Pb(100) and vicinal surfaces showed
that a limited amount of disorder began to form on Pb(100) at temperatures above 500 ~ where
T. for Pb is 600.7 K [van Pixteren and Frenken, 1992]. The disordered layer thickness on
Pb(100) was observed to increase logarithmically up to 2-3 K below T. and then saturates at 1.3
monolayer, measured up to T~-O.05 K. A model has been developed that includes the effect of
the substrate on the disordered layer [Chemov and Mikheev, 1988; 1989]. In this model, the
ordered substrate induces aperiodic density modulation in the disordered layer in a direction
parallel to the solid-disordered layer interface. This modulation makes it energetically favorable
for the surface to form disordered films with the thickness being an integral multiple of 2@,
where kl is the wavenumber corresponding to the first maximum of the structure factor of the
bulk liquid. For Pb, 27r/lcl,is approximately 2.86 ~ [van Pinxleren and Frenken, 1992]. The
disordered layer that forms is stable up to T. and does not act as a nucleus for fiu-thermelting.

RHEED streak intensity measuremen~ normalized to that at a given bias temperature,
T~iU,was obtained for various peak laser intensities. Results are shown in Fig. 5 for four
experiments representing bias temperatures successively closer to T~, where the set in Fig. 5(d)
is biased just 11 K below T~. These sets were obtained at the time ~. In each of the sets, the
normalized streak intensity is obsemed to vanish at sufficiently high laser intensities, indicating
that order has been lost in the probed surface layer. It is observed that as Tti= is raised, the peak
laser intensity necessary to disorder the probed surface layers decreases from -4.3x 107W/cm*
for T~k= 533 K to -1.8 x 107W/cm* for T~i==590 K. The peak surface temperature when the
normalized RHEED streak intensity vanishes is obtained using the measured dependence of the
RHEED intensity on temperature. In each of the sets of Fig. 5, the lowest peak laser intensity
which corresponds to a vanishing RHEED streak intensity is converted to a temperature rise.
When this is accomplished, we see that the peak surface temperature, Tb= + AT, when order is
lost in the probed layer is 607 K, 611 K, and 619 K for Figs. 5(a)-5(d), respectively. The average
peak temperature at which order is lost is -61 5+20 K. The peak temperature does not account for
convolution effects. Including these effects in the analysis would lead to a somewhat greater
peak surface temperature.
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Fig, 5 Time-resolved RHEED measurement on Pb(l 00) show vanishing intensity at a
temperature of -T~+l 5 K

These experiments show that residual order appears to be present on Pb(l 00) at a peak
surface temperature of 615*2O K. Convolution effects, due to fact that the election pulse width
is about the same as for the laser, lower the experimentally measured peak surface temperature.
Therefore, it is likely that residual order is present above T.. At this high temperature, however,
the surface most likely contains a high density of defects such as vacancies [Yang et. al.,1991].
The presence of vacancies would be expected to lower the degree of superheating by providing
nucleation sites for melting. Indeed, compared with the results obtained in Pb(l 11), where
superheating to -720 K was observed ~errnan and Elsayed-Ali, 1992], the results on Pb(l 00)
show evidence of residual order at a significantly lower surface temperature. Finally, these
experiments show that there exists a barrier for the growth of the disordered layer thickness on
Pb(l 00) at temperatures above T~. At temperatures greater than 615+20 K, a second layering
transition may occur that would result in a disordered layer thickness of 4nAc1-5.7 & a depth
that exceeds the 5 Aprobed by our RHEED gun.

VII. Annealing of Pb(lll) by Laser Superheating

Motivated by our experiments on Pb(l 11), HWcinen and Landman [1993] developed a
molecular dynamics simulation of ultrafkst laser heating of fcc metal. They modeled the
stictural evolution of the three low-index surfaces of copper after a laser pulse deposits its
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energy into the electron system, which then couples that energy to the phonon system. The
interaction among the CUatoms was modeled based on many-body embedded atom potential,
and Cu was chosen because of the availability of what is believed to bean accurate potential.
Using the same potential and energy deposition conditions, the surfaces of Cu(l 10) and Cu(l 00)
melted while Cu(111 ) superheated by as much as 40 K over the calculated bulk melting
temperature. A very interesting observation is that even a highly damaged surface, with as much
as 10°/0preexisting vacancies could also be superheated. This is surprising since it would be
expected that, since melting is nucleated at defects, a highly defective surface will not superheat.
However, the MD simulations showed that this large concentration of vacancies and adatoms
anneal through a non-diffisional cooperative mechanism in which the adatoms settle in the top
layer, while the cooperative atomic movement results in the filling of vacancies. This mechanism
is attributed to the high vibrational amplitudes which atoms are forced into by the ultrafast
superheating pulse in addition to the strain created by the islands and holes.

We are conducting experiments to investigate surface defect density after laser
superheating of Pb(l 11). A highly ordered surface is used for these studies. l%is surface was
produced by amealing near T. for several days. By analyzing the dii%action streak profile, we
can estimate terrace size. Relative density of vacancies can be obtained from the
peak-to-background ratio for the out-of-phase condition. For the experimental results discussed
below the sample was laser irradiated with different laser energies while it was kept at 573 K (T.
= 600.7 K). A RHEED pattern was acquired at room temperature after annealing before laser
irradiation, and at 573 K after laser irradiation. The sample was then cooled to room temperature
and a RHEED pattern was obtained. The next set of data is obtained by heating the sample to
573 K again, obtaining a RHEED pattern before and after laser irradiation. The sequence was
repeated for different laser energies. The Iaser pulse width is -100 ps, and for each datum the
sample was irradiated by 500 laser pulses at a particular energy starting with the lower laser
energies. The RHEED patterns are analyzed to obtain the average terrace wid~ which is directly
reIated to the width of the difiaction streak in the out-of-phase condition after subtracting the
instrumental response. The instrumental response is-obtained from the width of the RHEED
streak in the in-phase condhion. Figure 6 shows a line scan through the 00 dlfiaction streak
measured for the sample at 573 K, before and after laser irradiation. The laser fluence was such
that to raise the surface temperature by 200 K. While for 200 ps pulses the maximum
superheating without any surface melting was -120 ~ for 100 ps pulses is -140 K. Therefore,
for the data shown in Fig. 6, the surface superheats and then surface melting occurs. In fact, due
to the energy spent in the latent heat of fhsio~ we do not expect that the melt will reach 200 K.
From Fig. 6, two effects are observed (1) a significant increase in the peak intensity-to-
background ratio is observed; (2) some increase in the FHWM of the line scan through the
RHEED streak is also observed.
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Fig, 6 A line scan through the 00 streak of a RHEED pattern of Pb(l 11) before and after—
irradiation with 100 ps laser pulses

By analyzing this FWHM after
subtracting the instrumental response we obtain
the average terrace size. Figure 7 shows the
average terrace width of monatomic steps on the
surface of Pb(l 11) measured at 573 K before
and after laser superheating. The solid line is a
polynomial fit to guide the eye. We see a
dramatic change in the terrace size staring at a
pulse laser energy of-10 rnJ. Clearly the
superheating pulse is reducing step density. This
reduction in step density becomes larger when
the maximum superheating is reached and
surface melting occurs.

Fig. 7 Average temace width of monatornic
steps on the surface of Pb(l 11)
measured at 573 K before and after laser
superheating.
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Step density reduction wasnotpredicted inthe model of Hiikkinen and Iadman. What
was predicted is that the adatom and vacancy concentration is reduced by a superheating pulse.
Evidence of this process is provided by the increase in RHEED streak intensity-to-background
ratio after the superheating pulse. This is shown in Fig. 8, where the ratio of the background-to-
peak minus background was obtained for the RHEED streak in the out-of-phase condition.
LEED studies have shown that this ratio increases with vacancy density for the out-of-phase
condition in which electrons scattered from the top layers undergo some destructive interference.
A relation between the vacancy concentration and this ratio was derived [Yang et. al., 1991]. To
obtain the relative vacancy concentration at different temperatures, it is necessary to obtain the
mean vibrational amplitude perpendicular to the surface. Similar arguments can also apply to
RHEED experiments [Lagally et. al.; Tang and Elsayed-Ali, 1994]. The trend we see is
consistent with a reduction in surface vacancy concentration. We note, however, that step density
reduction will also cause an increase in the RHEED streak intensity-to-background ratio. At the
present time we are developing a methodology which we can use to separate the effects of step
density reduction from vacancy annealing. We also point out that while the simulations were
done on Cu(l 11), the potential used to model atomic interaction has the same form as that for
Pb(l 11), both are fcc metals.

Fig, 8
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Ratio of background-to-peak minus background for the RHEED streak in the out-of-
phase condition versus laser pulse energy. The sample was laser was kept at 573 K. A
laser energy of -10 rn.1corresponds to surface superheating by -120 K.

Superheating of Pb Crystallites on Graphite

We have studied melting and solidification of Pb on graphite using reflection high-energy
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8+2 K above the bulk melting temperature. Upon lowering the temperature, supercooling of the
Pb by 70+2 K was also observed. Superheating of micron sized crystallite bounded by close
packed facets, by few degrees above T., has been observed ~6tois et. al., 1989; Spiller,
1982]. M6tois et. al., deposited 3000 ~ of Pb on a graphite substrate and the surface was
annealed above the buIk melting temperature of Pb, and then cooled. 11.is caused the formation
of a large number of Pb crystallite. They were able to overheat sharp edged Pb crystallite
with {111) facets by approximately 3 K. The facet shape was studied in detail using SEM
~eyraud et. al., 1983]. In the Pb/graphite system, some irregular particles were found to
superheat by 2 K.

We investigated the melting characteristics of Pb on graphite. Multi-layers of Pb grown
on pyrolitic graphite offer several advantages for the study of surface effects by RHEED. The
interaction of Pb with the graphite is purely through Van der WaaIs forces, and complications
due to chemical processes are not present.

Through analysis of the RHEED pattern profile width, the size of the deposited
crystallite of Pb is found to be larger than the graphite texture, as the FWHM of the peak
intensity profile of Pb spot is smaller than the graphite profile width. The Pb crystallite are
approximately 1.6X larger than the graphite crystzdlites. The measured lattice is 5.72 ~,
corresponding to the 6.06 ~ diagonal length of the Pb(l 11) unit cell in the (OH) direction.
Similar to the graphite surface, when the crysta.Iwas rotated, the Pb.1rod is always observed in
the pattern, indicating that the reciprocal lattice is circularly rotated about the [111] axis of Pb.
The intensities also change with the azimuthal angle and has the maximum when Pb (OH) is
parallel to graphite [100].TMs indicates that the Pb crystallite have a texture structure, similar to
the graphite substrate such that the crystallite are rotated about the [111] axis with respect to
each other. Therefore, we conclude that the Pb ~owth is such that the particles are oriented with
the Pb(l 11) parallel to {0002} of graphite ((11 l)Pt//(OO02)mtiE), ~d (ofi)di[loolmpii~.BY
using 14.9 eV for the inner potential of Pb, the incident angles corresponding to the Bragg
condition is obtained [Jalochowski and Bauer, 1988].

For an electron energy of 12 keV and for the Bragg condition corresponding to n = 3, the
incident angle for graphite and Pb is 2.21°, 2.68° respectively. Thus, the Bragg reflection spots
are separated vertically on the screen. Therefore, measurement of Pb spot intensity is not
affected by the graphite spot intensity. The specular beam obtained Iiom 4 ML Pb was analyzed
to investigate the temperature dependence of the spot intensity. Figure 9(a) shows the intensity
of the 333 Bragg reflection spot of Pb for an incident angle of 2.57°(near 2.680), as a function of
temperature. The two curves corresponding to heating, and cooIing are distinguished by two
arrows in opposite directions. The temperature was raised born 343 K to 633 ~ and then
lowered to 373 K. Figure 9 (b) shows the intensi~ change at the higher temperature range
extracted from Fig. 9 (a). The abrupt change in the dlfllaction spot intensi~ is due to
meltingkolidification phase transitions. As the temperature is increased from room temperature
to 590 K the intensity decreases exponentially. In the temperature range between 601 K and
610 ~ the intensity drops abruptly. This drop begins at 601 ~ higher than the melting point of
Pb as seen in Fig. 9 (b). During the cooling process, the intensity undergoes a large change over
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the temperature interval 535 K to 530 K, a much lower temperature than the melting point. As
the temperature falls below 530 K, the intensity increases exponentially. The Debye Wailer
factor is obtained from a least squ~es fit to the exponential part of the curve. The Debye
temperature obtained is 79*3 K, which is hig~er than the surface Debye temperature of 66 K for
the Pb(l 11) surface, and lower than 88 K of bulk Pb.
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Fig. 9 Intensity of the 333 Bragg reflection spot of Pb(l 11) as a function of temperature

When the sample is heated slightly above the melting temperature of Pb, the graphite
difiaction spots appear, indicating the exposure of the substrate surface to the electron beam.
We assume that the Pb layers condense into liquid droplets on the substrate after partial melting
exposing the graphite. Subsequently when the sample temperature is lowered, Pb droplets are
recrystallized. This occurs at 70+2 K below the bulk melting temperature of Pb and is indicated
by the reappearance of a clear diffraction pattern characteristic of Pb. Previous SEM
investigation [Heyraud et. al., 1983] showed the formation of spherical Pb particles on the
graphite after annealing. The Debye temperature we estimate for the 4 ML film is 79+3 ~
revealing surface Debye effects. For the 14 ML and 70 ML thick films we measured a surface
Debye temperature of 91+3 K and 86+3 K respectively. These values are in agreement with the
known bulk Pb Debye temperature of 88 K within the experimental uncertainties.

Our RHEED intensity measurements indicate 8*2 K superheating of the deposited Pb
films. In our work we did not pre-treat the film by annealing the sample after Pb was deposited.
The Pb atoms, deposited at room temperature, were seen to grow as oriented crystals on the
graphite substrate. These crystals when heated close to the melting temperature may form
crystallite with {111} facets contributing to the superheating. SEM images we obtained of as-
deposited Pb on graphite with mean thickness of -400 A, clearly show facets in the larger
crystallite.

We also observed supercooling of the Pb film by 70+2 K. This is attributed to a
nucleation barrier for solidification which results from the competition between the decrease in
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free energy upon solidification and the increase in free energy associated with the existence of a
solid-liquid interface. The free energy of a solid droplet is related to its radius, r. At solid-liquid
interfaces, a nucleation barrier for solidification exits for r < ro,where rOis some critical radius
determined by the surface characteristics of the substrate [Woodruff, 1973]. The droplets with
radii, r < ro, supercools. The critical radius estimated for Pb is approximately 40 ~, when the
degree of supercooling is 70 K.

At the present time we are preparing to conduct picosecond time-resolved RHEED
experiments in order to test for the amount of superheating of thePb{111 } crystallite with the
much increased heating rate provided for by the picosecond laser. The proposed experiments are
discussed in our renewal application.
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The temperaturedependent surface structural behavior of Pb(100) is studied using reflection high-
energy electron diffraction. Anomalous surface expansion for temperatures between room temperature
to about 500 K is observed. A high densityof surface vacanciesappears at temperatures above -500 K.

Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) k
used to study the temperaturedependent structural prop-
erties of Pb( 100). compared to low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED), estimating the lattice spacing by
RHEED is more precise, since the specimen-to-screen
distance can be greater, and the distance between
RHEED streaks can usually be measured more accurate-
ly than distances between LEED spots. The surface sen-
sitivity of RHEED is comparable to that of LEED with
the advantage that the probed depth can be varied by
changing the incidence angle of the electron beam on the
surface rather than changing the primary electron ener-
gy, as for LEED.

Several structural studies have been previously per-
formed on fcc(100) metal surfaces near its bulk melting
temperature Tm. ‘‘7 A recent study on Pb(100) and its
vicinal surfaces using medium-energy ion scattering
showed that a limited amount of disorder began to form
on Pb( 100) at temperatures above 500 K, where Tm for
Pb is 600.7 K.3 The disordered layer thickness on
Pb(100) was observed to increase logarithmically up to
2-3 K below Tm and then saturates at about 1.3 ML’s,
measured up to Tm – 0.05 K. The maximum amount of
disorder on the vicinal surfaces increased with the miscut
angle from 1.9 to 3.5 ML’s on the 5“and 1(Ymiscut sur-
faces, respectively. This is in contrast to the divergence
of the disordered layer thickness on Pb(l 10) as Tm is ap-
proached. This behavior, where the disordered layer
thickness is finite as Tm is approached, is known as in-
complete surface me4ting.3

Further experiments on Pb( 100) with high-resolution
low-energy electron diffraction (HRLEED) have shown a
weak disordering at =570 K.s This disordering is pre-
ceded by an anomalous surface expansion at T S 480 K
and an abrupt generation of sttrfaee vacancies beginning
at =510 K. An anomalous surface expansion was also
observed on Ni(OO1) using LEED.4 An x-ray photoelec-
tron diffraction study of Pb( 100) showed evidence of a
logarithmic growth of the disordered layer thickness be-
ginning at 585*5 K and up to the highest temperatures
studied at Tm —2 K.6

Recently, there have been several molecular-dynamics
(MD) simulations modeling surface melting of fcc(100)
surfaecs.8-‘0 The simulations by H?&kirten and Man-
ninen8 examine the (110), (100), and (111) surfaces of
copper, from O K to Tm. This study, which ttaes

0163-1829/94/50(24)/18674(4)/S06.00 ~

effective-medium theory, allows for the direct comparison
of the three low-index faces using the same MD potential
and identical cell sizes. The results show pronounced dis-
ordering of Cu(l 10), weak disordering of CU(1OO)ju5t
below Tm, and superheating of Cu(l 11). In addition, the
high-temperature behavior of vicinal surfaces of Au(1OO)
was studied using the many-body “glue” potential.g In
these studies, structural modulation in the disordered film
was evident on Cu( 100) and the vicinal surfaces of
Au(1OO).

In the present paper, we describe an experimental
study of the high-temperature structural behavior of
Pb(100) using reflection high-energy electron diffraction.
The experiment was performed in a vacuum chamber
with a base pressure in the low range of 10-10 torr. The
sample was cut with a fine band saw to twice its final
thickness, polished with silicon carbide grit paper, and
finally chemically etched in a mixture of 8090 glacial
acetic acid and 2090 hydrogen peroxide until a mirrorlike
finish was obtained. The sample w’as clipped to a resis-
tively heated molybdenum heater mounted on a three-
axis manipulator, which also has polar and azimuthal r6-
tation. Two thermocouples placed at different locations
on the =mple monitored its temperature.

The sample was cleaned with cycles of 30 min argon-
ion bombardment at a temperature of 500 K followed by

.

.. ,,

-. -.

Pb crystal

‘a”
FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of reflection high-energy eL%-

trondiffractionRHEED.Theelectronbeamisincidentontbe
surfaceat anangle0, probingthefirstfewatomiclayers.The
RHEEDpattern,whichconsistsofstreaksorientedperpendicu-
lartotheplaneofthesurface,isdeteetedona phosphorscreen.
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5 min annealing at 550 K. The sample cleanliness was
checked by Auger electron spectroscopy using a cylindri-
cal mirror electron energy analyzer. The RHEED pat-
tern is monitored by a phosphor screen located 23 cm
away from the sample. The RHEED pattern is focused,
using a camera lens, into a 512X512 charge-coupled-
device (CCD) detector. The output of the CCD detector
is digitized and stored in a computer for data analysis.

A schematic diagram of reflection high-energy
diffraction is shown in Fig. 1. The electron beam is in-
cident along the [011] direction at an angle of 2-Y with
the surface of the sample. In Fig. 1, the_ central
diffraction beam is the 00 streak. The 01 and O 1 streaks
are on the two sides of 00 streak. A three-dimensional
plot of a RHEED pattern is shown in Fig. 2. The profdes
are taken along the RHEED streaks.

In Fig. 3 we display a set of RHEED profiles taken
along the 01 RHEED streak at different temperatures.

. . ..---’-=’______
/=. “ ‘“---- 503K

k~
Z 300 32o 340 36o 38o 400 420 440 460 480 500 520

Position
FIG.3. A setof normalizedRHEEDprofileintensitiesfor

tlte01 streakplottedat varioustemperatures.lle elmtrott
beamis incidentat anangle=2.T withthesurfau,whiche-
tablish~tie firstin.phase condition. The electronbeamenergy
is14keV.

FIG. 2. A threedimensional
picture of a RHEED pattern in-
tensity. The profiles are taken
along the streaks. The height of
the peak is proportional to in-

tensity (in arbitrary units).
From the front to back, the
streaks are the 01, 00, and OT,
respectively.
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The horizontal axis is the position along the RHEED
streak. The vertical axis is the RHEED streak intensity.
The peak intensity of each curve is normalized by divid-
ing the intensity at each position by that at the peak.
From this set of profiles, we find that the peak position of
the streak shifts towards the shadow edge (left side of the
figure) as temperature increases. These shifts represent a
decrease in the electron momentum component perpen-
dicular to the surface of the sample, kl, due to the sur-
face expansion as will be described next. Shifts in
RHEED streak peak position are related to shifts previ-
ously observed in HRLEED 1-V curves with tempera-
tures

In our experiment, the probed depth is obtained by us-
ing an empirical relation between electron energy and in-
elastic mean-free path, along with the measured angle of

*1 For an electron-beamincidence of the electron beam.
energy of 14 keV and an angle of ~cidence of 3’ from the
surface, the probed depth is =4 A, reaching about two
layers for the Pb(100) surface. If the outgoing electron
wave contained contributions from layers deep within the
crystal, each reflected coherent wave front from different
layers would interfere. The condition of constructive in-
terference is called the in-phase condition, and it can be
expressed as

where kl is the perpendicular component of the outgoing
electron momentum, m is an integer, and b is the distance
between two atomic layers in the [100] direction.

In the RHEED geometry, the Ewald sphere cuts the
reciprocal-lattice rods at a grazing angle. Thus, the
diffraction condition in the RHEED geometry results in
streaks rather than spots as observed in LEED. It can be
shown that

Aa=&
k sma ‘

(2)

where a is the electron reflection angle with respect to

.,. , —-—— . I
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the surface, Aa is the angular spread of the reflected
beam, AC represents the width of the reciprocal-lattice
rod and k is the electron momentum. As a result of the
small value of incidence angle relative to surface in the
RHEED geometry, the position of the peak of the
RHEED streak is sensitive to the perpendicular com-
ponent of momentum transfer.

The angle of incidence of the electron beam on the
sample, 8, was set such that the perpendicular com-
ponent of the outgoing el:ctron momentum, k,, equals
2nm /b, where b =2.48 A, the spacing between two
atomic layers in the [100] direction. This corresponds to
the in-phase condition.

When the surface thermally expands in the vertical
direction from b to b + Ab, the in-phase condition
changes to

k~=2~m/(b +Ab) . (3)

This changes the perpendicular component of the elec-
tron momentum. The change in kl is described by

Akl=k~–k1=2~m [l/( b+ Ab)–l/b]

=(-2iim Ab/b2) . (4)

The thermal expansion of the top atomic layers, Ab /b,
can be estimated from

Ab /b =–Akl(b/2rm) . (5)

The change in the perpendicular component of momen-
tum transfer, Ak ~, can be found from the measured peak
position shift along the streak,

Akl =k Ad/L (61

where Ad is peak position shift, k =2T\A is the magni-
tude of the electron momentum, where A is the electron
wavelength, and L is the distance between the sample and
the phosphor screen.

Following the analysis, we set the incidence angle, such
that the RHEED pattern is in the first or the second in-
phase condition, Icl = 2r/b and 4~/b, respectively. A
larger peak shift is expected for the second in-phase con-
dition for the same temperature increase. Figure 4 is a

Position

FIG. 4. A set of non-naliti RHEED profile intensities for
the 01 streak are plotted at various temperatures. The electron
beam is incident at an angle = Y with the surface, which estab-
lishes the second in-phase condition. The electron beam energy
is 15keV.

set of profiles for the 01 streak on the second in-phase
condition. The surface temperature is marked on the side
of each profile. It is apparent that the shift is approxi.
mately double that of the first in-phase condition, shown
in F]g. 3, which is consistent with the above simple mod.
el.

From Figs. 3 and 4 we calculate a surface expansion of
about 4% in the temperature range from room tempera-

ture to 500 K. We observe an anomalous thermal expan-
sion of 7-8 times larger than that for the bulk. This re.
suit shows agreement with that previously obtained using
HRLEED,5 which is 3.4% expansion of the top atomic
layer spacing in the range from 300 to 480 K. Further
consideration of the observed shifts in Figs. 3 and 4 indi-
cates that the rate of RHEED streak peak shift with tern.
perature is larger at higher temperatures. Thus, it ap.
pears that the coefficient of thermal expansion normal to
the surface increases with temperature, as observed by
Cao and Conrad for the Ni( 100) surface.4

For this simple model to be valid, the thermal expan-
sion parallel to the surface must be much smaller than
that perpendicular to it. Thermal expansion parallel to

the surface can be monitored by measuring the distance
between two adjacent streaks as a function of tempera-
ture. Moreover, this simplified analysis depends on the
kinematic interpretation of the RHEE12 pattern and ig-
nores multiple scattering. Therefore, we can only esti-
mate the amount of anomalous expansion. The fact that
this estimate is about the same if we use the first or the
second in-phase condition is consistent with the assump-
tion that multiple scattering effects have no significant
effect on the RHEED peak streak shift.

A set of normalized RHEED streak profiles for the 00
streak at different temperatures is plotted in Fig. 5. A
dramatic change in the profile shape is observed when the
temperature is raised over 500 K. This implies that a cer-
tain structural change has occurred on the Pb( 1(XI sur-
face. A possible reason for that profile change is the gen-
eration of surface defects such as vacancies. These de.
fects change the shape of the reciprocal-lattice rods.
Generation of surface defects with temperature can be
observed in Fig. 6, in which the ratio of background in-
tensity to peak intensity, ~~,Ck/(]Wk – ]b,~k), as a ‘unc-

~ -——— ______

$1—----+-: ““..-

Position

FIG. 5. Normalid RHEED profile intensitiest.akcnalong
the00streak at various temperatures. The electron beam is @
cident at an angle =27 with the surface, and the electron ~
energy is 14 keV. The RHEED profile shape change with t~.
perature is evident.
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FIG. 6. The ratio of the background intensity to the peak in-

tensi[y ~backi~pc.k – fbd plotted as a function of temperature.
Our RHEED data are represented by solid circles. Open trian-
~ICSand squares are HRLEED data for out-of-phase and in-
Phaseconditions, respectively, taken from Ref. 5 (seetext).

tion of temperature is plotted. Our data are represented
by solid circles. The background level is the intensity
measured at a location between the M) and 01 streaks.
Similar ratios taken from HRLEED measurement by
Yang e( al.s are also plotted. The open triangles are ra-
tios for the out-of-phase condition, empty squares are for
the in-phase condition.

In the LEED data of Yang er al.s the ratio
‘tuck ‘(~peak – ~~ack ) for the in-phase condition is observed
to remain very small below 540 K. This indicates that
thermal diffuse scattering is not important at tempera-
tures less than 540 K. Following the theoretical calcula-
tion of Pitnbley and Lu, 12a high ratio for an out-of-phase
condition indicates generation of high density of vacan-
cies beginning at 480< T <540 K for the LEED data of

Yang et al., and beginning at -530 as shown in our
RHEED data. The background intensity l~,C~,is propor-
tional to 2n ( 1—n )[ 1—cos(k lb)], where n is the vacancy
concentration at the surface. To describe the tempera-
ture dependence of that ratio, the above relation was
modified by Yang er al.s such that

I ~,Cka2n (l —n)[l–cos(klb)] (l+k~(u~)) , (7)

where ( u ~) is the mean-square vibrational amplitude
perpendicular to the surface. When the in-phase condi-
tion is satisfied (klb =2m r, where m is an integer), [here
is no background intensity. However, the background in-
tensity reaches maxima for the out-of-phase condition
when high density of surface vacancies are presents
Thus, results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 can be related to the
generation of high density of surface vacancies when the
temperature is raised over -500 K. The data shown in
Fig. 6 do not account for the difference in the probing
depth of our RHEED experiment when compared with
that for LEED. According to the conditions repofled in
Ref. 5, the probing depth in the LEED experiment is ex-
pected to be somewhat larger. Moreover, the RH EED
background was taken without any energy filtering.

In conclusion, we have used a simple model to extract
from RHEED profiles the surface expansion normal to
the surface. Anomalous surface expansion of about 470

in the temperature range from room temperature to 500
K was observed. This is 7-8 times larger than that in Ihe
bulk. High density of surface vacancies appear at tem-
peratures above 500 K.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, under Grant No. DE-FG05-93ER45504.
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Scanning-tunneling-microscopy study of Pb on Si(lll)

D. Tang and H. E. Elsayed-Ali
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J. Wendelken and J. Xu
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Scanning-tunneling microscopy has been used to study temperature and coverage dependence of the
structure of lead on the Si(111)-7X 7 surface. For low Pb coverage, the Pb atoms favored the faulted
sites. The ratio between the number of Pb atoms on faulted to unfaulted sites increased after sample an-
nealing. An energy difference of 0.05 eV associated with a Pb atom on these two sites is estimated. The
mobility of Pb atoms on Si(l 11) was observed at a temperature as low as 260”C for a coverage of 0.1 and
1 ML.

Lead on silicon represents an attractive system to study
metal-semiconductor interfaces. Phase diagrams do not
show the presence of any chemieal compounds at the
Pb/Si interface. Only for such welldefined metal-
semiconductor contacts will it be possible to relate their
electronic properties directly to the crystal structure and
chemical binding at the interface. Mutual solubilities of
Pb in Si are negligibly small,’ thus the interface is abrupt.
l%ese properties make the Pb/Si interface a good system
for studying the basic interactions of metals on semicon-
ductors.

Several studies have been done on the Pb/Si(l 11) inter-
fa~.z -* These studies have utilized a variety of surface
analysis techniques including low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED), scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM), low-energy ion-scattering spectroscopy, Auger-
electron spectroscopy, reflection high+nergy electron
diffraction, photoemission spectroscopy, and thermal
resorption. In contrast to the above-mentioned chemical
simplicity of the Pb/Si interaction, a relatively complex
surface structural beh~vior was observed. For example,
three different K3 X V3 phases were reported by IA Lay
et al. 1 In addition, the final Pb structure on the Si(111)
depends on the annealing history3 as well as deposition
rate and substrate temperature. Thus, more investiga-
tions are necessary for better understanding of the
structural properties of the Pb/Si interfaee. Here we re-
port on a temperaturedependent STM study of the
Pb/Si(111) interface. At a coverage less than -0.1
monolayer, the Pb atoms appear to favor the faulted sites
on the Si(l 11).7X7 unit cell. We measured the ratio be-
tween the number of occupied faulted and unfatdted sites
after proper annealing. Based on that measurement, we
can calculate the energy difference associated with Pb
atoms on the two different sites.

Our experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacu-
um chamber, equipped with both STM and LEED facili-
ties. The base pressure of the chamber was -1 X 10-10
torr. The Si(l 11) samples used in these measurements
were cut from a p-type wafer with 1 Q cm resistivity, and
had a size of 10X 3 XO.2 mm3. The samples were

)
0163-1829/95/52(3)/148 1(4)/S06.CXJ g

clamped on a tantalum mounting stage. Lead was eva-
porated from a cell at 570 “C. The silicon samples were
heated resistively by directly passing current through
them. Each new sample was outgassed by heating it
overnight at 600 “C. Samples were cleaned with several
flashes up to 1250“C, followed by annealing at 900 “C for
0.5 min. and then slow cooling at a rate of about
0.5 “C/see. The sample temperature was measured by
two pyrometers, to cover a temperature range of
200-1250 “C, and the sample cleanliness was monitored
by obsetwation of the sharp 7X 7 LEED pattern as well as
STM images. Figure 1 shows a typical STM image of a
clean Si(111)-7X 7 surface structure. A single-atom step
is also shown in the image.

Growth experiments were performed at room tempera-
ture for a coverage range ofOSO53 ML where a mono-
layer is defined as 7.85 X 10’4atoms/cm2. Figure 2 shows

FIG. 1. An STM image of a clean Si(l 11)-7X7 with a step on
it. The image size is 110X 110 ~z, obtained at sample bias of 2
V and 0.7 nA constant tunneling current.

1481 @1995 The American Physical %tety
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FIG. 2. A 14(3X140 ~~ STM image of 0.07 ML Pb on
Si(111)-7X 7 at room temperature. Trios of Pb atoms are prefer-
entially covering the faulted side of the 7 X 7 unit cell. The STM
was operated at 0.2 nA constant tunneling current, with 0.4 V
bias on the sample.

an STM image of 0.07 ML Pb on Si(111)-7X 7. For this
coverage, the Si(l 11)-7X 7 LEED pattern did not change
significantly from its original shape. Our results show
that the Pb atoms favored the faulted sites in the unit cell
of the 7 X 7 structure and formed trios. This is consistent
with a previous STM measurement.3 Similar behavior
was found in the Ag/Si(111 )-7X 7 (Refs. 9 and 10) and
the Pd/Si( 111)-7X 7 (Ref. 11) systems. For the Si(l 1l)-
7X 7 structure, the Si-adatom-induced surface states are
mainly derived from the interaction between the adatom
P orbital and the dangling-bond orbital of the Si bilayer.
Tunneling current spectroscopic images of these adatom
dangling-bond states suggest a significantly higher state
density for the adatom on the faulted site than on the un-
faulted site of the unit celL12 In the dimer-aclatom-

13the Si latticeon the unfaultedsidestacking-faultmodel,
has an atom in the secondbilayersitting directly in the
middleof a ringof six atomsmakingup the firstbilayer.
This leadsto a fairlyclosedstructure. In contrast, on the
faulted half, the first bilayer is rotated 18~ to line up
with the secondbilayer. This opennessmayexplainwhy
faultedsitesarepreferredby the Pb atoms.l1

We next heatedthe sampleand observedthe distribu-
tion of Pb atomsin relationto the faultedand unfaulted
Si(l11)-7X7 sites. After annealingat 2d0“Cfor 40 see,
morePb atomsare observedon the faultedsites,causing
the ratio R of Pb at faultedsitesto that at unfaultedsites
to increase. The high mobilityof Pb atoms on the sur-
face impliesthat Pb atomsovercomethe relativelysmall
energybarrierswhichinhibitPb atomsfromdiffusionon
the Si substrate. It k possibleto estimate the energy
differenceU associatedwith the Pb atomsat faultedand
unfaultedsites,usingthe ratio R after annealing,

_ ‘f –et-AE/KTl

R NU
*

where Nf and NMare numbers of fauhed and unfaulted

FIG. 3. A 750x800 A2 STM image of 0.3 ML Pb on Si(l 11)-
7X 7 at room temperature. The STM was operated at 0.2 nA
constant tunneling current, with 1.5 V bias on the sample.

sites occupied by Pb atoms, respectively, ~ is
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the surface temperature.
This ratio R is about 2.5 in our case. An increase in R
when annealing the sample was also observed for the
Ag/Si(l 11)-7X 7 system. 10

We believe that the mechanism for the increase of the
ratio R with annealing is not solely due to the thermal
statistics. There are 19 dangling bonds on every Si(111 )-
7X 7 unit, 18 of them in faulted and unfaulted sites, and
none of them in the dimer walls. At low coverage, Pb
atoms bond first at the dangling bonds; this can be seen
from Fig. 3, which shows an STM image of 0.3 ML Pb on

FIG. 4. An 800X600 ~z STM image of 1 ML Pb deposited
on Si(l 11)-7x7 at room temperature deposition. No ann=ling
was performed The STM was operated at 0.2 nA constant tun-
neling current, with 0.5 V bias on the sample.

.. ..-——
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FIG. 5. A 360X390 ~z STM image of 1 ML Pb depositedon
Si(I11)-7X7 at room temperature [hen annealed at 260“Cfor 30
sec. The ar= is covered by 1X 1 and ~~ X~~ domains. The
STM was operated at 0.2 nA constant tunneling current, with
1.5V bias on the sample.

Si(I 11)-7X 7; the dimer walls are still clear at this cover-
age This implies that the energy barriers on the dimer
walls are higher than the energy difference between the
faulted and unfaulted sites. Proper annealing makes Pb
atoms gain enough energy to overcome the barrier the
resulting Pb atom distribution on faulted and unfaulted
sites cmuld reflect the energy difference. From the value
of the ratio R, we estimate that this energy difference AE
is -0.05 eV. It is likely that this energy difference is
affected by the formation of the stacking fault in the
Si(l 11)-7X 7 unit cell. The stacking fault introduces a
new state with an energy of 0.1 eV on top of the valence
band at I’.[’ In addition, theoretical crdculations have
found that the introduction of a stacking fault into the
top layer raises the surface energy slightly, in the range
0.02-0.06 eV per 1X 1 cell. 15 This is similar to the ener-
gy cost of a stacking fault in the bulk, which has been cal-
culated to be -0.04 eV per I X I ceI1.’6

We next consider higher coverage of Pb on the Si(l 11).
Figure 4 shows an STM image of 1 ML of Pb deposited
at room temperature. The growth of Pb on Si(l 11)-7X 7
was observed to follow the Stranski-Krastanov (layer-

0 plus-island) growth mechanism; however, the intermedi-
ate layers have a different structure and formation pro-

. cess at different deposition temperatures. At room tem-
perature the intermediate layer was found to be a
Pb(l 11) epit.axial layer with the Pb[l 10] direction parallel
to the Si[l 10] direction. The intermediate Pb(l 11) layer,

●

*. “-
. .: >.- - . . . ..

FIG. 6. A 90X 75 ~2 STM image of 1X 1 structure in Fig. 5.
The STM was operated at 0.3 nA constant tunneling current,
with 1.5 V bias on the ~rnple.

‘which is not observed by STM, is possibly shrunk by up
to 5.3% for lattice matching.’ We also observed that the
Pb atoms were mobile at a coverage of 1 ML after an-
nealing the sample at 260 “C for 40 sec. After such an-
nealing, the LEED pattern was observed to change with
new spots corresponding to the {3X ti~ structure, rotat-
ed 30. Meanwhile, the STM image after annealing shows
that th~ Pb ~toms formed a mixture of islands with 1X 1
and ~3 X ~3 structures appearing. F@re 5 is an exam-
ple of this mixture of 1X 1 and #3X ti3 R 30” structures.
As in previous measurements, using the same sample
voltage bias, we cannot distinguish atoms of 1X 1 and
~~ X ~~ structures.3 In Fig. 6 we show the 1X 1 struc-
ture in which atoms could not be distinguished in Fig. 5.
This 1X 1 structure is not a compressed Pb(111) overlayer
after annealing, though its [110] direction is still parallel
to the ;i[l 10] direction. The spacing of the Pb atoms is
-3.5 A, which is quivalent to a coverage of 1.2 ML as
defined before. Meanwhile, our fi X W structure is
equivalent to ~ ML Pb coverage. This kind of 1X I
structure is different from that previously observed for Pb
deposition done at 340 “C, which undergoes a reversib~
phase transition below -300”C to a type of ~3X~3
R 3U.1

In conclusion, we have observed that Pb atoms are
mobile on the Si(l 11) surface at a temperature of 260 “C.
The energy difference between the Pb faulted and unfault-
ed sites is estimated to be 0.05 eV. This energy is close to
the theoretical calculation of energy induced by a stack-
ing fault in the bulk.

This work was supported by the Southeastern Univer-
sities Research Association under the Oak Ridge Summer
Cooperative Research Program and the U.S. Department
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of Energy, under Grant No. DE-FG05-93ER45504.
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Surface Debye temperature measurement with reflection high-energy
e[ectron diffraction
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Dormmon Unirerstry. A’orfolk. Virginia 23529-0246
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Measurement of the surface mean-square atomic vibrational amplitude, or equivalently the surface
Debye temperature, with reflection high-energy electron diffraction is discussed. Low-index
surfaces of lead are u-sealas examples. Particular details a-e given about tie temperature-dependent
diffraction partem of Pb(100) in tie Debye-Wailer region. The use of reflection high-energy
elecron diffraction for measurement of the substrate surface temperature in thin-film depsition
chambers is sug~ested. @ 1996 American Insrirwe of Physics. [S0021-8979(96)08209-8]

1. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring of substrate temperature during thin-film
deposition is often important for controlling the propmties of
the grown thin film. This measuremen~ however, is not nec-
essarily straightforward. For example, in molecular-beam ep-
ita..y, in siru measurement of the substrate temperature is
complicated by the fact that the rotating holder does not
permit good thermal contact between holder and thermo-
couples. A discrepancy of more than 70 “C between thermo-
couple reading and actual surface temperature was
estimated.’ Pyrometers can be used, however, they are sen-
sitive to viewpoint transparency. Previously. it has been pro-
posed that a surface phase transformation with a known criti-
cal temperature can be used for temperature calibration, and
reconstruction in GaAs has been used for that purpose.’ Here
we show that the intensity of reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) is sensitive to surface temperature due
to the Debye-Wailer effect. l%e use of the Debye-Wailer
effect on the RHEED intensity provides a general method of
surface temperature measurement for surfaces with known
Debye temperature.Altematively, RHEED can be used to
study the vibrational properties of surfaces and epitaxial thin
films with submonolayer sensitivity.

An understanding of the vibrational properties of surface
atoms is of both fundamental and technological importance.
For example, vibrational entropy is thought to contribute to
the nature of surface segregation in alloys.= The surface
atom vibrational properties are also known to affect surface
phase transformations such as the case for surface
melting.’_G .Moreover. the vibrational properties of thin lay-
ers deposited on substrate provide information on the nature
of interaction at tie interface. It is well known that a surface
does not behave as a simple termination of the bulk. One
way in which this is manifested is in the increased vibra-
tional amplitude of surface atoms. This is related to the
asymmetric bonding and the reduced number of nearest
neighbors that characterize a surface atom as compared with
an atom in the bulk, Measurements of the enhanced vl%ra-
tionrd amplitude of surface atoms have been carried out us-
ing low-enere~ electron diffraction (LEED).708In the LEED
studies, the Debye-Wailer effect, which shows as a decrease
in the elastic diffraction intensity with temperature and an

incrcasc in background intensity, was used to characterize
the surface thermal vibrations and to determine an effective
surface Debye temperature QD. In many of these studies,
@~ was observed to increase witA increasing incident elec-
tron beam energy. This is explained by die fact that higher
incident electron energies lead to larger probed depths of the
electron beam which. for high enough energy, approach
bulklike chwacteristics.

RHEED represents another technique with which to de-
termine surface Debye temperatures. The probed depth of the
10-20 keV electrons in the RHEED geometry, where the
angle of incidence of the electron beam is typically 10-50
with respect to the plane of the surface. is comparable to that
of low-energy electrons (50-1000 eV) at near-normal inci-
dence. Therefore, LEED and RHEED have comparable sur-
face sensitivities. However, RHEED is much more widely
used in thin-film growth studies, both as a qualitative struc-
tural probe and for thickness measurement and control using
the well-known RHEED intensity oscillation.9-’2

IL DEBYE-WALLER EFFECT

The sensitivity of the diffraction intensity to temperature
arises from the increase in the atomic vibrational amplitude
with temperature. This is observed as a decrease in the elas-
tic diffraction intensity with increased temperature. In the
Debye-Wailer treatmen~ atomic vibrations are assumed to
be ha-rnonic artd tie influence of multiple scattering events is
iewored. In general, the harmonic vibration assumption is
most valid for temperatures below ~the Debye temperature.
however, this assumption is justified at higher tem~ratures
when considering the intensity of the elastic dfiraction
peaks. Accordingly, the intensity attenuation of an elastic
diffraction peak is described by’3

ln(T)=ln(0)exp( –A4T), (1)

where /n(T) is the nth-order diffraction intensity at tempera-
ture T, In(0) is the nth-order diffraction intensity for a hy-
pothetical rigid lattice, and

-MT= –([Ak.u(T)]2)= – ]Ak12(u2(T)) (2)

is the Debye-Wailer factor. U(T) is the instantaneous dis-
phcement of art atom from its quilibrium position. The
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lng RHEED.

FtG. 1. T7SIS ilhrsuation shows bow the paramcIcK nccessasy for rhe caku-
Iation of the surface Wbyc tcmpcrarsm arc obtaiocd in RHEED. The inci-
dentclcetronbeam, specularbarn, and th!-order diffsacmdclccrronbeams
arc labeled~, ~, and k; . rcqe.cuvcly.The momcrsrumchanges as cor-
rc.spading to he Orh-orderand !ISCfirst-order diffmesionare given by
L% and ?ik,, and rhc ratioof rhcirmagnirudcsis equivalentsotic ratioof
the measureddistancesfim rheuarrsmmcdbeam.The aogleof irrcidcnccL9
is calculawf from Ihc spxular spot.

separation performed in dse second step of Eq. (2) is valid
under the assumption of an isotropic vibrational amplitude.
While this assumption is valid for atoms in the bulk, for
surface atoms, anisomopy in the Debye temperature has been
previously reported.g In general, rhe vibrational amplitude of
surface atoms perpendicular to the surface is larger than that
direction parallel to the surface. For the low-order streaks
(e.g., 00 and 01), Ak in the RHEED geometry is almost
perpendicular to the surface. Therefore, for the low-order
streaks we mairtly measure the mean-square atomic vibra-
tional amplitude perpendicular to the surface. For the rtth-
order diffracted beam, the momentum change resulting from
the elastic scattering is

where ~ and kj are the momentums of incident and rrth-
order elastically diffracted beams, respectively. (uZ(T)) is
the mean-square displacement of an atom from its equilib-
rium position. TIM slope M of In[l(l’)] vs T gives the surface
Debye temperature and can be written as

(4)

For the specular spot, the momentum Ak is totally in a di-
rection perpendicular to the crystal surface, while for n >0
there is a parallel comfxxtent of momentum transfer. The
angle of incidence r?is defined from the plane of the surface,
X is the wavelength of tie electrons, h is Plank’s constant
divided by 27r, m is the atomic mass, k8 is Boltzmann’s
constan~ and @D is rhe surface Debye temperature. The pa-
rameters Aka/A~ and O are obtained from the diffraction
pattern as demonstrated in Fig. 1. The distances from the
specular spot to the shadow edge d and from the sample to
the image plane L allow us to calculate 8. providing one
obtains Ak~, the effective surface Debye temperature, or

2 J. A@. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 9, 1 t&ly 1996

(110) 18.2 2.8 4.6
(100) 14.0 3.2 4.1

(Ill) 18.2 2.4 3.9

equivalently rhe compment of (u~(T)) in the direction of
Ak can be obtained from a me~urement of rhe ratio
/n(T) /In(o).

Ill. EXPERIMENT

We next demonstrate the use of RHEED to memure the
surface Debye temperature of Pb(l 11), Pb(100), and Pb(110)
surfaces. By obsewing the intensity attenuation of the

RHEED streak maxima as a function of remperarure, the
dependence of (U2(T)), and hence @D, on surface orient-
ation is obtained. l%e surfaces were mechanically polished
and chemically etched as discussed in previous

14 l%e expenmerms were psrforrned in anpublications.
ultnhigh-vacuum chamber witi a base pressure in the low
10-10 Torr range. l%e samples were cleaned before each
experimental run with cycles of A“ bombardment for 30
min at 500 K followed by annealing for 5 mi.n at 550 K.
Auger electron spectroscopy was used to confirm the surface
cleanliness of the samples. The samples were mounted on a
resistively heated stage and the temperature was measured
witi two thermocouples mounted on the surface. Quantita-
tive analysis of the RHEED streak inr.ensityfrom the samples
was carried out by imaging the phosphor screen detecting the
RHEED pattern on an array detector interfaced to a personal
computer.

The experimental conditions are given in Table I where
E is the electron energy, (1is the angle of incidence of the
electron beam measured from the surface of the sample, and
Dh is the depth probed by the electron beam. The probed
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FIG.2. RHEEDintmsitynormalizedsorhatat 407 K.tn[1~1(~= 407 K)],
is plortd vs rcmpxamrc. l%c slops is rsscdso obrain she surface Dcbye
rcmperansrcofF%(l11). ‘t’bcdasbut hoe mmcspcmdsto the slope expected
fora surfaceD4syetempcranmof88 K, whichis tk Eebye tempcsaturcof
brstkPb. The targerslo~ ~rcd wirtrrhcPb(l 1t) surfacedcroonstrates
the incm.sat thermalvibrationsof surface tioms relarive to those of the
butk.
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FIG. 3. Three-dirnensionalplorsof RHEEDpatterns of Pb(100)obrarncdal dticrcot tcmpcramrcs.Theheightof tbcsrrcakpro6tc rcprcscnrsthe intensityof
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streaks. and showthe directionof incrcascdmomentumrransferpcrpndicular to rhe surface.The clccuonbcarnws incidentatongthe [01I] dmuon.

depth is obtained using an empirical relation between the
electron energy and the inelastic mean-free path along with
the measured angle of incidence of the electron beam. *S

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

An example of a RHEED streak intensity measurement
for the Pb(111 ) surface is given in Fig. 2 where the intensity
of the 01 streak measured at its peak is shown as a function
of tem~ratute. ‘he data are plotted on a semilogarithmic
scale and shows an exponential decre= in the RHEED

8ooor

— 307 K
— 363K
— 40SK
+ U7K
_ 40S K

x“
m 40000

Ii!
2000!

: 1000

0
3003303403603304 W420 U0460460500
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FtG. 4. RHEEDirmnsity(ii arbitraryunits)afongthe01skzak for Pb(100)
is plotted for differentIcrrrpcm.turcsvqing from30710493 K. Each loca-
tion on the smcakcorrespondsto differentmomentumSransfawillsrwpcct
to the ixidcnt beam,Ak.The two verticaltinesgive the rangeof locations
rdong each RHEED streak which wc usc to obtain the Dcbye-Watlcr
Cusvc.s.
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sueak intensity with temperature for the studied range, which
extends up to T~-15 K. For comparison, the expected
Debye-Wailer reduction in the elastic diffraction intensity
assuming a bulk Debye temperature of 88 K is plotted on the
same graph. The effective surface Debye tempmaturz is ob-
tained from Eq. (4) using the expmimentally determined
slope of the RHEED streak intensity. the angle of incidence
of the electron beam, and the momentum tnnsfer corre-
sponding to the considered location on the difilaction pat-
tern. Only single scattering events me considered in this
analysis. Moreover, since no electron energy filtering of the
RHEED pattern was performed. the background includes in-
elastically scattered electrons. From the RHEED patterns ob-
tained at room temperature. the intensity of the inelastically
scattered electrons is much smaller than the elastic peaks. At
the higher temperatures, the ratio of the intensity of an elastic
peak to the background increases. Background subtraction
from the elastic peaks was accomplished by measuring tie
background intensity midway between two RHEED streaks
for each temperature and subtractirsg~~from the elastic peak
intensity measured at the same temperature. l%e obsemed
linger slope of the RHEED data as compared with the slope
predicted assuming a bulk Debye temperature implies that
the surface atoms expa-ience an increased vibrational ampli-
tude relative to bulk atoms. The Debye-Wailer behavior of
surface atoms on Pb(l 11) is consistent with other experi-
ments showing that this surface does not exhibit anhmrnonic
surface vibration, thought to be a precursor to su.rfact melt-
ing. l%e (110) and (100) surfaces displayed Debye-wailer
behavior up to 520 and 550 K, respectively. At higher tem-
peratures? deviation from Debye-Wailer behavior occurred

H. E. EtSayd_M 3
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TABLE II. T& surface&bYc IUSI~mOUCfor fi(ItK)) ca.lculasatat diffcr-
en! posuionsalongshe01 ti

ikm .iko M (10”’ K) 00 (K)

0.881 6.93 523
0.8% 7.33 51.8
0.9!2 7.56 51.9
0.928 7.94 51.5
0.943 8.65 5(3Q

0.959 9.03 49.9
0.975 9.15 XI.4
0.991 9.55 50.1
Ito? 10.21 49.3
1.023 10.69 48.9
1.039 10.00 51.4

indicating the enhanced density of surface defects, anharmo-
nicity in the atomic vibratiom16 or enhanced inelastic pro-
cesses which could dominate at higher temperatures.]’ An-
harrnonicity and temperature generated surface defects
would generally cause the Debye-Wailer curve to bend
downward, while enhanced inelastic scattering with tempera-
ture can cause the curve to bend upward. Thus, to obtain the
surface Debye temperature it is imporrant to conduct the
measurement in a temperature range for which tie simple
kinematic Debye- Wailer theory can apply.

Analysis of the exponential region of the data for
Pb( 110) and Pb(100) yields rhe effeaive surface Debye tem-
peratures for these surfaces. A set of three-dimensional plots
of RHEED patterns showing intensity changes with tempera-
ture for Pb( 100) is shown in Fig. 3. The height of the profile
is proportional to the HREED intensity. The 00 order is in
the center of the pattern. T%isset of plots shows the intensity
of the RHEED pattern as a tinction of surface temperature,
which is indicated on the side of each dif%action patterm The
attenuation at a pticuhr lwation on the streaks depends on
the transfer of momentum, Ak. In Fig. 4 the RHEED streak
intensity along the 01 streak is plotted for different tempera-
tures ranging from 307 to 493 K. The x axis represents the
streak position as determined by the pixel number of the
array detector obsewing the diffraction pattern. l%e y axis is
the relative RHEED streak intensity. At higher temperatums,
the temperature dependence of the streak intensity shows de-
viation from the exponential Debye-Wailer behavior. In ad-
dition, anomalous surface expansiou which is to some de-
gree Occurnng even at room temperature, starts to become
si=tificant enough to cause a noticeable shift in the peak of
the streak location. ‘8 These complications for rhis surface
limits the Debye-Wailer temperature region and makes it
necessq to analyze only the lower-tem~rature data in or-
der to extract from it the surface Debye temperature. Devia-
tion from Debye- Wailer behavior is even more noticeable in

.-
SW3ZOMO$60W4W 42044 4s04s0600

Temperature (K)

F7G.5. The rcmpewuredcpcndcoceof rbc RHEEDsorak iotensl~ for
I%(1OO)at differentlocations00 rhc 01 ss+rcakThe Dcbye r.cmprawc
wrrsponding soeachcurveis catcutasrdm Table Il.

Pb( 110) which is well known to undergo surface premelting
at temperatures siatificantly below the bulk melting
temperature.4s

T%e temperature depen&nce of the RHEED streak in-
tensity at different locations on the streak is displayed in Fig.
5. The position at which each Debye-Wailer curve is ob-
tained is indicated on the figure by the pixel number which
corresponds to that shown in Fig. 4. Clearly the slope of each
exponential cuwe is dependent on its location on the
RHEED streak which determines Mc. Analysis of Fig. 5 is
given in Table II where the Debye temperature of Pb(100) is
calculated using the temperaturedependent streak intensity
at different locations along the 01 streak. In Table II, tke
amount of momentum transfer along the RHEED streak in-
creases with the pixel number. (Akn!3~ of 0.88 corre-
sponds to pixel number 342, while that for Ah/ Ab of
1.039 corresponds to pixel number 402.j The value of the
Debye temperature obtained from rhis set of data is 50.7 K.
~alysis of the temperature depen&nt decay of the 00, 01,
01 streaks obtained from three different sets of data indicates
that the surface Debye temperature of Pb(100) is 49=5 K.

Values of cP~ for the thrct low-index faces of Pb are
given in Table III along with values previously obtained
tlom LEED.19 RHEED tmasurements reported here are for
the temperature dependence of the Oth-order and the two
!lrst-order streaks. “llte momentum change for the nth-order
streak 14kn] has components both perpendicular and parallel
to the surface plane. To separate these components, a more
derailed study which probes multiile crystallographic direc-
tions is necessary. The experime,tmderrors in the reported
RHEED measurements are due to the spread in the slopes of
the serrdogarithmic plots obtained for these measurements
and tie uncertainty io the angle of incidence and momentum
transfers as measured from the RHEED pattern.

TABLEIII. TIICDcbyctcropcmturcfor the tow-indexsusfaceaof kad.

TcchniqE Pb(llo) Pb(loo) Pb(l11) Refc4ulce

LEED 37S20% K ... 55=20% K, 49=20%K 19
30=5 K 49z5 K 60=8 K 14,prtxrl! work
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V. CONCLUSION

We have &monstrated that RHEED is a comparable
technique to LEED in probing the d-m-rnalvibrations of sur-
face atoms. RHEED is suitable for submonolayer detection.
with up to 0.1 monolayer mean thickness detection capability
t-eported.m In addition, from a practical point of view,

RHEED is the principle srntctural diagnostic tool in
molecular-beam epitaxy. Its grazing angle of incidence
makes it compatible with rea!-time observation of the surface
quality during thin-film growth. Oscillations in RHEED in-
tensity. in particular in the specular spot, has been exten-
sively used to monitor and control layer-by-layer growth.9-12
Quantitative analysis of the Debye-Wailer effect on the
RHEED pattetn provides the ability to monitor the effect of
film thickness, with submonolayer accuracy, on rhe thermal
vibrations of surface atoms. An understanding of the vibra-
tional amplitude of surface atoms during film growth could
be correlated with other technologically important param-
eters such as surface diffusion and substrate-adsorbate cou-
pling. The simple analysis presented here, which ignores in-
elastic and dynamical scattering effects, is inadequate for a
description of much of the temperature dependent vibrational
behavior of the surface atoms. However, at some temperature
range, the simple kinematic Debye-Wailer analysis of the
temperature dependence of tie RHEED intensity seems to
apply. We also point out that, for a surface with a known
Debye temperature, the Debye-Wailer reduction in the
RHEED streak intensity with temperature can be used to
obtain the substrate surface temperature in molecular-beam
epitaxy or other high-vacuum thin-film deposition systems.
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. Time-resolved structural studies of the low-index faces of lead
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Reflection high-energy electron diffraction with 2c0-ps time resolution is used to study the structural
behavior Of the three low-index faces of Pb. The surfaces are subjected to heating and cooling rates on
the order of 10” K/s. The open Pb(l 10) surface is seen to reversibly disorder below the bulk melting
temperature, T~. In contrast to Pb( 110), the close-packed Pb(l 11) surface sustains superheating to
T~ + 120 K. Pb(ICCO,a surface with atomic packing intermediate to that of Pb(l 10) and Pb[ 111), shows
evidence of residual order at a temperature above the bulk melting point.

I. I?STRODLr~ION

Although the phenomenon of melting has been studied
extensively for many years, a complete understanding of
the process remains elusive. It has long been speculated
that melting is initiated at the surface, at a temperature
below the bulk melting point, T~. 1 A well-known rela-
tion suggests the tendency of a particular surface to
melt:z

Y,. > ?’s1+?’1. ! (1)

where Y*V,y~l, and ylv represent the interracial free ener-
gies of the solid-vapor, solid-liquid, and liquid-vapor in-
terfaces, respectively. This relation is valid for many sur-
faces at temperatures below T~. The relation implies
that, above a certain temperature, it is energetically
favorable for the surface to form a thin disordered layer
between the ordered solid and the vapor. This
phenomenon, known as surface melting, offers an ex-
planation for the lack of parity between supercooling and
superheating.

The supercooling of melts of metals has been observed
for many years. 2 Supercooling is attributed to a nu-
cleation barrier to solidification that is a result of the
competition between the decrease in free energy upon
solidification and the increase in free energy that is asso-
ciated with the formation of a solid-liquid interface. In
the case of superheating, however, the presence of a thin
disordered surface layer formed below Tm provides a vast
two-dimensional site for the nucleation of melting into
the bulk as T~ is approached. Therefore, for surfaces
that disorder below Tm, there does not exist a nucleation
barrier for melting, and this precludes substantial su-
perheating. To form an understanding of bulk melting,
extensive work has been performed examining the role of
the surface in the process.3

One of the first conclusive experimental observations of
surface melting was on Pb( 11O)using medium-energy ion
scattering (MEIS).4 A reversible order-disorder transfor-
mation was observed on Pb(l 10), with disorder beginning
in the temperature range of 450-560 K, where Tm for Pb
is 600.7 K. The thickness d of the disordered layer in-
creased logarithmically beginning at 560 K

0163- 1829/94/49(7)/4886( 12)/$06.00 *

(d-ln[T~/(7’~ -T)]). At temperatures above
T~ – 0.3 K, the disordered layer thickness was observed
to increase according to .a power law

- IZS)s The functional character of the(d-[ T~– T] .
growth laws is predicted from mean-field theory.s Other
techniques were used to study the surface melting of
Pb(l 10).3[b) These techniques are complementary, and
provide a coherent picture of surface melting as a con-
tinuous phase transformation. X-ray photoelectron
diffraction’ and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)
[Refs. 8(a) and 8(b)] yielded temperatures for the onset of
surface disorder of 530 and 543 K, respectively. In addi-
tion, x-ray scattering,9 UV photoelectron spectroscopy, 10
quasielastic atom scattering,l 1 diffuse-light scattering,’2
and scanning tunneling microscopy13 studies have ob-
served surface melting on Pb( 110).

To determine the role of the c~stal surface orientation
in the melting process, further MEIS studies were per-
formed.t4 Pb surfaces were again studied, and the major-
ity of the crystalline faces considered exhibited pro-
nounced surface disordering with the exception of the vi-
cinal surfaces within -17 of the [111] plane, and -10’
of the [ 100] plane. The closed Pb( 111) surface was ob-
served to remain ordered up to T~ —0.5 K. In the MEIS
experiments, the number of disordered atoms per unit
area at temperatures near Tm versus surface orientation
was qualitatively consistent with predictions made from
surface free-energy measurements on Pb crystallite. 1$
These measurements, made using electron microscopy,
displayed minima in the norma~zed surface free energy
at the [ 111] and [ 100) orientations.15 Compared with
the results from MEIS, the electron microscopy experi-
ments predicted a significantly smaller angular region
about the [ 100] orientation, where pronounced disorder
is absent. In addition to the experiments on Pb, the im-
portance of surface orientation was demonstrated on Al
surfaces with AI(I 10) displaying surface melting and
Al(111) remaining ordered.’s

A recent MEIS study of Pb(111 ) and vicinal surfaces
revealed another interesting aspect of surface melting.17
These experiments showed that vicinals with miscut an-
gles 6<2° remain ordered, while vicinals with 8>13. 9“
exhibited pronounced surface melting. Vicinal surfaces

4886 @ 1994 The American Physical Society
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‘with 2.( Y<6<13.Y exhibited the phenomenon of
surjace-melring-induced faceting, where the surface
decomposes into ‘“dry” and “melted” facets that coexist
on the surface. In these experiments, the microscopic
faceting was observed at a temperature of T~ —0.05 K.
In addition, the phenomenon of faceting has been ob-
served on a macroscopic level with micrometer-sized Pb

‘8”9 A theoretical treatment based on a free-crystallites.
energy analysis predicted the faceting behavior in these
experiments.20

A recent MEIS study was performed on Pb(100) and its
vicinal surfaces to clarify the high-temperature structural
behavior of this surface, whose packing density is inter-
mediate to that of Pb(l 10) and Pb(l 11).21 The experi-
ments showed that a limited amount of disorder began to
form on Pb(lCC3)at T> 500 K, with the degree of disor-
der on the considered vicinal surfaces increasing with in-
creasing miscut angle. A logarithmic increase of the
disordered layer thickness was observed on Pb( 100) up to
T~ –2 K, where the thickness saturated at -1.3 mono-
Iayers, measured up to T~ –0.05 K. For the vicinal sur-
faces, the maximum amount of disorder was -1.9 and
-3.5 monolayer on the Y and 1(Ymiscuts, respectively.
The saturation of disordered layer thickness is known as
incomplete surface melting, and is in contrast to the
divergence of the disordered layer thickness on Pb(l 10).

The mean-field theory used by Pluis, Frenkel, and van
der Veen in their MEIS study of the orientation depen-
dence of surface melting does not account for the non-
divergence of the disordered layer thickness that occurs
in incomplete surface melting.c The role that the ordered
substrate plays in the energetic of the disordered layer
was recently addressed by Chemov and Mikheev.” In
their model, the solid substrate induces a periodic density
modulation in the disordered layer. The modulation is in
a direction parallel to the soliddisordered layer interface.
In the so-called layering model, the free energy of the
disordered layer has an oscillatory character with a
period of 2rr/k,, where k ~ is the wave number corre-
sponding to the first maximum in the stemcture factor of
the bulk liquid. (For Pb, 2fi/k ~=2. 86 A. 2]) As a conse-
quence, it becomes energetically favorable at high tem-
peratures for the surface to form a disordered layer, with
a thickness being an integral multiple of the layering
period. The thickness of the disordered layer that forms
in incomplete melting does not diverge as T~ is ap-
proached. This is in contrast to the behavior of Pb(l 10)
and A]( 110), which experience complete surface melting.
Experimental results on the surface disordering of
Ge(111 ),23 Pb( 100),21and the (100) face of the molecular
crystal caprolactam 24have been in qualitative agreement
with the layering model.

Along with the experimental studies of surface melting,
many molecular-dynamics (hfD) studies of the structural
behavior of surfaces have been conducted recently. With
the development of many-body potentials, which realisti-
cally treat metallic bonding, MD studies are modeling
surface-melting behavior with improved accuracy.
Several fcc metals have been modeled including Al,zs ’27
Au,zg-31 CU,JZ’37 Ni,3g.39 and Pb.a The general trend

suggests that the propensity of a surface to remain or-

dered up [o T~ is influenced by surface orknti3tiOIl, in
agreement with experimental studies. The studies that
treated ~he open fcc(l 10) surfaces demonslra(ed the ten-
dency of this surface to disorder below

~1~.~g.300J~-Jb,j$!
T~.2-”- Some of these studies showed quali-
tative agreement with the Iogari[hmic growth law that is
evident from the experiments. ~a.~o.jj The disorder on the
(110) surface seems to be mediated by the formation of
adatom-vacancy pairs.~5”~6”33-36”30Indeed, the formation
energy of a \’acancy, Ev, obtained from simulations of
various fcc crystalline faces, is a factor of 4 smaller for a
(110) surface as compared with a (111) surface.zs This
demonstrates the tendency of the open surface to form
defects. In the simulations that examined (111) surfaces,
surface stability up to T~ was observed as well as
superheating.28’ 30’36’37.Wbl

Surface-melting-induced faceting has also been ob-
served in molecular-dynamics simulations. Au(l 11) and
“icinals31(a!.311b) and vicinals of Pb(l 11) [Refs. 31(b) and
40(b)] have exhibited faceting. The study that examined
Au(l 11) revealed that surface reconstruction plays an im-
portant role in faceting.3](b) At low temperatures,
Au(111 ) has a (23X 31’2) reconstructed unit cell. In the
simulations, the (534) vicinal of Au(l 11) was obsened to
facet at 0.8 T~ as a result of surface reconstruction. In
contrast to this behavior, the same vicinal of Pb( 111), a
surface that does not exhibit reconstruction, was free of
faceting at O.8T~. 31{b)

The fcc( 1(X3)surface has been modeled less extensive-
ly.36.38 One study that treated the low-index faces of CU

showed disordering on Cu( 100) just below T~, behavior
that is qualitatively intermediate to that observed on the
(110) and (111) surfaces. 36 In this study, as well as in a
MD study of the high-temperature structure of vicinal
surfaces of Au( IOO),31(C)stratification in the disordered
layer was evident. Results of experiment and simulation
suggest that the tendency of a surface to disorder below
T~ depends on several factors. These include (i) the
orientation-dependent surface-packing density (see Fig.
1), which influences the vibrational properties of surface
atoms; (ii) the formation energy of surface defects such as
adatoms and vacancies; and (iii) the ability of adatoms to
diffuse on the surface.

In this study, we investigate the structural behavior of
the three low-index faces of lead, using time-resolved
reflection high-energy electron @infraction (RHEED).
Our work is aimed at determining how the crystal surface
influences the temporal dynamics of the melting process.
Following a brief description of the experimental method

EEMIBEI
(110) (loo) (111)

FIG. 1. The three low-index faces of a fcc metal displaying
the orientation dependence of the surface packing density.
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in !%. II, we present in Sec. III results of our time-
resolved structural studies of Pb(l 10), Pb(l 11), and
Pb(100). The results are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. Experiment

The samples were cut from a single crystal rod aligned
to within 0.7Y of the appropriate orientation using Laue
back reflection. The surfaces were mechanically polished
prior to chemical etching in a solution of 80% glacial
acetic acid and 20% hydrogen peroxide (30’% in water).
The samples were clipped to a resistively heated MO
stage. A thermocouple was placed between a retaining
clip and the surface of the sample. The thermocouple
was calibrated to the freezing and boiling points of water
and to the melting point of Pb. The experiments were
performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base
pressure in the low 10-10 range. The sampl~ were
cleaned before each experiment with cycles of Ar+ bom-
bardment followed by annealing. Surface cleanliness was
checked using Auger-electron spectroscopy. An Auger
spectrum of the clean Pb surface is shown in Fig. 2.
Auger spectra were taken at an elevated temperature to
ensure that no high-temperature surface impurity segre-
gation was occurring.

The time-resolved RHEED technique will be described
briefly here. It has been described in more detail else-
where.41 A diagram of the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 3. A Nd:YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) l~er
beam (A= 1.06 ~m, 200-ps pulsewidth) is split into two
beams. The first is amplified, passes through an optical
delay line, and strikes the surface of the sample at near-
normal incidence. The second is frequency quadrupled
and strikes the cathode of a photoactivated electron gun,
producing electron pulses with a temporal width compa-
rable to that of the fundamental beam. The electrons are
collimated and accelerated to energies in the 15-20-keV
range, and interact with the crystal in the glancing-
incidence RHEED geometry, probing the first few atomic
layers. Since the absorption depth of the laser into the

I i I I i i

93

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Electron energy (eV)

FIG. 2. Auger-electron spectrum of a clean Pb surface. The
energy of the primary exciting electron beam is 3 keV. Pb peaks
are labeled with the corresponding energies in electron volts.
No surface impurities are detected.
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FIG. 3. Time-resolved reflection high-energy electron
distraction (RHEED). The laser pump and electron probe arc
synchronized on the surface of the sample. The electron beam
is incident on the surface at an angle of 1“-3’ with an energy
typically in the 15-20-keV range.

sample (- 140 ~ for Pb at A= 1.06 pm) is much larger
than the probed depth of the electrons (typically <5 A),
we conclude that the probed layer is essentially iso.
thermal. The optical delay line provides the means by
which the laser heating pulse and the electron probe
pulse are temporally synchronized on the surface. Since.
the heating pulse and electron pulse originate from the
same source} the system is inherently free of the timing
jitter that is typically associated with electronically syn-
chronized experiments.

Static RHEED measurements are an important comp-
onent of the experiment, as they yield equilibrium sur-
face structural information and also serve as a means to
convert the time-resolved diffraction intensity to a.
surface-temperature rise. In this mode of operation, a Hg.
lamp is used to excite the cathode of the photoactivated
electron gun, producing a steady electron beam. The
RHEED pattern from the surface is detected by a micro-
channel plate (MCP) proximity focused to a phosphor.
screen. The resulting image is lens coupled to a linear ar-
ray detector for intensity analysis. For all of the experi-
ments reported here, the intensity of the (10) diffraction
streak was measured. Eke scans were taken through the
center of the streak.

III. RESULTS

A. Pb(ljO) .

The first surface studied was Pb(l 10),42which has been
shown to readily disorder below T~. 3 As an initial steP
to characterize the structural dynamics of Pb(l 10), mm:
surements of the RHEED streak intensity versus temper-
ature were performed. The energy of the electrons W’SS
18.2 keV, and the beam was incident along the ( 112) az; ‘
imuth at an angle of -Y, resulting in a probed depth of
approximately two monolayer. Results of this measure-
ment are given in F]g. 4, where the inset is a plot of the
data on a ~emilogari~hmic scale. The intensity is seen to.
decay exponentially from the lowest considered tempera-.
ture 487 K up to a temperature of -520 K. This portion
of the data is consistent with the Debye-Wailer effect,

,..,.,,,.....>,:{,,, :.,, .:.,-, ,. !<.
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FIG. 4. RHEE13streak intensity from Pb( 110) normalized to
that at 487 K vs temperature. A curve fit is made to the data
and is used with the heat-diffusion model to obtain the predicted
time-resolved modulation of the RHEED strmk intensity in
Fig. 5. Inset: The data are plotted on a semilogarithmic scale.
The line fit includes data points up to that which maximizes the
linear correlation coefficient. Note the departure from exponen-
tial Debye-V’aller behavior at -520 K.

which predicts an exponential decay of elastic diffraction
intensity with temperature. Above 520 K, the intensity is
seen to deviate from Debye-Wailer behavior. The initial
deviation is most likely due to the anhannonic surface vi-
brations on Pb( 1IO),which have been deduced from mea-

43At higher tempera-surernents of the surface expansion.
tures, the deviation is attributed to”surface disordering.
Above T-540 K, the RHEED signal decayed into the
inelastically scattered background, leading us to conclude
that the probed surface layer is disordered. We therefore
identify Td -540 K as the disordering temperature of
the probed layer. This behavior is qualitatively similar to
that observed by Yang, Lu, and Wang on Pb(l 10) with
high-resolution LEED. 8(C)In their experiment, the inten-
sity of the (00) beam at the in-phase condition departed
from Debye-Wailer attenuation at -520 ‘K.

Next we performed time-resolved measurements on
Pb(l 10). The RHEED streak intensity, normalized to
that at the samplebias temperature of 487 K, was ob-
tained for given delay times between the arrival of the
laser h~ting pulse and the electron probe pulse. Results
are given in Fig. S, where the solid lines represent the
convemion of the temperature obtained from a one-
dirnensional h~t.diffusion model to a normalized
diffraction intensity using the static calibration of Fig. 4.
The heat-diffusion model is given by

~a-(z,f) =Kdmz,f)
dt

+~P(l–R )aexp(–az)J(t) , (2)
dzz

where T(z, r) is the temperature at a distance z normal to
the surface (z =0), t is time, C = 1.58X 106 J/m3K is the
h=t capacity per unit volume,~ K =32.2 W/mK is t%
therm~ conductivity,a R =0.81 is the reflectivity,
a= 7.05X 107 m-* is the absorption coefficient,45 1P is
the p~k laser intensity measured in W/cm2, and ~(t)
represents the temporal profile of the heating pulse,
Which is ~sumed to be Gaussian.

10, . 467

~o 1.0.-- .267 g

Time (ns) Time (ns)

FIG. 5. Time-resolved RHEED streak intensity measure-
ments on Pb( 110). The pulse width of the laser is meesured at
full width at half maximum (FWHM). The corresponding sur-
face temperature is obtained using the data of Fig. 4. (a)
lP= 1.4x 107 W/cm2, 165 p~ (b) IP=2.0x 10’ W/cm=, 165 ps;
(c) 1P=2.7x 107 W/cm*, 175 ps and (d) 1P=3.6x 10’ W/cm2,
170 ps. In (c) and (d) the normalized streak intensity is seen to
vanish for some time, indicating that order is lost in the probed
surface layer. The subsequent reappearance of the streak inten-
sity indicates the reordering of the surface.

The error bars in Fig. 5 reflect the uncertainty in the
RHEED streak intensity and are primarily due to MCP
noise. Other sources of error in the time-resolved experi-
ments include the spatial nonuniformity of the laser heat-
ing, which was measured to be A 12’%0acrossthe widthof
the sample,and the stabilityof the laser. The long-term
laserstabilitywasmonitoredthroughoutthe experiment,
and wasmaintainedconstant to within 10%. All of the
time-resolvedmeasurementspresentedhereare the result
of the convolutionof the electronprobe pulsewith the
temporaltemperatureprofileon the surface. Thesecon-
volutioneffectsare mostprominentfor the timesnearthe
normalizedRHEED streak intensity minimum,where
the rate of changeof temperaturewith time is greatest.
Includingtheseeffectsin the analysisleadsto a somewhat
higherpeaksurfacetemperaturethan what is measured.
Theabsolutetimingbetweenthe electronprobepulseand
the laserheatingpulsewasnot determinedexperimental-
ly. We set the temporal position of the model with
respect to the experimental data by minimizingthe
mean-squaredifferencebetweenmo~eland experimental
data for the timesbetween1 and 2.risin Figs.5(a)-5(cl
andbetween1.3and 3.3ns for Fig.5(d). ln thesetimein-
ternals, convolution effects are not expected to be
significant.

We next discussthe time-resolvedRHEED resultsof
Pb(110)displayedin Fig. 5. In Figs. 5(a)and 5(b),1Pis
low enoughnot to cause any surface disordering. The
surfacetemperaturewas raisedfrom487 K to measured
peaksurfacetemperaturesof -515 and - sgo K in Figs.
5(a)and 5(b),respectively.Theseare in reasonableagree-
mentwith the valuesof 523and 537K predictedby the
heat-diffusionmodel. ln Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), the peak
laser intensitywas increasedto facilitatesurfaceheating
to temperaturesabove the disorderingtemperatureTd.
In thesesets,the heat-diffusionmodelpredictedpeaksur-

-- , ,.:-—.-
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face temperatures of 558 (Td+ 18 K) and 5S1 K (TA+41

K), respectively. In both cases, the normAized RHEED
streak intensity is observed to \,anish for some time, indi.
eating [hat the probed surface layer is disordered. The
time duration over which the diffraction intensity van-
ishes increases from -203 ps for a peak predicted tem-
perature of Td + 18 K [Fig. 5(c)] to -500 ps for a peak
predicted temperature of T~ +41 K [Fig. ~d)]. We con-
clude that, w’ith the heating rate of 101’ K\s available
from the pulsed laser, surface disordering cannot be
bypassed. Furthermore, from the time-resolved data we
see that the temperature at which the surface disorders is
not significantly altered from that measured statically.

Subsequent to disordering, the surface recrystallizes
and cools as the heat is conducted to the bulk of the sam-
ple. This is evident from the recovery of the diffraction
intensity. In Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), the experimentally mea-
sured surface temperature is in accord with the model in
the times where the normalized RHEED streak intensity
is nonvanishing, indicating agreement uith the results
from heat diffusion both prior and subsequent to surface
disordering. This indicates that the nucleation and
growth of the disordered layer, as well as (he regrowth of
crystalline order, occur on a time scale less than the 180-
ps pulse width of the electron probe.

The conclusion that surface disordering is a reversible
process is based on static experiments where the disor-
dered layer thickness is shown to be a distinct function of
temperature, a quality that distinguishes surface disorder-
ing from bulk melting. The reversibility of surface disor-
dering has not been previously tested for extremely high
heating and cooling rates. The time-resolved results in
Fig. 5 that show the recovering elastic-diffraction intensi-
ty subsequent to surface disordering indicate that surface
disordering is reversible even at extremely high heating
and cooling rates.

The observations of the fast regrowth of crystalline or-
der on the time scale of the present experiment are con-
sistent with the time scales for atomic rearrangement on
Pb( 11O) deduced from measurements of surface mobility

**The results of this experiment wereusing He scattering.
described well by the following expression for the
temperature-dependent mobility of surface atoms on
Pb(l 10):11

D$(T)=Doexp( –Q, /kBT) , (3)

where DO=26 cm2/s, the activation energy of diffusion is
Q$=0.65 eV, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is tem-
perature. The study concluded that for T ? 550 K, the
mobility of surface atoms exceeds that of the bu~k liquid.
The above expression yields a value of -0.23 A 2/ps at
Td -540 K, c~mparable to the mobility of liquid Pb close
to Tm (O.22 A 2/ps). At a temperature of Td, over the
1SO-pS time scale of our electron pro~e, the disordered
atoms difiuse over an area of -40 A 2. This area is
sufficient to include all adjacent lattice sires that are po-
tentially unoccupied. Therefore, over the time duration
of the electron probe, atoms in the disordered layer have
sufficient mobility to travel to adjacent lattice sites.

The time-resolved measurements on Pb( 110) lead us to

conclude that for heating and cooling rates on the order
of 101’ K/s, (i) surface disordering is not bypassed, there.
fore precluding the existence of a nucleation barrier to
disordering for these conditions; (ii) the temperature at
which the surface disorders is not altered significantly
from that measured statically; (iii) the nucleation and
growth of surface disorder occur on a time scale less than
180 ps even for relatively small departures above T~; and
(iv) surface disordering is reversible upon cooling, even at
the high rates achieved with pulsed laser heating.

B. Pb(lll)

The next surface we studied was the close-packed, non.
melting Pb(l 11) surface, where experiments were per.
formed to determine if the surface could be superheat.
ed.46 The superheating of metals represents an expen.
mental challenge and is not commonly observed. Howev-
er, superheating of solids can be observed under some
special conditions. Quartz and other solids that have
highly viscous melts can readily be superheated.47 ~is
can be understood by considering the speed of propaga.
tion u of the solid-liquid interface.4g In this treatment, u
is proportional to D, the coefficient for self-diffusion in
the liquid. By the Stokes-Einstein relation, D is inversely
proportional to the viscosity q; thus the velocity of the
solid-liquid interface is proportional to 1/q. Therefore,
solids that melt into highly viscous liquids are associated
with extremely slow motion of the solid-liquid interface,
which allows the interior of the solid to be substantially
superheated.47 Typically, melts of metals have viscosities
many orders of magnitude lower than that of the previ-
ously mentioned solids. Therefore, once the surface
melts, the solid-liquid interface can propagate into the
bulk with velocities up to the velocity of sound” in the
metal.49 However, by bypassing the melting effects of the
surface, modest superheating of metals has been
achieved. Preferentially cooling the surface to prevent
melting,so coating one solid with another of higher T~, ~]
and embedding precipitates in a host metal of higher T~

(Ref. 52) are some of the methods that have been used to

superheat metals. An outstanding question has been
whether a surface that does not experience surface meh-
ing can be superheated. Experiments performed on free
surfaces showed that superheating of several degrees
could be observed on small metal platelets with extensive
close-packed, nonmelting sttrf%es.53 The experiments
presented here were performed to determine if the free
Pb(111 ) surface could be superheated to a larger degree
using fast laser heating.

As with Pb( 110), we first measured the RHEED str~k
intensity versus temperature. The angle of incidence of
the 18.2-keV electron beam was -2, leading to a probed
depth of two monolayer. The electron beam was in-
cident along the ( OIT) azimuth. Results of this measure-”
ment are shown in Fig. 6, where the RHEED streak in-
tensity is normalized to that at 407 K, and the inset is
plotted on a semilogarithmic scale. It is apparent that
the behavior ofPb(111) is qualitatively different from that
of Pb( 11O)shown in Fig. 4, where deviation from Debye-
Waller behavior occurred at - Tm– 80 K. With Pb( 11l)!

,.
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FIG. 6. RHEED streak intensity of Pb(l 11), normalized to
that at 407 K, vs sample temperature. An exponential curve tit
has been made to the data. Inset: The data plotted on a semi-
Iogarithmic scale showing Debye-Wailer behavior up to T~ – 15
K.

the RHEED streak intensity is seen to decay exponential-
ly in the considered temperature range extending to
Tm – 15 K. This is consistent with the Debye-Wailer
effect, and agrees qualitatively with the results from
MEIS, where Pb(l 11) was shown to remain ordered up to
T~ –0.5 K.14

In the next set of experiments, Pb(111) was subjected to
laser pulses with 1P- 3.3 X 107 W/cm2, while the sample
bias temperature T~ia, was raised from 495 to 575 K.
The RHEED streak intensity, normalized to that at Tti=,
is shown in Fig. 7(a) for the time corresponding to the
minimum of the diffraction intensity, to. (The time to is
temporally close to the time corresponding to the peak of
the surface-temperature rise. These times do not coincide
due to the effects of convolution.) The diffraction intensi-
ty is observed to decrease linearly with T~i=. No sudden
decrease in diffraction intensity is observed that would in-
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FIG. 7. (a) Modulation of the normalized RHEED streak in-
‘ensity for 1P-3.3X 107 W/cmz and varying sample bias tem-
peratures Tb,u. This data set was obtained at the time corre-
sponding to the temporal minimum of the normalized streak in-
lenSity, [.. (b) The streak intensity of (a) is converted to a peak
iutface-temperature rise AT, using the data of Fig. 6. Results
from the heat-diffusion model are plotted as well. The higher
d ~ predictedby [heMode]k due to convohttion effectsthat are
most prominentat (.. For Tbk 2530 K, the peak surface tem-
perature exceeds T~,

dicate a phase transformation taking place on the surface.
The diffraction intensity is converted to a temperature
jump AT by utilizing the static RHEED measurement of
Fig. 6. The result of this conversion is shown in Fig. 7(bj,

>530 K, the peak surface temperaturewhere for Tb,2~_
T ~,m-!-AT exceeds T~, and the surface is superheated. It

is observed that A T increases linearly with Tb,2~. This
reflects the changing optical and thermal properties of
the sample in the temperature range considered. The
change in surface reflectivity R with temperature is a
significant factor in the increase of AT with Tb,,~ since

the absorption of laser energy at the surface is propor-
tional to 1– R. The reflectivity of the surface at the heat-
ing laser wavelength was measured directly and found to
decrease from 0.78 to 0.74 in the temperature range of
Fig. 7. The results from a solution of the heat-diffusion
model are shown in Fig. 7(b) as well. The larger AT pre-
dicted by the model is due to the above-mentioned convo-
lution effects, which lead to a somewhat lower experi-
mentally measured surface-temperature rise. In addition,
the increase in AT with increasing T~iMwas observed at
delay times subsequent to to; these results are given in
Fig. 8. For a given Tb= we observe a decrease in AT
with increasing delay time. This reflects the cooling of
the surface after the arrival of the heating laser pulse.

Further experiments were performed to determine the
magnitude of superheating that could be sustained on
Pb(l 11). The sample was biased at TM==586 K (T~ – 15
K) and transiently heated with varying peak laser intensi-
ties. The RHEED streak intensity normalized to that at
i“~i= was obtained at given times throughout the laser-
heating process. Such a set is shown in Fig. 9. This set
was performed at the time to. Tle inset of Fig. 9 is the
data plotted on a semilogarithmic scale. Two regimes are
evident: the first, where 1P c 3.5 X 107 W/cm2 shows an
exponential decay of the &lffraction intensity with IP,
consistent with Debye-Wailer behavioC in the second re-
gime, where 1P? 3.5 X 107 W/cm2, we observe a marked
deviation from exponential behavior, indicating that
melting is occurring on the surface.

~~
460 480 500 520 540 560 580 600

Tbias (K)

FIG. 8. Surface-temperature rise vs Tti for 1P-3.3X 10’
W/cmz performed at r. and subsequent delay times. The gen-
eral trend of increasing ATwithTbU is attributed to the change
in optical and thermal properties of the sample in the tempera-
ture range considered.
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FIG. 9, RHEED streak intensity normalized to that at 586 K
vs peak laser intensity. This data set was performed at [.. In-
set: A plot of the data on a semilogarithmic scale showing devi-
ation from Debye-Wailer behavior at IP -3.5X 107 W/cm2.
The corresponding peak surface temperature is - T~ + 120 K.

We next estimate the temperature at which deviation
from exponential, Debye-Wailer behavior occurs, and
identify this as the peak observed superheating tempera-
ture. To accomplish this, we consider diffraction intensi-
ty modulations for small 1P such that the corresponding
temperature jumps AT lead to peak temperatures below
Tm . In the Debye-Wailer region, AT= IP; therefore,
lower values of 1P can be used to make a correspondence
between 1P and peak surface temperature. When this is
done, we conclude that deviation from Debye-Wailer
behavior occurs at a temperature of -720 K (- Tm + 120

K). Furthermore, the time-resolved diffraction data have
a slope when plotted on a semilogarithmic scale that is
equivalent to the slope from the static RHEED measure-
ment of Fig. 6, within experimental error. This error can
result from the fact that this experiment was performed
at the time to where convolution effects can be prom-
inent. The exponential dependence of the normalized
RHEED streak intensity up to Tm + 120 K indicates that
the surface retains order above Tm, and behaves accord-
ing to the Debye-Wailer effect with mean-square vibra-
tional amplitudes in excess of that at T~.

The time-resolved measurements of the diffraction in-
tensity versus .fP were carried out at other times relative
to the time to. Figure 10 shows measurements performed
at to +500 ps and to+4000 ps. The insets are plotted on
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a semilogarithmic scale. In both cases, for IP < 3.5X 107
W/cm2 we observe an exponential decrease in diffraction
intensity with increasing lP, as is evident from the linear
behavior in the insets. A distinct break from exponential
behavior occurs at 1P? 3.5 X 107W/cm*, consistent with
the value obtained at the time ro. We conclude that this
deviation from Debye-W’aller behavior is due IO me]ting
taking place on the surface. This deviation, at
1P? 3.5 X 107 W\cm2, is most likely not attributed to
enharmonic vibrations due to the observed deviation
from exponential behavior at tO+4000 ps, an amount of
time after 10 where such vibrations should not be present
due to the rapid decrease of the surface temperature rise.

Similar measurements were performed with the elec-
tron beam incident at an angle of - 1“with respect to the
surface. This led to a probed depth of less than a mono-
layer. Plots of the RHEED streak intensity normalized
to that at 586 K are shown in Fig. 11 for the times to and
to +4000 ps. A break from exponential Debye-Wailer

behavior is seen to occur at 1P- 3–4 X 107 W’/cm2, con-
sistent with what was observed for the previous data with
an angle of incidence of -Z.

Time-resolved experiments examining the RHEED
streak intensity throughout the heating process were car-
ried out with Tb= =586 K. The RHEED streak intensi-
ty, normalized to that at 586 K, was obtained at various
delay times. Results for varying 1P are shown in Fig. 12.
Figure 12(a) exhibits the qualities of classical heat
diffusion: a rapid decrease in the normalized streak in-
tensity followed by an increase as the heat is conducted to
the bulk of the sample. The data set of Fig. 12(a) was
normalized to sets taken at lower TbiM. which corre-
sponded to peak temperatures below T~. This compar-
ison showed good agreement, indicating that the tlata of
Fig. 12(a) are consistent with classical heat diffusion.
Since the time-resolved RHEED streak intensity at
Tti= = 586 K exhibited Debye-Wailer behavior up to
1P-3.5X 107 W/cm2, the static RHEED calibration of
Fig. 6 can be used to determine the peak AT of Fig. 12(a).
When this is done, a peak surface temperature of
T~ + 110 K is deduced.

In Figs. 12(b)– 12(d), the surface was subjected to
IP >3.5 X 107 W/cmz, the threshold for Debye-Wailer
behavior. We observe a clear deviation from classical
heat diffusion in the tail after -1.5 ns. The streak inten-
sity, subsequent to an initial fastzrise at Zo,fails to recover

012345678 012345678

Peak laser intens”~(107 W/cm2)

FIG. 10. RHEED streak intensity normal-
ized to that at 586 K vs peak laser intensity.
These sets were performed at times of to + SW
ps and to +4000 ps. The insets are plotted on a
semilogarithmic scale, and show the break
from Debye-Wailer behavior at 1P- 3-4X 107
W/cm*, consistent with what was observed at
the time fo.
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FIG. 11. RHEED streak intensity normal-
ized to that at 586 K vs peak laser intensity for
an electron-beam angle of incidence of -1° at

departure from Debye-Wailer behavior at

,,,
012345601 23456

Peak laser intensity (107 W/cm*)

to what is expected from heat diffusion. The behavior at
times after r. is also reflected in the data of Fig. 10. Jve
attribute this to melting on part of the surface. In Figs.
12(b)– 12(d), the value of the normalized streak intensity
at times after r. depends on the ratio of the molten por-
tion of the probed surface ares to that which remains
solid. This in turn is influenced by the spatial intensity
profile of the laser pulse on the sample surface. In these
experiments, the laser nonuniformity was measured to be
~ 189c across the width of the sample. This was accom-
plished by measuring the laser intensity passing through
a small pinhole that was scanned through the beam. This
measurement, however, does not preclude the existence
of laser nonuniformities on a micrometer scale. Laser-
intensity variations on this scale could influence the dy-
namics of the melting process.

We define the time 7 to be the time interval between to
and the time at which the diffraction intensity deviates
from behavior consistent with classical heat diffusion. To
determine ~, a nonmelting superheated set was normal-
ized to a given melting set and subtracted from it. The
di5erence that resulted was fitted with a polynomial that
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FIG. 12. Tjme.resolved normalized RHEED streak intensity
of Pb( 111) irradiated with laser pulses of varying Fk intemit~.
set (a) is consistent with classical heat diffusion and corresponds
to a peak surface temperature of T~ + 110 K. In *ts (b)-(d),
where 1P~ 3.5x 107W/cm2, the surface begins to melt, ss is evi-
dent from the pronounced deviation from cl=ical heat
diffusion.

was differentiated to observe the break from nonmelting
behavior. A plot of ~ versus peak laser intensity is given
in Fig. 13 for data sets biased at 586 K. The time 7 is ob-
served to decrease from 1200 to <300 ps for
1P-3.8X 107W/cmz to ]P - 6.0X 107W/cm*, respective-
ly.

From the experiments on Pb(l 11), we conclude that
this surface, which exhibits no surface melting, sustains
superheating to - T~ + 120 K. This is evident from the
exponential Debye-Wailer behavior of the RHEED
streak intensity in this temperature range. In the su-
perheating regime, the excess surface temperature is
manifested as lattice mean-square vibrational amplitudes
exceeding that at T~. Melting is apparently bypassed by
the 101l-K/s heating and cooling rates available with
pulsed laser heating. At incident peak laser intensities
greater than -3.5 X 107 W/cmz, the surface melts, as is
evident from the pronounced deviation from Debye-
Waller behavior. The larger heating rates available with
lasers of shorter pulse width could conceivably lead to a
larger degree of superheating.

As an interesting postscript to the experiments on
Pb(111 ), recent molecular-dynamics simulations were
performed by Halikinen and Landman examining the dy-
namics of melting and superheating of Cu surfaces.”
Motivated by the time-resolved laser heating experi-
ments, they constructed a model that incorporated ener-

1400
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1000 :1’1”

~ 800
n.
w 600 -

400 - [

200
i

.!
o
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.o 5.5 6.o 6.5

Peak laser intensity (107W/cm2)

FIG. 13. The time interval ~, from to to the time at which de-
viation from classical heat diffusion occurs, is extracted from
data sets as in Figs. 12(b) and 12(c). The time 7 is seen to de-
crease with increasing peak laser intensity.
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gy transfer from the electronic system to the lattice. The
subsequent lattice dyrwmics were modeled with the
many-body embedded-atom potential. They observed
rapid and reversible disordering of the Cu( 110) surface, in
analogy to Pb(l 10). In contrast to this, Cu(l 11) was
shown to sustain superheating of 40 K. Further simula-
tions focused on the effects of defects in the superheating
process. 37Defects such as steps and vacancies are expect-
ed to be present on any metal surface in experimental sit-
uations. The simulations showed that even highly defect-
ed Cu( 111) surfaces, with up to a 10% initial surface va-
cancy concentration, sustained substantial superheating.
A settling mechanism involving adatoms was observed in
the annealing process that acted to fill existing vacancies
and restore crystalline order. Processes such as this may
be involved in the time-resolved experiments on Pb(l 11),
where a large degree of superheating was sustained.

C. Pb(100)

The final surface considered was Pb(lOO),x which has
been shown to experience incomplete surface melting.
Using MEIS, it was observed that the disordered layer
that forms on the surface does not nucleate further melt-
ing up to a temperature of T~ —O. 05 K.zl The aim of
our time-resolved experiments on Pb(100) was to deter-
mine if the disordered layer that forms on the surface is
stable at temperatures above Tm. The first experiment on
Pb( 100) measured the temperature dependence of the
RHEED streak intensity. The 15-keV electron beam was
incident along the (001 ) azimuth at an angle of 3“, re-
sulting in a probed depth of --5 A. This corresponds to
-3 monolayer. A plot of the RHEED streak intensity
normalized to that at 377 K is shown in ,Flg. 14. The in-
set is a plot of the data on a semilogarithmic scale. A
nonexponential decrease in diffraction intensity with tem-
perature is observed starting at a temperature of -475
K. The data are qualitatively similar to that obtained on
Pb( 100) by Yang et al. using high-resolution LEED.55
The deviation from Debye-Wailer behavior may be relat-
ed initially to the surface expansion that they observed
between 300 and 470 K. In this temperature range, the
surface undergoes an expansion exceeding that of the

600

FIG. 14. RHEED streak in[enslty from

Pb(100) normahzed to that at 377 K M tempt..
ature. The inset shows the data plot~ed on ~
semilogari~hmic scale. The solid lines are ~-
lynomial fits to the data. The streak intensity
is observed to deviate from Debye-\Val]er
behavior for T 2475 K.

bulk by a factor of 7. This surface expansion is direct]y
related to the enharmonic nature of the surface intera-
tomic potential. In addition, deviation from Debye-
Waller behavior can be attributed to the abrupt increase
in vacancy concentration observed beginning at 510 K.s$

To determine the peak temperature rise induced on the
Pb( 100) surface by the heating laser pulse, time-resolved
measurements were performed at the time 10. For these
experiments, the sample was biased at temperatures of
450 and 533 K. The RHEED streak intensity, normal-
ized to that at 450 K, is shown in Fig. 15 for various peak
laser intensities Ip. The normalized streak intensity is
converted to a temperature rise AT, using the calibration
of Fig. 14. The result of this conversion is shown in the
inset of Fig. 15, where AT is plotted versus 1P. The terzt-
perature rise is observed to be directly proportional ‘to IP,
which is consistent with classical heat diffusion. The
maximum peak temperature in all of these sets is below
Tm. These data do not account for the effect of convolu-
tion.

0.4
t

● **: i

} :i
●

0.2 ! ! I 1 I , I
o 1 2 3 4 5 6

Peak laser intensity (107 W/cm2)

FIG. 15. RHEED streak intensity vs peak laser intensity on
Pb(lU at the time tO. The sample was biased at 45o K. Inset:
Peak surface temperature rise AT vs lP. The inset is a result of
the conversion of the streak intensity modulation to a ATusiw
the dataof Fig. 14.Thesedataare used to determine ATfor
RHEEDmeasurementswithT~,_closerto T~.
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In the next set of experiments the RHEED streak in-

tensity, normalized to that at a given Tti,~, is obtained for
various IP. In these experiments, performed at ro, Tti,, is

raised closed to Tm. Results are shown in Fig. 16, where

the set in Fig. 16(d) is biased just 11 K below T~. At
sufficiently high lP, the normalized streak intensity is ob-

served to vanish, indicating that order has been lost in
the probed surface layer. The value of 1P necessary to

disorder the probed surface layer decreases from
-4.3 X107 W/cm2 for Tti==533 K to -1.8x107
W/cm2 for Tb,,, = 590 K. The data of Fig. 15 are used to

determine the peak surface temperature at which the nor-
malized RHEED streak intensity vanishes. In each of
the sets of Fig. 16, the lowest IP leading to a vanishing
RHEED streak intensity is converted to a temperature
rise using Fig. 15. From this conversion, we see that the
peak surface temperature Tbim + AT, when order is lost in
the probed surface layer, is -615 +20 K. The error ac-
counts for (i) the spread of the static RHEED data; (ii)
the spread of the temperature-rise data of Fig. 15; and
(iii) the nonuniformity of laser heating, which was mea-
sured to be *25% over the entire width of the sample.
Factors not accounted for in this peak temperature in-
clude convolution effects and the changes in the thermal
and optical properties of the sample occurring over the
considered temperature range. These effects lead to a
somewhat greater peak surface temperature than what is
experimentally observed.

The temporal behavior of the heating and disordering
process on Pb(l 00) was examined using time-resolved
RHEED. In F]g. 17, results are given for varying sample
bias temperatures and incident peak laser intensities. In
Figs. 17(a) and 17(b), the incident peak laser intensity was
not sufficient to cause disorder in the probed layer. This
is evident by the nonvanishing diffraction intensities in
these sets. In F]g. 17(c), sufficient laser intensity was pro-
vided to disorder the probed surface layer. The disorder-
ing is evident from the vanishing streak intensity at time

1L._-l
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FIG. 16. Normalized RHEED streak intensity VSpeak laser
intensity for Tb,u successively closer to T~. The streak intensi.
tY vanishes for 1Pabove a certain threshold depending on T~ia,.
This threshold is used along with the data of Fig. 15 to deter-
mine the temperature at which order is lost in the probed layer.
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FIG. 17. Time-resolved normalized RHEED streak intensity
on Pb( 100) at ditTerent bias temperatures, subjected to varying
peak laser intensities. (a) ~~,,, = 321 K, 1P=4.4X 107 W/cm~;
(b) T~,., =570 K, 1 =2.3x 107 W\cm2; (c) ~~,x = 570 K,
IP ‘3.4X 107 U’/cm{ and (d) T~,., =570 K, IP=5.1 x107
W/cm2.

-1 ns. Subsequent to disordering, the surface recrystal-
lizes and cools, as is seen from the increasing streak in-
tensit y at later times. Fhtally, in Fig. 17(d), the streak in-
tensity fails to recover for times ? 4 ns after the initial
disordering, which is an indication of melting on the sur-
face. In these experiments, no surface damage was visible
upon recrystallization.

From our experiments on Pb( 100) we conclude that re-
sidual order is present on Pb( 100) at a peak surface tem-
perature of 6 15*2O K. Considering the previously men-
tioned convolution effects, it is likely that residual order
is present above Tm. At this temperature the surface is
most likely proliferated with defects such as vacancies.ss
The degree of superheating would undoubtedly be
lowered by the presence of vacancies. Compared with
Pb(111 ), where superheating to -720 K was observed,46
Pb( 100) shows evidence of residual order at a much lower
surface temperature. Our experiments show that the
disordered layer that forms near T~ is stable in a narrow
temperature range aboue T~. Evidently, in this tempera-
ture range a second layering transition is not energetical-
ly favorable. Above the observed peak surface tempera-
ture, further disordering occurs and 6e residual order in
the probed layer vanishes. At this temperature, a second
layer transition may take place in~reasing the disordere~
layer thickness to 4m/k, -5.7 A, exceeding the 5 A
probed by our electron beam.

W. SUMMARY

From our experimental results on the low-index faces
of Pb, we conclude that the time-resolved surface
structural behavior of Pb has a pronounced orientation
dependence. The open Pb(l 10) surface was seen to disor-
der rapidly and reversibly with the 10Jl-K/s heating and
cooling rates available from pulsed laser hating. It is
likely that higher index planes, which were shown to ex-
hibit surface disordering in the case of Pb,14 would exhib-

—.-—.
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it rapid disordering analogous to that observed on
Pb! 11“0). In contrast, the c~se-packed Pb( 111) surface,
which was shown not to experience surface melting,’4 ex-
hibited Debye-Wailer behavior upon laser heating up to
- T~ + 120 K. We are not aware of any larger su-
perheating of a free metal surface; however, greater su-
perheating may be possible with larger heating rates. In
addition, the nonmelting (COOl)face of Bi was shown to
exhibit substantial superheating using time-resolved
RHEED.56 The last surface we studied was Pb(100), a
surface that exhibits incomplete surface melting. Pb(100)
showed residual order up to -615f20 K, a result that
di~ers from that obtained on Pb(l 11) in two respects.
First, the diffraction intensity from Pb( 100) deviated from
Debye-Wailer behavior at T-475 K, unlike Pb(l 11),
which upon laser heating showed Debye-Wailer behavior
up to T- 720 K.46 It is likely that Pb(100) develops a

<

high concentration of surface defects at Iemperatui=
ss Second [he temperature at which orderabove 500 K.

is completely lost on Pb(100) is much lower than that ~f
Pb(l 11). The disordered layer that forms on Pb !OO)at
elevated temperatures precludes substantial excurslon~
above T~. However, our time-resolved experimect~
show that residual order on Pb( 100) is preserved for sma~~
excursions above T~. This implies that there is a barrier
for the growth of the disordered layer thickness on
Pb( 100) at temperatures above T~.
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Time-Resolwd Structural Study of Pb(100
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(Rcccivcd 1I February 1993)

Time-resolved rcftcction high-energy electron dltTraction is used [o study the structural behavior of
Pb(100) sub~ctcd to 2(x3ps Iascr pulses. Analysis of the electron diffraction in!cnsi(y indica[cs tha( re-
sidual order is present on the surface at a tcmpc.ra(ure of 615120 K. where the bulk mcl[ing tcmpra-
turc of Pb is 6CK3.7K. This implies that the disordered film that forms on Pb(100) is stable UD to the
bulk mcltirrg temperature and at&e.

PAG numbcm 68.35.Ja. 61.14.Hg,68.35.Rh

Sin= the initial work of Frenkcn and co-workers on
Pb(l 10) [1], there has been a great deal of work per-
formed to characterize the phenomenon of surface melt-
ing [2]. Surface melting is the formation of a disordered
“quasiliquid” layer wilh thickness on the order of several
atomic Iaycrs at tcmpcraturcs below the bulk melting
point T~. Relatively few structural studies have km
performed on f=(100) surfaces near Tm [3-7]. A rcccnt
study on Pb(100) and vicinal surfaces using medium en-
ergy ion sca({cring (M EIS) showed that a limited
amount of disorder began to form on Pb(100) at temper-
atures above 500 K, where T- for Pb is 600.7 K [4]. The
disordered layer lhickncss on Pb(l 00) was observed to in-
crease logarithmically up to 2-3 K below Tm and then
saturate at 1.3 monolaycrs, mcasurd up to Tm -0.05 K.
The maximum amount of disorder on the vicinal surfaces
incrcascd with miscut angle from 1.9to 3.5 monolaycrs
on the 5° and 10“ miscutsurfaces,rcspcctivciy. This is
in contrast to the divcrgcncc of the disordered layer
thickness of Pb( I IO) as T~ is approached. This behav-
ior, where the disordered layer thickness is finite as Tm k
approached, is known as incomplete surface melting. In-
complete surface melting cannot be explained by the
mean-field theory used by Pluis, Frcnkel, and van dcr
Vccn in their MEIS study of Pb [3(b)]. A rcccnt model
has &en developed that includes the eflcct of the sub-
strate on the disordered layer [8]. In this model, the or-
dered substrate induces a periodic density modulation in
the disordered layer in a direction parallel to the
solid-disordered layer interface. This modulation makes
it energetically favorable for the surface to form disor-
dered films with the thickness being an integral multiple
of 2Jr/k 1, where k I is the wave number corresponding to
the first maximum of the stntcture factor of the bulk
Iiqu-kl. For Pb, 2x/k I is approximately 2.86 A [4]. The
disordered Iaycr that forms is stable up to T- and does
not act as a nucleus for fttrthcr melting. The so-called
Iaycring modci has proven successful in describing the
disordering of Gc(l I I) [9], Pb(100) [4], and the (100)
face of caprolactam [10].

Further cxpcrimcnts on Pb(100) with high-resolution
Iow-energy electron diffraction (HRLEED) have shown a
weakdisordering at -570 K [5]. This disordering is prc-

ccdcd by an anomalous surface expansion at Ts 480 K
and an abrupt generation of surface vacancies beginning
at -510 K. An anomalous surface expansion was also
observed on Ni(OOl ) using LEED [6]. An x-ray photw
electron diffraction study on Pb(100) demonstrated cvi.
dcncc for logarithmic growth of the disordered layer be-
ginning at 585 k 5 K and up to the highest tcmpcraturc
studied, Tm -2 K [7].

Rccc.ntly, there have been several molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations modeling surface melting of fcc(100)
surface-s [1 1-13]. The simulations by Hakkincn and
Mannincn examine the (1 10), (100), and (111) surfaces
of mppcr, from O K to Tm [1I1. This study, which uses
cfTcctive-medium theory, allows for the direct comparison
of thc thrcc low-index faces using the same MD pmcntial
and identical cdl sizes. The results show pronounced dis-
ordering of Cu(l 10), weak disordering of CU(1OO)just
below Tm, and superheating of Cu(l 11). In addition, k
high-temperature behavior of vicinal surfaces of Au(1 00)
was st udicd using the many-body “g!ue” potential [12].
In both the studies of CU(1OO) and the vicinal surfaces of
Au(IOO), structural modulation in the disordered film
was evident.

In the present Ixtlcr, WC describe an cxpcrimcntal
study of the high temperature structural behavior of
Pb(100) using time-rcsotvcd reflection high-energy clM-
tron diffraction (RHEED). This technique, which has
been described in more detail elscwhcrc [14], involves
splitting the fundamental beam of a Nd:YAG laser
(k= 1.06 pm, 200 ps) into two parts. The first beam is
amplified and interacts with the surface at near normal
incidence, providing a pulsed heating xnsrcc. The second
beam is frqucncy qttadrup~ to the ultraviolet (1
-0.266 pm) and is incident o’nthe cathode of a photoac-
tivatcd electron gun, producing electron pulses with a
temporal width asmparable to that of the fundamental
laser pulse. The resulting electron b&m is incident on
the surface of the sample in the glacing angle RHEED
geometry and probes the first few atomic layers. The en-
ergy of the electrons in the experiments reported here is
15 keV. The heating laser beam and the electron probe
arc temporally synchronid on the surfam of the sample.
An optical delay line is used to set different delay times
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bctwccn the heating laser pulse and [he electron probe
pulse. This allows R14EED patterns to bc obtained
throughout the pulsed heating process.

Our previous time-resolved RHEED experiments were
pcrf’ormcd on Pb(l 10) [15] and Pb(l 11) [16]. Pb(l 10)
was seen to reversibly disorder below Tm, while Pb( 11I )
suslaincd superheating to -T~ + 120 K. These experi-
ments dcmonstra[ed the contrasting melting behavior of
open and close-packed surfaces. Here We report on a
study of the behavior of Pb(100), a surface that exhibits
incomplete surface melting. The time-resolved RH EED
mcasurcmcnts on Pb(l 00) that arc prcsentui here show
that the residual surfam order is lost at a tcmpcraturc of
615320 K. The observation of residual order implies
that the disordered layer that forms on Pb(i 00) does not
nucleate further melting as Tm k approachd and is
stable at temperatures abotv T~.

The Pb( 100) sample was cut from a single-crystal rod
aligned within 0.75° of the (100) orientation using Lauc
back reflection. The preparation of the surface is dc-
scribcd clscwhcre [16]. The cxpcrimcnts were performed
in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pressure in
the low 10-10 range. The sample was cleaned before
each experiment with cycles of Ar+ bombardment fol-
lowed by annealing. Surfaa cleanliness was checked us-
hrg Auger electron spectroscopy. Auger spectra were
taken at elevated temperatures to insure that no high-
tempcrature surface impurity segregation was occurring.

As an initial step in characterizing the structural be-
havior of Pb(100), measurements of the RHEED streak
intensity were performed as a function of the surface
temperature. A I-Ig arc lamp was used to excite the
cathode of the photoactivatcd electron gun, producing a
continuous electron beam. The 15 kcV electron beam
was incident along the (001) azimuth at an angle of 3°,
resulting in a probed depth of -5 A,corresponding to
--3 monolaycrs. The diffracted electrons of the RHEED
pattern were amplified by a microchannel plate which is
proximity focused to a phosphor scrccn. The resulting
RH EED pattern was lens imagd onto a linear-array
camera for quantitative intensity analysis. In all of the
experiments reported here the intensity of the (10)
RHEED streak was examined. Line scans were taken
through the center of the streak. A plot of the RHEED
streak intensity normalized to that at 377 K is shown in
Fig. 1. The inset is a plot of the data on a semilogarilh-
mic x.alc. A qualitative difiercrtcc is scar bctwccn these
data and that obtained previously for Pb(l 1I), which ex-
hibited an exponential decrease in the distraction intcrtsi-
ty with temperature umsistcnt with the Dcbyc-Wallcr
ctT@ [16]. For Pb(l 00) wc observe a nortexponcntial dc-
crasc in diffraction intensity from a tcmpcraturc of
-475 K, over much of the tcm~rature range in Fig. 1.
The data are qualitatively very similar to that of Yang ef
uf. obtained on Pb( 100) using HRLEED [5]. This devia-
tion from Dcbyc-WalIcr behavior may initially bc related
to the anomalous surface expansion that they observed to
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FIG. 1. RHEED streakintensitynormalized to that at 377 K
w samp!c tcmpcratum The orientation of the sampk was [be
same as that for the rime-resolved cxpcrimerrts. The inset is the
data plotted oa a scmilogarithmic scale. In both plots, the sotid
line k a polynomial fit to the data. This RHEED in(cnsity data
arc used to corrvcrr tbc normalizd streak intensity of the timc-
rcsolvcd cxfxrimcrtts !0a surface Icmfwalure rise.

ocar below 480 K in the HRLEED study, in addition 10
~he abrupt increase in vacancy concentration that they
observed beginning at 510 K.

In order to dcternrinc the temperature rise induced on
the Pb( 100) surfam by the heating laser pulse, time-
resolvcd mmsurcmcnts were performed at the cxpcrimcn-
tally dctcrmincd time of the minimum of the RHEED
streak intensity, t~ which is temporally C1OSCto the time
of maximum surfaa-tcmpcraturc rise. These two times
do not coincide because of convolution effects that occur
as a result of the finite pulse width of the ckctron probe.
Such eflects arc most prominent near the temporal peak
of the surface tempcralurc profile where the rate of
change of temperature with time is gr=tcst. By examin-
ing solutions of a heat diflusion model for our cxperimcn-
ta! conditions and assuming an ckctron pulse width com-
parable to that of the fundamental laser pulse, wc cm-
clude that th= effects can lower the experimentally
measured peak surfs= tcmpcraturc rise by approximate-
ly 20%. Measurements of the electron pulse width and
space<hargc broadening c~ccts were previously per-
formed on the photoactivat@ electron gun used in this
study [14(b)]. For the initial experiments, the sample
was biased at temperatures of 450 and 533 K, WC]]below

Tm. The angle of incidcnix of the electron beam on the
surface and the azimuthal orientation of the sample were

kept constant for all the RHEED streak intensity mea-
surements. The RHEED streak intensity, normalized to
that at 450 K is shown in Fig. 2 for various peak laser in-
tensities. To convert the normalized streak intensity to a
temperature rise, AT, the calibration of Fig. I is utilized.
The inset of Fig. Z where AT k plotted versus peak laser
intensity, is the rcsuh of this conversion. A linear rcla-
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FIG. 2. Time-rcsohd RHEED s[rcak intensity vs peak Iascr
intcrssity on J%(100) irradiakd with Nd:YAG (1 -1.06 pm.
XXI ps) Iascr pulses. The sample was biased at a tcmpcraturc
of 4S0 K and the Rt-lEEDpattern wasobsa-vai at the time of
its inlensity minimum. The inset is a plot of surfaa tcmpcra-
turc rise, AT, vs peak Iascr inlcnsity that is the result of convert-
ing Ihc normatizcd streak inlcnsity data to a AT using the cali-
bration of Fig. 1. This is used (o determine the surface tcmpcr-
atu rc rise for data sets where the sample bias temperature is
ctoscr to T-. The cflcct of convolution is not accounted for in
[kc data.

tion between AT and -k laser intensity is observd
which is consistent with classical heat diffusion. The
maximum peak temperature in all of these sets is IS
than Tm. These sets give AT for a given peak laser inten-
sity.

We next discuss cxpcrimcnts in which the RHEED
str~k intensity, normalized to that at a given bias tem-
perature Tm, was obtained for various peak laser inten-
sities. Results are shown in Fig. 3 for four experiments
rcprcscnting bias !cmpcraturcs succ.mively closer to T*.
where the act in Fig, 3(d) is biased just 11 K below Tm.
These sets were obtained at the time r~ In each of the
sets, the normalized streak intensity is obscmcd to vanish
at sufficiently high Iascr intensities, indicating that order
has been lost in the probed surfaa layer. It is observed
that as T* is raised, the peak kucr intensity twc.ssary
to disorder the probed surface layers dccrcascs from
-4.3x 107 W/cm2 for TMU=533 K to -1.8x1O’
W/cm* for Th =590 K. The peak surface temperature
when the normalized RHEED streak intensity vanishes is
obtained using the data of Fig. 2, which yields the surface
tcmpcraturc rise, AT, for a given peak laser intensity. In
ach of the sets of Fig. 3, the lowest peak laser intensity
which corresponds to a vanishing RHEED streak intensi-
ty is converted to a tcmpcraturc rise using the calibration
of Fig. 2. When this is accomplished, we scc that the
peak surface tcmpcraturc, TM=-I-AT,when order is lost
in the probed layer is 607, 621, 611, and 619 K for Figs.
3(a)-3 (d), rcspcctivcly. The average pak tempcrat ure
at which order is lost is -615&20 K. The error bar ac-
counts for (i) the spread of the static RHEED data, (ii)
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FIG. 3. RHEED s(rcak intensity normalixd to that at [hc
sample bias tcmpxaturc VSpeak Iascr in[crrsity. The str~k in-
tensity is obscrvat to vanish for peak Iascr inlcnsitics above a
certain threshold. This threshold is used along with {he data of
Fig. 2 to dctermix the surfaa temperature at which order is
10s(in [hc probed Iaycrs.

the spread of the tcm~raturc-rise data of Fig. 2, and (iii)
the nonuniformity of laser heating, which is measured to
be & 25% over the entire width of the sample. Our re-
ported peak tcmpcraturc does not account for convolution
cficcts, which were mentioned earlier, and assumes that
the thermal and optical properties of the sample do not
change significantly over the considered temperature
range. Including these cff’ccts in the analysis would Icad
to a somewhat greater peak surface temperature. In ad-
dition, since to a first approximation AT is proportional to
peak law intensity, the data of Fig. 3 suggtit that the
loss of residual order is not abrupt.

Further experiments were performed to examine the
temporal behavior of the heating and disordering proc=.
in these experiments, the normalized RHEED streak in-
tensities were obtained at various delay times bctwccn the
arrival of the heating laser pulse and the electron probe
pulse at the surface of the sample. Results for varying
sample bias tcmpcraturcs and incident peak laser intensi-
ties arc shown in Fig, 4. In Fi~ 4(a) and 4(b), the sam-
ple was subjcctcd to Iascr intcnsit.ks sut%cicntly only to
heat the surface but not cause disorder. These sets exhib-
it qualities consistent with la~r heating with heating and
cooling rates on the order of”1011 K/s: a rapid d~rcasc
in the streak intensity, as the surface tc.mpcraturc rises
with the arrival of the heating Iascr pulse, followed by a
rapid incrcasc in streak intensity as the heat is cxmductcd
to the bulk of the crystal. In Fig. 4(c), sufficient laser in-
tensity was provided to disorder the probed surfs= Iaycr
as is evident by the vanishing streak intensity near I ns.
After disordering, the surface .rccrystallizcs and cools as
is sccrt from the increasing streak intensity for later
times. Finally, in Fig. 4(d), the streak intensity remains
supprcscd for times z 4 ns after the initial disordering.
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FIG. 4. Time-resolved normalized RH EED streak intensity
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This is art indication of melting on the surface. In all of
the cxpcrimcnk reported here, no surface damage was
Okrvcd.

In wnclusion, we have observed residual order to be
pr=nt on Pb(100) at a peak surface temperature of
615 *20 K. Considering that the previously mentioned
convolution cflccts lower the experimentally measured
peak surface temperature, it is likely that residual order
is present above Tm. At this high temperature, however,
the surface most likely mntains a high density of defects
such as vacancies [5]. The presence of vacancies would
be expected to lower the degree of stspcrhcating by pro-
viding nucleation sites for melting. indeed, compared
with the results obtained on Pb( 111), where superheating
to -720 K was observed [16], the results on Pb(100)
show cvidcn= of residual order at a significantly lower
surface temperature. Finally, thy experiments show
that there exists a barrier for the growth of the disordered
layer thickness on Pb(l 00) at temperatures above Tm.
At temperatures greater than our observed ~k tcmpcra-
turc, a second layering transition may occur that would
result in a disorderedlayer thicknessof 4x/k I-5.7 A, a
depth that exceeds the 5 A probed by our electron beam.
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Sttperhcating of Bi(OOOl)by about 90 K above the bulk melting temperature is obscrwd using time-
resoivcd reflection high-energy electron diffraction with - 200-ps time resolution. Larger tem~ature
excumions above the bulk melting tempenture rcsuh in mel!ing accompanied by irreversible lrser dam-
age to the surface. The rhombohedra.1 structure of Bi ltids to vety different behavior of material pamm-
cters upon melting as @mPared with fcc mctats. Therefore, our observation of the superhdng of
Bi(Ck301), together with the previously observed superb-ting of Pb(l 11), suggests the generality of the
superheating phenomenon.

Undcreooling of Iiquids is often observed; however, su-
perheating of metals has only been obsenmd under spxial
conditions. TIM difficulty in superheating metals is attri-
buted to the presence of nucl=tion sites for melting, such
a-s crystal dcfcets and free sttrfaees. For many metal sur-
faces, the formation of a surfaccdisordcrcd Iaycr below
the bulk melting temperature provides a bam-cr to su-
pcrbcating. The role of the surface in the melting proces
can bc suppressed by working with small crystallitcs with
predominantly close-packed surface-s that are less suscep-
tible to disorder. Small crystalIites of cxpoacd Pb(l 11)
facets’oz (0.01 -0.5 ~m in diameter) and Bi(~l) faccts3”4
(0.07-0.15 pm in diameter) have been superheated by
2-3 and 7-10 K, respectively. Supcrh@ing has also
been observed in eases where the nucleation of the melt at
the free surface is suppressed. Supcrbcating of Ag by at
least 7.S K has been observed for 120- to 16@pmdiam
spheres of Ag coated uniformly with an I l-pm Iayer of
Au.s In other experiments superheating by -2 K was
a.cticved by preferentially cooling the surface of Sn and
Cu rods while intcrnrdly heating the bulk.&7 Supcrh~t-
ing by tens to hundreds of degrees has been reported for
metals and noble ga!xs implanted in substrates with
higher melting temperatures. *“9 More r=ently, su-
perheating of the PbO 11) surface by -120 K above the
bulk melting tempedure of 601 K has bat obsewsd US-
ing -200-ps time-resolved reflection high-energy elec-
tron diffraction (RHEED). In this case, inching of the
free surface is bypassed by rapid heating and cooling of
the surface with a pulsed laser. 10 A similar time-r=lved
study on Pb(l 10) showed that surface melting could not
bc bypassed with Iascr hcatin at the heating and codng
rat 6 used in the experiment. ,f

Here wc rcpofl on a superheating study of Bi(OOOI)US-

016>1829fi3/48~/4Z 1(4)/S06.~ ~

ing time-resolved RHEED with - 200-ps time resolution.
Bi was chosen because of its relatively low melting tem-
perature ( T“ = 544 K) and low vapor pressure
( -2X 10-’0 Torr) at the melting poin~ and the fact that
previous sIow-heating experiments have demonstrated su-
perheating of Bi crystallite. Some of these Bi crystal.i.ites
inched after a time delay of about 30 min when held at
Tm and after about 10 min when held at T=+5 K. ‘“4
Using time-rescdvcd RHEED with -200-ps resolution
we arc able to achieve heating rates of -101’ K/s, ap-
proximately 13 orders of magnitude larger than that used
in the Bi crystallite experiments. In addition, bccausc of
the open pscudocubic crystal structure of Bi, liquid Bi is
more dense than the solid, and it has been suggested that
such unusuaI structural differences between a crystal and
its melt may provide a barrier for rapid inching.’2

Wc have obsemed superheating of Bi((XJ31)by about 90
K. Larger temperature excursions above T= result in
melting and irreversible Iascr damage to the surface
Scanning cIectron microscopy (SEMI images show tbc
presence of a laser-induced periodic surface stntcture in
tbc damagal region of tbc sampl~ the spacing of which is
approximately the beating la& wavelength (A= 1.06
pm). Significant and irreversible reduction in surfaa
quality is observed, botb as a deer= in RHEED strd
intensity arsd as a visible dulhg of the surfs= We mea-
sure a d=rase in the reflectivity of tbe sutfacc at tbe
laser wavelength as a result of tbe laser damage

In our cxperirnent a Nd:YAG laser pulse (where YAG
denotes yttrium aiumirtum garnet) is split into two
beams. TIM fundamental wavdengtlt (L= 1.06 pm) is
amplilkd and used for heating of the surface at nar-
normal incidence while a small portion of thebeamis fr+
quency quadrupled (A=0.266 pm) and is incident on the
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cathoae of a photoactiva(~ ej=tron gum generating a
pulsed electron beam. The repetition rate of the laser is
about 15 Hz and its puk width is -2W-ps ful[ width at
half maximum (~HM). me eltitron energy is IS.O
kcV and the width of the clmtron pulse is comparable to
that of the fundamental laser PUhC. The electron pulses
interact with the sample at glancing incidence to generate
Chc RHEED pattern. By optically delaying the heating
laser puke rela~ivc to the clcc[ron puke the time evolu-

tion of surface heating can bc studied. The diameter of
the heating l=er beam is -1 cm, measured at FWHM,
which is large enough to illuminate the entire sample.
The RHEED pattern is lens coupled from a micrcxhan-
nel plate\phosphor-screen assembly to a linear-array
detector. A RHEED streak k then monitoredby a line
scan perpendicular to the streak and through its peak in-
tensity. A mechanical shutter is placed in the path of the
heating laser beam allowing the awaging of line scans of
hated and unheated strtiks in separate memories.
Shot-to-shot laser fluctuations as well as long-term fluc-
tuations in the intensity of the electron beam are compen-
sated for by normalizing the streak intensity associated
with the heated surface to that associated with the
unh-tcd surface 1/1( Tti) and averaging over - 8~
hscr shots for each scan. Long-tcrrn heating laser fluc-

tuations are axrtrollcd to witbin t 10Yo. The spatial
nonuniformity of the km across the sample is deter-
mined to be *1570 using a twodimensional array detec-
tor. Our time-resolved temperature measurements arc a
rcsu!t of the convolution of the temporal profile of the
electron pulse with that of the surface temperature. The
convolution effects are more significant for times where
the rate of change of temperature with time is largest.
This ef%ct is not accounted for in our analysis, and, as a
result, the peak surface temperature induced by the laser
is actually somewhat Iargcr than what is reported here.
The experimental technique is further described in Ref.
13.

Two Bi(CCQl) samples were used for these experiments.
The single crystals were grown from bismuth of 99.999%
purity. The samples were cut to within *1’ of the (O(X)l)
surface. The surface was then mcehanic=lly lapped to a
1-pm finish and chemically etched in 20% HN03 fol-
lowed by 10% HC1. The angle of incidcncc was appro~i-
matefy 1*-Y, comsponding to a probe depth of 1-3 A.
[n both cases, the electron beam is incident along the
[1070] direction. Base pressure in the ultrahigh vacuum
system is in the low 10- ‘o-Tom range. Surfs= cl=mli-
ness is checked with Auger electron spectrosmpy. Before
ach experiment, the sarnplc is cleaned with argon-ion
bombardment and annealed to 523 K.

In order to relate a given decrease h RHEED streak
intensity to a temperature rise AT, wc obtain an intensity
vemus temperature calibration. The sample is mounted
on a resistively heated Mo stag% and the temperature is
rnonitorcd by a thermocouple mounted on the surfs=.
l%c thermocouple was cahiratcd to the freezing and
boiling t.cmperatures of water and to.the rnclting tcxnpcr-
aturc of Pb under vacuum mcaswd m a previous experi-
ment, 11and to the melting temperature of Bi under vacu-
um. For the RHEED strak intensity VCrsustemperature

ma.surcmcnts, the ckdron gun is activated at a l-kHz
repetition rate with (he frcqucncy~uadruplezt Nd:YAG
laser. An cxampic of an intensity versus temperature
calibration is shown in Fig. 1. At l=t three calibrations
were taken for ach sample. The data arc normalized to
the streak inlcnsity al the lowc-st tcmpmaturc studied.
The intensity of the diffraction pattcm is mnsistcnt with
Dcbyc-Wallcr behavior up to the highest temp-erature
studied, 523 K (i.e., tbc diffraction str=k intensity at.
tcnuation is exponential with temperature indicating that
no surface disordering occurs). The Iinc fit of
ln[l /1( T = 300 K)] versus T is forced through zero at the
minimum temperature, and the best Iinc fit is found by
the method of l-t squares. Tbc error bar is determind
by the range of Dcbyc temperatures calculated from all of
the intensity calibration data. From the slope of the e.ali-
bration a surface Dcbyc temperature of 42*9 K cart be
extracted, which is consistent with the prcvious~ report-
ed value of 48 K ~20% for Bi(OOOl)and Bi(Ol12) using
low<ncrgy electron diffraction. *4

We next discuss the time-resolved RHEED cxpcri-
mcnts. To determine the maximum superheating temper-
ature, wc observe the behavior of Z//( ~b~) Venus peak
laser intensity 1, for T- =523 K at four different time
delays. Figures 2(a)-2(d) show ln[l/1( T* )] versus 1,
for t=to, r=rO+0.5 ns, f=to+l. O ns, and t=to+4.0
ns, respcetivcly, wbcrc to is defined as the time of max-
imum modulation of f/1( T*) duc to h=ting. The
linar regions in Figs. 2(a)-2(d) show exponential day
consistent with Debye-Wallcr behavior. Deviation from
this linear behavior is duc to melting. By relating Z, to
AT using Figs. 1 and 2(a), wc confirm that the linear
behavior of ln[f /1( T= 523 K)] versus 2, at” t =to is a
continuation of the Debyc-Wallcr effect observed below
Tm within the experimental error. The Iinc fits to the
Iinear regions arc forced through ln[J/1( Tti )]=0 when
1, =0. In Fig. 2(a), the value of hI[l/f( T&)] comc-
sponding to the maximum Z, before deviation from linear

-–i Mu 40 mYcurlpr%ra(K)

FIG. 1. A calibration is obtained to determine the tempem-
ture rise induced by the laser. Wc mawrre the intensity at-
tenuation of the RHEED straks as a function of surfaw tem-
pcmturc. T%e behaviorof ln[l/1( T= XX)K)] w T is consistent
with the Debyc-Wallcreffect throughout the temperature range
studied. We obtain a surfacx Dcbyc tem~rature of 42*9 K for
the Bi(C#Jl) surface.
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FIG. 2. The logarithm of the ratio of the hratcd strrak inten-
sity 10 the intensity at Tti =523 K is plotted vs peak laser in-
tensity and temperature for (a) t ‘fo, (b) t‘(o +0.5 G (c)
t =ro + 1.() m, and (d) r =Io +4.0 m. Deviation from Debye-

Watlcr bclsavior is seen, which awrcsponds to the onset of melt-
ing. Supcrbcating of Bi(tXMl) occurs up until tbe break from
the !ine fitthat occurs ●t 2.OtO. 2X 107Wlcml correspondingto
a superheating temperature of90*25 K.

behavior is extracted and converted to a peak tcmpcra-
turc rise AT, using the calibration in Fig. 1. The temper-
ature ~is is also given in Fig. 2. We find that for
T-= 523 K, observation of melting wurs for
1, =2.0*0.2X 107 W/cm2. This corresponds to
AT= 110*25 K or, equivalently, a superheating tcmpcr-
aturc of %3*25 K, not accounting for convolution effects.
Included in this error bar is the range of temperatures ob-
tained from the values of 1, cormponding to the pint of
deviation from Debyc-Wailer behavior in Fig. 2 (*15 K),
the error in converting diffraction intensity to tempera-
ture from the dibration of Fig. 1 (*9 K), and the tcm-
pcraturc uncertainty introduced by the spatial nonunifor-
mity of the I=r (* 15 K).

Ultrafastsurface heating to peak tempcratur= below
and above T~ is studied by temperature biasing the sam-
ple lxtwan room tcmpcraturc and T. –21 K while
monitoring the modulation of the streak intensity before,
during, and after the arrival of the h=ting pulse. Figure
3 shows 1/1( T . ) versus delay time t.For Tm=~ K

9and 1, =2.OX 10 W/cmz (’13g. 3(a)], the change in sur-
f- tcmpcraturc AT at t = to is approximately 115 K.
“llscsurface temperature remains below T-. b Fig. 3~),
Tti =429 K and I, ‘2.OX 107 W/cm.2 ~c 1- ‘=t-
ing ra”~ the surface temperature to - T=. For
T&=512 K and 1, =2.o x 107 W/cm2 [Fig. 3(cL the
susfam is heated to - T- +90 K, approximatiy the
rnzuimum obscrycd stspcrh-ting tcmpcmtwC. When
1/1( T-) k cmnvcrtcd to tcmpcraturc using the caliim-
tion of Fig. 1, the tcmpral evolution of surfau tcmwm-
turc is qualitatively consistent with a oned~~~iond
h~tdiffusion model for Fi@. 2(a)-2(c). “ For

Is
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FIG. 3. The ra}io of the hcatd streak intemity 10the intensi-
ty at the bias temperature vs delay time is displayed for various
bias tempcraturr$. At temperatures below that of nmxhnum su-
Pcrhethsg, the behavior is qualitatively consistent with a one-
dimensional hatdiffution model for her beating both below
and above T- (a)-(c). Melting is eyidmccd in (d) u a deviation
from this behavior.

Tbi= = 523 K and f, =2.4X 107 W/cm2 ~lg. 3(d)], the
maximum superheating temperature is exceeded and
melting occurs. This is. indicated by a strong deviation
from the behavior prcdictcd by hcatdiffusion model fi.c.,
difference in the behavior of Fig. 3(d) for large r when
compared to F@ 3(a)-3(c)] as well as visible laser dam-
age to the surface We monitor the sample visually to ob-
tain a qual@tivc estimate of the threshold for laser dam-
age and find that the mrlicst visual observations of dam-

.agc ~incidc with the point at which ln[l/1( Tw )]
versus Z, dcti”atcs from linear behavior.

After damage has occurred, the RHEED str=ks are
still visible but their intensities are diminished, indkating
a reduction in the surface quality. We masurc the
reflectivity pf the surface for A= 1.06 pm at room tem-
perature both before and after the occurrence of l-r
datnagc and find that the rcftcctivity has decreased from
0.67 to 0.49. SEM images of the Iascrdamagcd surface
indicate that the surface has melted. The SEM jmagcs
show the formation of a pcriode,stmcture with pcriodici-
ty about equal to the wavelength of tbe laser. This
pcriodjc structure forms in a hexagonal arrangement of
melt puddles, whtch in some regions malcscc into parallel
rows. The spacing between puddles and row is approxi-
mately equal to the wavelength of the heating laser.

Previ~w pulsed-laser melting cxpcrimcnta on the
(0001), (1010), and {Ziio)surfaa of Ili ~th a mby~
with a 3&nspulsewidthhaveshowndefectformatjonon
the (TO1O)and (2Tio]surfaos resultingfrommechanical
stressinducedby slipplanesparalIclto tbc((NWsurface.
In thesecxpcrimcn~ the Bi(OOOl)surfaceregrewcpiti-
ally from the !@uidwith no laser-indu~ periodicsur-
face stnscture observed. ” The different behavior ob-
*rvcd in our c.xpcrirnen~ may be related to the two-
ordersaf-magnitude difference in pulse width.

——..
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hi the previous superheating experiments on Pb(l 1I),’0 larger hcatings, irreversible laser damage resulting in a
surface cfamagewti only induced by the laser for an i, hexagonal periodic surface structure is also observed. Bi
much larger than that which corresponded to maximum and Pb cxpcriencc very different properties associated
supcrh~ting. However, this damage could bc removed with bulk melting, such as volume change and change in
by pulsed-laser melting above the superheating threshold. elcctrid and thermal conductivitics. ‘* Therefore, our

For Pb( 1I 1) the threshold for pulsed-laser melting is observation of superheating of Bi(OOOl),coupled with the
lower than the threshold for pulse-laser damage ahhough previously obscrwd superheating of Pb(l 1l), 1° suggests
for Bi(OOOl) these two thresholds ap~r to be compara- the generality of the superheating phenomenon.
ble.

In conclusion, using time-resolved RHEED we have This work was supported by the U.S. Department of
obscmd supcrhmting of Bi(OOGl)by 90+25 K. For laser Energy under Contract No. DE-FG02-88ER45376. We
heating corresponding to a larger AT, melting is observed gratefully acknowledge J. Chu at the University of Illi-

as a deviation from Debye-Walhx behavior. For these nois for the SEM work.
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An angle-resolved x-ray photoelectron diffraction study of the temperature-dependent surface
structure of Pb ( 100) is performed. Below 550* 11 K, the decrease in forwad-scattered
intensity attenuation is exponential with temperature. The intensity attenuation of the
forward-scattered peaks is much larger than predicted by both single-smttering and
multiple-scattering x-ray photoelectron distraction models for a bulklike lattice. Corrections for
surface relaxation and thermal expansion in the single-scattering cluster model result in an
increase in the predicted intensity attenuation;
experiment and calculation is not achieved.

1. INTRODUCTION

X-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD) is well estab-
lished as a mwts to study the structure of surfaces and
overlayers. 1-3More recently, XPD has been used to study
temperaturedependent surface effects, such as surface dis-
ordering below the bulk melting temperature.~’ The rela-
tively simple single-scattering cluster (SSC) method has
been successful in predicting surface structure and relative
peak heights in photoelectron diffraction; however, the
peak intensities are generally overpredicted. Multiple scat-
tering reduces the peak intensities and can be partially ac-
counted for in the SSC model by reducing the mean-free
path of electrons and the magnitude of the atomic-
scatterirtg factor. However, detailed multiple-scattering
Adulations are often necessary to achieve agreement with

*’9In general, SSC calculations underestimateexperiment.
the dependence of the forward-scattered peaks on temper-
ature. This has been demonstrated in temperature-
dependent XPD azimuthal-scan studies of CU(OO1)6 and
Ge(111 ).7 In the Cu (001) experiment, reasonable agree-
ment with the SSC methti was shown for forward-
scattered peaks at large angles relative (o the surface nor-
mal. For such large angles multiple scattering is not
expected to be important. These previous SSC studies sug-
gest that multiple-scattering calculations are required for
improved amuracy of the model.

Here we report on the temperature-dependent structure
of Pb( 100) for 303 K< T<550 K using XPD, and a com-
parison of our experimental results to the predictions made
by XPD models. Our analysis points to the need for further
theoretical development in interpreting and predicting
such data so that XPD may beeome a more quantitative
tool in the study of temperaturedependent surface behav-
ior. Below -550 K, we observe that the intensity attenua-

however, sufficient agreement between

tion of the forward-smttered peaks is exponential with
temperature. The intensity attenuation is much greater
than that predicted by the SSC mcdel for the fonvard-
scatterai peaks from a bulklike lattice. We include both
surface relaxation and thermal expansion in the SSC
model; however, the inclusion of such effects only results in
slightly improved agreement between experiment and cal-
culation. A slablike multiple-scattering calculation that as-
sumes a bulklike lattice dots not show significant improve-
ment in the agreement with the experimental results.’0
Experimental results on the temperature-dependent behal -
ior for T >550 K, where Pb( 100) begins to experience
surface disordering, were previously reported in Ref. 5.

This article is organized in the following manner: In
SeC.II we describe the experimental conditions; in Sec. 111
the data analysis is explained. In Sees. IV and V the model
is introduced and results are discussed, respectively. Con-
cluding remarks are made in Sec. VI.

IL EXPERIMENT

The crystal was oriented to witl& 0.75’ of the Pb( 103)
surface as confirmed by Laue back reflection. Polishing and
chemical etching of the sample resulted in a mirrorlike
tinish. The sample is mounted on a resistively heated MO
stage. The sample temperature is monitored with thermo-
couples at the front and back surfaces of the sample. The
maximum temperature difference between the front and
back of the sample is 1 K and the temperature stability is
better than *0.6 K.

Before data acquisition, the sample was cleaned with
cycles of argon-ion bombardment and annealing to approx-
imately 2 K below T~ until an atomically clean surface
was obtained as indicated by x-ray photoelectron sp@ros-
copy. A Mg Ka x-ray source (E= 1253.6 ev) at 28.8’ from
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le surface normal provided the incident radistion. The
,ndin’g energy of the Pb 4fT/2 core level is 136.6 eV; there-
,re. the p~ot~]~trons have a kinetic energy of 11 17.() ev

the Fermi level. The scattered-electron intensity was

L ed with a hemispheri~ electron+ner~ analyzer
~ounted cm a two-=is goniometer. The angular resolution

f the anaiyzer as determined by low-energy cktron dif.

:action is 1.6’ full width at half-maximum. The base pres-

ure of the ultfiigh vacuum system is 1X 10-10 Torr. The
ctua! pressure during data acquisition was in the 10-9

com range, due to the x-ray sourw and heating of the
“~p]e. Polar scans were taken at 1117.0 eV and at two
)ff-peak energies (1133.6 and 1093.6 ev) simultaneously
vith angular steps of 1°. The scam at the off-peak energies
were used to determine instrumental effects.

Ill. ANALYSIS

Ana!ysis of the polar scans is acmmplished in the fol-

lowing way: Background electrons are accounted for by

fitting a polynomial to the highest-temperature scan after

the remaining forward-scattered peaks are removed. At

such high temperatures, approximately 1-2 K below Tm,

the forward-scattered peaks are weak due to surface disor-
dering. The instrumental response is determined from a
polynomial fit to the scan at 1133.6 eV. The choice of the
scan at 1133.6 eV over the one at 1093.6 CV is made to

;d the effects of the secondary tail of the Pb 4J7fl peak,
n.tgh this is found to be un.necessaxYsince the scans

have the same shape and therefore only differ by a muhi-

plicative constant. The data correction is accomplished as

follows:

1(61,#, T)-Jb~J9,@)
Jcorr(W,T) = Iu(e) ‘

(1)

where # is fixed for the polar scans. J(6,AT), ~bkgd(M ),
and lU( 6) are ‘the as-acquired dataj background, and in-
strumental respcme. Jam (8,#,T) is the correcteddata.
The method of data correction, as well as corrected polar
scans of the [001] azimuth of Pb( 100) for various temper-
atures, are shown in F@. 1(a) and 1(b).

We next analyze the tempmture dependence of the

forward-scattered peaks. When ln[Jw(O,@,T)] is plotted
versus T, we see that the intensity attenuation is exponen-

tial up to 550*11 K. Repofled errors in exeess of *0.6 K
result from slight ditTerences in the temperature of devia-
tion from exponential behavior for the eight forward-
scattered peaks. Above 550 A 11 K, ln[l-( 6,4, T)] versus
T diverges rapidly from the exponential decay observed at
lower temperatures. Figure 2 shows ln[lw( O,$,T)] versus

T for tl=~, I&, 45”, and 72° along the [001] azimuth for
T S 550 K. The best line fit is achieved using the method of

st squares. The highest temperature data included in the
is chosen so as to maximize the statistical correlation

coefficient between the line fit and the data. At tempera-
tures above 550 + 11 K the attenuation of the fonva.rd-
scattered peaks shows evidena of surface disordering. This
temperature region is discussed in detail in Ref. 5.
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F~ 1. (a) Tbe methodof data corration is shown for a polar scan of the
[WJI]-u&of Pb( lCO) at T=326*0.6 K. (b) Cmmctcd F&W ~
hg & [(x)1] azimuth of Pb( ltX3) obtained from Eq. ( 1) are given for
T=324=o.6 K, 425+0.6 K, 526+0.6 ~ and 597+0.6 K-

We next discuss the SSC modeI and apply it to our
~tal conditions. An elcztron that is forwwd scat-
tered immediately after being emitted experiences no
%e-Wailer effect since it experiences no momentum
~ The electrons contributing to a forward-scattered
@ r- either forward scattered immediately after being
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emitted, or el=ti~ly sttered one or more times before
being -tter~ in tie fo~ard direction. The probability
fcr a scattering event preuding forward wittering is quite
low for electrons with kinetic energies >600 eV. his is
due to the atomic-scattering factor, which is strongly

@ed in the fonvard direction. This property is respon-
sible for the generalsuccessof the SSCmethodin predict-
ing the structure and relative peak heights observedin
XPD experiments.

ln XPD, the single-scatteringdiffractionintensityfor
unpolarizedincidentphotonscanbe writtenasA3

– Ln

10

+ ~ I/j(ej) I Lj+ rj
~(fi)(k) a eXp ~ j

firj ()
Wj exp – ~

)(exp{i[ lklrj(l–~ 8j)+Yj(@j)]} 2

Ifj(ej) 1’ Lj + rj

()

–— (1-w;), (2)+;”~exp 2

for an emitter in the nth layer. Ln=z/cos O is the path of
the unscattered and attenuated electron wave inside the
sciid, Znis the distance between the nth layer and the sur-
fati, O is the polar angle defined from the surface normal,
A is the mm free path of electrons in the solid, /j(Oj) is
the atomic-scattering factor, 6j is the scattering angle mea-
sured from the direction of forward scattering, Ik I is the
magnitude of the electron wave vector, rj is the distamx
between the jth scatterer and the emitter, and
lkl rj( 1-COS ej) and Yj(@J) account for phase changes
due to path-length differences and scattering, respectively.
/3 is a correction factor, which partially accounts for the
reduced forward-scattering amplitude that would result
from spherical-wave calculations. ‘Ilk reduction is usually
around 50%, which corresponds to B= 2.Z3 Wj is the
Debye-Wailer factor, which accounts for the incr-
mtm vibrational amplitudes of atoms with temperature
and is given by

Wj=exp[ –lAkj12(uj( T))]

=exp[–21k[ 2(l–cos 8j)(~~(?_))],

where

(3)

IAkJI is the magnitudeof the momentumchangeresulting
from scatteringwith the ~th atom, (@T)) is the n2~-
squared atomic displacementfrom equilibriumin the di-
rectionof AkJand k assumedto be isotropic,fi is Planck’s
constantdividedby 27r,M k the massof the atom, kB k
Boltzmann’s constant, and ODis the Debye temperature.
The last term in Eq. (2) acmunts for overcounting of
lattice-vibration effects in the first term.

In our SSC calculations we make the small atom ap-
proximation, i.e., a plane-wave electron wave function is
assumed. The cluster size is 9x9X 15 atoms, cm_respond-
ing to a crystal with 81 atoms in each layer and 35 A thick.
The contribution of the bottom layer to the distraction is
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<590 of the total intensity. The center atom of each layer

is chosen as the emitter. Scattering factors based on free-
atom scattering of incident plane waves are obtained from
the literature. ]1Electrons with an energy of1117.0 CV have

an estimated inelastic mean-free path & of 24 A in
lead. 12-]4However, multiple scattering events effectively
reduce & and it was found that using 0.5%k<A~0.751~
is more consistent with experimental redts.2.s’15 (A= is

defined as the effective mean-free path. ) For Pb, we choose
0D=62 K [6~(bulk)/,2] and A= 12 ~ (0.5 }.i~). In addi-
tion, we choose/3=2. The diffraction intensity is calculated
for 300 K< T<600 K in 50 K temperature intervals and 1“
steps in 0.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our XPD experiments chdy show that for T< 550
*11 ~ the intensity attenuation of the forward-scattered
peaks is exponential with temperature. The degree of at-
tenuation is significantly in excess of that predictd by
XPD models including the Debye-Wailer factor. However,
from Eq. (3) we see that the intensity attenuation with
temperature depends on the value of @D.Experimentally,
t?~ is a combination of surface and bulk eflects.

We consider f3~ as a function of the thickness of the
surface layer contributing to the diffraction. The surface-
Iayer thickness is equal to the component of the electron
mean-free path perpendicular to the surface, }.ti cos 0. For
a given azimuth, the transition from a bulklike to a sur-
faceliie t?~can be obsened by monitoring how the slope of
the linear region changes with decreasing surface-layer
thickness. Figure 2 shows the logarithm of the correctd
forward-scattered intensity as a function of temperature
from which an obvious trend of increasing slope with in-
creasing polar angle in 6D can be obsemed as a function of
surface-layer thickness for O=&, 1%,45”, and 72”along the
[001] azimuth of Pb( 100). This trend is less obvious for
the [011] azimuth, the slopes of which are given in the
figure caption. The - 12% difference between the slopes
for 0=0’ along [001] and [011] may be attributed to the
relatively small number of data points that comprise mch
line fit or possibly to a slight tilt in the plane of crystal
rotation relative to the electron-energy analyzer. However,
the same trend in slopes for 6=tY is obsen?d in the SSC
model. Comparing the experimen@l slopes corresponding
to O=@ and 6=72 for [001] (an~ O=tY and L9=5Y for
[011]) wc see that OD decrases with the surface-layer
thickness, i.e., as less and less of the bulk is sampled. If we
assume that the slope: of the linear region in Fig. 2 is pro-
portional to 1/@Das in Eq. (3), we calculate that ODfor a
surface layer of -2 monolayer (0=72) is approximately
70% of that obtained when -5-7 monolayer are probed
(f?= C). For O=@, (3Dis a wmbination of both bulk and
surface effixts.

The SSC calculations described in Sec. IV are unsuc-
ussful in providing reasonable agreement with the temper-
ature dependence of the forward-scattered peaks that we
observe for Pb( 100). ne S1OP=of ln[l( @,#.T)] versus T
are underpredicted by the model by one to two orden of

-—- .—— — .- .
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magnitude. This leads us to investigate surface effects that
h~ve not yet been included in the model, such -Msurface
relaxation and thermal expansion.

We include surface effects by accounting for the fact
that Pb ( 100) is not accurately modeled by a bulk-
terrninated surface. In fact, unusually large surface rela-
tions have been observed on bothPb( 109) and Pb( 110)
when compared to many other face-centered-cubic (fCc)
( 100) and fcc ( 110) metal surfaces. For example, the first
interlayer contraction for Pb(103), Pb( 110), CU(OO1),
and Ni(OOl ) has been reported to be about 8%, 16%, l%,

1&18In addition, a large thermal ex-and 3%, respectively.
pansion perpendicular to the surface has been observed for
Pb ( 103) when 300 K< T<470 K. In this temperature
range, the thermal< xpansion coefficient is approximately
2x 10–4 K– 1, about seven times the bulk thermal

expansion. *9
Therefore, we apply the following corrections to our

model: art 8.0% contraction to the first interlayer spacing,
a 3.1% expansion to the second, and a 3.0% contraction to
the third at 300 K. 16Next, a thermal expansion of 2 x 10-4
K-1 is included for the first interlayer spacing, and the
SSC slopes are calculated for 300 K< T<470 K.*9 The SSC
slopes including these effects show an increased tempera-
ture dependence; however, the change does not satisfacto-
rily account for the discrepancy between the model and
experiment. Polar .scarts including these corrections are
given with experimental scans in Fig. 3 for T= 350 K for
the [00 1] and [011] azimuths. These plots show reasonable
agreement with the experimental polar scans, especially for
the first three peaks along [011]. However, the forward
scattering along the nearest-neighbor direction, 0=45”
along [001], is still significantly overemphasized since
multiple-scattering events are not accounted for. The cal-
culated slopes for several polar angles along [001] and
[011] are obtained from plots of In(I) versus T for the two
azimuths in Fig. 4.

When comparing the data and the model in Figs. 2 and
4, it is important to note that the model does not take into
account Lhe fact that a surface atom may experience a
larger thermal vibrational amplitude perpendicular to the
surface than parallel to it, or even that the vibrations in the
plane of the surface may not be isotropic. In addition it
does not account for a laycrdependent Debye temperature.
Therefore, it is not surprishtg that the trend of increasing
temperature depertdenct with increasing polar angle ob
sexved in the data is not observed in the calculation.

The SSC method has previously been applied to the
temperaturedependent behavior of forward-scattered
peaks for azimuthal scans of CU(OO1).6 The effect of the
surface was accounted for by assigning 6~ (surface) to the
first atomic layer and ()~ (bulk) to the remaining layers.
Multiple-scattering effects were partially accounted for by
adjusting ~ and A However, the authors saw a signilkutt
dfierence between the experimental slopes and those pre-
dicted by the model, especially for fotward-scattered peaks
at 0=4S, where multiple scattering is expected to phy UI
important role. This work involved the calculation of ~
average scattering angle ~j by inserting 6~ (bulk) and the

..---- ________ -— .
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FIG. 3. Polar scMs forth. (a) [COl]and (b) [011] azimuths of I%(10))
at T= 350 K are compared to the polar smns predicted by the SSC model
when surface rda.xation and thermal expansion arc included. The scans
arc normalized to unity for the peaks at V. The solid artd dashed tines
represent the experimcnrd data and the model. r~pcctively.

slopes obtained from the model into Eq. (3). Using this ~,
with the experimental slopes allowed for the calculation of
an effective 0~. A similar experiment on Ge(111 ) also
showed a signkmt difference between the temperature
dependence predicted by the SSC model and the data’ As
a check to our SSC model, we first calculate the intensity
attenuation of the forward-scattered peaks for Cu (CC)l)
and obtain reasonable agreement with Ref. 6. Next, we
perform a similar calculation of ~j using the slop from
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FIG. 4. The bgarithm of the mrrccted forward-scattered intmsity is
plortcd as a fuocdoo of tmrperamre for tbc SSC model including strrfacc
rctaxation aod therrtralc.xpansitmfor (a) e=~, 1~, artd 4Y along the
[001] tiutb arxf (b) O=Cf. l~. and 3Yalong the [011] azimuth. f7=7~
arsd 0= W kg [031]md [01l) rupcerively. are not included since the
SSC model cM oot predict the uistma of these peaks much above the
background kvet.
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our model and OD (buIk) =88 K for d=tY, I&, and 45”
[001], md 0=0, 18, md 3S’ along [011]. We find
3’<~j<Y, which heads to 8D (effective) =24 K. This is
cons~stent with the CU(001) and Ge( 1i 1) calculations
that repated 8D(bUlk)/d~(effective) =4. our experiment-
al and calculated SIOpCS for Pb( IUI) are a little over one
order of magnitude huger than those of CU(CXI1) and
Ge(111 ) as a redt of the significantly lower Debye temp-
erature of Pb[O~(Pb) =88 K, compared to OD(CU)=343
K and 6~(Ge) =374 K]. A previous XPD experiment on
Pb( 110) showed experimental slopes of the same order of
magnitude as we have observed in our experirnent.4 A large
thermal expansion has been observed for the Pb( 110) sur-
face as well.’g’zo

Finally, we are led to inquire abut multiple-scattering
effects; however, the attenuation of the Pb( 100) fonvard-
scattered peaks cannot be explained by even a slab-type
spherical-wave multiple-scattering calculation performed
by Tong. 10In this model the sample was assumed to be 20
layers thick and to have a bulklike lattice spacing and bulk
8D. Slight improvement is seen, but our experimental
slopes still exceed the temperature dependence predicted
by the multiple-scattering calculation by at least an order
of magnitude. Therefore the discrepancy between the tem-
perature dependenm of the experiment and the SSC calcu-
lation does not appr to be completely explained by
multiple-scattering effects.

W. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate that the SSC model, including the

Debye-Wailer factor, shows reasonable agreement with
the angular position of most forward-scattered peaks in

experimental XPD polar scans on Pb( 100) but signifi-
cantly underpredicts the temperature dependence of the
forward-scattered peaks. This model also includes reduc-
tions in the mean-free path of electrons and the atomic
scattering factor which partially account for multiple-
scattering eflects. This usmplements previous comparisons
between experiment and the SSC model for azimuthal
scans on CU(OO1) and Ge( 111).6’7 Our results show a
much stronger temperaturedepersdent effect than is pre-
dicted by SSC calculations even when surface relaxation
and thermal expansion are accounted for in the mcdel. The
experirnentaJ intensity attenuation is exponential with tem-
perature. Larger lattice vibrations are observed on the sur-
farx relative to the bulk as an increase in the slope of
In[l( d,~, T)] versus T for decreasing surface-layer thick-
ness. This suggests that the enhanced lattice vibrations
near the surface are important in XPD. The increasing
application of XPD to study temperaturedependent be-
havior of surface structure and the general inability of the
SSC model to accurately predict the degree of experimen-

tally obseiwxl forward-scattered @ attenuation suggest a
need for further theoretical consideration. Although our
study suggests that multiple-scattering effects are not ccsm-
pletely responsible for the discrepancy, it would be inter-
esting to set how the inclusion of surface relaxation, ther-

mal expansion, and a layerdependent Debye temperature
would afTect multiple-scattering calculations. Other ther-

mal effects not discussed here, such as thermally produced

surface defects (for example, vacancies ), may also play a

role. Further theoretical investigations are needed so that
XPD maybe used as a quantitative technique for the study
of temperaturedependent surface behavior.
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A picosecond electron gun for surface analysis

L
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Rochcs[e5 New York 14627

(Received 21 June 1994; accepted for publication 29 September 1994)

Theoretical and experimental investigations for a new design of an ultrashort pulsed laser activated
electron gun for time resolved surface analysis are described. In addition, a novel electron detection

and image analysis system, as it applies specifically to time resolved reflection high-energy electron

diffraction in the multiple-shot operation, are reviewed. Special attention is directed to minimize the
photoelectron transit-time spread from the electron gun, in spite of an unusually long focal length

and a small convergence angle of the pulsed electron beam. Both requirements are necessary to use
the electron gun for diffraction techniques. The design value for the temporal resolution in the
synchroscan operation is 1.3 ps. Based on a thorough theoretical investigation, a new electron gun

has been designed, constructed, and tested. @ 1995 American Institute of Physics.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to observe atomlsurface dynamics is possible

with the advent of electron-scattering techniques having pi-

cosecond and subpicosecond temporal resolution. Detailed

studies of starffice phase transformations and the dynamics of

molecular interactions at surfaces are important in character-

izing the initial stages of epitaxy during film growth, as well

as the ini[ial stages of surface melting/sublimation during the

heating process. The reduced symmetry present at the sur-
face often changes the energetic and time scales of impor-

tant fundamental physical processes such as melting which

emphasize the importance of understanding the role that the

surface plays in initiating physical phenomena.

The combination of high temporal resolution light acti-

vated probes with surface sensitive analysis techniques pro-
vides a viable method for studying dynamics at surfaces with

picosecond and even femtosecond temporal resolution. For
example, time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy l-3 uti-

lizing the pump-probe method has already proven to be a
very useful technique for studying the electronic properties

of surfaces and interfaces into the femtosecond time scale.

The vibrational relaxation of adsorbates has been investi-

gated using time-resolved sum frequency generation and in-
frared reflection absorption spectroscopy.s llrne-resolved

6’7 has been used to study thesecond-harmonic generation

structural properties of laser heated surfaces.

Here, we describe our efforts at combining reflection
high-energy electron diffraction (RI-LEED) with ultrashort

pulsed lasers. Time-resolved RHEED can be used to effec-
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tively monitor the surface structure and mean vibrational am-

plitude of atoms at the surface with picosecond time

resolution.~’g Specifically, we utilize a photoactivated
RHEED electron gun excited by two picosecond laser pulses.

The resulting electron-beam pulses are less than 5 ps wide,
contain enough electrons, and can be sufficiently well fo-

cused to produce high quality electron-diffraction patterns.
We describe the electron gun, the laser system, and the time-

resolved diffraction system performance.

IL ELECTRON GUN DESIGN

A. Design methodology

The development of femtosecond lasers and their exten-

sive use to study various physical phenomena have moti-
vated the development of a subpicosecond temporal resolu-
tion streak camera. In a streak camera, an optical signal is

converted into an electrical signal using a photocathode. Ide-
ally, the resulting electron pulse should be an exact temporal
and spatial replica of the optical excitation pulse. The elec-

tron pulse is rapidly scanned (streaked) across a two-
dimensional observation plane, usually a phosphor screen/

image intensifier]o or microchannel plates,’1 by a set of high-
speed deflection plates.

Streak cameras operating in the subpicosecond time
range have been successfully developed. ]0’12-’8 The instru-

ments attaining the high temporal resolution have optimized
electron optical components. The achievement of high tem-

poral resolution is the result of using a’photocathode with an
extremely narrow (photo) emission electron energy distribu-
tion. Narrow energy widths insure that initial electron veloci-
ties are nearly identical such that the adverse effects of chro-

matic aberrations can be minimized in the electron-beam

forming optics. Photoemission electron energy widths as nar-
row as 0.1 eV can be achieved by selecting a photocathode
material with a work function that is slightly less than the

laser excitation photon energy, and employing a thin film
which minimizes the redistribution of electron energies due
to scattering during the process of emission and escape from
the surface itself. The photocathode must be a conductor, or
operated in a regime which guarantees charge balance to

I
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prevent me actverse errects 01 cnar:mg. Unce a narrow tem-

poral distribution of electrons has been produced with nearly
the same kine~icenergy. charged particle lenses must trans-
port them 10 the target without temporally broadening the

elec[ron distribution. The primary causes of temporal redis-

tttion in electron beams arc pa[h-length differences tre-

n the photocathode and targel for different segments of

the elec[ron beam and space-chwe (Ihrsch) effects: In or-

der to minimize the effec[s of space-charge broadening, the

electrons should be accelerated as quickly as possible once

exiting the photocathode, and the number of (low-energy)

beam crossovers should be minimized. In addition, the de-

flection plates used in streak cameras possess fringing field

inhomogenei[ies which must bc carefully controlled in order

to reduce temporal dispersion. Further care must be taken in

the design of the deflection plates to control capacitive ef-

fects which limit slew rates and switching speeds. Finally,

the efficiency of the electron detector must be as high as

possible. Single electron detection cmt be accomplished with

phosphor screens and image intensifiers, or array detectors

such as are used in a Vidicon. ‘y

In order to minimize transit-time broadening due to pa[h-

Iength differences between electrons following different tra-

jectories from the photocathode to the target, the initial elec-

tron spatial distribution must be small (much smaller than the

inner diameter of the smaller electron focusing electrode).

The use of long focal length lenses also decreases transit-

time dispersion due to path-length differences. Space-charge

broadening of the electron pulse near the photocathode can

he minimized by using as large an extraction field as pos-

?. The large extraction field quickly accelerates the elec-

L.-,1 pulse, thereby minimizing the time when low-energy

electrons in close proximity can exchange energy. The ex-

traction field is limited, however, by the vacuum breakdown

field and the presence of any asperities on the cathode sur-

face which might begin to undergo field emission. Typically,

maximum dc electric fields near the cathode are limited to 5

kV/mm even though vacuum breakdown occurs near 30 kV/
mm. Space-charge broadening can also occur in the postcath-
ode electron optical column near beam crossovers and in
regions of space where the electrons are significantly decel-
erated for focusing. The effects of space-charge broadening

in the electron optical transport column can be. mitigated

through careful electron optical design of electrostatic lens

elemertts,’1”12’’4-]8 or through the use of magnetic focusing

lenses13 where the electron velocities are not changed. Both

approaches have yielded picosecond temporal resolution, al-
though the suitability of magnetic focusing systems to ultra-

high vacuums maintained for surface science remains prob-

lematic. Single-shot temporal resolution of 0.3 ps has been

demonstrated.’4 ’*6”7For multiple-shot operation, jitter repre-
sents a major source for loss of temporal resolution. Syn-

chroscan operation of a Photochron IV streak tube has dem-

~nstrated !930 fs temporal resolution.18 Our goal was an

“tron gun simi]ar to the photochrom IV streak tube, but

i focusing conditions that provide a real image 500 mm
from [he pho[oca[hode, and a beam that is relatively co]h-
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FIG. 1. Electrode configuration of Ihe pholoactivated electron gun k)gclhcr

wtth (he nominal operating vohages.

mated (convergence angle about 1 mrad). Both requirements
are necessary to use the electron gun for diffraction tech-

niques, i.e., in order to separate diffraction spots and lines in
the diffraction pattern.

B. Electrode configuration

Primarily for design simplicity, and ultimately for UHV

compatibility, we have selected an all electrostatic focusing
system for our time-resolved RHEED gun. A schematic cross

section of the photoactivated RHEED gun is shown in Fig. 1.

The photocathode is held at potential V.. While the emitted
electrons are spatially divergent, a pinhole is used to extract
relatively collimated electrons. This extraction electrode is
part of the first lens and is held at a potential V, such that the

photoelectron extraction field is large. Electrodes with poten-
tials V], V2, and V3 form the first extraction lens. This zoom
lens configuration is selected for its robust performance at
long focal lengths, and small intrinsic aberrations.20 Elec-
trodes with potentials V3, Vi, and V5 form a long focal

length Einzel lens used for secondary focusing. Two lenses
are necessary for focusing the electron beam at a distance of

0.5 m from the photocathode with a nominal spot diameter
on the target of less than 300 ~m with a nearly parallel
beam. The requirement of a well focused and collimated
electron beam is necessary for RHEED applications. In ad-
dition, no crossover points are located inside the electron
lens column. These conditions are consistent with maintain-
ing low electron density inside the electron lens column in
order to minimize space-charge broadening in that region.

Some compromise between these requirerr@ts and that of
maximizing the electric field and potential throughout the
photocathode-to-anode region is incorporated in the design.
For example, a relatively long electron lens column was nec-
essary in order to achieve good electron collimation over the
relatively long distance of 0.5 m.

The photocathode is composed of a 40 nm [hick Ag film
deposited ex situ on a sapphire substrate. When excited by a

frequency doubled dye laser with 4.0 eV photon energy, the
photoelectrons have a narrow distribution of electron ener-
gies. Although the photon energy is less than the work func-
tion of Ag (4.3 eV), the photoemission current displayed a
linear dependence on the incident radiation intensity, indicat-
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ing that the emission process results from single photon pro-
cesses. The lowering of work functions of thin metal films,z’
thermal distribution of electron energies near the Fermi en-

ergy, or the presence of a thin layer of contamination on the

surface may ail play a role in initiating photoemission in this

system with 4.0 eV photons. Since 40 nm of Ag is continu-
ous and WCIIconducting, surface charging of the photocath-

ode cannot contribute to the reduction of the energy needed
for photoemission. The spatial distribution of emitted elec-
trons is defined primarily by the diameter of the illuminating

radiation, and secondarily by the angle defining pinhole ap-
erture in the extraction electrode VI. The nominal diameter
of this aperture is 200 ~m. The size of the optical pinhole

image formed on the photocathode determines the size of the
focused beam on the screen arrd therefore represents the

physical source of the electron optical transport lenses. Since
the cathode is held at -15 kV, and the extraction electrode is
held at –8.75 kV, a planar extraction field of 3.125 kV/mm

accelerates the photoemitted electrons. Characteristic of pla-

nar cxtractirsn fields is a linear magnification of nearly 1. The
angular width of the source at the pinhole is 10 mrad assum-

ing uniform emission at the photocathode into all directions.
This is a conservative upper limit.

The inner diameter of all of the lens elements is 15 mm
with the cxccption of the inner diameter in the focusing elec-

trode V2 which is 3 mm. The zoom lens forms a virtual
image of the source which is in turn focused onto the phos-
phor screen by the Einzel lens.

C. Calculated electron trajectories and field
distribution

The electron optical propeflies of the RHEED gun were
computed numerically. The potential and field distribution
were found by numerical]y solving Laplace’s equation for
given boundary conditions, using the boundary element
method.n-~ The suitability of these techniques for the com-
putation of paraxial properties and primary aberration coef-
ficients for electron optical systems (in the absence of space

“Z Specifically, cylindricallycharge) is widely accepted.
symmetric electrode geometries were approximated by
straight-line segments, or ekctrode subelements. The two-
dimensional Green’s function was integrated over the dis-
crctized electrode distribution, using pulse weighting func-
tions for the charges, and either pulse-, or &function,26
testing functions. The all orders electron trajectories were
computed by integrating the equations of motion in time.27
The integration routine was based on a modified Adams-
Moulton-Bashforth (predictor-corrector) method.x In our
implementation, both partial and all orders trajectories
(where no approximations to the lens fields were made) were
computed. Accurate calculations of third- and fifth-order
geometric and first-order chromatic aberration coefficients
were possible. The electron optical properties of each of the
two lenses are summarized in Table I. The object ~0 and
image side ~i side focal lengths are given in millimeters. The
object FO and image Fi side focal points are referenced to
the cathode (z=0 mm) and are also given in millimeters. The

asymptotic projector aberration expansions for the spherical

TABLE I. Electron optical ]e~ parameters.

Lens potentials
\,. V2 v, V$
(kv) (:;) (kv) (kv) ([;) (kv)

-15.00 -&75 -1.50 -250 –9.375 0.00

First-order o tical propcrries

fo ~ F, F,
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

born lens 39.92 56.48 -44.41 50.54
Einzel lens 111.09 1~4.~1 -114.66 119.78

Sphe:cat abermtio:c,mfticiersts
C,. c,, C=5
(mm) (n%) (r% (mm) (mm)

born lens 6650.0 -23100.0 23900.0 -16600.0 3510.0
Einzel lens 23s00.0 -89900.0 12S000.0 -81400.0 19500.0

Chromatic aberration coe~ierrts
cd c C2
(mm) (Al) (mm)

horn Icns b~.g -106.0 45.0

Einzel lens 273.0 517.0 246.0

C, and chromatic CC aberration coefficients’ are given in
millimeters, where

c,, c.~ C.J C,4
C,(object) = C,o+ ~+—+~+—,

M2 M h44

CC(object)= Cco+ ~ + ~,

and M is the linear magnification of the lens. The perfor-
mance of the entire electron optical transport system is given
explicitly in Table II where each individual contribution to
the final spot size is analyzed. Clearly, the spot size is domi-
nated by the magnification of the source, implying that the
RHEED spot on the target could be further reduced in size
by using a smaller pinhole aperture (at the expense of cur-
rent). Electron lenses possess focusing defects much in the
same way that conventional optical lenses do. However,
these focusing defects or aberrations are far more severe in

TABLEII. Electronopticalcolumnperformance.

Linearmagnification ~
< 1.68

Angularmagoitimtion 0.38
SphericaI aberration coefficient 51859 mm

Chromatic aberration coefficient 21 mm

Migmatism and field ~rvature 2671 mm

Cnma 46 mm

Distortion o.~ mm

krrage radius (spherical aberration) 0.0229 mm

Image radius (chromatic aberration) 0.0001 mm

Image radius (magnified source) 0.1680 mm

Image radius (astigmatism) 0.0820 mm

Image radius (coma) 0.0492 mm

Image radius (distortion) 0.0066 mm

Image radius (diffraction) 0.0000 mm

Image diameter (0.2 mm aperture) 0.34 mm

Convergence angle (upper limit) 3.80 mrad

Convergence angle (half intensity) 1.30 mrad
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charged particle optics lenses. Of the primary aberrations,
,Perhaps the most impoflant is spherical aberration. The

spherical aberration results frOm Off-axis fields being stron-

ger than those on axis, resulting in a stronger focusing of far
off-axis trajectories. It is impossible to eliminate spherical
,~-mations in conventional, axially symmetric lenses without

>ducingspace charge on axis. The chromatic aberration

IAlts from the focus defect associated with finite-energy
distributions within the electron beam itself. Since electron

lenses essentially focus the momentum of the electrons, more
energetic electrons are focused more weakly than lower en-
ergy electrons, resulting in a focusing error. Coma is a focus

defect whereby off-axis rays entering the ~ptical system with
differing angles are not uniformly focused. Characteristic
comma-shaped beam distributions are common in systems
dominated by coma. The distortion aberration causes off-axis
to be displaced. The most common manifestation of distor-

tion is the mapping of a square array into a barrel-shaped or
pincushion-shaped pattern in the image plane. The image is
distorted (in shape) with respect to the object, and is most

severe for extreme off-axis rays of little slope. Finally, astig-

matism and field curvature are aberrations whereby different
axes of the image are focused with different strengths as a

result of off-axis illumination. The resulting defocus in the
image results. We summarize these third-order aberrations

for our electrostatic lenses in Table II.

The temporal resolution of this lens column was also
computed from a knowledge of the all orders trajectories.
The average transit time from photocathode to the scattering
target is 7350.7 ps. The deviation in transit times weighted
for all trajectories through the RHEED gun was computed to

1.26 ps, full width at half maximum. The choice of lens

mtials shown in Table I indicates that the electron beam.
never has less than 5.625 keV of kinetic energy after the
extraction pinhole in order to reduce the effects of space-

charge broadening. This would have been impossible to
achieve with a single electron lens column.

D. Electron gun construction

An electron gun has been constructed based on the
above design. The outside diameter is 25 mm and the overall

length is 330 mm. The lenses, anode, and diffraction plates
are made out of aluminum and fabricated in our laboratory.

Ceramic balls were used as spacers between the lenses. De-
flection plates are incorporated at the end of the gun in order
to steer the photoelectron beam towards the sample. The
electron gun assembly is shielded with a p-metal tube to
avoid any distortion of the electron beam from stray mag-
netic fields (primarily the earth’s field and the magnets of the

ion-pump system). The photocathode is a 40 nm thick Ag
film evaporated on a sapphire window. Metals are good can-
didate materials for laser-driven photocathodes because of

the ease of preparation, high damage threshold, and large
free-electron density. The main drawbacks of metals are low

quantum efficiencies and the high work function (4-5 eV)
which require UV photons for linear (one photon) photo-

sion. The photocathodes are processed by thermal
L ,.oration in a separate chamber and were installed into the
electron gun without further processing.
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FIG. 2. Photoeument as a function of the Ag film thickness in the wansmis-

sion mode. The phomeathodes are deposi!ed by thcrrrml evaporation on a

sapphire substrate.

Figure 2 shows the photocurrent as a function of the Ag
film thickness measured with a Faraday cup. As a light

source we used an Hg(Xe) arc lamp and a bandpass filter in
order to separate the same wavelength as that of our Nd:YLF
laser system (h v=4.2 eV). Since the photocathode is used in

the trmsmission mode, the photoelectron current is expected

to be governed by the photon and the electron mean-free
path. The measured value of the photon mean-free path (pen-
etration depth) is 211 ~ for h v=4.2 eV (Ref. 29) and the
measured mean-free path for emission of these low-energy

0 30The result of three differentphotoelectrons is about 10 A.
series of film preparation shows that the photoyield is indeed
decreasing with increasing silver film thickness (d>20 rim).
However, the actual behavior shows a very complex depen-
dence of the photoelectron yield on film thickness with a
second maximum at about 40 nm. Although the reason for
this second maximum is not well understood, a change of the
Ag film structure-such as the generation of colloidal silver
features on the sapphire window—after a certain deposition
thickness may account for this observation. Microscopic
roughness of metal films-especially silver films-is known
to enhance a variety of optical scattering processes at the
surface and is well studied using different techniques such as

31The major contributionsurface enhanced Raman scattering.
to the enhancement is understood to originate from the cou-
pling of photons into surface plasmons in regions of surface
roughness. The decay of these nonradiative surface plasmons
into one electron excitation can drastically increase the pho-
toyield as first reported by Endrit and Spicer.32The choice to
use a 40 nm thick Ag film as a photocathode, instead of a 20
nm thick one was made in order to assure ygood electrical
conductivity across the film and to increase its durability to
withstand many months of operation.

Ill. LASER SYSTEM

The laser system used in the experiments consists of a
cw pumped, mode-locked Nd:YLF (neodimium ytrium
lithium fluoride) master oscillator, a Nd:YLF regenerative
amplifier, and a dual jet, synchronously pumped dye laser
with two amplification stages (Fig. 3).

In particular, the output of the master oscillator (15 W,
1053 nm, 60 PS FWHM at 76 MHz) is split using a half-
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FIG. 3. A schematic diqydm of the Iascr systcm.

wave plate and a polarizer. A small fraction is used to seed

the Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier and the rest is focused
into a heated KTP crystal for second-harmonic generation.

The frequency doubled output from the nonlinear crystal at

527 nm (1 W) is used to synchronously pump a dual jet dye
laser with Rhodamine 6G as the gain medium and DODCI as
the saturable absorber. The dye laser output (0.1 W, 76 MHz,
and 800 fs FWHM) is then amplified in two Rhodamine 610

amplifications stages.
The dye amplification stages are pumped by the fre-

quency doubled output of the regenerative amplifier. The am-

plifier is seeded with pulses from the main oscillator and a
Faraday isolator is used to prevent feedback between the
cavities. A lithium niobate Pockels cell (Medox E-O) is used
to extract the amplified pulses from the regenerative ampli-

fier cavity. The output (1 W, 1053 run, 500 Hz) is freque~cy
doubled in a BBO crystal to generate 0.5 W at 500 Hz (1 mJ)
pulses at 527 nm. A diachronic beamsplitter is used to sepa-

rate the fundamental from the second-harmonic output. The
amplified pulses at 527 nm are then delayed and split with

8% of the power used in the first dye amplification stage and
92% in the second stage. A 27 cm focal length lens is used to
focus the 527 nm pump pulses as well as the 590 nm pulses
from the dye laser into the first amplification stage. The spot

sizes at the first stage are 140 (dye laser) and 160 pm
(pump), yielding an intensity of approximately 1010 W/cm*.

A 10 cm focal length lens collimates the output of the first
stage into the second stage where the dye laser spot size is 1
mm. The remaining 92% of the pump pulses is suitably de-

$ layed and focused into the second stage with a 1 m focal
length lens. The amplification stages consist of 2 mm path-
length cuvettes adapted to allow the flow of a solution of

Rhodamine 610 in methanol. The concentration of
Rhodamine 610 is adjusted to optimize the amplified power.

The amplified dye laser output is 20 @/pulse at 500 Hz at
590 nm and 2 ps (FWHM).

The amplified dye laser pulses are then focused into a
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FIG. 4. Protilc of the electron beam at Ihe phosphor scrccn, 0.S m away

from the cathode.

KDP crystal to generate the second harmonic at 295 nm,
which are then focused onto the photocathode of the electron

gun.

IV. ELECTRON GUN PERFORMANCE

The electron gun was tested first in a separate glass
vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 10-7 Torr. The

operating voltages are shown in Fig. 1. A sapphire window
passed the slightly focused ~=500 mm) UV beam into the
vacuum system onto the Ag photocathode at normal inci-

dence. Figure 4 shows the profile of the electron beam at the

phosphor screen, 500 mm away from the cathode. This geo-
metrical arrangement is identicaI to that used for RHEED.
The pinhole following the cathode has a diameter of 200 pm.
The measured full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the

electron beam at the phosphor screen is 272 pm. If the pho-
toeathode aperture is the beam defining aperture, then the
image profile should have been about 330 pm (see Table H:
linear magnification =1.68). The fact that the measured pro-

file was less than this indicates that the spot was limited by
the source (incident light beam profile) and not the cutoff
aperture. The convergence of the electron beam is about 1
mrad as measured by scanning the beam with the edge of a
razor blade. This relatively small value ensures that the beam

size is below 1 mm at the phosphor screen as well as on the
sample. Therefore the quality of the diffraction pattern is

dominated by the smoothness of{the sample surface and not
by the convergence (collimation) of the electron beam.

The average photocurrent was measured with a Faraday
cup connected to a Keithley picoammeter. The log-log plot

in Fig. 5 shows the ‘linearity of the average electron current
(slope= 1) as a function of the laser-pulse energy. The current
was found to be directly proportional to the laser intensity up

to a pulse energy of about 0.5 pJ, focused to a 300 pm spot.

The measured average electron current at this pulse energy
was 3.5 pA, which results in about 5X104 electrons per pulse
at a repetition rate of 500 Hz. Thus the nonaveraged current
within individual pulses is 1.3 mA. Space-charge effects at

higher intensities lird the emission of electrons as seen in
Fig. 5 for 1>05 @. When the charge of the extracted pho-
toelectrons reaches a certain value qc, the amplitude of the
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FIG. 7. A schematic diagram of RHEEDshowing[hcformationof the hut
rings on the phosphor screen.

electric field falls to zero and any additional photoelectrons
cannot be emitted until part of the electron cloud has left the

surface region. The time resolution is known to deteriorate
quite rapidly above this region due to space-charge broaden-

ing, Therefore the electron pulse must be generated with

minimum of space-charge dispersion in order to obtain the
desired temporal resolution. The laser induced damage

threshold of the photocathode is about 1 P-J (1 mJ/cm2) as
evidenced by visible damage to the cathode.

In order to determine the temporal width of the electron

pulse, we use a jitter-free streak camera device. A ultrashort
voltage ramp pulse with a rise time of a few hundred ps on a

pair of deflection plates is synchronized with the electron
pulse and sweeps it across the phosphor screen. The duration
~f the electron beam is proportional to the calibrated length

the streak. This sweep requires the electrical ramp pulse (5
KV) to be synchronized to the electron pulse with high accu-

racy, In the repetition mode, the streak length, and therefore
the overall time resolution of the electron pulse measure-

ment, is limited by the jitter between the high-voltage pulse
for the deflection plate ramp and the electron pulse. Conven-
tional electronics can at best offer a jitter of several ps for

short times, in addition to long term delay drift. Instead, we
use a laser activated photoconductive switch as developed by

Mourou ef al.33’34A diagram of the experimental arrange-
ment is shown in Fig, 6. The laser light is split into two
beams. One beam is frequency quadrupled and used to gen-
erate a pulse of electrons at the photocathode of the electron
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}. 6. Experimental configuration of a jitter-free streak camera device for

,.6 measurement of the electronpulse width, based on a laser activated

photoconductive switch.
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gun. The other beam is suitably delayed and then used to
strike a GaAs photoconductive switch which triggers a fast

R C circuit to begin charging the pair of deflection plates to a

potential of 5 kV. The switching is based on the photogenera-
tion of carriers in a semiconductor bulk by the ultrashort
laser pulse, The rise time of the switch is essentially deter-

mined by pulse duration and circuit bandwidth. The sweep
time of the voltage ramp is given by the RC circuit, which
includes R= and the capacitance of the deflection plates

c plates.

We could not experimentally verify the limit of the tem-

poral resolution because of the nonlinearities in the sweep
speed of the GaAs switch. According to our preliminary re-

sults, an upper limit on the electron pulse width of 7e<5 ps
can be concluded. Further work is underway to calibrate the

GaAs switch and the optical setup to overcome this problem.

V. TIME-RESOLVED ELECTRON DIFFRACTION

A. RHEED setup

Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) is

one of several diffraction techniques that have the capability

of investigating surface order with great accuracy. In the
RHEED technique, high-energy electrons (10–20 kV) are
diffracted off an ordered surface at a glancing angle (<20).
For a flat single crystal, the RHEED pattern consists of a set
of streaks oriented perpendicular to the sample surface (elas-
tic two-dimensional Late scattering) as shhwn schematically
in Fig. 7.

The intensity of these diffraction patterns is temperature

dependent, as in low-energy electron diffraction. As the tem-
perature is raised, the atomic vibrational amplitude increases,
which leads to a reduction of elastically scattered electrons
and causes a reduction of the diffraction pattern intensity.

This is known as the Debye-Wailer effect. 35 Figure 8(a)

shows scans through one of the RHEED streaks from a plati-

num single crystal taken at various temperatures, obtained
during a static heating experiment. The measured decay of
the peak height as a function of temperature is shown in Fig.

8(b). From the linearity of this semilogarithmic plot, it is
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FIG. 8. (a) Scans through the diffraction patterns from a platinum single

crystal taken at various probe temperatures. (b) Semiloganthmic plot of the

measured decay of the peak heights as a function of the sample temperature.

evident that the RHEED streak intensity follows an exponen-
tial decay in accordance with the Debye–Wailer theory.35
These intensities give us an accurate calibration of the tem-
perature of the surface, i.e., the temperature of the surface

can be determined by comparing the pattern intensity with
this calibration curve.

The use of time-resolved RHEED to study ultrafast dy-
namics at solid surfaces is a fairly recent development. It is

explained in detail by Elsayed-Ali e( af.g and will be dis-
cussed here only briefly. The basic concept of this technique

)
is the use of a photoactivated electron gun, which produces
the electron probe pulse synchronized to a pump laser pulse

1
to monitor a transient event. A schematic diagram of the

experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 9. The amplified dye
laser light is split into two beams. One beam (pump) is used

to transiently heat the sample surface. The other beam
(probe) is frequency doubled and suitably delayed, and is
used to generate a pulse of electrons at the photocathode of
the electron gun. The electrons are then tised to probe the

structure and mean vibrational amplitude of the surface by

measuring the intensity change of the streaks on a phosphor
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FIG. 9. Experimental setup for time-resolved RHEED. This technique al-

lows one to obsetve laser induced transient temperature and structural

changes at the surface region with a time resolution given by the duration of

the eleetron pulse.

screen as a function of the pump-probe delay. This enables

the observation of laser induced transient temperature and
structural changes at the surface region with a time resolu-

tion limited by the duration of the electron pulse.

B. Electron detection system

In order to obtain quantitative information of the diffrac-
tion intensity, time-resolved RHEED is signal limited when
compared to conventional static RHEED systems. Tlte elec-
tron signal has a pulse length of only a few ps and the num-

ber of electrons available in a single pulse is small (-104 per
pulse). Therefore it is essential to have an image detecting
device with sensitivity to single electrons with a very low
dark current. This requirement can be fulfilled with high gain
microchannel plates (MCP) as an amplification stage fol-
lowed by a phosphor screen. The signal obtained from the
phosphor screen can then be recorded and analyzed. The

spatial resolution is limited by the MCP channel diameter
and their center-to-center spacing.

As shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. 10, we use a
Chevron MCP detector with a 40 mm diameter P20 phosphor
screen on a fiber-optic faceplate as the vacuum interface. The
fiber-optic faceplate provides one-to-one imaging of the dif-

fraction pattern, i.e., a recording film or an array detector
with another fiber-optic window can be placed directly in

?
c

I 41,X I I

J

FtG. 10. Etectron detectionasrdda!a collectionsystemscurrentlyused in
our time-resolved RHEEDsetup.
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contact with it without requiring any further focusing. The

MCP and phosphor screen are placed 170 mm from the
sample where the electron beam is diffracted. This location
allows the points and line patterns to be separated easily

even for high-energy electrons and superstructures.

C. Image analysis system

As shown in Fig. 10, the data collection system is based

on a CCD camera, a video frame grabber, and a 486 com-
puter. Our system is similar to one previously reported by
Clarke ef al.sb That system was used to measure RHEED

signals as a function of time during MBE film growth. Our
system is not configured for real time signal monitoring.

Thus there are a number of choices that wc made in our
system configuration to achieve high performance as well as

low cost. Our time resolution comes from the timing be-
tween laser and electron pulses (time when the laser beam

impinged on the sample and the time when the electron beam

arrived). Becwse the laser repetition rate is 500 Hz, no at-

[empt is made to synchronize the laser to the video camera.

Instead, multiple pulses (from 80 to 500) are averaged for
each video frame. Further signal averaging is accomplished
by adding data from multiple video fmrnes.

For our CCD detector we use a Pulnix TM-745E camera.

This was chosen because of its relatively low cost, high sen-

sitivity, as well as its ability to integrate low light level im-

ages on the camera. Typically we would integrate each frame
for 1 s. This is accomplished by using a logic signal from a
Keithley P1O-12 board in the compu[er to turn on the image

inhibit line LOthe camera. The only disadvantage of this cam-
:ra is its inability to manually control the black level. In
most cases this is not a serious problem since the background
level is determined from video frames collected with the la-

ser on and with the laser off. These are collected alternately
by opening and closing a shutter in the path of the laser beam
by using a logic signal from the Keithley board to a Uniblitz
VS14SIW0 control unit and shutter.

We use an Imaging Technology VFG frame grabber.

Though we had planned to use a fmture of this frame grab-
ber board that allowed the usc of a higher performance non-
standard video mmera, we found that the Pulnix camera
worked adequately for our application. The data collection
cycle is designed to minimize deadtime. At the end of a
camera integration cycle the whole video frame is grabbed.
The shutter is opened or closed and the next camera integra-
tion cycle is started. During the time the camera is integrat-
ing the next frame, the data from the previous frame is pro-
cessed. Th.rs it is crucial that all the data can be processed by

the time the next video frame from the camera is ready to
read. We found that for a 1 s integration time more than half
of the video frame could be processed. A greater proportion
of the frame could be handled either by increasing the inte-

gration time or by using a faster computer.

We organized the data collection into different regions
on the CCD array. usually one or more regions are used to

.ollect the RHEED pattern, one to measure the overall back-

ground level, and a few to measure the intensity in individual
streaks. The most time consuming portion of data processing
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FIG. 1I. RHEEDpimernof a Ni(100) surface, [010] azimuth, wwh adsorbed

oxygen c(2X2) structure, using uhrashorr (K5 ps) cleclron pulses.

for the regions consists of transferring the data VUIUCSfrom

the frame gmbber board memory into the computer memory.
Then the data can be stored as an image.

Usually, the data in a region is compressed into line for-
mal by adding the data values by row and/or by column. This
genera[es a line scan that is typically used to show the mul-

tiple peaks in a RHEED spectrum. Also, the total intensity in
the region is computed and stored. Such data is analogous to

RHEED oscillation data that is used in MBE growth. The

total intensity is displayed on the computer screen primarily

to allow the users to follow the data collection process, but it
is also useful for measuring the background level and for
calibration. The whole video image is also displayed on a
separate TV monitor. In order to achieve adequate signal-to-

noise ratio, multiple video frames are collected and avemged
for each time delay. At the end of signal averaging for a
given time delay (typically 2 rein) the laser-on and laser-off
data for each region is stored on the hard disk, the laser delay
line is changed to a new time delay, the data armys are reini-

tialized, and the process is restarted. By storing the laser-on
and laser-off data separately, further data processing could be
delayed until after the experiment is completed.

D. Performance

As mentioned above, the electron pulse is used for sur-

Face analysis, primarily for probing the surface temperature
and order by utilizing the time-resolved RHEED technique.
Figure 11 shows the two-dimensional diffraction pattern
(RHEED streaks) of a Ni(100) surface ~h adsorbed oxygen

c(2 X 2) structure, along [010] azimuth, using ultrashort
(K5 ps) electron pulses. The image was recorded on a pho-

tographic film in contact with the fiber-optic faceplate. The
electron gun was operated at 18 kV. The fine streak pattern

(zero-order Laue ring L.o) and even some Kikuchi lines are

clearly visible and demonstrate the excellent signal-to-noise
ratio that we achieve with our short electron pulses. The
first-order Laue ring L, does not appear in the picture be-

cause the L 1 radius for the incident electron-beam energy of
18 keV is larger than that of (he RHEED screen. As previ-

37 adsorption of oxygen onously observed by several authors,
clean Ni(100) at 400 K leads to the appearance of an ordered
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FIG. 12. Line scan through the diffraction patterns of a Pt(lll) surface.(a)
The rawdataaftersignalaveragingfor 60 frames at 1 s, (b) after subtracting

the CCD background from the raw data.

overstructure. First, at low oxygen coverage (@sl/4 ML)

the overstructure forms the P(2X2) structure and then, for
longer exposure (~s 1/2 ML), the c(2X2) structure forms. It
should be emphasized that in spite of the low oxygen cover-
age and the small number of electrons produced by the ul-

trashort electron pulses (compared to the conventional cw

RHEED technique) the additional diffraction pattern due to
the ordered oxygen overstructure is clearly visible. This al-
lows investigation of transient phenomena of the substrate
and adsorbed species at the same time. For example, a ther-

mal nonequilibrium in the adsorbate-metal complex after a
laser heating pulse can be directly monitored in real time.
Initial results will be discussed in a later paper.

Figure 12 shows a line scan through the diffraction pat-

tern of a Pt(lll) surface approximately perpendicular to the

streaks. The data were obtained with the CCD camera and

processed with the frame grabber as discussed above. The
line scan is an integration of five rows (five pixels of the
CCD camera) in order to average over fluctuation in the di-

rection along the streaks. Figure 12(a) shows the raw data

after signal averaging for 1 min (60 frames at 1 s). Immedi-
ately after the measurement, the CCD background of 60
frames was also measured and subtracted from the raw data.

Figure 12(b) illustrates the same line scan after the back-
ground subtraction. No smoothing is necessary for further
data processing.

As discussed above, the basic idea of the time-resolved
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RHEED experiment is to observed laser induced transient
temperature and structural changes of the surface region. We

measured the temperature change of the Pt(l 11) single-
crystal surface after a 100 ps IR laser heating pulse. The

reduced streak intensity due to the laser pulse was compared
with a calibration curve obtained by a static heating measure-

ment. Based on this calibration the heating IR laser pulse
raised the surface temperature by 20 K (see Fig. 13). In order

to minimize experimental error due to long term drift, a com-
puter controlled shutter is placed in the path of the IR heating
beam. The purpose of the shutter was to chop the IR beam
with a frequency of 1 Hz which allows one to quickly alter-

nate between a hot (shutter open) and a cold (shutter closed)
measurement. The normalized difference between the hot
and the cold measurement was averaged over 60 cycles. Art
exposure time for one point (delay time) of 2 min (includes
cm and off time) is needed for such a small temperature
change to average out shot-to-shot laser fluctuations of the

IR heating laser pulse, the electron probe pulse, and the gain
of the MCP plates. Because of the glancing angle of inci-
dence of the electron probe pulse and the perpendicular di-

rection of the heating laser pulse, the temporal resolution is

not only limited by the pulse width of the electron gun but
also by the time difference between an electron scattered at

the front edge of the sample to an electron scattered at the
trailing edge of the sample. l%erefore, in order to increase
the overall temporal resolution of this technique below 15 ps,
the sample has to have a width sm~ller than 1 mm.

c
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Reflection High-Energy Electron Diffraction Study of Melting

and Solidification of Pb on Graphite
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Abstract

hlclting. and solidification of Pb on graphite have been in~”estigated using reflection

high-energy electron diffraction. Pb filnls of thicknesses 4.14. and 70 monolayer were
observed to melt at SM K above the bulk melting temperature. Supercooling of Pb by 70=2 K
was also observed. Superheating is attributed to the formation of crystallite bounded by Lhc
nonmeltitlg Pb{ I I 1} surfaces.
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I. Introduction

It is ~~’elI established. dla~ the surface can begin to disorder LUtenlpcra~ures Io\vcr hn
k bulk mcl[ing temperature [ 1-3]. Prc-melting has been obscr~”cd on the Pb( 1I0) surface using

nwdium-energy ion scattering (MEIS ) [4]. A reversible order-disorder transformation \vas
obscr~’cd on LIWPb( 110 ) surface \rith disorder occurring in the temperature range of 450-560
K, uhich is nlLlchIow’erdlan lhe Pb melting point. T~ = 600.7 K [4]. T]le increase in the
dlictmess. 1.of dw disordered Ia!-cr(as determined from the analysis of the energy spectra of
scattering protons) was seen 10 be logarithmic from 560 K (1- In [Tnl/ (T~-T)]). At temperatures
above T~ - 0.3 K. [he disordered layer thickness \vas observed to increase as 1- (T~-T)-’3 [5]. A

recent MEIS study on Pb( 111). and ~icina] surfaces has revealed that those with miscut angle 6
< 2(’remain ordered up to To,. ~~.bilevicinal surfaces with 0 > 13.9”exhibit pronounced surface
melting. Vicinal surfaces with 2° <0 < 13.9° were observed to exhibit surface melting induced
faceting, where the surface w’asseen to decompose into ordered, “dry” facets. and “nle]ted”
facets. These facets were seen to coexist on the surface at temperatures near Tn,. N4EIS
experiments on Pb( 11 1), and its vicinal surfaces were performed at temperatures up to ‘l-n,-0.05
K. The surface melting induced faceting is thought to be responsible for the obser~ed thermal
step collapse on Pb( 111) [13]. In addition. faceting has been observed to occur on a macroscopic
level. Faceting of micron-sized Pb crystallite were observed using scanning electron
microscopy (S EM) [ 14,15]. A theoretical treatment based on free energy analysis has predicted
the faceting behavior in these experiments [16,17].

While supercooling of the melt is a readily observable phenomenon, under normal
conditions superheating of solids above the bulk melting point, T~ is not easily observed.
Apparently, there is no energetic barrier for the nucleation of melting. In pulsed laser heating
of Pb( 11 1), superheating was observed in time- resolved reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) experiments [18-21]. Also, superheating of micron sized crystallite
bounded by close-packed facets by few degrees above T~, has been observed by Metois et. al..
Spiller, and DAegas et. al. [22-24]. Metois et. al., deposited 3000 ~ of Pb on a graphite
substrate and the surface was annealed above the bulk melting temperature of Pb, and then
cooled. This caused the formation of a large number of Pb crystallite. They \vere able to
overheat sharp edged Pb crystallite ~vith {111 } facets by 3 K. The facet shape \vas studied in
detail using SEM by Heyraud et. al. [25]. [n the Pb/graphite system, some irregular particles
were found to superheat by 2 K [23]. Recent theoretical calculation has successful y predicted
superheating related to facets in connection to partial wetting angle of the surface. and the tilt
angle of the melted regions in the vicinal surface undergoing non-melting inducecJ faceting [26].
Superheating of coated clusters has also been theoretically investigated, and these &mulations
show a dependence of coating thickness on the degree of superheating [27].

We report on the melting characteristics of Pb on graphite. Multi-layers of Pb gro~~’non
graphite offer a relatively simple system to study melting of thin films. The interaction of Pb
with the graphite is purely through Van der Waals forces, and complications due to chemical
reactions are not present.

I



II. Espcrimcntal method

An uimthigh vacuum chamber equipped with a RHEED system was used in this study.
‘l-he residual gas pressure in the chamber \\”as less lhan 8x 10-”)Torr except during Pb deposition.
:It l~”hichlime the vacuum was -6x i O“”Torr. “rhe clec(mn beam energies used ~i~re ]~ kev and
15 lic\~. A 12 mm x 12 mm x 2 mm pyrolj’tic graphite (0002) substrate was used. A clear
RHEED pattern of the graphite surface \vas obtained by peeling off a few layers of carbon ~vith
the aid of an adhesive tape prior to loading the sample in the LJHV chamber. Further cleaning of
the substrate was not necessary due to the inertness of the graphite surface, hoivever, the
sample was heated at 450 “C for 6 hours prior to Pb deposition. Pb was deposited on the graphite
substrate using a molybdenum basket. and the deposition rate was monitored with a quartz-
c~stal thickness monitor. The deposition rates varied from 0.2 ~/s to 4 ~/s. Pb deposited on the
graphite can be evaporated by heating the sample for several minutes at 600 “C. This \vas
verified by the clear RHEED pattern of the graphite surface.

The substrate was mounted on a resistively heated stage capable of reaching temperatures
LIpto 1000 “C. The temperature was measured by a K-type. [thermocouple which ~vas clipped
onto d~e substrate surface. The thermocouple was calibrated to the bulk melting temperature of
Pb, and boiling point of distilled water. These results showed an uncertainty of Q degrees near
d~e Pb melting point and + 1 degree near the boiling point of water.

RHEED peak intensity measurements are carried out by a charge-coupled detector (CCD)
‘, interfaced to a personal computer. The imaging system is used to monitor the RHEED intensity

and the spot position on the screen. RHEED images at different temperatures are stored for
further analysis. Several of the Pb films were removed from the UHV chamber for SEh4
obser~’ations. The Pb growth mode and crystal shape were investigated.

The graphite substrate used in the present experiment is a commercial pyrolytic
monochrornator type [28, 29]. Since naturally occurring graphite single-crystals are relatively
small and difficult to obtain, the most widely studied form of graphite are these highly orientated
pyrolytic graphite. This polycrystalline material with a hexagonal structure has a relatively large
grain size (about 3-10 pm), and a good c*-axis orientation (misorientation angle less than 2
degrees). Despite the relatively simple structure and ease of surface preparation. interpretation
of the diffraction pattern of this graphite is not straightforward [30-33].

The most common structural form of graphite is hexagonal, for which the ~stal
structure is shown in Fig. I(a) [33]. The Bravais unit cell of the crystal is shown byrthe
highlighted outline. The coordinates of the four corner atoms are (0,0,0), (0,0,1/2),
(1 /3.2’?.1 C). and (2/3.1/3.0) respecti~elv. The unit CCIIas ~ic~ved from the top is sholvn in Fig.
I(b). The crystal consists of layers having a honeycomb arrangement of carbon atoms, which
are strongly bonded to one another. The nearest neighbor distance is 1.42 ~ whereas the in-
plane lattice constant is 2.46 ~. The layers are spaced 3.35 ~ apart and are held together by
weak ~an der Waals forces. Neighboring layers are shifted relative to each other leading to an
ABABAB... stacking sequence and a c“-axis lattice constant of 6.70 ~ perpendicular to the
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Iaycrs. ‘l-his stacking sequence gives rise to two non-equivalent carbon atom sites Yvithin lhe t\vo-
dimcnsional surface unit ccl]. Onc carbon atom (A-site) has a neighboring carbon atom directly

belofi in the next layer, Mereas the other carbon atom (B-site) is located abo~c dle ccn[cr

(Imllotf site) Of (he six-fold carbon ring in dle second layer.

III. Results

A. Graphite surface

I:igure 2 is a RHEED pattcm taken of the clean graphite (0002) surface ~vith a 12 keV
electron beam incident along the [100] direction. The incident angle of the electron beam ~vas
-3”, l~hich corresponds to the Bragg condition of the graphite surface. In [he pattern. dle three

dimensional diffraction spots of graphite can be clearly observed. The broad spots arc arranged
in a rod along the ~’ertical direction in the order 0./, 1.1,2.1 with periodically va~.ing intensities
along dle [00 I ] axis. The 0./ and f. 1 rods are brighter than the 2.1 rod, particularly the specular

beam at the O./ rod shows the maximum intensity due to the Bragg reflection condition being
satisfied. Through the analysis of the specular spot profile, the size of the polyc~”stallites is
approximated to be 2n/L. where L is the FWHM of the peak intensity profile.

We calculated the reciprocal lattice structure of graphite

(0,0. 1/2). ( 1/3.2/3,1/2), and (2/3,1/3.0) of the Bravais unit cell
reciprocal spol intensity is given by

using the atom positions (0.0.0).
shown in Fig. 1 [34]. The

I111.1= f~[1+COS7C1+ cosm(4/3h+2/3k)+cosn(2/3 h+4/3k+l)\ z
+ fz]sinnl + sinm(4/3h+2/3k) +sinn(2/3h+4/3k+ l)l ‘.

where h. k, and 1are the Miller indices. Thus, the diffraction spots will disappear (1~~1= 0)
when the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) I = odd integer, and either 4/3h+2/3k = odd, 2/3h+4/3k+l = even, or 4/3h+2/3k = even,

and 2/3h+4/3k+l = odd.

(2) I = even integer, 4/3h+2/3k = odd, and 2/3h+4/3k+l = odd.

Therefore, the 001, 003, 005, 111, 333, 555, 310, 113, 121. 211... spots etc.. will not be
seen. Figure 3(a) shows the reciprocal lattice structure in which 0.1, 1.1, and 2.I ro$ intersect
the Ewald sphere which correspond to the same rods in the RHEED pattern as shotvn in Fig. 2.
For [100] incidence. it is clear from the reciprocal lattice that the 0.1 and f.1 lines intersect the
rcciproc:d spots as sho~vn by the concentric black circles. The 2./ line does not intcrscc( an) of

the spots, but in the pattern the 2.1 rod can be clearly seen along with the 0./, and 1.1 rods.
When the crystal is rotated about the [001] axis, the rods remain observable in all azimuthal
orientations, but their intensities change with the azimuthal angle. As shown in Fig. 2. when
the electron beam is incident along the [100] direction, the 0.1 and 1.1rods are relatively strong,
for the beam incident along the [100] direction the intensity at 1,1 (/ = O) has the maximum.
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lloivc~er~~fl~clltllccrystal isturncd 60’’parallel to [il O]dirccLion. tlle2.1 rodrcI~~ail~sbrigl~ter

[handle 1.1 rod. This showsthat[ hc reciprocal lattice ofdlcpyrolyti cgrapllit cisrotatcdabt~ltl
dw c*-axis to produce smeared out rings of the reciprocal lattice poim cxccp[ along dlc c*-axis
direction itself. ‘1’hcrings shown in l:ig. ~(a) represent cylinders concentric ~~i[h IIW cx-axis.
Ilis indicates that the surfi~cc of the graphite subsm~c consists ofa collection et-small cr>wais.
‘fllcse CIYSMIShave a c*-axis tcx(urc swucturc. Even though the crystals arc in general

randoml!r oriented. there is a preferred c~stal orientation.

‘i-he reciprocal (00 1) plane for I = Ois sho~vn in Fig. 3 (b). From the separation ividth
bct~rcen 0./ and 1./, rod the measured lattice constant is 4.24 ~. This corresponds to d~e
diagonal distance of 4.25 ~ of the graphite unit cell in the [100] direction.

The incident angle of the 15 kcV electron beam i~as adjusted in order m [race the 002.

004. and 006 Bragg reflection spots. The inner potential (VO)of the graphite (0002) surface mas
calculated by using the expression Vf,= E(sinOz - sinfloz) [35]. Here sin60 is gi~.en b!”the Bragg
condition as 2dsin6(J = n2.. where d is the inter-planar distance perpendicular to the graphite
(0002) surface. The VOthus obtained is 12.3 eV. Using the inner potential energy V,, = 12.3 eV.
dle Bragg condition for each order of diffraction spots at E = 15 keV is given in Table 1.

B. Growth of Pb on graphite and intensity measurement

Pb was deposited onto the clean graphite surface as described previously. Figure 4(a)
shows the RHEED pattern after the deposition of approximately 4 ML of Pb. The 12 keV beam
is incident along the [100] direction of the graphite crystal. ln the RHEED pattcm. spots and

rods (streaks) can be seen. The diffraction spots along the 0./ rod, and particularly the specular
beam are seen to be sharper than for the graphite pattern shown in Fig. 2. Figure 4(b) shows the
peak profile of the specular beam. The size of the deposited crystallite of Pb is found to be
larger than the graphite as the FWHM of the peak intensity profile of Pb spot is smaller than the
graphite profile width. The Pb crystallite are approximately a factoral 1.6 larger than the
graphite crystallite. Also the intensity of the diffraction spots due to the graphite O.k rod is
diminished, and between the 0./ and 1.1rods of graphite the Ph./ rod is seen. The measured
lattice distance between Ph./ and O.I rods is 5.72 & corresponding to the 6.06 ~ diagonal length
of the Pb ( 1I 1) unit cell in the [OH]direction. Similar to the graphite surface, ~vhen the crystal
was rotated, the Ph./ rod is always observed in the pattern, indicating that the reciprocal lattice
is circularly rotated about the [11 1] axis of Pb. The intensities also change with the azimuthal
angle and has the maximum when Pb [OH]is parallel to graphite [100]. This indica}es that the
Pb crystallite have a texture structure, similar to the graphite substrate such that (Hecrystallite
are rotated about the [1 11] axis with respect to each other. Therefore, we conclude that the Pb
gro~~~his such that the particles are oriented ~vith the Pb {1I 1} parallel to {0002} of graphi(c

((1 11)p,//(OO02)g,,P,,,.),and [0~]~,//[l OOI,,,P,,,.. By using 14.9 eV for the inner potential of Pb, the

incident angles corresponding to the Bragg condition is given in Table 2 [56].

For an incident electron energy of 12 keV to obtain the Bragg condition corresponding to
n = 3. the incident angle for graphite and Pb is calculated to be 2.210 and 2.68”. respectively.

4
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‘~his indicates that the Bragg reflection spots are separated vertically on the scrccn. Therefore,

measurement of Pb spot intensity is not affected due to graphite spot intensity. The specular
hcarn obtained from 4 ML Pb was analyzed to investigate the temperature dependence of the
spot intcnsi[y. Figure 5(a) shows the in(ensity of dle 333 [Iragg reflection spot of Pb for an
incidcn( angle of2.57’’ (near 2.68[’). as a funclion ofdw substrate temperature. ‘[’hesmall

di ffercncc between the observed incident angle corresponding to n = 3 Bragg condition and (hat
calculated is within the experimental error m might bc duc to d)’narnical effects. The t~vo curves
corresponding to heating and cooling are distinguished by two arrows in opposite directions.
The temperature was raised from 343 K to 633 K, and dlen lowered to 373 K. Figure 5(b)
shotvs dle intensity change at the higher temperature range extracted from Fig. 5(a). The abrupt
change in the diffraction spot intensity is due to meltin@solidification phase transitions. As the
lenlperaturc is increased from room temperature to 590 K the intensity decreases exponentially.
This change is shown in Fig. 5(a). In the temperature range between601 K and610 K. the
intensity drops abruptly. This drop begins at 601 K, higher than the melting point of Pb as seen
in Fig. 5 (b). During the cooling process. the intensity undergoes a large change over the
temperature interval 535 K to 530 K. a much lower temperature than the melting point. As the
temperature falls below 530 K, the intensity increases exponentially. To calculate the Debye-
Wallcr factor, the log of RHEED intensity at temperatures lower than 493 K (during the heating
process) tvas plotted as shown in Fig. 6, The Debye Wailer factor is obtained from a least
squares fit to this curve. The obtained Debye temperature is 79+3 K, which is higher than the
surfiace Debye temperature of 66 K for Pb( 111), and lower than 88 K of bulk Pb [37].

Figure 7(a) is a three-dimensional plot showing the RHEED intensity profile during
heating and cooling. Figure 7(b) shows the RHEED intensity profile obtained, during heating, at
343 K. 568 K, and 630 K. and during the cooling at 624 K, 539 K, 525 K, and 373 K. As can
be seen from Figs. 7(a) and (b), there are small peaks in the profile after the abrupt drop in
intensity. On observing a series of RHEED patterns obtained at various temperatures, the
intensity of the Pb reflection spots continue to diminish above 605+2 K, while the weak graphite
spots become prominent. This is due to the Pb crystallite forming droplets upon melting,
exposing the graphite surface. When cooling the substrate below 530 K, the Pb spots are seen to
reappear indicating recrystallization of Pb. Figure 8 is a three-dimensional plot of a RHEED
pattern after the sample has cooled to 373”K. At this temperature, the diffraction spots due to Pb
are clearly visible.

Figure 9 is a three-dimensional plot of a RHEED pattern of the graphite surface covered
with 14 ML of Pb. In this case, the Pb reflection spots are brighter than those obse~ed for the 4
ML of Pb (Fig. 4). The graphite spots are not as visible in this case as for the 4 MLccase. This
indicates that Pb on the graphite nearly covers the whole surface with the {11 1} plane. The
somple \\”as then heated to 633 K. then cooled to 423 K. and the intensity measurement is
repeated. Figure 10(a) and 10(b) show RHEED spot intensity changes during the heating and
cooling processes, similar to Fig. 5(a) and 5(b). The abrupt changes of the intensity due to the
phase transformations (melting and solidification) are clearer than for the 4 ML case. Melting
and solidification are observed between the temperature intervals of 600 K -605 K, and 540 K
-547 K, respectively. Figure 11 is a semi-logarithmic plot of RHEED intensity as a function
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of temperature during dw heating process. A Dcbye temperature of 86 K is obtained from the
plot. Similar to the 4 ML case, the graphite spots become more prominent at (empcratures
bet\~ecn the two steps in the intensity change where dle Pb spots disappear I;OII1 the RHEEL)
pattern due to Pb melting.

WC have also s[udied Pb film thicknesses 01’ -70 hfL and -150 ML. ‘1’hcintensity
changes are similar to the 4 ML, and 14 ML cases. Use summarize the measured temperature
ranges o~~erlvhich [hc changes in the spot intensit>. occurred, and dle Dcbye wmperatures for
each of the films in Table III. The average Pb superheating is measured to hc X+2 K, and
supcrcoo]ing by 70+2 K.

The sudden change in the spot intensity can be understood by considering the melting.
and solidification of the Pb layer. Above the melting point. the Pb layer melts. and after the
lcmpcrature decreases below the temperature of c~stal nucleation, the Pb is rec]~stallized. This
process corresponds to a first order phase transition in the Pb, which induces the abrupt change
in d~e Rf-IEED intensity, since this phase transition occurs discontinuously.

C. SEM observations

Figure 12(a) and 12(b) are SEM images taken after the depositing -400 ~ of Pb on the
uraphi[e. In Fig. 12(a), a large number of the Pb crystals can be seen, the average size of the
crystals is approximately 1.3 pm. Between the larger crystals, a number of small crystals are
also visible. Closer observations by SEM shows a two-dimensional layer on (he substrate.L
This indicates that larger Pb crystals form on the Pb layers. The growth seems to be Stranski-
Krastanov growth mode. Figure 12(b) shows the profile of one crystal. Facets joined by smooth
edges can be seen clearly.

IV. Discussion

The RHEED observations are in agreement with the previous SEM work of Heyraud et.
al., that the Pb layers are epitaxial on graphite with (1 11)P~//(OO02)~,,P~l,,[22]. For !OWcoverage.
both Pb spots and graphite spots are observed in the RHEED pattern. This indicates the
formation of Pb crystallite without full coverage of the substrate surface. At high coverage.
more than -15 ML, the graphite spots complete] y disappear, and are replaced by Pb spots. This
indicates near full coverage of the graphite surface with Pb{111 } crystals. Our SEM
observations also showed the formation of a large number of Pb crystals on the subs)rate. These
crystals grow epitaxially with the orientation [O~]Ph//[[10O]~~P~,,~,and show [11 1] te~ture
structure.

When the sample is heated slightly above the melting temperature of Pb, the graphite
diffraction spots appear, indicating the exposure of the substrate surface to the electron beam.
We assume that the Pb layers condense into liquid droplets on the substrate afier partial melting
exposing the graphite. Subsequently, when the sample temperature is lowered, Pb droplets are
recrystallized. This occurs at 70+2 K below the bulk melting temperature of Pb and is indicated

6
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by the reappearance of a clear diffraction pattern characteristic of Pb. Previous SEM
investigation by I-{cyraud et. al., showed the formation of spherical Pb particles on the graphite

after anneallng [22]. The Dcbyc temperature estlmatcd for the 4 MI. Illm is 79:3 K. rcvca]ing

surface Dcb!rc CffCCtS. For lhc 14 ML and 70 ML thick filIns wc n~easur~d ~ sllrface Debj.e

tcnlperfilurc of 9 I=3 K an(i 86H K. respectively. These values arc in agreement lvith the ~no~tm

bulk PM 11I ) Deb!-e tcmpm-aturc of 88 K. Within [he experimental uncertainties.

Our RHEED intcnsit~” mcasurcmenls indicaw 8+2 K superheating of dle deposited Pb
films. Superheating by 3 K ~vas observed by M6tois et. al., under in .fi[u SEM experiment.
Mtlois ct. al.. observed superheating of Pb crystallite formed upon annealing dle Pb deposited
on the graphite. They \vere able to obtain a large population of polyhedral crystallite of 0.2-
0.5 pm in diameter. [t ivas observed that sharp-edged crystallite with Pb{ 111 I facets
superheated by 3 K. whereas crystallite with different shapes melted at the bulk melting
temperature of Pb. Recent lhcorctical calculations also predicted the possibility of facet induced
superheating of Pb [18].

]n our work we did not pre-treat the film by melting and recrystallizing the sample after
Pb \vas deposited. The Pb atoms. deposited at room temperature, were seen to grow almost in
crystals on the graphite substrate. These crystals when heated close to the melting temperature
may form crystallite with {111 } facets contributing to the superheating. Our SEM hnages of
-400 ~ of Pb on graphite at room temperature, clearly show facets in the larger crystals.
Stewart’s calculation indicated that. in the melting temperature range, the [11 1} facet grows
with temperature [38].

We also observed supercooling of the Pb by 70+2 K. This is attributed to a nucleation
barrier for solidification which results from the competition between the decrease in free energy
upon solidification and the increase in free energy associated with the existence of a solid-liquid
interface. The free energy of a solid droplet is related to its radius, r. At solid-liquid interfaces.
a nucleation barrier for solidification exits for r < ro, where rOis some critical radius determined
by the surface characteristics of the substrate [1]. The dr~plets with radii, r < ro. supercools.
The critical radius estimated for Pb is approximately 40 A, when the degree of supercooling is 70
K [37].

We have shown that Pb thin films on graphite superheat by 8+2 K. Supercooling by
70+2 K was also observed. Superheating is attributed to the formational crystallite bounded by
the nonmelting Pb{ 111 } surfaces. tc
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Table I

Angle of Incidcncc at Bragg Condition (graphite)

1 ~ 3 4
; --

5 6
15 kcv 0.48° ] .97(’ ~9$, 3,94” 4.s?’
12 kc\’ o -- ().54” 33]($--- :.30(” 4.42(’ 3.45”

Table II

Angle of Incidcncc at 13ragg Condition (Pb)

12 3 4 5 6
15 kcv : -- 0.86(’ 2.40(’ 3.57(’ 4.68° 5.74°
12 kcv 0 -- ().96” ?.68” 4.00” - ._j 74” 6.43”

----
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Phase and Dcbjc Tcmpcaraturc” characteristics of Pt) thin films on graphite.

Thickness Melting Solidification [)cbyc Tcnlpcraturc

(h’lL) point (K) point (K) e (K)
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Caption

I:ig, 1.

Fig. ?.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig, 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

(a) The most common structure of hexagonal graphite. The Bra\ais unit cell of the

crystal is shown by the highlighted outline. The coordinates of the ~our corner atoms are
(0.0.0). (0.0. 1/2). ( 1/3.2/3.1/2). and (2/3. 1/3.0) respectively. (b) (b) The unit cell of-the

(op vie~v of(a). The nearest neighbor distance is 1.42 ~ whereas the in-plane latlice

constant is 2.46 ~. The layers are spaced 3.35 ~ apart. Neighboring layers are shifted
rclatit’e to each odler leading [o an ABABAB... stacking sequence and a c*-axis lattice

constant of 6.70 ~ perpendicular to the layers.

A RHEED pattern taken of the clean graphite (0002) surface \vith a 12 keV electron
beam incident along the [100] direction. The incident angle of the elecu-on beam \vas
-3(’. corresponding to the Bragg condition of the graphite surface.

(a) The reciprocal lattice structure of graphite. The ()./. 1./. and 2.I rods intersect the
Ewald sphere which correspond to the same rods in the Rl#EED pattern as shown in Fig.
2. (b) The reciprocal (001) plane for 1= O. From the separation ~vidth bc~\veen 0./ and
/./, rod the measured lattice constant is 4.24 ~. This corresponds to the diagonal
distance of 4.25 ~ of the graphite unit cell in the [100] direction.

(a) The RHEED pattern after the deposition of approximately 4 ML of Pb. (b) The peak
profile of the specular beam. The size of the deposited crystallite of Pb is found to be
larger than the graphite as the FWHM of the peak intensity profile of Pb spot is smaller
than the graphite profile width.

(a) The intensity of the 333 Bragg reflection spot of Pb for an incident angle of 2.57°, as a
function of the substrate temperature. The two curves corresponding to heating, and
cool ing are distinguished by two arrows in opposite directions. The temperature was
raised from 343 K to 633 K, and then lowered to 373 K. (b) The intensity change at the
higher temperature range extracted from (a). The abrupt change in the diffraction spot
intensity is due to melting/solidification phase transitions.

The log of RHEED intensity at temperatures lower than 493 K (during the heating
process) is plotted. The Debye Wailer factor is obtained from a least squares fit to this
curve. The obtained Debye temperature is 79+3 K.

(a) A three-dimensional plot showing the RHEED intensity profile during ;eating and
cooling. (b),The RHEED intensity profile obtained during heating, at 343 K. 568 K.
and 630 K, and during the cooling at 539 K, 525 K, 463 K, and 373 K.

A three-dimensional plot ofa RHEED pattern after the sample has cooled to 375 K. At “
this temperature, the diffraction spots due to Pb are clearly visible.
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Fig. 9. A Lllrcc-dilllcllsi onal plot of a R1-IEED pattern of dlc graphite surface co~ered \vith 14

M1. of Pb.

Fi:. 10. RllEED spot in(cnsi[y changes during the heating (a) and cool ins (b) processes.

I:i:. 11. .4 sc]lli-logaritllll~ic plot of R1-lEED intensity as a f’unction of temperature during

(IK healing process. ,1 Debye temperature of 86 K is obtained from the plo~.

Fig. 12. SEA4 images taken after the depositing -400 ~ of Pb on the graphite. (a) A
large number of the Pb crystals can be seen. the ai’erage size of the crystals is
approximately 1.3 pm. (b) The profile of one cnstal, and facets joined by
smooth edges can be clearly seen.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT REFLECTION HIGH EhWRGY ELECTRON

DIFFRACTION STUDY OF Pb ON Si(lll)

H. E. Elsayed-Ali

Physical Electronics Research Institute

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Old Dominion University

Norfolk, VA 23529

ABSTR4CT

The structures of Pb on Si(l 11)-7x7 has been studied using temperature dependent

reflection high energy electron diffraction. Three different phases giving ~3x~3-R30° Pb

diffraction patterns are observed. These are the 1 ML incommensurate (IC) phase, the 1/3 ML

/3x~3-R30” phase, and the 1/6 ML ~3x/3-R30° mosaic phase. A phase transformation resulting

in the disappearance of the d3x~3 diffraction streaks into the background is observed at 300 ‘C

and 570 ‘C for the 1 ML IC phase and the 1/3 ML ~3xi3-R30° phase respectively. Through

quantitative analysis of the temperature dependent diffraction streak intensity, the Debye

temperature of the 1 ML IC phase is measured to be 55*15 K, whereas that for the 1/3 ML

/3xi3-R30° phase is 8O*1OK. !<
,
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Lead on silicon represents an attractive system to study metal-semiconductor interfaces.

Phase diagrams do not show the presence of any chemical compounds at the Pb/Si interface.

Mutual solubilities of Pb in Si are negligibly smalll-2,thus, the interface is abrupt. Such an

unreactive system is of basic interest because it may provide a good medium to study two-

dimensional (2D) behavior. In spite of the chemical simplicity of the SilPb interface,

characterization of the structure of the adsorbed Pb layer is complicated by the different phases

and phase transformations that Pb can have on Si.3-*1

The Pb/Si(111 ) interface has been studied for some time. The earliest study on this

system was that by Estn.tp and Morrison.3 Using low energy electron diffraction (LEED) they

proposed epitaxial growth of Pb on Si(l 11)-7x7 at room temperature. The growth mode was

observed to follow a Stranski-Krastanov (SK, layer plus island) mechanism. After annealing, two

i3xJ3-R30° patterns were observed at a coverage of 1/3 monolayer (ML) and 4/3 ML. At -300

“C, the 4/3 ML phase showed an order-disorder phase transformation. Heating above -650 ‘C

irreversibly transforms the 4/3 ML /3x~3-R30° phase into the 1/3 ML ~3x~3-R30° phase. Saitoh

et. aL,4using LEED and ion scattering spectroscopy confirmed the SK-mode of growth and the

two ~3x~3-R30° phases. Thermal resorption of the 4/3 ML ~3x~3-R30° phase was observed to

follow zero-order kinetics and leaves the 1/3 ML ~3xJ3-R30° phase. Thermal resorption of the

1/3 ML i3xi3-R30° phase was observed to proceed with higher order kinetics. In a subsequent

study, Le Lay et. al.,s using LEED proposed three different i3x~3 R-30° phases ai!l, 213, and 1/3

ML. The phase transformation for the 1 ML phase, which was observed at -280 ‘C, was

attributed to an order-order transition to the lx 1 stxucture. The resorption kinetics observed by

IA Lay et. al.,s confirmed that of Saitoh et. al! Contrary to the proposed epitaxial
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43xJ3 R-30° 1 ML phase, Grey et. al.,b’ using X-ray diffraction proposed 30° rotated, close-

packed incommensurate (IC) phase at a saturation coverage of -1.3 ML. This phase was

obtained for room temperature deposition after annealing at 200 ‘C. Using reflection high energy

electron diffraction (RHEED) and LEED, Weitering et. al.,s supported the IC phase of Pb on

Si(111 ). The most detailed picture of the structureofPbonSi(111 )-7x7, is that provided by the

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies of Ganz et. al.,9”10and Hwang et. al.,l 1In addition

to the STM studies, Ganz et. al.,9.10used thermal resorption, Rutherford backscattering, and

LEED to study the structure and coverage of the different phases of Pb on Si(l 11)-7x7. For

annealed surfaces their studies showed the presence of a 1 ML 30° rotated incommensurate layer

(which was in some of the previous work mistakenly identified as a i3x~3-R30° phase), a 1/3

ML I/3x/3 -R30° phase, and a mosaic 1/6 ML J3x/3-R30° phase consisting of alternating chains

of Pb and Si adatoms. Hwang et. al.,**showed that in the 1ML IC phase, the Pb atoms are

displaced laterally from ideal TI sites to form timers centered on Tdsites or H~sites. The single

T1-site bond for the IC phase is relatively weak consistent with the observed zero-order

resorption kinetics. For the 1/3 ML ~3x/3-R30° phase, the Pb atoms are in the Td-site with three

bonds to Si atoms. This stronger bonding configuration results in the higher order resorption

kinetics for this phase. Here we use temperature-dependent RHEED to investigate the mean-

square vibrational amplitudes of the different phases of Pb on Si, or equivalently the adatom

Debye temperature. We show that the mean-square vibrational amplitude of the dffferent Pb

phases on Si(l 11) correlates with the strength of bonding. We also report on measurements of

temperature-induced phase transformations for Pb onSi(111). In addition to the order-order
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transformation previously observed for the 1 ML IC phase at 300 ‘C, we observe an order-

disorder phase transformation for the 1/3 ML ~3x/3-R30° phase at -570 “C.

The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber, equipped with a

RHEED facility. The base pressure of the chamber was -2x 10]0torr. The Si(l 11) samples were

cut from a p-type wafer with 15 i2-cm resistivity, and had a size of 7 x 1.8 x 0.4 mm. The

samples were clamped on a tantalum mounting stage. Lead (99.9995%) was evaporated from a

cell located 5 cm away from the sample. The lead coverage was monitored by a crystal thickness

monitor. The silicon sample was heated by directly passing current through it. Each new sample

was outgassed by heating it overnight at 600 ‘C. Cleaning was performed by flashing the sample

up to 1200 “C, followed by heating to 900 ‘C, then slow cooling at a rate of- 1 K S-l.This

process was repeated several times. The sample temperature was measured by a W-5%Rh and

W-26%Rh the thermocouples pressed against the back side of the sample. An infrared

pyrometer was used to double-check the higher temperature ( >300 ‘C ) range. The RHEED

pattern was monitored by a phosphor screen located 24 cm away from the sample and focused,

using a camera lens, intoa512x512 charge-coupled-device (CCD) detwtor. The output of the

CCD detector was digitized and stored in a computer for data analysis. The electron beam energy

was 15 keV. Sample cleanliness was monitored by observation of the sharp 7x7 RHEED pattern.

For the experiments reported here, about 3 monolayer (ML), where a monolayer is

defined as 7.85x1014atorns/cm2,were deposited on Si(l 11)-7x7 at room temperate. Film

thickness measurement was performed with a crystal thickness monitor using the factory

supplied calibration. When depositing Pb on clean Si(111) at room temperature, the 7x7 feature

became faint at -1 ML coverage. Further Pb deposition caused the 7x7 pattern to disappear, and
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only weak 1x 1 streaks with an increased background remained. The orientation of the 1x 1

structure is parallel to the original Si(l 11)-1x1 structure, whereas, the d3xd3 was rotated 30°

from 1x1 structure. It is difficult to distinguish thePb(111 )-1x 1 structure from that of the

Si(111 )-1x 1 in the RHEED pattern. However, if we set the incident electron beam parallel to the

T T 2 azimuth of the Si lattice, the ~3xJ3-R30° structure could be easily detected. Annealing at

-260 “C results in the appearance of the /3x~3 diffraction pattern. Based on previous work,10we

attribute this to the 1 ML IC phase, with excess Pb atoms forming islands. Annealing at -360 “C

results in a strong ~3x~3 diffraction pattern also superimposed on the 1x1 structure. We attribute

this to be due to the 1/3 ML ~3x/3-R30° phase formed by resorption of the 1 ML IC phase.

Figure 1(a) is a three-dimensional plot of a RHEED pattern taken at this orientation with the Pb

~3x~3-R30° superstructure clearly visible. A line profile taken perpendicular to the streaks of this

RHEED pattern is shown in Fig. l(b). For quantitative analysis, the streak intensity was taken as

the peak intensity minus background. The background was obtained by averaging the intensity

measured between streaks at both sides of the analyzed streak, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The

electron angle of incidence was -2 degrees from the surface, resulting in a probe depth of about

1-2 ML. At this angle of incidence, relatively strong ~3xi3 streaks were observed.

The sensitivity of the diffraction intensity to temperature arises from the increase in the

atomic vibrational amplitude with temperature. This is observed as a decrease in the elastic

diffraction intensity with increased temperature. If we only consider the increased ~errnal

vibrations of the adsorbed Pb atoms with temperature, the intensity attenuation of a

superstructure elastic diffraction peak is described by:12
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I(T) = I(0)exp(-MT) (1)

where 1(T) is the diffraction intensity at temperature T, I(0) is the diffraction intensity for a

hypothetical rigid lattice, and:

-MT = - <(Ak.u(T))% = -lAk12-a2(T)> (2)

is the Debye-Wailer factor. For the nth-order diffracted beam, the momentum change resulting

from the elastic-scattering is:

Ak = A% = k’n-kO (3)

where kOand k’~ are the momentums of incident and nth-order elastically diffracted beams,

respectively. CU2(T)>is the mean-square displacement of an atom from its equilibrium position.

The slope M of In[I(T)] versus T gives the surface Debye temperature and can be written as:

Akn 12 Ak @17T)>= Akn 2 4*
M= (—sin0)2 3h2 .

AkO[21 01 T A$ 2 ~ ~B@; (4)

For the specular spot, the transfer of momentum, Ak, is totally in a direction perpendicular to the

crystal surface, while for n >0 there is a parallel component of momentum transfek. The angle of

incidence, 6, is defined from the plane of the surface, ~ is the wavelength of the electrons, h is

the Plank’s constant divided by 2x, m is the atomic mass, ~ is Boltzmann’s constant, and @~is
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the surface Debye temperature. The above analysis is valid for the high temperature limit (T>

@.) and neglecting anharrnonic lattice vibrations.

A RHEED study of the temperature dependence of the elastic diffraction intensity leads

to a determination of the surface Debye temperature. The parameters AkJA~ and Oare obtained

from the diffraction pattern. AkJA& at some location on the nth-order streak is equal to the ratio

of the distances from the transmitted beam to the specific location on the nth-order streak and

distance from the transmitted beam to the specular spot. This analysis was conducted for the

observed three phases of Pb on Si(l 11).

In Fig. 2 the intensity of a ~3x/3 streak of the 1 ML IC phase is plotted as a function of

temperature. The ~3x~3 streaks disappeared to the background level at -300 ‘C, consistent with

previous observations of an order-order phase transformation to the 1x1 structure? The data

show some deviation from the exponential Debye-Wailer behavior. From the present results we

cannot make a conclusion regarding if this deviation is real or it is due to errors in the data. We

note that the intensity of the diffraction pattern for the 1 ML IC phase was significantly weaker

than for the other two observed phases. It has been previously proposed that for an

incommensurate adsorbate there is no true long-range order at temperatures above zero.1*15The

nature of order in such films is described as an extended short-range order. This is in contrast to a

commensurate film which can have a true long-range order. For a commensurate film the

intensity of the superstructure reflections can be described by an exponential Debje-Wailer factor.

‘6$17For temperatures below that of amultiplied by a temperature dependent order parameter.

phase transformation, the order parameter can remain almost invariant and, thus, the intensity of

the superstmcture streaks can follow the exponential Debye-Wailer behavior. For an

I
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incommensurate film, where there is only an extended short-range order, theory predicts that a

sharp diffraction pattern with intensity following the Debye-Wailer behavior should exist at some

temperature range. 18However, the diffraction intensity from incommensurate films are

significantly lower compared to the commensurate case. This is due to the abundance of low-

frequency oscillation modes which when excited weakens the diffraction pattern through the

Debye-Wailer effect.]s Deviation from Debye-Wailer behavior can occur due to enharmonic

effects, multiple-scattering (dynamic) effects on RHEED, and the presence of any temperature

induced phase transformation. The exponential fit to the data gives a Debye temperature of

55* I5 K for the incommensurate 1 ML phase. The high temperature behavior of this phase above

412 K is not shown. The data above this temperature was scattered and depended on the

annealing time. Several processes could have contributed to that. These include, changes in the

ratio of the Pb incommensurate 1 ML phase to the lx 1 phase by annealing, thermal resorption

reducing the surface density of the Pb atoms, and possibly phase transformations to other surface

structures.

Annealing at -360 ‘C results in strong ~3x/3 streaks also superimposed on the 1x1

streaks. We attribute this to the 1/3 ML ~3x~3 R-30° phase formed by resorption of the 1 ML IC

phase. Figure 3 shows three-dimensional profiles of RHEED patterns for the 1/3 ML ~3x/3-

R30° phase obtained at three different temperatures. The general trend in decay of intensity along

the RHEED streak depends on the momentum transfer, Ak, along the streak as expected from

Debye-Wailer behavior. Quantitative temperature dependence of the lowest order d3xi3 RHEED

streak intensity is shown in Fig. 4. The inset shows a semilogarethrnic plot with an exponential

fit to the data. As shown, the data follows the Debye-Wailer behavior with a calculated Debye
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temperature of 80&l O K. In contrast to the 1 ML incommensurate phase which undergoes an

order-order phase transformation at - 300 “C, the ~3x~3 streaks of the 1/3 ML ~3x~3-R30°

phase are observed up to - 570 “C, much higher than the Pb bulk melting point, Tm= 600.7 K.

Above that temperature the i3x~3 streaks disappears within the background. We point out that a

~3xi3-R30° reconstruction of Si(l 11) was previously observed.]g However, our J3x~3-R30°

phase cannot be due to this Si reconstruction because we can see the reversible transformation

only in a certain amount time when the temperature is raised or lowered around 570 “C. After

maintaining the sample near 570 “C for more than 10 seconds, the i3x~3 pattern disappeared

irreversibly due to thermal resorption. This transformation is probably an order-disorder phase

transformation. The high temperature behavior of the i3x~3 streak intensity for this phase was

not shown in Fig. 4 due to the scatter in the data caused by further resorption, annealing, and/or a

phase transfo%ation.

After obtaining the 1/3 ML ~3x~3-R30° phase and with further annealing at 400 “C for a

few seconds, the ~3x~3 streaks became more intense than the original 1/3 ML i3x~3-R30°

phase. This ordered J3x/3 structure remains above-450 “C. However, no specific transformation

temperature was determined. This phase appears to be the 1/6 ML /3x~3-R30° mosaic phase

observed in the STM study of Ganz et. al.,)oand the study of Karlsson el. al.,n using angle-

resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. This mosaic phase was proposed to consist of alternating

chains of Pb and Si adatoms at Td sites, thus, forming 1:1 Pb to Si ratio. Tempera&e dependent

RHEED indicates a Debye temperature for this phase almost the same as that for the 1/3 ML

~3xJ3-R30° phase, -80 K.

I
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In conclusion, we have observed three different phasesofPbonSi(111 ). The Debye

temperature of the 1 .ML incommensurate phase is measured to be 55A15 K, while that for the

1/3 ML ~3x~3-R30° phase is 8O*1O K. An order-disorder phase transformation for the 1/3 ML

d3x<3-R30° phase is observed at -570 “C.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, under grant No. DE-FG05-

93ER45504. The contribution of Dr. D. Tang to the experiments is gratefully acknowledged.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1

(a) A three-dimensional plot of RHEED pattern intensity profiles of Pb ~3xd3-R30° structure on

Si(111 ). The electron beam was incident along T T 2 azimuth of Si(l 11). (b) A line profile

taken perpendicular to the streaks. One of the ~3x/3 streaks is used to show how background

subtraction was performed.

Figure 2

~3x~3 streak intensity of the 1 ML incommensurate phase plotted as a function of temperature.

The inset is a semilogithematic plot. An exponential fit to the data gives a Debye temperature of

55&l5 K.

Figure 3

A set of three-dimensional plots of RHEED intensity profiles for the Pb 1/3 ML ~3x/3-R30°

phase at different temperatures. The middle two streaks are /3x~3 streaks.

Figure 4

The intensity of the lowest order ~3x~3 streak of the 1/3 ML J3xi3-R30° phase plotted as a

function of temperature.The inset is a sernilogrithematic plot. An exponential fit to the data gives

a Debye temperature of 8&10 K.
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invited Paper

Time-resolved reflection high-energy electron diffraction of maal m-faces

H E. Ekayed-Ali
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Norfok, VA 23529-0246

ABsTRAcr

We twiew time-resolved reflection highaergy elecmon diffraction studies of 200-ps laser heated metal surfaces. The
dynamicstructuralbehaviorisshowntobestronglydependentonsurfaceorientationandis differentfromMI observedunder
slow heating conditions. SingleCIYStalSof leadandbwuth are usedas examples.

Keyworrk electron dit%action, metal surfaces, melting, uluafast phenomena

1. INTRODUCTION

Time-resolved reflectionhigh-energyelectron&f5actionis usedtostudythem-muralbehaviarof thethreelow-index
faces of Pb and that of Bi(OOOl).The surfaces are subjected to heating and coo!ing tats on the order of 10’1K/s. lle opea
Pb(l 10) surface is seen to reversibly disorder below T’” This behavior is consistent with that well demon.shat.edby sewed
groups using static he.ahg condidons~~ In contrast to Pb(l 10), the close-packed I%(I 11) surf%c superkm to T=+120 ~’
I%(1OO),a surfacewithatomicpackingintermediateto thatof Pb(llO)andPb(lll), showscvidmceof residualordez~ a

* FcxBLwhichis a sem.imetal,the close-packedBi(OOOl)_ is showntotempemtureabovethat of bulk melting.
superheatby 4(X.

2. TEMPEMTURE DEPENDENT STRUCTUML PROPERTiES OF SURFACES

Xnthe past sewed years, it has become well established thatthe.temperature dependemtstructural pmpatks of h surface
is different horn that of the bu&24 This is thought to be due to the asyrnmernc bonding at the surl%ceatoms and the reduced
number of nearest neighbors when compared with that of the bulk atoms. These properdes of m-fax amms manifest
themselves as increased atomicmeanvibrationalampfitudeat thesurface(lowerDebyetemperate) anda mdumdmelting
point for somesurfaces.Tle reductionin thesurfacedisorcb tempemrurecanbe quitelargeas wasobservedforPb(l10)?
For Pb(l 10),a reversibleorderdisorda transformationwasobsemedto beginat a tempmtureas bw as 150K below the
bulk melting temperature T==6(X).7 K. The ffi atomic lay= is fully disordered at -50 K below T. The dismkmd state
shows enhanced self diffusion similar to the Iiquid state and has Iiquid-Iike density and surface mobility. 7Ms order-disorder
transformation is reversible and the thickness of the disordered lay~ increases with temperaMe. I%& ~ w~
verified by several surface sensitive Iectilques.z-s ?c

The ternpezature dependent structural properties of bad CIYstalswere found to be highly dependent & surface orientation.9
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the three low-index faces of an fcc crystaL such as leaL and displays the orientationk-
of surface packing density. FW an fcc metal, an atom on the {110), {100}, and {111} surfaces has 7, 8, m 9 nearest
nei~hbors, respectively compared to 12 nearest neighbors for bulk atoms. T%eleast densely packed surbces appear to have
the highest propensity m disorder. A studyof various I% surfaces showed that the majority of cr@line faces exhibh surfxe
disordering below T= witi exception of surfaces within -17° of the {111) plan.. and -10” of the {1(K)) plans. The ck)sd

%(1 11) surface was observed to remain crdered up to the highest tempzzxure studied, T.-O.O5K fcr a miscut angle ~ tim
{111} .10
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} Pb(lW), which has a packing density intermediate to Pb(l 10) and I%(I 11), showed limited discmkr for tempemmres
higher than 503 K. At T.-2 K a disordered surke of -1.3 monolayer develop for the PQ1(XI)surface. This disordmed surface
Iayw remains stable up to the highest measured temperature. T.-O.O5 K The thickness of the disordered surface layex
increases with the miscut angle and is -3.5 monolaycz for 10 miscut. lle saturation of the surface d.imrdemx!layer thick
is known as incomplete surface melting and is in contrast with the divergence of the disordta-ed laycz thickness on Pb( 110)
and the nonrnelting of the W(111) surface.”

While thephenomenonof surface melting and orientation dependentstructural properties of surfaces have been thoroughly
studied for Pb, experiments and modelling of other materials suggest the generality of k oknatkms. I% example.
expxirnents on Al( 110)’2 showed mmplele surface melting below its T. simikr to that okrved for Pb(l 10). Surface
disordering has also k obsm’ed in semiconductors such as G@ 11).’3 Molecular dynamics mcxklling of fee meals
suggests that the propensity of a surfaE to remain ordered up to T= depends on the surface orientati~ in agreement with
the experimental studies.”

We have been investigating the structural Mavior of melds usingtime-resolved reflection highaergy electron diffmcdoo

-D). @ WO* is ~~ at d-~g how tie cryti SMWXinfluencxx the tempoml dynamics of meldng during laser
.

3. EXPHUMENTAL DETAILS

We use the technique of time-resolved reflection high+mrgy electrcn difhaction (WEED) to study the strucmml behavior
of mud surfacesupon ult.mfast lasez hearing~s A schemtic @mm of the experimental wup is shown in Fi&2 A 2@s
(lWHM) NLYAG laser @ = 1.06 pm) hea~ the sample while the electron probe pulse is genexakd by a photoadvated
electron gun driven by the fourth harmonic of the N&YAG W. T%espatial delay line aIlows to vary the time betwea the
fourth harmonic and the fundamental, thus, it is possiile to obtain time-resolved RHEED palkrns. l%e laser beating pulse
andtheektronp robepulsea desynchronized to bettathan lps.’I’h ediffimio npaaern sareacquired byaw~
deteuor with computer inteaface to capture line scans through the RHEED straks. A mecknkal shutter modulates the heating
laser pulses while the RHEED paaerns, obtained with the heating Iasexon or off, = sorted out in the computer and avcxaged
in separak memories. This effectively compensates for shot-tOshot fluctuations in the laser.

TIE samples were cut from singleuystal rods aligned using Laue back reflection. All samples were grown from 99.999%
pure metal. ‘I%esurke was mechanically polished and then chemically etched. lle samples wem mounted on a msistkly
heated Mo base with a thermocouple placed between the_ clip and the surface of the sample.

The tirne-resdved RHEED system was operated in ulttahigh vacuum (10’0 torr). The samples were CkIICtl in situ by
cycles of Ar-ion bombardment followed by annealing within 15-20K from T=.A cylindrical mirror electron CW%Ytip
with an integml electron gun for Auger analysis is used to check for surface cleanliness that is maintained so as tm deteaable
impuritk are observed during data acquisition.

Electrons of15t020KeV ineme~ were usdtoobtain the RHEEDpatterns. lleangleofinci- was-l (02
&~dmtitixe wtich~lS tia~W@of6A ~~dqtioftie 1.06pm laser inleadandbistnuth
is -ISO A ~erefa-e, the probed kiyez is essentially isothemML

?r

4. RESULTS

Tne-resolved reflection high-energy electron dil%action is used to study the structural dynamics of surfaces as they are
h@ed with -200-ps laserpulses. The procedure we follow in studying each surface is to f= obtain RHEED _ ~bt’y
as a function of temperature. In this case the sample is heated on a hot stage aaached to the sample manipulator in tk
ultmhigh vacuum. The phomactivated electron gun is illuminated by ultraviolet light from an arc lamp which provides a stable
source of light for photocathode activation. ‘l%ese measuremen~ are conducted in cnzkr ‘to provide information on (i) the
tempcramre dependent structural properties of the studied surface under equilibrium, slow heating, -W@ ~ -
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atom man vibrational amplitude, i.e. the surface Debye temperature, which shows as temperature dependence of the RHEED
streak intensity. This temperature dependence of the R.HEED streak imensity is used as a calibration curve for converting
time-rvsolved RHEED intensity into surface temperance.]s An example for Pb(l 11) is shown in Fig. 3. In the inset the
logarithm of the intensity of the RHEED streak, normalized to that al 407 K, at a panicular location near its maximum
intensity is displayed as a function of temperature. It shows exponential dependence as expected from Debye-Walla theory.
This dibration curve is used to convert the time-resolved RHE.EDintensityotxainedfor the same conditions as for the static
measurement The temporal development of the surface tempemture is displayed in Fig. 3. The solid line represents a solution
of the heat diffusion equadon for the experimental conditions used.

4.1 Pb(llo)

Pb(l 10) is the least packed of the low-index faces of lead and its disordering pmpezties below the bulk melting
ternpemture k well established~ in Flg.4 the R-HEED stink intensity obsaved near the maximum of the 01 streak is plotted
as a function of temperature. The R-HEED intensity is normalizd to that at 487 K. The inset is a sernilogarithmic ploL The
intensity is seen to day exponentially up to -520 K Ilk is consistentwith Debye-W%lkrbehavior which descrii the
reduction in the numberof ekstkally scatteredeketrons due to the inueasedman atomicmeanvikuional ampl.inxkwith
ternpemture.Above 520 K deviation from the exponential behavior is observed. Ahve 540 K, the RHEED streak intensity
d=ys into the inelasthlly seated background as a result of the disordering of the pbed Surf=e layer. llms, we iden~
the surface disorckz tempemture, T. to be 540 K.

We nextdiscussthetime-resolveddisorderingof Pb(l10).] In theseexpsrirnermthesamplebase~ W W
at487Kusing rhehotstage. The bser heating ptdseraises thesurfaee temperature fiornits initial bastempemture toa
temperature ranging fran below to above the surfarz disorder tempemure, T= The time-resolved intensity of the RHEED
streaks is then obtained for given time delays between the Iasez heating pulse and the electron probe pulse.

lle time-resolved modulation of the RHEED streak intensity for various laser intensities is shown in Fig. 5. 7%is is to
be eornpared with the solid line, which is the calculated intensity modulation obtained by converting tk tmpamre obtained
frtxn the one-dimensional heat diffusion model to an intensity modulation using the ealiion m Fig. 4. In Figs 5(a) and
5(b), the laser heats the sur!%eeto tempzmres less than the disorder tempemture, T&A solution of the heat @fusion rncdel
for the experimental conditions used in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) gives peak surfhce tempmtures of 523 K and 537 K respectively.
We then heated the surfze with laser intensities tilcient to take the surke tempezamre above T& For the ease m Fig. 5(c),
the model indicates that the surface rcmpexature is raiswl to -558K, approximately 18 K above T. Fm the me of Fig. 5(d).
a surface temperamreriseof -581 K is predictexL approximately 41 Kabove T= In bcxh cases, there exists some time where
we are unable to detect RHEED smaks, indicadng that the probed surface region (-2 monolay@ is disordered. Tle rime for
which the streak vankhes depends on the level of heating above T, and is -XK1 ps fcr Fig. 5(c) and -5(X) ps for Fig. 5(d).
This is followed by mppamwe of the RHEEDstreaks asthestnf&ee edsandreaders.

l%ese results show IMAfor Ph(l 10) subjected to heating and cooling rates of 1011K/s, surfm wmel~g is ~ b~~
and the &order temperateappears to be unaltered horn that under slow heating conditions. Morwmwr, the nucleation and
growth ofsurfheedisoder occur onatime scale lessthao 180psevenfor -18 Kheatingabove T~

c
42 I%(1OO)

We nextdiscussRHEED obsavations of Pb(100)~ For slow heating eonditiom this surface was previously shown to
experience ineotnplete surface melting. hat is the disordered layer that fcmns on the surfixe remains stable in siz up to Tm-
0.05 K. We fm measure the tempemture dependence of the RHEED streak intensity as shown in Fig.6, in which the results
were normalized to that at 377 K. A nonexponential dtzre.aw in diffmtion intensity with temperature is &served -g
at 475 K. Similar deviation from Debye-WaUerbehaviorwaspreviouslyobservedin high-resolution LEED experiments and
is thought to be related to the Surfme thermal expansion which is about seven times that of the bulk in the tempesatwe mnge
of 300 to 470 K. Deviation from Debye-WallezbehaviorGMalsobe attributedto an rdrupt hwrease in vacancy concentration
beginning at 510 K!’

I
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To dwrmine the peak temperatm rise induced on the PIX1OO)stice by the heating laser pulse, time-resolved
measurements were perfarned at the delay time which gives maximum rtxiuction in the RHEED sweak intensity (time near
maximum su.rbce temperature rise). The RHEED streak intensity, normabd tothatat 450 Lisplottdin Fig.7, asa
functionof @ laser intensities,/,. lle nomdizd streak intensity is amvti to a tempenture rise, AT.usingthe
caliiradon of Fig.6, and theresultisshownintheins-etof Fig.7.lle temperatureriseisobsemxltobedirectlypmponbd
tolrasexpec@L Themaxirnumpeaktemperaturernallof thesesets is belowTmllmedaradonotxeountfo rtheeffect
of mrtvolution due to the finite Widthof the electron pmb pulse, which is ccxnpaxable to thatof the heating pulse. This fite
pulse width of the electron IXCJbetends to mduw the okawd modukion to the stnzik intensity,and thus undemsdrnatzx rhe

tertlp-ature rise

Similar time-resolved measurements weze conducted for different sample initial tempxamm and with laser intensities
such that the surface WaSm Clo=r to T.. Remhs are shown in Fu. 8. At sufficiently high Ip the normalized sizeak
intensity isobsmed tovanis!uindi~g thatcsder bbeenlost inthejxobd surface &yer.Thedatai.n Fig.7m @to
detembe the peak surface temperature at which the normdzed RHEED sueak intensity vanishes. This threshold intensity
is convened to temperate riseusingFig.6. Resultsshow that the peak sm-i%ceternpaature whea oder is lost in the probed
surface layer is 615m K. lle error bar tieated does not aczount fcx the convolution effects and changes in the thmnal
and optid _ of the sample. Aceountirtg ftx these would lead to a somewhat greatu peak surface tempmture than
what is repomd. ‘I%us, it is likely that residual dex is presfmt above T=. At this tempuature, the disordered Iaym _
to remain stable. Compared witi results we will dkcuss for Pb(l 11), where superheahrg to -720 K - obsm~ ~1~)

shows evidence of residual order at a much lower sutface temperature.

43 Pb(lll)

We next discuss Iaswheating experimentsof PMlll).’ The sample was biased at%6 K (T- T.-15 K)and hansiently
heated with varying peak laser intensities, IF TIMexperiments were performed at the time eomsponding to the minimum of
thenormakd streak intensity. Wemeasuredthe RHEED Streak intensity tinormakdi ttot hatat S86K, as shownin
Fig. 9. From the scmilogarithmic pbt in the inset of Fig. 9, two regimes are cvidem F= where 1,s 3.5 x 107Wh2, the
RHEED streak intmsity folbws an exponential decay with peak lasef intensity, consistmt with Debye-WaUer behavior.
- wke ], >33 x 107W/crn2, the RHEED streak intensity shows a deviaticm firm exprtential behavior indimg
that the surface is experiencing discmkr consistent with melting. The nmmaked streak intensity in the cxponendal region
was transformed to a temperature jump, AT, by using the results of the static RHEED ediion. In the eqti N~-
Wailer region, AT is pmpordonal to the k intensiry, therefore, the lower values of the lastr inteasity and the aKRSPC@
ternpemturejurnps can beusedtorekt.e thepeak lasexintensity with AT. WbenthiS isdone, weokmetheeti
Debye-Wallez behavior to occur when the surface is heated to -720 K In additiw the tunpaaturedependeat RHEED streak
inkmiry has a sl~ when plotted on a semilogarirhmic scale, equivalent to that from the static RHEED measurem ems within

tie_tim. ~otiation ti*tifm @a*e@~Wkti~K thearrface~

_ cook lXJOW L and ctibits Debye-Wdkr behavior. Tlus. we conclude that Pb(ll 1) can be ~ by -la
K using -18U-PS laser pulses. b MS COIU=Lsq=M@ mf=s to a Mc= 11=11-swKC~~~~ amPfi@ ~ ~= d
thaz at T= which is still consistent with a DebyeWalkr &crease in the elastic -~ intmity. At highs tempezatms
melting ~ resulting in a pmnouneedWmIXC of tie -D * inu=Is@ ~ ~ye-w~ **. ~ *
heaingcxpehent withthesampleb~ at586Kwas alsocarried outatn”ous times aftczthe dtneofthetnhdmm

.
normakd RHEED streak intensity, ranging fium 500 ps to 4000 ps. At idl of the delay dmes@amine& deviation hn
Debye-Wall= behavior consistently occurred above a peak laser intensity of-35x 10’W/cm2 Ieading us to eonchtde that
this deviarion is due to melting on the surke.

The ternpoial evolutionof the RHEED streak intensity was obsend with theI%(111) sample bti at 586 K T12e
.

orrnakd R.HEED shtak intensity was obtained af various delays bmveeo tk arrival of the laser heating pds and t.k
b electroa probe. Results for a peak & intensity of 1P= 3.3 x 10’ W/cm2 are shown in Fig.10(a). I%is data k
consistent with classical heat diffusion, showing a M decrease inthediffklion intensity asthe*@*h@ the-
and a rapid recovery as the heat is condwted to the buk In Figs.10(b)-10(d) the surke was heated with 1, >33 x 10’
W/kma, the threshold intensity for Debye-Walkr IxAavior, as de~ti from fig.1. A quaktive difference betwem these
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sets and Fig. lo(a) is evident. As 1Pis it-ted the diffraction intensity fails to recover to what is expected from classid

heat diffusion. We amibute this to melting on part of the surface. In Figs.10(b) and IQc). the .sueak intensity exhibits an
initially fast rise after the intensity minimum, similar to UM Seen in the nonmelting sets. In this time period the surface is
most likely molten in some regions due to the nonuniformity of laser heating, which was measured by a -g pinhole
of 500 pm in diarmzz, to be *18% across the surface. and is a superheatxi solid in the remainder of the probed area The
excess surface tempemtum diffuses for some time, T, after wtiti pronounced melting occurs, as reflected in the faihm of
the streak intensity to recover.

To extract z we first compmed M time-resolved RJ-IEEDin~nsity of the experiments that showed no melting and no
superhaing with those that wem superkited but displayed no apparent anomahus behavior [see Fig.10(a)]. his comparison
showed good agreement indicfig tit tie suma~d sets M do not show meldng display behavior consistent with classicxd
heat diffusion, Having verifi~ w. we hen COI’II@ the tie-molved R.HEEDintensityof theexperirnenrsthatshowed
meltingwiththosethatdid not ~ IOOWforthetimea Wtichdevia60nsoccu.mxt.A nonmelting,sups-hmdngw W=
nonnalimdto a givm meltingset and SUWti tim ii. lle resultingdifferenceW=thenfinedwitha polynomialand
differentiatedto observethe break from nonmeltingbehavior.The differenceof this timeand tbe time of the intensity
minimum w=identifkdasl.~ timetwasobsezwdto~ from -1200 psto@psforkex intensities
corrwponding to peak tempemtnm rises of 130 K and 215 IL respectively. ‘his dernonsuates the deaeasing time duration
of supaheating with increasing temperature.

4.4 Bi(CKIOl)

We next report on a superheating study of Bi(OOOl)asing time-resolved RHEED. Bi was choseJIbecause, similar to Pb,
it has a relatively low melting tempemtm and low vapor presure at the melting @nL and the fact that previous stow-heating
ex@mems have dezportstmted superbting of Bi CIYstallites. Some of these Bi crystallite melted after a time delay of
about 30 min. when held at the bufk melting tempemtur% T.= 544 IL and aftez atit 10 min. wIIen k~ ~ T. + 5 ~’x’9
Using time-resolved RHEED with -200-Ps resolution we are able to xtie~e -g IZUeSof -Id’ WS. -*IY 13
orb of magnitude larger than that used in the B1crystallite experiments, Because of the opm psedo-mbit crystal stmcture
of Bl, liquid Bi is mom dense than the did and it has been suggested that such unusual stmctural differences betwcxm a
crystal and its melt may provide a barrier for rapid meki.ng.a Upon melting, Bi expexienms an incms.e in ~~
number and in the electrical and thermal conductivities.n Tlis is in contrast to Pb, which, upon melting, experiences a positive
volume change, maintains the same coordinadon nurnbzr, and experiences a &crease m the ehmkal and thermal
conductivitie&21 We chose the close-packed (O(K)l)surface fcr our mpahaing exptziments since ~ surfaces are more
likely to exhiilt surface melting, providing a nucleation site for bulk melting at Tm.

The same experimental techniques were utilimd as for Pb. Static RHEED measuremems showed no surface &mderhg
up to the highest temperature stuck% 523 K (T. =544 K) and the RHEED streak intensity exhiilted Debye-Wa.Iler behavior.

We next discuss our time-resolved RHEED measurernen!s.z Figure 11 shows the RHEED”streak intensity nmmabxl
tothatat 523 Katthetirne of minimum streakintensity and4ns later. FOr; S1.9X107W/Cm2, the RHEEDSUeak
intensity is cmsistmt with Debye-Wallez behavior. For $21.9 x 10’ W/cm2, detion froIP tbe exponential Debye-Wailer
behavior is olsexved consistent with melting, and pemammt laser darnage on the surface. This dqnage could be visually
*dmdw=~@d byatiutim ti*e~-ti&ti&. Nosuchdarnage w&observed intbe -
of Pb(l 11). This might be related to the negative volume change upon melting of Bi When comparing the ncxmalized
RHEEDstreak intmsity in Fig.3at J=
1.9x K? W/cmz with the static calibration, we lind that AT = 105~10 K correspondingto a superheating of ~_10 K. l%is
superheating tempemture, as well as that reportrd for I%(I 11), does not account for convolution effects arising fxum the fact
that the electronprobe pulse width is comparzdieto the decaytime of the surt%e temperate near its peak. Including this
effectin the analysis would show a somewhatlargersuperheating.
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5. CONCLUSION

The surfaceof lead crystals shows structuml behavior tit depends on the surface orientation when heated with 200-ps
ha pulses. While the open F%(110) surface disorders below the bulk melting tempemmm, it was possible to superh~t the
close-packed PM111) surface by up [o 120 K. We have obtained similar superheating rm.dts is for the Bi(~l ) surface. We

think that these general trends of the surface structural dependem on irs orientation during puLsed laser heating m apply

to other makzid.s. in pulsedlaw processingwirhsubnanosezcmd ~ this orientation dependence influence, to some
extent, the threshold for surfac-emelting and the resulting surfiw sn-ucture.
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Fig.1 A schematic of the three low-index faces of a face centtnd crystal.
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Fig2 A Schemti diagram of the time-resolved reflection high-energy electron diffriEtion system. Rut of tbc laser pulsc
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Fig.3 WEED stink intensity of Pb(lll) normalized to that aI 407 K obtained as a function oftempcza~. Tle inse4 is
a sernilogarhhfnic plot. ‘he intensity was measured near the peak of the 01 stre& The r@uction in RHEED streak

} intensity with tempemturefoIIowsa Debye-Walk?behaviorwitha De@ tempcxatureof 61*7K.
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ABSI’R4CT I
We present a detailed description of ulhafast electron diffraction and its application to study pbotoinduced

molecular dynamics at single crystal surfaces. Experimental investigations for a new design of an uhmsbort pulsed laser
activated elearon gun (~< 5ps) for time-resolved surface analysis are”described. In addition, a novel electron detection and
image analysis system, as it applies specifically to time-resolved reflection bigh%nergy eleztron diffraction in the multiple-
shot operatiom are reviewed. l%e total experimental temporal resolution is discussed in terms of the electron pulse width and
the time difference between an electron scattered at the front edge of the sample to an electron seater-d at the trailing edge
of the sample.

Keywords time-resolved electron difYmction/ ultrafkst spectroscopy/ surfaces scienm/ puked electron gun ~

1. INTRODUCTION I

All time domain dynamical examination require a probe with comparable or shorter time resolution than the
relaxation proaxses of the @urbed system, whid for molecule-surface reactions are typically in tie picosecond to
femtosecond range. So far, all dynamical probe techniques are based on Iaser-light-surface reactiorA because ultrasboct lasu
pulses currently are the only means which fulfdl the temfwal sequi.rements requisite for an initiating and monitoring transient
events. However the complexity of molecule-surface dynamics may not be completely understmd by laser probe techniques
alone. Phot.on-activated probes with high temporal resolution eombmed with surface sensitive ~ysis tecMques such as
electron scatrerhg tecbniq~ provides a viable method for studying dynamics at surfaces with picosecond and even
femtoseeond tempcmd resolution. Ekztron diffiaetion has the advantage of revealining the surface structure and mean
vibrational amplitu& of molecules and atoms at the susfaec. Hem we describe our efforts at combining reflection high-
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) with ultmsht pulsed lasers. In time-resolved RHEED the pump is a light pulse and the
probe is a short pulse of high-energy eltztrons that is d~cted from the surface. This enables the observation of laser
induced transient tempemture and st.metural changes at the surface region with a tie resolution limited by the duration of the
electron pulse’z and the electron transit time across the sampIe. For example photoindueed charge transfer affects the bonding
of admbates and can cause structuml changes in borh the adsorbate and the subsume. Using time-resolved RHEED, separate
determination of the subs!rate-suxfaw temperature and the adsorbate disorder (temperature) ean be made simuhneous]y. In
Ibis way the prediction of nonequilibnum between the Iattiee (phonon) effective temperature and the adsorbate effective
temperature after an uhrashort laser pulse ean be directly tested.

t<

In this paper we provide a full aeeount of the techrdque and its application to adscn-batehietal systems. Specifically,
we utilize a photoactivated RHEED electron gun excited by 2 picosecond laser pulses. Tbe resulting eleetron beam pulses are
less than 5ps wide, contain enough electrons and can be sufficiently well foeused to produce high quality electron diffraction
pattern. We deseribe the electron gun, the eleetron detection and data collection systems and the time-resolved diffraction
system performamx.

2. TIME RESOLVED ELE(7RON DIFFRACTION FOR SURFACE ANALYSIS
~

2.1 RHEED setup
Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) is one of severzd diffraction uxhniques that have the

capabdity of investigating surface order with great accuracy. In the RHEED &ehniqu& high-energy electrons (10 -20 kV)
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Figure 1: a) A schematic diagram of RHEED showing the formation of the Laue rings on the phosphor screm. b)
Sexnilogaritbmic plot of the measured deay of the (01)-peakheight as a function of the sample tempemtum.

are difficted off an ordered surface at a glancing angle (C 29. For a flat single crystal, tie RHEED pattern consists of a set
of streaks oriental perpendicular to the sample surface (elastic two-dimensional Laue scattering) as shown schematically in
Fig.la. l%e intensity of the diffraction pattern is temperature dependeng as in low energy electron diffraction (LEED). -
the temperature is mised the atomic vibrational ampiitude incrwses which leads to a reduction of elastically scatted
ehxtrons and causes a reduction of the diffmcdon pattern intensity. This is known as the Debye-Wailer eff-’ Fig. lb shows

‘ the measured peak height decay of one of the RHEED streaks as a function of tunpemture from a platinum single -,
obtained during a static heating experiment From tie Wty of tis se~og~~lc pl~ it is evident ~ ~ -D
streak intensity follows an exponential decay in accodance with the Debye-Wakr theoxy. These intetities give us ~
accurate dlbmtion of the temperature of the surfac& i.e. the temperature of the surface can be determined by comparing the
pattern intensity with this calibration curve.
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Figure 2: Experimental -p for
time-resolved R.HEED. l-his technique
allows to observe laser-induced transient
temperature and ~tural changes at the
surface region with ali.me resolution given
by the duration of the eIectron pulse.

!,

The use of time-resolved RHEED to study ultrafast dynamics at solid surfaces is a fairly recent development It is
1 explained in detail by Elsayed-Ali er aL1 and will & dkcussed here only briefly. Ile br&c concept of this tilque is me (

use of a photo-activated ekctron-guq which produces the electron probe pulse synchronized to a pump laser pulse to monitor
a transient WXIL A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is illustrated in F]g. 2 ‘he amplifkd dye-laser light is split
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into two beams. One beam (pump) is used to transiem.ly beat the sample surface. The other beam @be) is tkquency

doubkl and suitably delay~ and is used to generate a pulse of elecuons at the pbotocathode of the electron-gum lle
elecuons are then usai to probe tie su-ucwre and mean vibrational amplitude of the surface by mmuring the intensity

change of the streaks on a phosphor screen as a function of the pumpprobe delay. This enables the obsenafion of hser-
inducczl transient temjwature and srmctural changes at the s.uface region with a time rtxwlution limited by the duration of the
elecuon pulse and transit time.

2.2 Picosecond electron gun
Tle development of femtosecond lasers and lheiirextensive use to study various physical phenomena have motivated

the development of subpicosecood temporal resolution - Camem. In a streak cam- an optical signal is convened into
an electrical signal using a photocathode. Ideally, the resulting electron pulse should be an exact tempoml and spatial replica
of the optical excitation pulse. lle el-,n pulse is rapidly scann~ (stied) acres a two dimensional obsemation plan%
usually a phosphor scrtmhage intensifkr or micmchannelplate% by as of high speed defkxtion plates

Streak cameras operating in the subpicosecond time range have been successfully developed.” 611 The instruments
attaining the high temporal resolution have optimized “electron optical components. Tbe achievement of high tempeml
resolution is the result of using a photocathode with an extremely narrow photoemission electron energy distribution Nmow
energy widths insure that initial electron vebcities are mariy identical such that the advezse effects of chromatic abenat.ions
w be minimized in the electron beam forming optics. Photoemission ehxron energy widths as narrow as 0.1 eV can be
achieved by selecting a photocathode material with a work function that is slightly less than the k excitation photon
energy, and employing a thin film which mini.m&s the redbibution of electron energi~ due to scauering during the process
of emission and escape from the surface itself. The photocathode must & a conductor, or opcmted in a ~gime which
guarantees charge balance to prevent the adverse effects of charging. Once a narrow tempod disrnbution of electrons has
been produced with marly the same kinetic energy, charged pardcle lenses must tmnsport them to tbe target without
temporally broadening the electron distribution. The primary causes of temporal rediiiution in electron beams are path
length differences between the photocathode and target for different segments of the electron bmm and ~ge
(Boerscb) effects. In order to mini.rnbe the effects of space-charge broadening, the eleetrcms should be ~lerated as quickly
as possible once exiting the photocathod~ and the number of (low ~gy) beam cmss-overs should be mhimizd In
addition, the deflection plates used in streak camems possess fringing field inhomogeneities which must be carefully
controlled in order to reduce temporal dispersion. Funk care must be taken in the design of the deflection plates to control
capacitive effects whkh limit slew rates and switching speeds. Ftiy, the effkiency of the electron deteclor must be as high
as possible. Single electron dfit.ection can be accomplished with phosplm scrtzas and image intens~l~ or amy detectors
such as that used in a Vidkon.

In order to minimize transit time broadening due to pa!h length differeocxx between electrons following differeat
tmjectorics from tbe photoeathode to the Urgeg the initial electron spatial distribution must be small (much mailer than the
inner diameter of the smaller elearon focusing electrode). The use of long focal length lenses also ~ txansit time
dispersion due to path lenght differen~ Space charge Wening of the electron pulse near the phomdode can be

. . .
mmmuzed by using as large an extraction field as possible. Tbe large extraction field quicldy accelerates the electron pulse
thereby minimizing the time when low energy electrons in close proximity can exchange energy. The extinction field is
Iimi@ however, by the vacuum breakdown field and the presmse of any asperities on the cathode surface which might begin.
to undergo field emis@on.. Typically, maximum d.c. electric fields near the cathode axe limi@ to 5 kVhnm even though
vacuum breakdown occurs near 30 kV/mm. Space+harge broadening can also occur “mthe pckt-cathode electron optical
column near beam crossovers and in regions of space where the ekxxrons are signifkady decelerate for focusing. The
effects of space-charge broadening in the electron-optical transport column ean be mitigated through careful electron optical
design of the ehxtrostatic lens elemen~sfi.”2 or through the use of magnetic focusing lenses’ where the ekxtmn velocities
are not changed. Both approaches have yielded picosecond temporal resolutio~ although the suitability of magnetic focusing
systems m ultrahigh vacuums maintained for surface science remains problematic. Single shot temporal resolution of 0.3 ps

has been demonstrated.$.’o.’l For multiple-shot opemtiom jitter represents a major source for loss of temporal resolution.
Synchroscan operation of a Photochron IV streak tub has demonstrated 93(J fs temporal resolution.’z Our goal was an
ektron gun similar to tie Photochrom IV sti Mb Mt with f~u$g ~nditio~ ~ provide a real image 5(XImm from
the phomcathod~ and a beam that is relatively collimated (convergence angle about 1 mad). Both requirements am mzesmry
to use the electron gun for ~lff~tion @hnique~ i.e. m order w wp~~ mti~ ~K @ limes in the.~on p.
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Primarily for design simplicity, and ultimately for UHV compatibility, we have selected an all electrostatic
focusing system for our f.ime-m.solvd RHEED gun. A schematic cross section of N Photoactivated RHEED gun is shown in
Eg. 3. lle pbotodmde is held at potential VO. While the emitted electrons are spatially divergen~ a pinhole is used to
extinct relatively cdhmated electrons. This extraction electrode is part of the fwst lens and is held at a potential VI such that
the photoeh%tron exuaction field is large. Electrodes with potentials V], Va and V, form the fmt extraction le~ ‘Ilk zoom
lens cotilguration is selected for its robust performance at long fd lengt@ and small intilc aberrations. Electrodes
with potentials V3, V, and V3 form a long focal length Ehzel lens used for secondary focusing. Two lenses are necessazy for
focusing the electron beiun at a distance of 0.5 m from the photocathode with a nominal spot diameter on the target of less
fban 300pm with a nearly parallel beam. T%e rqu”~ment of a well focused and collimated electron beam is necessq for
RHEED applications.

In additio~ no crossover points are located inside the electron lens column. ‘l%ese conditions are consistent with
maintaining low electron density tilde the electron lens column in order to minimiz space-charge broadening in that region.
Some compromise between these requirements and that of mnhizing the electric field and potential throughout the
photocathodc-to-anode region is incorporated in the design. For exampl% a relatively long electron lens column was
necessary in order to achieve good electron collimation over the relatively long distance of 0.5 m.

‘he spatial distribution of emitted electrons is defined primarily by the dmeter of the illuminating radiatio~ and
secondarily by the angle defining pinhole aperture in the extraction ektrode V]. The nominal dmeter of t.iis aperture is
200 pm. T%c size of the optical pinhole image foxmed on the photocathode determines the size of the focussed beam on the
screen and repnxenw therefore, tbe physical sour= of the electron optical transport lenses. Since the catlmle is held at -15
kV, and the extraction electrode is held at -8.75 kV, a planar extinction field of 3.125 kVhmn accelerates the photoemiued
electrons. Characteristic of planar extraction fields is a linear magnification of ne.ariy 1. lle angular width of the source at
the pinhole is 10 mrad assuming uniform emission at the phot.ocafhode into all dmtiom his is a consmative upper limi~
The inner diameter of all of the lens elements is 15 mm wifb the exception of the inner dmeter in th~ focusing elea.rode Vz
which is 3 mm. l%e zoom lens forms a virtual image of the source whiti is in turn focusedonto the phosphor screen by the
Emzel lens.

Tle electron optical properdesof the RHEEDgun were compu~~,mmerically,based on solving LaPlace’s
quation for given boundary condition$ using the boundary element method. The perfonmnce of the entire electron
optical transport system is given explicitly in Table I. lle spot size is dominated by tie magnifi~tion of tie SOUG implying
that the RHEED spot on the target could be further reduced in size by using a smaller pin-hole aperture (at the expense of
current). Electron lenses possess focusing defects much in the same way that conventional optical lenses do. However, these
focusing defecrs or aberrations are far more severe in charged particle optics lenses. Of the primary aberrations perhaps he
most impomnt is spherical aberration. The spherical aberration results from off-axis fields being stronger than those on axis
resulting in a stronger focusing of far off-axis trajectories. It is impossible to eliminate spherical aberrations in conventiomd,
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axially symmetric lenses ~i~mt ind~ng spa~-ch~ge on ~is. me *SIMtiC a~~tion R-SUIUfrom tie f- defect
associatedwith finite energy dkrnbutionswi~in tie el~~n a i~lf. Sinm elwuon le~s ewntiay focusthe
momentum of the electron% more energetic el~~ns are f~u=d more wuiklY ~ lower energy ekmon resulting in a
focusing error. Coma is a focusdefectWherebyORtiis nys enteringthe opticalsystemwith d“fleringanglesiuz not
uniformly focused. Characteristic comma-shapd b distributions are common in systems dominatedby coma. Tbe
distonion abermtion causes off-axis rays to be displaced. ‘l%emost common manifestation of distotion is the mapping of a
square array into a barrelshapedor pin-akdon shapedpatternin tie imageplane. The imageis distorted(ii shape)with
respectto the objec~andk mostsevereforextremeoff axisraysof little slope. Finally,astigmatismandfieldcurvaamare
aberrationswherebydifferentaxesof the imageare focusedwirhdifferentsreogth as a resultof off-axisilluminadon.A
defocusedimagewillresultif theaboveaberrationsarenotanticipatedandcorrected.

Table fi Electron Optical Column Performance

Linear magnifieadon
Angular Mag-nifkation
Spherical Aberration Coeffkient
Chromatic Abenation Coeffkent
Astigmatism and Field Curvature
coma
Distortion
Image Radius (spherical aberration)
Image RadhLs(chromatic abemtion)
Image Rllms (Ina@fkd source)

Image Radius (astigmatism)
Image Radius (coma)
Image Radius (distmion)
Image Radius (diffktion)
Image Diameter (0.2 mm apemre)
Convagence Angle (upper limit)
Convergence Angle (half intensity)

1.68
0.38
51859 mm
21 mm
2671 mm
461nm
0.25 mm
0.0229mm
O.0001 mm
0.1680 mm
0.0820 mm
0.0492 mm
0.0066mm
O.0000mm
0.34mm
3.80 mad
1.30 mrad

The temporal resolution of this lens column was also computed tim a knowledge of the all orders trajectory
The avesage transit time iiom pbotctathode to the scattering target is McuIated to be 7350.7 s The deviation m transit
drnes weighted for all trajectories through the RHEED gun was computed to be 1.26 w fill width at half maximum. The
choice of lens potentials shown in fig. 3 indicates that the electron beam never has less than 5.625 keV of kinetic enagy afux
the extraction pinhole in order to reduce the effects of space-charge broadening. lEis would have been impossible to achieve
with a single electron lens column.

An electron gun has betn constructed based on the above de&gn. lle outside d~eter is 2S mm and !he overall
length is 330 mm. lle len~ anod% and d~tion plates am made out of aluminium and fabricated in our laboratory.
Cesamic balls were used as spacem between the lenses. Deflection plates are incorporated a the end of the gun in order to
steer the pbomelectron beam towards the sample. The elecwon gun assembly is slie]ded with a~-metal tuk to avoid any
distortion of the electron beam tiom stray magnetic fields (primarily the earth’s field and the.rmagnets of the ion-pump
system). The photocathode is a 40 nm thick Ag film evaporated on a sapphire window. Metals are good candidate materials
for laser-driven photocathodes because of the ease of preparation, high damage threshold and large ilee-electron density.
lle main drawbacks of metaIs are low quantum efficiencies and the high work function (4-5 ev) which requires W photons
for linear (one photon) pbotoemission. lle pbotocathodes are processed by thermal evapation in a separate chamber and
were installed into the electron gun without further processing.

2.3 Laser system
The laser system used in the experiments consists of a cw pump@ mode-locked Nd:YLF (Neodiiium Ytrium

Lithium Fluoride) mas~r oscillator, a NdYLF regenerative amplifier and a dual jeg synchronously pumped dye laser with 2
amplifkation stages. The amplifkd dye laser output is 20 @/pulse at 500 Hz at 590 nm. ‘Ile amplified dye laser pulses (%<2
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ps) are tien focused iIIm a mp crystal to generate the second harmonic at 295 mm which is then focused onto the
phomcathode of tbe electron gun. A sapphire window passed the slighdy focused (f= 500 mm) UV beam into the vacuum
system onto Ihe Ag-photodmde at normal incidence.

2.4 EIectron gun performance
The electron gun was tested fmt for operating voltages as indicated in Fig. 3. Theaverage photocument was

measured with a Faraday cup comected to a picoammeter. l%e current was found to be directly proportional to the Iasxx
intensity up to a pulse energy of about 03 @, focused to a 300pm spot diameter. Tle mewred averageelwtroncurrmt at
thk pulse energy was 3.5 p~ which results in about 5X104electrons per pulse at a repetition rate of 500 Hz. Thm the
instantaneous current within individual pulses is 1.3 tnA. Space-charge effects at high= intensities limit the emission of
electrons for I >0.5 PJ. When the charge of the extracted photmlearons rmcbes a cemin value ~ the amplitude of the
elecrric field falls to zero and any additional photoelectrons cannot be emitted until pat of the electron cloud has left the
surface region, The temporal resolution is known to deteriorate quite rapidly above this region due to space-charge
broadening. ‘f’herefo% the electron pulse must be generatwl with minimum of space-charge dispersion in order to obtain the
desired temporal resolution. ~e laser induced damage threshold of the photocathode is about 1 pJ (lmJkm~ as evidenced
by visible damage to the cathode. In order to determine the temporal width of the electron pul% we use a jit!er-~ streak
carnen device as described in Ref.19. For laser a pulse energies <0.5 p-l, the electron pulse was shorter than the temporal
resolution of our S* camera(c 5 PS). Therefor, an upper limit on the eleuron pulse width of It c 5pscanbeconcluded.

2.5 Electron detection and image analysis system
‘liie-resolved RHEED is signal limited when compared to conventional static RHEED systems. The electron signal

has a pulse length of only a few ps and the number of electrons available m a single puIse is small (- 10’ per pulse).
Therefore, in order to obtain quantitative information of the diffraction intensity, it is essential to have an image dett@ng
device witi single elt%ron sensitivity and with a very low dark currext This requirement can be fuIfII1ed with high gain
microclmnel plates (MCP) as an amplficadon stage followedby a phosphorscreen. l%e signal obtained firm the phosphor
sawn can thenbe recordti and analyzed. l%e spatialresolution is limited by the MCP channeldiameter and theii CUItex-m
caner spacing. As shmm in the schematic diagramof Fig. 4, we use a chewun MCP detector with a 40 mm dmeter ~
phosphor screen on a fiber optic faceplate as the vacuum interface. The fiberoptic faceplate provides one-to-one imaging of
the d~ction patte.rIL i.e., a recordiig film or an array deteetor with anorher fiber optic window can be placed dtitly in
contact with it without requiring any tier focusing. lle MCP and pbosphef screen am placed 170 mm from the sample
where the electron beam is dKfracted. ‘Ilis location allows the points and line patterns to be sepamtd easily even for high-
energy electrons and for observing superstructures.

I 1

1=1 [’=I I
‘“a

rI
~ Figure & Ekctron detection and data

collection systems cau!pmtly used in our time:z rcsdved RHEED setuj).

I

A shown in Fig. 4, the data collection system is based on a CCD camem a vidmmfiaxoe grabber, and a 486
mmputer. Our image analysis system is simih.r to the one previously reported by Clarke et al. That system was used to

‘ measure WEED signals as a function of time during molecular beam epitaxy (MM) film growth. Our system is not
configured for real time signal monitoring. TIIW there are a number of choices that we made in our system contlguration to
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achieve high pff~~ = well x IOWcos~ m @mPod resolution mm= Gmm the timhg between laser and electron
pulses (time when he laser beam impinged on tie sample and tie time when the ehxtmn beam arrived). Because the &
repetition rate is 500 ~ no attempt is made to synchronise the laser to the video eamem InsteacL multiple pulses (from 80
to 5(X)) are avenged for each video frame. Further signal averaging is acmmplisbed by adding data from multiple vid~eo
frames.

Our CCD deteetor is a Pulnix TM-745E camera his was chosen bcnuse of its relatively low eosL high

sensitivity, as well as its ability to integrate low ligh[ level images in the camem. Typically, we would integrate @ Game
for one scmnd. Ibis is accomplished by using a logic signal from a Keithley PIO-12 koard in the computer to mm on the
image inhibit line to he camera- The only disadvantage of this camera is its inabiity to manually mm-cd the black level. In
most cases this is not a serious problem simx tie background level is determined horn video frames collected with the@
on and with tie laser off. llme are collected alternately by opening and closing a shutter in the pati of the laser beam by
using a logic signal from the Keithley board to opemte a lhiblik VS14S1W0 control unit and shutter.

.We use an Imaging Technology VFG frame grabber. llougb we had planned to use a feature of this &me gxabber
board tit allowed the use of a ~gbu performance non-stantid video eam~ we found that the Pulnix cam.a-a worked
adequately for our application. The data collection cycle is designed to mhdmize deadtime. At the end of a camera
integration cycle the whole video frame is grabbed. The shutter is opened or closed and the next camera “integrationcycle is
sta.ruxi During the time the Careen is integrating the next tiam% the data b the previous frame is processed. Thus it is
erucizd tit all the data ean be pmessed by the time the next video frame from the careen is ready to read. We found that
for a 1 second integration time more than half of the Viola frame could be processed. A greater proportion of tie fmme could
be handled either by i.nereasing the integration time or by using a faster eomputec

We organized the data collection into different regions on the (2C’Darray. Usually, one or more regions are used m
collect the R-HEED pattern one to measure the overall background level, and a few to measure the intensity in individual
streaks, The most time consuming potion of data process”mgfor the regions consists of transferring the data values ffom the
frame grabber board memory into the computer memmy. Then the data can be stored as an image. Usually, the data in a
region is compressed into line format by adding the data values by row andhr by column. This genemrs a line xan that is
typically used to show the multiple @cs in a RHEED pattern. Also, the total intensi~ in the region is computed and stored.
Suck data is analogous to RHEED oscillation data that is used in MBE growth. l%e total intensity is d~layed on the
eomputcr scnxn primrily to allow the users to follow the data eolkmion ~ but it is also useful for measuring the
background level and for calibration. The whole video image is also displayed on a sepamte TV monitor. In order to zd.ieve
adquate signal-tcmoise ratio, multiple video flames are collected and averaged for each time delay.. At the end of signal
averaging for a given time delay (typically 2 minutes) the laser-on and law-off data for eaeb region is stored on the hard
di~ the optical delay line is changed to a new time delay, the data arrays are reinitialize@ and the process is mtarted By
storing the Iasera and laser-off data separately, futhtx data procsing could be delayed until after tbe experiment is
completed.

2.6 Tmnsient surface temperature rise and fdl
As mentioned above, the ektron pulse is used for surfaceanal* primrily for probing the surface tempamre

and order by utilizing the time-resolved RHEED tec.brdque. Fig. 5 shows the twodimensiort.al diffraction pattern (RHEED
streaks) of a N1(1OO)surface with adsorbed oxygen c(2x2) struc~ along [010] azimum using ul<uasbort (~ c 5ps) elmmn
pulses. lle image was rrxorded on a photographic film in contact with the fiber optic faceplate. The electron gun was
opemtcd at 18 kV. The ftne streak pattern (zero order Laue ring L~ and even some Kikuehi lines are clearly visible and
demonstrate the exeellent signal-to-noise ratio that we achieve witi our short electron pulses. ’13e fmt order Laue ring L,
does cot appear in the picture because the L;radius for the incident eleztron beam erwgy of 18 keV is larger than that of Ihe
RHEED screen.

* previously observed by several authos2’ adsorption of oxygen on clean M(1OO) at 400K leads to the appeamnee
of an ordered ovemructure. FmL af low oxygen coverage (El s 1/4 ML) the overstmcture forms the p(2x2) structure and “
t.bea, for longer exposure (0 S 1/2 ML), the c(2x2) structure forms. It should be emphasised that in spite of the low oxygen
coverage and the small number of eleetrons produced by the ultrasbort eleetron pulses (compared to the eonventionrd ew
RHEED teehnique) the additional diffmction pattern due to the ordered oxygen overstructttre is clearly visible. This allows
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Figure 5: RHEED pattern of a ~J(Ioo) surface,
[010] azimuth, with adsorbed oxygen c(2x2) structure,
using ultrashofl (~ < 5ps) electron pukes.

investigation of transient phenomena of the substmte and adsorbed species at tbe same time. For examplq a themal
nonequilibrium in the adsorbate-metal complex afta a Iaser heating pulse can be directly monitomd in reaI time.

Fig. 6 shows a line scan through the difhcdon pattern of a P@ 11) surface approximately perpendicular to the
streaks through the maxima. The data were obchsd with the C(2D camera and processd with the fmme grabber as dii
above. The line scan is an integmtion of 5 rows (5 pixels of the CC’f) camera) in order to average over fluctuations in the
direction along the streaks. Fig. 6a shows the raw data a.fier signal avexagi.ng for one minute (60 frames at one sec.).
Immediately after the measuremen~ the CCD background of 60 frames was also measured and subtmcted firm the raw data.
Fig. 6b illustrates the same Linescan after the background subtraction. No smoothing is neuxsary for further data pmcesshg.
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Figure 6: Lme scan through the d-on patterns of a Pt(l 11) surfixe. a) the raw data after signal wcraging
ties at 1 sec. b) after subtracting the CCD background ffom the raw data. ?<

k discussed abov~ the hdc idea of the time-resolved RHEED experiment is to observe laser induced

‘m

for 60

mnsient

temperature and structural changes of the surface region. As an initial cxperimeng we m~ured the temx change of a
clean Pt(l 11) single cqstal surface after a 1(KIpa R-Mu (1.054pm) hating pulse. The R&Iced streak tiwity due to the
laser pulse was compared with a calibration We obtained by a static heating measuremen~ Based on this calibmtion the
heating her puke raised the stiace temperamre by 20’ K (s Fig. 7). In order to rninimii experimental am due to long-
term drif~ a computer-controlled shutter is placed in the path of the heating beam. The puqmse of the shu~ was to chop @
heating beam at a flequency of 1 Hz which allows to quickly alternate between a hot (shutte$”open) and a cold (shutta clod)
measu.remen~ The nonnaked difference between the hot and the cold measurement was averaged ova 60 cycles. ~

exposure time for one point (delay time) of 2 rain. (includes both on and off time) is needed for such a small te.mpaatt.@
change to average out shot-to-shot laser fluctuations of the heating Iasex puls& the electron probe pul~ and the gain of&
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MCP pla~. Because of the glancing ngle of in~rlenceof the electronprobepulseand the perpendiculardtion of the
beating laser pulse, the ~mpoml resolution is not only limited by the pulse width of the electron gun but also by the time
difference between m elec~n scattsred at be front edge of the sample to an electron -ttered at the tiling edge of tie
sample. l%erefore, in order to increase the ovemll temporal molution of this technique below 15 ps the sample must be
smaller than 1 mm aercm.
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3. CONCLUSION

We desaibed in this paper our effmts at eombtig reflection high enesgy electron diffraction @HEED) with
ultrashort pulsed lakers. Tiie-rescdved RHEED enables the obsemation of laser-induced hansient temperature and structural
changes at the surface region on the time sale characteristic of the relaxation of vibrational motion an~ theref~ allows
investigation of transient phenomena of the substrate and adsorbed speci~ In this way the prediction of nonquilibrium
between the latdee (phonon) effective temperature and the adsorbate effective temperature after an ultsashort law pulse can
be tested in real time.=
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the dynamics of surface phase transformations and reactions are of
significant interest to understanding two dimensional behavior. Moreover, an understanding of
surface reactions is important in many areas of technology which include thin film growth,
surface processing, and surface catalyzed reactions. Many of the surface reactions and phase
transformations occur in an ultrafast time scale. For example, the nucleation of melting could be
in the picosecond time domain, or even faster depending on the experimental conditions [Schulz
et. al., 1990]. Surface reconstruction and other diffusionless phase transformations can also occur
in the picosecond time domain. Charge transfer between substrates and adsorbates could be
virtual]y instantaneous (in the femtosecond time scale) [Pelak et. al., 1995]. A similar conclusion
can also be made regarding photoinduced resorption. Surface vibrational states can have a
relatively longer decay time which could extend to the nanosecond time domain. A better
understanding of the dynamics of these surface processes has been the goal of many studies
performed in the past several years. These studies have, to a large extent, utilized new ultrafast
surface sensitive techniques based on the use of ultrafast lasers to initiate a surface reaction
followed by probing of the electronic or structural properties of the surface using laser-based
ultrafast surface probes. For example, time-resolved photoernission spectroscopy (Boker et. al,
1985; 1989; Schoenlein et. al., 1987; Schmuttenmaer, et. al., 1994; Aeschlimann, et. al., 1995a]
using a pump-probe arrangement have yielded important information on the electi%nic properties
of surfaces and interfaces with femtosecond temporal resolution. The vibrational relaxation of
adsorbates has been investigated using time-resolved sum frequency generation [Harris and
Levinos, 1989; Harris et. al., 1990; Shane et. al., 1990] and infrared reflection absorption
spectroscopy [Cavanagh et. al., 1992] . Time-resolved second-harmonic generation has been used
to study the structural properties of laser heated surfaces [Hicks et. al., 1988; Tom et. al., 19881.
While surface electron diffraction has been used for many decades to characterize the atomic
surface structure, surface diffraction techniques with high time resolution has only recently
become available through the first demonstration of low energy electron diffraction (LEED) with
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nanosecond time resolution [Becker et. al., 1984] and reflection high energy electron diffraction
with -100 picosecond time resolution [Elsayed-Ali and Mourou, 1988]. A time-resolved RHEED

system with better than 5 ps temporal resolution has recently been developed [Aeschlimann et.
al., 1995b], Developments of a time-resolved LEED system with up to subpicosecond temporal

resolution is underway ~eber et. al., 1995]. Here we review these developments and present
results obtained on the dynamics of surface melting of the low index surfaces of Pb and of the
close-packed B@OO 1) surface.

II, ELECTRON DIFFRACTION

A. Geometric Surface Electron Diffraction

Both LEED and RHEED are surface-sensitive probes for long-range order (-100A or
more) which provides information on the atomic structure of surfaces. A diffraction pattern gives
a statistical average of the structural arrangement of surface atoms over the entire probed region.
In LEED, electrons with energies ranging from few tens of volts to several hundred volts are
diffracted off the surface of a crystal. The angle of the electron incidence can widely vary,
however, typically near normal incidence is used. For electron energies used for LEED, the
electron mean escape depth is -3-10A according to universal curves which are almost
independent of the crystal material for electron energies up to -200 eV [Riviefe, 1973; Clarke,
1985; Zangwill, 1988]. LEED is therefore an intrinsically surface sensitive technique. Other
advantages of LEED are that electrons may be directed to the surface at normal incidence, and
that the two dimensional periodicity of the surface is displayed by a single diffraction pattern.
The experimental techniques, the analysis of diffraction patterns, and implications regarding the
structures of surfaces have been well reviewed ~gally, 1985; Pendry, 1974; van Hove et. al.,
1986]. A typical apparatus consists of an ultrahigh vacuum chamber, an electron gun featuring a
therrnionic electron emitter, and an electron detector. While two dimensional diffraction patterns
are conveniently displayed by a phosphor screen, quantitative measurements of electron currents
in individual diffraction spots are often performed with a Faraday cup.

In RHEED, fast electrons (10-50 keV) are incident on the surface at a glancing angle
which is typicrdly c3°. At these energies the penetration depth of the electrons can be quite large,
in the range of several hundred A. However, because of the glancing angle of the incident
electrons in RHEED, the electrons only probe a few atomic layers into the surface. The RHEED
geometry is particularly suitable for conditions when thin film growth is monito,$edsince the
detection screen can be located far from the sample.

Diffraction results when the Laue condition

(k’ -k)” R=2nm,
where R = nla + n2B (1)
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is satisfied. k and k’ are the incident and scattered electron wavevectors. R is the Bravais lattice
vector where a and b are the primitive lattice vectors for the surface, and m, n] and nz are integers
[La@ly, 1985; Mahan et aJ., 1990]. The Laue condition can be satisfied for positive and negative
values of m. The wave vectors give the direction and deBroglie wavelen@ of the electron beam
such that

k=pfh (2)

with the magnitude of the k vector

]kl = 27r/1 (3)

where p is the electron momentum, i is Planck’s constant divided by 27r, and ~ is the electron
wavelength, which can be obtained from the relativistic expression

where h is Planck’s constant, mOis the electron rest mass, q is the electron charge, V is the
accelerating voltage, and c is the speed of light [Mahan, 1990].

(4)

The Laue diffraction condition can be illustrated by the Ewald sphere construction which
represents a graphical method illustrating the conditions of constructive interference combined
with single scattering to find the direction of the diffracted intensity maxima. When considering
elastic scattering k-k’ defines a sphere of radius 2tik, which is called the Ewald sphere. The
origin of the k-space is at the point which the incident electron beam intersects the surface, which
is the same point at which the diffracted beam emerges. The diffraction condition is given by the
intersection of the Ewald sphere with the reciprocal lattice points ~gally, 1985]. The reciprocal
lattice vectors are obtained from the real lattice vectors by the transformation

. _ 2xbxii
a -—

A

27dixa
b“=—

A

(5)

where A =a”bxii.

These are the two-dimensional analogs of the standard equations for calculating the reciprocal
lattice. a and b are the primitive lattice vectors which generate the surface structure, a* and b*

..
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are (he corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors, n is a unit vector normal to the surface, and A is
the area of the two-dimensional primitive cell. Because of the two-dimensional nature of the
surface, the reciprocal lattice net has a rod shape. The reciprocal lattice rods extend normal to the
sample’s surface [Prutton, 1994; Mahan, 1990].

For LEED, where the electron energy could be 150 eV, the corresponding electron
wavelength is ~ = 1 A. For RHEED, where for the results presented here the electrons are
accelerated to 15 kV, which corresponds to 1 = 0.09 A. Thus, the radius of the Ewald sphere is
much bigger in RHEED compared to LEED. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
principles of LEED and RHEED. The intersection of the Ewald sphere with the reciprocal lattice
rods is illustrated for both techniques. In the LEED geometry, Fig. 1(a), where electrons are
usually incident normal to the surface, the Ewald sphere intersects a number of reciprocal lattice
rods nearly parallel to the surface. Thus, a section though the reciprocal lattice can be imaged on
the LEED screen. h RHEED, Fig. 1@), the Ewald sphere cuts the reciprcxxdlattice rods at a
grazing angle. Thus, the RHEED geometry provides only one section of the rwiprocal lattice.
LEED patterns provide a sharp spot pattern, whereas, RHEED patterns usually show some
streaks or elongated spots which is sometimes referred to as rods. There are several common
explanations for the observation of streaks (as opposed to spots) in RHEED. It is generally
believed that under ideal experimental conditions a surface of high quality wiI1generate a
RHEED pattern consistent of spots. However, the frequently obsemed RHEED streaks can result

. . from a high quality surface if we consider the instrumental response and thermal diffuse
scattering due to surface atom vibrations [Holloway, 1979]. When considering the instrumental
response, the finite width and the divergence of the electron beam results in the smearing of the
origin of the k-space and hence the center of the Ewald sphere. A finite electron energy spread
results in the Ewald sphere becoming a thin spherical shell with a thickness determined by the
electron energy spread. The streaks are thought to resul~ or extend, due to the glancing angle of
the incident electron beam, which results in an EwaId sphere intersecting the reciprocal lattice
rods over an extended length. In most experimental cases, the observation of RHEED streaks is
probably due to a combination of several effects, and can occur even from a high quality surface
[Mahan, 1990].

Xrtgeometric RHEED, it is often found that the most important quantity measured is the
spacing between the RHEED streaks. This is inversely proportional to the interatomic distance in
the real lattice. The RHEED streak spacing is directly proportional to the spacing between the
reciprocal lattice rods for a particular azimuthal orientation of the sample giving a“~ymmetric
pattern. The streak spacing observed on the phosphor screen of the RHEED system, W, is related
to the reciprocal lattice spacing perpendicular to the direction of elecvon incidence, a*, through
the relation

v?—=—
L (2:k) ‘

where L is the sample-to-screen distance and 27r/1 is the magnitude of the incident electron

(6)
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thus, most of the laser energy is available to imadiate the sample. By spatially delaying the
ultraviolet laser pulse from the fundamental, it is possible to obtain diffraction patterns of the
studied sample from a few hundred picosecond to up to tens of nanoseconds after laser
irradiation. The spatial] delay line allows to vary the time between the fourth harmonic and the
fundamental. The laser heating pulse and the electron probe pulse are sjmchronized to better than
1 ps. We use the picosecond electron pulse to obtain a reflection high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) pattern of a clean surface.

The picosecond RIIEED technique was used as a surface temperature probe and significant
development was made to make it sensitive enough to detect the surface lattice temperature with
a few degrees accuracy and - 100-ps time resolution. This proved to be particularly challenging at
high temperatures due to the increased background level in the RHEED patterns. These
developments included: (i) The assembly of a 50-Hz, double-pass amplifier capable of delivering
up to 30-rnJ pulses with - 100-ps pulse width to replace the 15-Hz system previously used. The
increased repetition rate is very helpful in signal averaging, which enhances signal-to-noise ratio.
(ii) Fast gating of the microchannel plates det~ting the WED pattern (on several nanOSWOndS

time scale) to minimize any dark noise and noise associated with leakage of ultraviolet light
exciting the photocathode. (iii) The use of a gatable two-dimensionaJ may detector with
computer interface to capture the diffraction pattern. A computer-controlled shutter modulates
the heating laser pulses while RHEED patterns, obtained with the heating laser on or off, are
sorted out in the computer and averaged in separate memories. This method effectively
compensates for shot-to-shot fluctuations in the laser and allows us to quantitatively analyze our
time-resolved RH13EDpatterns. A RHEED pattern of the Pb(l 10) surface obtained by using
picosecond elmtron pulses is shown in Fig. 5. The approximate location of the line scan across
the image observed by the array detector is indicated.

The technique of picosecond time-resolved RHEED was used to probe the temperature
(through the Debye-Wailer effect) and the structure of the Pb(l 10) surface after picosecond laser
heating. An example of the use of this technique to perform a time-resolved measurement of the
temperature of the first few atomic layers subjected to picosecond laser heating is shown in Fig.
6. This technique, provides a tool to test molecular dynamics simulation of the melting transition
by actually probing the dynamics of the surface disordering and regrowth of crystallinity.

The detection method used had a single electron sensitivity. For electron pulses of -300 ps
duration, the pulse contained about ld electrons and it was possible to obtain a &md RHEED
pattern with one electron pulse. A RHEED pattern of Pb(l 10) obtained with a single pulse and
after averaging 20 pulses is shown in Fig. 7. A RHEED system with a time resolution less than 5
ps have been constructed at the Center of Photoinduced Charge Transfer at Rochester. This
system is activated by a femtosecond amplified dye laser or Ti:sapphire laser. Some details on
this system were previously given [Aeschlimann et. al.,1995b].

The studied samples were cut from”single-crystal rods zdignedusing x-ray Laue back
reflection. All samples were grown from 99.999% pure metal. The surface was mechanically
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polished and then chemically etched. The samples were mounted on a resistively heated Mo base
with a thermocouple placed between the retaining clip and the surface of tie sample.

The time-resolved RHEED system was operated in ultr~igh vacuum ( 10]0 torr). The
samples were cleaned in situ by cycles of Ar-ion bombardment followed by annealing within
15-20 K from 7’.. A cylindrical mirror electron energy analyzer with an integral electron gun for
Auger analysis is used to check for surface cleanliness that is maintained so as no detectable
impurities are observed during data acquisition.

Electrons of 15 to 20 KeV in energy were used to obtain the RHEED patterns. The angle of
incidence was -1 to 2 degrees from the surface which results in a probed depth of <5 A. The skin
depth of the 1.06pm laser in lead and bismuth is -150 A.Therefore, the probed layer is

essentially isothermal.

B. Time-resolved LEED

The conventional LEED apparatus provides equilibrium structures of surfaces. To explore
the time domain ,with low energy electron diffraction, additional features must be implemented
into the experiment. First, the surface must be displaced out of equilibrium by a rapid (on the
time scale of the process to be investigated) jump in a parameter that determines the equilibrium
conditions. Secondly, the ensuing dynamical evolution of the LEED pattern must be followed in
real time. Similar to the R-HEEDsystem, a short electron pulse is generated by ejecting electrons
from a photocathode with a laser pulse. The electron pulse is aulerated to the target, and the
diffraction pattern is observed with a position sensitive detector. The diffraction pattern yields
the structure of the surface at the time when the electron pulse interacts with the surface. A
second part of the laser pulse is used to displace the surface from the equilibrium. The
timedependence of the surface structure is probed by repeating the expximent with different
time delays between the laser and the electron pulse. It is possible to keep the temperature jump
sma.11,on the order of 5 K, so that the time-dependent intensity is a neady linear measure of the
order parameter of the surface.

The methodology of time-resolved electron diffraction experiments is applicable to any
dynamical process that exhibits a temperature dependent structure. While to dat~ it has only been
appIied to study the dynamics of surface annealing ~ecker et. al., 1984], one camequally
envision investigations of the dynamics of adsorbed species, the resorption of adsorbates, or
melting phenomena treated here in the context of the RHEED exp-iments. We illustrate the
time-resolved LEED experiment using the example of surface reconstructions [Estrup, 1984;
Willis, 1985; Thiel and Estrup, 1995]. Experiments without time resolution have well
established that a surface may have a structure very different from that of a corresponding layer
in the bulk. Now generally known as surface reconstruction, this phenomenon can dominate the
physical and chemical properties of a surface. Based on the amount of motion required one can
distinguish between mass-transport and displacive reconstructions. Mass-transport
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reconstructions involve the motion of surface atoms over large distances; they do not conserve
surface atom density. Displacive reconstructions require only small (less than a lattice
parameter) displacements of surface atoms about their bulk truncation positions and conserve the
surface atom density. Experiments have shown that mass-transport reconstructions proceed over
time scales of microseconds to seconds, with a strong temperature dependence [Heinz, 1987].
Displacive phase transitions are expected to occur on a picosecond time scale, which to date has
been out of reach of experimental methods. The picosecond time resolved LEED experiments
discussed in this chapter are expected to measure the as of yet poorly characterized time scales of
the displacive phase transitions. Such dynamical observations are expected to improve our
understanding of the mechanism of surface reconstructions.

A particuhuly well analyzed reconstruction is that of the clean tungsten (001) surface [Felter
et. al,, 1977; Debe and King 1977; Evans-Lutterodt et. al., 19S9; Robinson et. al., 1989]. When
observed with conventional LEED, the reversible phase transition is revealed by superlattice
diffraction spots that appear in the (1/2,1/2) positions, i.e. in the centers of the square reciprocal
mesh of the (1x1) high-temperature phase, as the surface is cooled below room temperature. The
appearance of the (1/2,1/2) spots reveals the change from a (1x 1) to a (fix@)R45 0, or c(2x2),
structure. The reconst.mction involves only small (0.24 ~) displacements of tungsten atoms
[Altman, 1988]. The W(OOI)surface reconstmction is a continuous phase transition
[Evans-Lutterodt et. al., 1989; Robinson et. al., 1989], and the intensity of the superlattice
diffraction spots associated with the low-temperature phase is reversible with temperature. The
phase transition stretches over a temperature range of about 150 K.

Both the time-resolved LEED and RHEED experiments replace the conventional thermionic
electron gun by a pulsed, laser driven gun. The time dependent dynamics is observed by
scanning the temporal delay between a short laser pulse that heats the surface and the electron
pulse that probes the structure of the surface. Figure 8 shows a schematic of a time-resolved
LEED apparatus [Thompson et. al., 1995]. The diffraction experiment takes place in an ultrahigh
\’acuum environment (P -10-10 Torr) to maintain the cleanliness of the surface, since
contaminants affect the structure [Estrup, 1984]. An argon-ion-laser pumped, mode-locked
Titanium-Sapphire laser produces a train of 100 fs pulses in the 720-850 nm range with a
repetition rate of 82 MHZ. The beam is split into an infrared (IR) pump pulse and a probe pulse,
which is frequency doubled into the near ultraviolet (W) region in a BBO crystal. The IR pulse
rapidly heats the surface and thereby induces a change in the temperature depen~ent surface
structure. The near W probe pulse irradiates a photocathode which emits a pulse of electrons
with a time duration comparable to the optical pulse that produced it ~sang et. al., 1991; Tsang,
1993]. The electron pulse is focused with electron optics designed to minimize the pulse
broadening, and is then diffracted off the surface. The diffracted electrons are detected by a
position-sensitive microchannel plate detector. By varying the delay time between the laser
pump and the electron probe, a time profile of the diffraction intensity is obtained.

C. Experimental Considerations common to RHEED and LEED
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1. Generation of electron pulses

Research on photwathode materials has a venerable tradition, dating back to the optimization
of photomultipliers earlier this century [Sommer, 1968; Cardona and Ley, 1978]. The operating
characteristics of a laser driven electron gun are, however, very different from the requirements
of photomultipliers, motivating a renewal search for photocathode materials. Since many laser
systems can now routinely deliver short pulses in the ultraviolet range of the spectrum, materials
may be chosen with work functions higher than the ones of typical photomultipliers. Desirable
characteristics of laser driven electron gun cathodes include a high quantum efficiency, fast
response time, environmental stability, and resilience toward laser induced damage. Due to their
very short electron+ lectron collision times, metals are expected to deliver the shortest electron
pulses, Experiments [Tsang, et. al. 1993] have shown that no measurable temporal broadening is
incurred by the transit time of electrons between the location of their excitation and the metal
surface. A large number of metallic photoeathodes have been tested, including lanthanum
hexaboride [Oettinger, 1990], silver, copper and gold, [Aeschlimann et. al., 1995;
Schmuttenmaer et. al., 1995; Tsang et. al. 1991], magnesium, lithium [Thompson et. al., 1995],
and cesium telluride [Kinross-wright, 1994]. While the quantum yield of the alkali surfaces can
reach 20 % [Kinross-Wright, 1994], their instability toward air is a distinct disadvantage.
Progress has been reported in preparing environmentally stable alkali containing cathodes with
excellent quantum yields by ion implantation [Girardeau-Montaut et. al., 1995].

The electrons ejected from the photocathodes exhibit an energy distribution with a width on
the order of one electron volt. If the shortest electron pulses are desired it is important to
minimize this width, because variations in the electron energies cause a temporal broadening of
the pulse at the target. Classical work on photocathodes suggests that a laser photon energy close
to the work function of the material would generate the smallest energy width [Sommer, 1968;
Cardona and Ley, 1978]. However, recent work by a number of researchers in the field has
convincingly demonstrated that at the large peak intensities of the ultrashort laser systems
employed for electron guns the photoemission occurs via a multiphoton process [Schmuttenmaer
et. al., 1994; Weber et. al., 1995; Aeschlimann et. al.; 1995]. The electron pulse duration
obtained at the target is therefore coupled to experimental parameters such as electron beam
current, pulse repetition rate, the duration and energy of the laser pulses, and the spot size of the
laser. The best operating conditions therefore depend sensitively on the system, and must be
determined experimentally. !<

Using almost any of the cathode materials mentioned above, electron pulses with picosecond
durations are straightfo~a.rd to generate and use. Figure 9 shows a segment of a typical electron
pulse train. It was recorded using a microchannel plate and time-resolved single particle
counting electronics [Chang et. al., 1985]. The electron pulses were produced by irradiation of a
thin film of Indium-Tin-Oxide by frequency-doubled Ti:sapphire laser pulses with a duration of
100 fs. The duration of the electron pulses shown in this figure, about 60 ps, is given solely by
the temporal resolution of the timing electronics, indicating that the electron pulses are
significantly shorter than that. Aeschlimann et. al. [1995] showed that the electron pulses

I



generated in their electron gun are even shotier than the 5 ps limit of a streak camera. The

measurement of electron pulse durations in the femtosecond domain is still outstanding, and
require a technique to cross-correlate the electron pulse with the femtosecond laser pulse.

2. Zhe sut$ace temperature jump

11

will

The temperature jumps obtainable by exposing a surface to a shofi laser pulse can be varied
over a very large range. LJltrashortIaser pulses can be generated with pulse energies ranging
from pico-Joules to Joules, and focal spot areas can be as small as 10-7cm2. For all highly
absorbing materials, such as the metals investigated with R.HEED and LEED, the temperature
jumps obtained with a single laser pulse can therefore heat the material beyond the melting point.
When the most intense laser pulses are used a number of highly nondissical phenomena occur,
such as thermionic emission of electrons out of an extremely hot electron gas [Riffe et. al., 1993].
For many of the experiments discussed in this chapter small temperature jumps are, however,
preferable. In the surface reconstruction experiment the intensity of a half order diffraction spot
depends on the temperature in a nonlinear fashion. The interpretation of the time-delayed data
becomes simplified significantly if the temperature jumps are kept small, so that the intensity
scaIes approximately linearly with the temperature. Temperature jumps on the order of a few
Kelvin give rise to an intensity change in the half order diffraction spots of several percent only.
The signal to noise ratio of the experiment must therefore be carefully optimized to allow a
recording of the time-dependent diffraction intensity [Thompson et. aL, 1995].

3.Limits on the $emporal resolution

Some of the early time-resolved electron diffraction experiments were limited by the
availability of short-pulsed laser systems. With the recent advent of commercial femtosecond
lasers this limitation is effectively removed. There are, however, numerous effects that tend to
reduce the time resolution available to laser-pump, electron-probe experiments. They are
discussed in the present section.

In all experiments that use electron pulses as a probe it is important to carefully consider the
temporal broadening effects arising from the velocity of the electron pulse as compared to the
laser pulse that heats the target. In general one can reduce the temporal broadening arising from
the overlap of laser with electron beams by reducing the diameters of both bearn~; there are,
however, limitations imposed by considerations relating to the magnitude of the temperature
jump, as outlined above, and relating to space-charge interactions. In diffraction experiments on
surfaces it appears possible to improve the time resolution by tihing the wave front of the laser
beam. In practice the beneficial aspects of that technique remain to be demonstrated, because to
date other effects dominate the achievable time resolution.

Even if a femtosecond laser is employed to generate the electron pulse, the pulse duration at
the target is usually in the picosecond domain. If metallic photocathodes are employed it can be
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expected that memory effects during photoemission can be neglected ~sang et. al., 1991; Tsang
1993]. However, electrons ejected from a metal by impact of a photon have a range of energies
and angular distributions. The width of the energy distribution depends on the photon energy,
the work function of the cathode and to some extent the temperature of the cathode. Even if the
elmtrons are accelerated toward the target very rapidly the difference in electron velocities will
cause significant temporal broadening for the short pulses considered here. The magnitude of the
broadening depends on the initial and final kinetic energies of the electrons, as well as the
distances traveled during acceleration and at constant potential. In general, all distances should
be minimized, the electrons should be accelerated as quickly as possible to as high a voltage as
possible, and the initial electron velocity should be rninimizai by choosing as small a laser
photon energy as the photocathode material permits. A typical LEED gun cart then produce
electron pulses that are estimated to have a duration of less than 3 ps at the target surface.

Space charge interactions between electrons within a pulse lead to a swelling of the pulse in
all spatial directions, implying a lengthening of the pulse duration. This space charge broadening
is larger for slower pulse velocities, for two reasons: slower pulses have longer travel times
during which the pulse may be broadened, and they also have higher electron densities for a
given number of electrons per pulse [Thompson et. al., 1995]. Consider an electron pulse
containing 1200 electrons, focused to a diameter of 250 pm with a duration of 2.5 ps. If this
pulse travels with a kinetic energy of 200 eV, the electron density is 1.2x10-2ekctrons/pm3. This
pulse is broadened by 10% of its original duration in 155 ps, ccmesponding to a travel distance of
1.3 mm. On the other hand, if this pulse is accelerated to 10 keV, it has a density of 1.7x104
electrons/pm3; this produces a 10% broadening in 370 ps, during which time the pulse travels 2.2
cm, It is clearly beneficial to operate the electron gun at the higher acceleration voltage. It may
be possible to avoid the space charge problem altogether by generating electron beams with a
high repetition rate laser system with a laser pulse repetition rate of 80 MHZ one obtains
electroq beam currents of 1011A even with one el~tron per pulse. This current maybe sufficient
for diffraction experiments that employ single electron counting schemes. The pulse spacing
between the individual pulses of the mode-locked source is so large that space charge
interactions arising from different pulses of the pulse train can be ignored.

Electrons in a short pulse me wavepackets of a finite coherence time, and are thus subject to a
quantum mechanical spreading. The coherence time of the photoemitted electrons is not known.
It can, however, be bracketed by considering the electron pulse duration and the ~nergy
bandwidth. Thus, the coherence time has as its lower limit the inverse of the ene@y spread of the
electron beam. With AE = 0.3 eV one finds a coherence time of at least 6 fs. The upper limit of
the coherence time is given by the duration of the femtosecond laser pulse, which typically is
about 100 fs. One can expect the quantum mechanical spreading to be very significant for the
LEED experiment, but negligible for all but the highest time resolution RHEED experiments.

Ultrafast optical pump-probe spectroscopy is greatly aided by Fermat’s principle,
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(9)

\vhich states that if a perfect lens transfers a point source to an image point, all light rays travel

for the same amount of time. Thus, if an uhrashoti light pulse emerges from the point source, the
pulse will have the same duration at the image point. Only dispersion effects lead to pulse
broadening, and they are of course imposing the present 6 fs limit on optical pulses [Fork et. al.,
1987]. Fermat’s principle can be extended to electron optics, where it becomes [deWolf, 1990]

s,

J6 dsmv(s)=O. (lo)

In electron optics the electron momentum rev(s) plays the role of the refractive index. There is
however one important difference: the integrrd is not equal to the time it takes for an electron to
move from point SOto SP Thus, electrons that emerge simultaneously from a point source do not
an-ive at the same time at the focal point of an electrostatic lens. Fermat’sprinciple does not
favor ultrashort electron pulses as it does ultrashort light pulses. In order to minimize the pulse
broadening effects, the electron optics have to be as close as possible to the source, so that the
radial deviation of the ekxtrons from the axis is minimized. Furthermore, it maybe beneficial to
block off-axis electrons with an aperture.

To conclude this section we summarize the most important considerations for designing an
electron gun that is capable of producing electron pulses of picosecond or subpicosecond
durations. First it is necessary to operate the gun in a mode that ensures very few electrons per
pulse in order to avoid spatial blooming by space charge interactions. For many experiments this
necessitates a high repetition rate laser system. The cathode material must be matched to the
laser wavelength and the laser peak intensity to produce electron pulses with a small energy
spread. Alternatively, electron monochromatization maybe advantageous. Electrons must be
very rapidly accelerated to as high a velocity as possible, and the distance to the target must be
minimized. Finally, the f-number of the electron optics should be very large in o~derto minimize
the time lag between the axial and the marginal electrons of the beam.

<

Keeping all these aspects in mind it is quite feasible to construct electron guns that emit
picosecond electron pulses [Aeschlimann et. al., 1995; Thompson et. al., 1995]. To achieve
electron pulses with femtosecond duration Weber et. al. [1995] have suggested a reflection
electron gun. The basic idea is that an electron mirror can compensate for the temporal
broadening that arises from the electron energy spread. Since the electron pulse is stretched for

.
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most of the flight time to the target, the reflection based electron gun is also expected to be very
accommodating toward space charge effects, and may therefore allow more intense electron

beams.

The time resolution of the surface experiments discussed in this chapter is ultimately limited
by the electron-phonon relaxation time. The laser photon entering a metallic surface primarily
excites electrons in the electron gas. Since the heat capacity of electrons is very small, the
temperature rise is very large. Several experiments have demonstrate that the then-nalization of
the electron energy to the heat bath provided by lattice phonons proccds on a time scale of
hundreds of femtoseconds [Fujimoto et. al., 1984; Elsayed-Ali et. al., 1987; EIsayed-Ali et. al.,
1991; Elsayed-Ali and Juhasz, 1993; Schoenlein et. al., 1987; Lin et. al., 1988; Bokor, 1989;
Farm et. al., 1992a; 1992b; Sun et. al., 1993; Tas and Maris, 1994; Sun et. al., 1994]. While a
comprehensive theoretical treatment is still outstanding, it can be speculated that processes such
as melting and surface reconstruction depend on the phonon temperature, and are thus not
immediately started with the absorption of the laser pulse. Femtosecond time-resolved
experiments on surface structures are as of yet rare, and it can be anticipated that future work will
provide intriguing new insights.

IV. THE HEAT DIFFUSION

Su~ace temperature profile

MODEL

The time-dependent surface temperature is of fundamental impmta.nce for the time-resolved
LEED and RHEED experiments since it provides the instrumental function required for the
d=onvolution “ofthe data. To model the heat conduction it is convenient to assume a
one-temperature system where the electrons and the Iattim are considered to be in thermal
equilibrium throughout the observation process. This assumption is reasonable, given that most
current electron pulses have a duration on the order of 3 ps, and that the electron-phonon
relaxation time in metals is typically less than 1 ps. Thus it is not necessary at this point to be
concerned with either the initial nonthermal distribution of electrons [Sun et. al., 1993; Farm et.
al., 19923 1992b] or the disequilibrium between the electron gas and rhe lattice. One
shortcoming of the one-temperature calculation is that it ignores the well-known fact that more
heat is transported into the bulk by the hot electrons generated in the initial phot~xcitation than
assumed by the lattice-temperature model @rorson et. al., 1987; Juhasz et. al. 1993]. As a result,
the actual peak surface temperature is expected to be lower, and the heat transport into the solid
somewhat slower than the values obtained from the model calculations.

The classical heat diffusion model is based on the heat conduction equation:

1 d(r,t)
V2T(r,t) = – —

Ki%
- ~ g(r,t) , (11)

I
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where K is the thermal diffusivity of the solid, i.e. the thermal conductivity divided by the density

specific heat, and g(r,t) is the source finction.

In order to obtain solutions to this equation the thermal radiation is neglected, and the sample
is treated as a semi-infinite solid. The laser pulse profile is assumed to be
hyperbolic-secant-squared in time and Gaussian in space, and the light intensity is assumed to
decay exponentially into the solid. Thus the spatial and temporal profile of the heat source is

(12)

with ~ the peak laser intensity, R the reflectivity of the solid, r. the radial half width and

-Tthe duration of the laser heating pulse. The absorption coefficient of the solid, a, is given by
a=4WA, with k the imaginary index of refraction and ~ the wavelength of the laser radiation.

Given the above heat source profile, one can solve the heat conduction equation at the
~echtel, 1975]:

1.761~(l -R)a e -,I,J2 ‘
AT(r,z=O,t) =

/
dt’ sech 2(1.76 t’/r)exp[a2K(t-t’)] erfc[~- ,

pc --

surface

(13)

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function. The result for the transient surface

temperature at the spati~ center of a Gaussian laser pulse, AT(O,O,t),is shown in Fig. 10 for the
case of a 12 nJ pulse with a duration of 100 fs and a wavelength of 800 nm, which is focused to a
spot diameter of 250pm. The optical and thermal values of tungsten are used [Touloukian et.
al., 1970; Touloukian and Buyco, 1970, Palik, 1985]. It is apparent that exposure of metallic
surfaces to ultrashort laser pulses gives rise to a very rapid temperature jump that is a suitable
instrument fhnction for a picosecond time-resolved RHEED and LEED experiments. Due to the
short duration of the laser pulses, it is possibIe to deconvoIute the heating and cooling parts of the
curve: the heating part is simply the integral over the incident sech2 laser pulse, and the cooling
part is the solution for instantaneous, exponentially daaying heat deposition into the solid.

The solutions for the transient surface temperature can be combined with th&Debye-Wailer
formula for the integer-order spot intensity as a function of temperature to obtain the
time-dependent spot intensity. Fig. 11 shows this expected intensity profile for an integer-order
spot for a W(OO1) surface. By comparing those data with calculations of the intensities as a
function of temperature and static intensity-vs.-temperature measurements, one obtains an
experimental temporal temperature profile of the surface, which can be compared to the model
presented in the previous section. The observation of the transient integer-order spot intensities
fwthermore finds application in the test of the one-temperature heat relaxation model, the
verification of the electron puIse duration, and the evaluation of various electron pulse

—.
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broadening mechanisms discussed above.

With the transient temperature jump and the instrument limction known one can extract the
surface dynamics from the temperature-jump experiment. The fundamental quantity of interest is
the time evolution f(t) of the temperature dependent order parameter s(T). In the LEED
experiment the experimental observable is the intensity of half-order diffraction spots, wtich is
related to the order parameter by

I,mln(T) = a [S(T)]2 + b exp[-2\i(T)] (14)

with some proportionality constant a and the second term representing tie thermal diffuse
scattering which creates a uniform background. The temperature dependence of the order
parameter is reflected in the T-dependence of the W(OOl)half-order spots reproduced in Fig. 11.
For an arbitrary temporal evolution function f(t) of the order parameter the time-dependent
change in the order parameter is given by the convolution integral

As(t) = ~ ~ F(t’) f(t-t’) dt’ (15)

where F(t’) is the forcing function and N
one can linearize the forcing function as

.

the normalization integral. For small temperature jumps

F(t’) = ~ AT(t’)
dT

(16)

with ds/dT the steady state temperature derivative of the order parameter, and AT(t) the
instantaneous temperature calculated above. The transient jump of the half-order diffraction spot
intensity can then be expressed as

AI(t) = : As(t)

(17)

where again only the linear term in the expansion of I(t) is considered. Temperature jumps of a
few Kelvin are easily obtained with mode-locked laser sources and ensure that the linearization
are valid approximations.

As a specific example we assume an exponential decay function f(t-t’)=e ‘(’-’’Y”.Convoluted
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with the theoretical instrument function derived from (1 1), one obtains

F

1.76 r~ (1-R) a dl~) ~ -(rhJ2 1 e ‘tic ~AI(t) = - ——
pc dT N t,

t’

‘~ ~dt’ dt” sech ‘(l .76 t“/~) exp[a<(t’ -t”)] erfc[~- e ‘“T’.
--

(18)

This result is entirely amdogous to the one obtained for chemical relaxation. methods that yield
first order kinetics subsequent to temperature jumps independent of the actual order of the
reaction [Eigen, 1954]. These methods enable a single time constant to be extracted from the
datr+yielding the time scale of interest, which is in the case treated here the reconstruction
dynamics. The resulting decay curves are exhibited in Fig. 12 which shows the calculated
superlattice peak intensity profiles for two reconstruction times of the W(OO1) system. Also
shown is the instrument function for the reconstmcted spots, which reflects the intensity
awning instantaneous reconstmction. It should be noted that the Debye-Wailer effect is
neglected in these calculations, since its contribution to the intensity change is much smaller than
that of the reconstruction.

V. TIME-RESOLVED RHEED STUDIES OF METAL SURFACES

Time-resolved reflection high-energy electron diffraction was used to study the structural
behavior of the three low-index faces of Pb and that of Bi(OOO1). The surfaces were subjected to
heating and cooling rates on the order of 1011Kk. The open Pb(l 10) surface was seen to
reversibly disorder below Tm[Herman and Elsayed-Ali, 1992a]. This behavior is consistent with
that well demonstrated by several groups using static heating conditions [van der Veen and Pluis,
1988; Frenken, 1989; Frenken and van der Veen, 1985; Frenken et. al., 1986; Prince et. al., 1988;
Breuer et. al., 1990; Fuoss et. al., 1988; Thiry, et. al., 1987]. In contrast to Pb(l 10), the
close-packed Pb(l 11) surface superheats to T.+120 K ~errnan and Elsayed-Ali, 1992b].
Pb(100), a surface with atomic packing intermediate to that of Pb(l 10) and Pb(l 11), shows
evidence of residual order at a temperature above that of bulk melting ~erman et. al., 1993].
For Bi, which is a semimetal, the close-packed Bi(OOOl)surface is shown to superheat by -90K.
Murphy et. al., 1993] ?v

A. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF SURFACES

In the past several years, it has become well established that the temperature dependent
structural properties of the surface is different from that of the bulk [van der Veen, et. al., 1988;

Frenken, 1989; Frenken and van der Veen, 1985; Frenken and Maree, 1986; Prince et. al., 1988;
Breuer et. al., 1990; Fuoss et. al., 1988; Thiry, 1987]. This is thought to be due to the
asymmetric bonding at the surface atoms and the reduced number of nearest neighbors when
compared with that of the bulk atoms. These properties of surface atoms manifest themselves as
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increased atomic mean vibrational amplitude at the surface (lower Debye temperature) and a
reduced melting point for some surfaces. The reduction in the surface disorder temperature can
be quite. large as WaS observed for Pb(l 10) [Frenken and van der Vtin, 1985; Frenken et. al.,

1986]. For Pb( 11O), a reversible order-disorder transformation was observed to begin at a
tem~rature as low m 150 K below the bulk melting temperature T.=600.7 K. The first atomic
layer is fully disordered at -50 K below T~.The disordered state shows enhanced self diffusion
similar to the liquid state and has liquid-like density and surface mobility. This order-disorder
transformation is reversible and the thickness of the disordered layer increases with temperature.
These obsenations were verified by several surface sensitive techniques.

The temperature dependent structural properties of lead crystals were found to be highly
dependent on surface orientation [Pluis et. al., 1990]. Figure 13 shows a schematic of the three
low-index faces of an fcc crystal, such as lead, and displays the orientation dependence of surface
packing density. For an fcc metal, an atom on the {110}, {100}, and {111) surfaces has 7,8, or 9
netiest neighbors, respectively compared to 12 nearest neighbors for bulk atoms. The least
densely packed surfaces appear to have the highest propensity to disorder. A study of various Pb
surfaces showed that the majority of crystalline faces exhibit surface disordering below T~with
exception of surfaces within -17° of the {111} plans and -10° of the {100} plans. The closed
Pb(l 11) surface was obsemd to remain ordered up to the highest temperature studied, T~-O.05
K, for a mkcut angle d“ from {1I 1} [van Pinxteren and Frenken, 1993].

Pb(100), which has a packing density intermediate to Pb(l 10) and Pb(l 11), showed limited
disorder for temperatures higher than 500 K. At T~-2K a disordered surface of -1.3 monolayer
develop for the Pb( 100) surface. This disordered surface layer remains stable up to the highest
measured temperature, T.-O.O5K. The thickness of the disordered surface layer increases with
the rniscut angle and is -3.5 monolayer for 10°miscut. The saturation of the surface disordered
layer thickness is known as incomplete surface melting and is in contrast with the divergence of
the disordered layer thickness on Pb(l 10) and the nonmelting of the Pb(l 11) surface [van
Pinxteren and Frenken, 1992].

While the phenomenon of surface melting and orientation dependent structural properties of
surfaces have been thoroughly studied for Pb, experiments and modelling of other materials
suggest the generality of these observations. For example, experiments on M( 11O)Denier van
der Gon et. al., 1990] showed complete surface melting below its Tmsimilar to ti,at observed for
Pb( 11O). Surface disordering has also been observed in semiconductors suchasGe(111 ) ~enier
van der Gon et. al., 1990]. Molecular dynamics modelling of fcc metals suggests that the
propensity of a surface to remain ordered up to T~ depends on the surface orientation, in
agreement with the experimental studies [Hiikk-inenand M. Manninen, 1992; 1993].

The structural behavior of metals has been investigated using time-resolved reflection
high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The aim of this work was to determine how the
crystal surface influences the temporal dynamics of melting during laser imadiation.
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Time-resolved reflection high-energy electron diffraction is used to study the structural
dynamics of surfaces as they are heated with -200-ps laser pulses. The procedure followed in
studying each surface is to first obtain RHEED pattern intensity as a finction of temperature. b
this case the sample is heated on a hot stage attached to the sample manipulator in the ultrahigh
vacuum. The photoactivated electron gun is illuminated by ultraviolet light from art arc lamp
which provides a stable source of light for photocathode activation. These measurements are
conducted in order to provide information on (i) the temperature dependent structural properties
of the studied surface under equilibrium, slow heating, conditions, (ii) the surface atom mean
vibrational amplitude, i.e. the surface Debye temperature, which shows as temperature
dependence of the RHEED streak intensity. This temperature dependence of the RHEED streak
intensity is used as a calibration curve for converting time-resolved RHEED intensity into
surface temperature. An example for Pb( 111) is shown in Fig. 14. In the inset the logarithm of
the intensity of the RHEED streak, normalized to that at 407 K, at a particular location near its
maximum intensity is displayed as a function of temperature. It shows exponential dependence as
expected from Debye-Wailer theory. This calibration curve is used to convert the time-resolved
RHEED intensity obtained for the same conditions as for the static measurement. The temporal
development of the surface temperature is displayed in Fig. 14. The solid line represents a
solution of the heat diffusion equation for the experimental conditions used.

B. SURFACE MELT~TG OF Pb(l 10)

Pb( 11 O) is the least packed of the low-index faces of lead and its disordering properties
below the bulk melting temperature is well established [van der Veen et. al., 1988; Frenken,
1989]. In Fig. 15 the RHEED streak intensity observed near the maximum of the 01 streak is
plotted as a function of temperature. The RHEED intensity is normalized to that at 487 K. The
inset is a semilogarithmic plot. The intensity is seen to decay exponentially up to -520 K. This is
consistent with Debye-Wailer behavior which describes the reduction in the number of elastically
scattered electrons due to the increased mean atomic mean vibrational amplitude with
temperature. Above 520 K deviation from the exponential behavior is observed. Above 540 L
the RHEED streak intensity decays into the inelastically scattered background as a result of the
disordering of the probed surface layer. Thus, we identify the surface disorder temperature, Td,to
be 540 K.

We next discuss the time-resolved disordering of Pb(l 10) ~errnan and Elsayed-Ali, 1992a].
In these experiments the sample base temperature was set at 487 K using the hotl&age. The laser
heating pulse raises the surface temperature from its initial base temperature to a temperature
ranging from below to above the surface disorder temperature, T* The time-resolved intensity of
the RHEED streaks is then obtained for given time delays between the laser heating pulse and the
electron probe pulse.

The time-resolved modulation of the RHEED streak intensity for various laser intensities is
shown in Fig. 16. This is to be compared with the solid line, which is the calculated intensity

modulation obtained by converting the temperature obtained from the one-dimensional heat

I
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diffusion model to an intensity modulation using the calibration in Fig. 15. In Figs. 16(a) and
16(b), the laser heats the surface to temperatures less than the disorder temperature, T& A
solution of the heat diffusion model for the experimental conditions used in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b)
gives peak surface temperatures of 523 K and 537 K respectively. We then heated the surface
with laser intensities sufficient to raise the surface tem~rature above Td For the case in Fig.
16(c), the model indicates that the surface temperature is raised to -558 K, approximately 18 K
above T& For the case of F]g. 16(d), a surface temperature rise of-581 K is predicted,
approximately 41 K above T&h both cases, there exists some time where we are unable to detect
RHEED streaks, indicating that the probed surface region (-2 monolayer) is disordered. The time
for which the streak vanishes depends on the level of heating above Td and is -200 ps for Fig.
16(c) and -500 ps for Fig. 16(d). This is followed by reappearance of the RHEED streaks as the
surface cools and reorders.

These results show that for Pb(l 10)subjected to heating and cooling rates of 1011K/s, surface
premelting is not bypassed and the disorder temperate appears to be unaltered from that under
slow heating conditions. Moreover, the nucleation and growth of surface disorder occur on a time
scale less than 180 ps even for -18 K heating above T&

C. THE INCOMPLETE MELTING OF Pb(100)

We next discuss RHEED observations of Pb(100) ~emmn et. al., 1993]. For slow heating
conditions, this surface was previously shown to experience incomplete surface melting. That is
the disordered layer”that forms on the surface remains stable in size up to T~-O.05K We first
measure the temperature dependence of the RHEED streak intensity as shown in Fig.17, in which
the results were normalized to that at 377 K. A nonexponential decrease in diffraction intensity
with temperature is observed starting at -475 K. Similar deviation from Debye-Wailer behavior
was previously observed in high-resolution LEED experiments and is thought to be related to the
surface thermal expansion which is about seven times that of the bulk in the temperature range of
300 to 470 K. Deviation from Debye-Wailer behavior can also be attributed to an abrupt increase
in vacancy concentration beginningat510 K [Yang et. al., 1991].

To determine the peak temperature rise induced on the Pb(100) surface by the heating laser
pulse, time-resolved measurements were performed at the delay time which gives maximum
reduction in the RHEED streak intensity (time near maximum surface temperature rise). The
RKEED streak intensity, normalized to that at 450 K, is plotted in Fig.18, as a fufiction of peak
laser intensities, lP.The normalized streak intensity is converted to a temperature rise, AT, using

the calibration of Fig. 17, and the result is shown in the inset of Fig. 18. The temperature rise is

obsemed to be directly proportional to lP, as expected. The maximum peak temperature in all of

these sets is below Tm. These data do not account for the effect of convolution due to the finite
width of the electron probe pulse, which is comparable to that of the heating pulse. This finite
pulse width of the electron probe tends to reduce the observed modulation to the streak intensity,
and thus underestimates the temperature rise.
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Similar time-resolved measurements were conducted for different sample initial temperatures
and with laser intensities such that the surface was raised closer to T.. Results are shown in Fig.
19. At sufficiently high lP, the normalized streak intensity is observed to vanish, indicating that
order has been lost in the probcxi surface layer. The data in Fig. 19 are used to determine the peak
surface temperature at which the normalized RHEED streak intensity vanishes. This threshold
intensity is converted to temperature rise using Fig. 18. Results show that the peak surface
temperature when order is lost in the probed surface layer is 615*2O K. The emor bar indicated
does not account for the convolution effects and changes in the thermal and optical properties of
the sample. Accounting for these would lead to a somewhat greater peak surface temperature
than what is reported. Thus, it is likely that residual order is present above T~. At this
temperature, the disordered layer appears to remain stable. Compaml with results we will discuss
for Pb( 111), where superheating to -720 K was observed, Pb(l 00) shows evidence of residual
order at a much lower surface temperature.

D. SUPERHEATING OF Pb(l 11)

We next discuss laser heating experiments of Pb(l 11) [Herman and Elsayed-A.li, 1992b].
The sample was biased at 586 K (T = T.-15 K) and transiently heated with varying peak laser
intensities, lP.The experiments were performed at the time corresponding to the minimum of the
normalized streak intensity. We measured the RHEED streak intensity and normalized it to that

at 586 K, as shown in Fig. 20. From the semilogarithmic plot in the inset of Fig. 20, two regimes
are evident. First, where 1P= 3.5 x 10’W/cm2, the RHEED streak intensity follows an
exponential decay with peak laser intensity, consistent with Debye-WaUerbehavior. Second,
where lP>3.5 x 107W/cm2, the RHEED streak intensity shows a deviation from exponential
behavior indicating that the surface is experiencing disorder consistent with melting. The
normalized streak intensity in the exponential region was transformed to a temperature jump, AT,
by using the results of the static RHEED calibration. Tnthe exponential Debye-Wailer region, AT
is proportional to the laser intensity, therefore, the lower values of the laser intensity and the
corresponding temperature jumps can be used to relate the peak laser intensity with AT. When
this is done, we observe the departure from Debye-Wailer behavior to occur when the surface is
heated to -720 K. In addition, the temperature-dependent RHEED streak intensity has a slope,
when plotted on a semilogarithmic scale, equivalent to that from the static RHEED
measurements within the experimental error. This observation indicates that for peak a surface
temperature less than 720 K, the surface remains ordered, cools below T., and e}hibits
Debye-Wailer behavior. Thus, we conclude that Pb(l 11) can be superheated by +120 K using
- 180-ps laser pulses. In this context, superheating refers to a lattice mean-square vibrational
amplitude in excess of that at T~ which is still consistent with a Debye-Wrdler decrease in the
elastic diffraction intensity. At higher temperatures melting occurs, resulting in a pronounced
departure of the RHEED streak intensity from Debye-Wailer behavior. The laser heating
experiment with the sample biased at 586 K was also carried out at various times after the time of
the minimum normalized RHEED streak intensity, ranging from 500 ps to 4000 ps. At all of the
delay times examined, deviation from Debye-Wailer behavior consistently occurred above a peak
laser intensity of-3.5 x 107W/cm2 leading us to conclude that this deviation is due to melting on
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the surface.

The temporal evolution of the RHEED streak intensity was observed with the Pb(l 11)
sample biased at 586 K. The normalized RHEED streak intensity was obtained at various delays
between the w“val of the laser heating pulse and the pulsed electron probe. Results for a peak
laser intensity of 1P= 3.3 x 107W/cmz are shown in Fig. 21(a). This data is consistent with
classical heat diffusion, showing a fast decrease in the diffraction intensity as the laser pulse
heats the surface and a rapid recovery as the heat is conducted to the bulk In Figs. 21(b)-2l(d)
the surface was heated with {P> 3.5 x 107W/cm2, the threshold intensity for Debye-Wailer
behavior, as determined from Fig. 13. A qualitative difference between these sets and Fig. 21(a) is
evident. As 1Pis increased, the diffraction intensity fails to recover to what is expected from
classical heat diffusion. We attribute this to melting on part of the surface. In Figs. 21(b) and
21(c), the streak intensity exhibits an initially fast rise after the intensity minimum, similar to that
seen in the nonmelting sets. In this time period the surface is most likely molten in some regions
due to the nonuniformity of laser heating, which was measured by a scanning pinhole of 500 _m
in diameter, to be - 18% across the surface, and is a superheated solid in the remainder of the
probed area. The excess surface temperature diffuses for some time, ~, tier which pronounced
melting occurs, as reflected in the failure of the streak intensi~ to recover.

To extract ~ we first compared the time-resolved RKEED intensity of the experiments that
showed no melting and no superheating with those that were superheated but displayed no
apparent anomalous behavior [see Fig. 21(a)]. This comparison showed good agreement
indicating that the superheated sets that do not show melting display behavior consistent with
classical heat diffusion. Having verified this, we then compared the time-resolved RHEED
intensity of the experiments that showed melting with those that did not and looked for the time
at which deviations occurred. A nonmelting, superheating set was normalized to a given melting
set and subtracted from it. The resulting differen=” was then fitted with a polynomial and
differentiated to observe the break from nonmelting behavior. The difference of this time and the
time of the intensity minimum was identified as ~. The time t was observed to decrease from
-1200 ps to =300 ps for laser intensities corresponding to peak temperature rises of 130 K and
215 K, respectively. This demonstrates the decreasing time duration of superheating with
increasing temperature.

E. SUPERHEATING OF Bi(OOOl)
.

We next report on a superheating study of Bi(OOOl)using time-resolved RHEED. Bi was
chosen because, similar to Pb, it has a relatively low melting temperature and low vapor pressure
at the melting point, and the fact that previous slow-heating experiments have demonstrated
superheating of Bi crystallite. Some of these Bi crystallite melted after a time delay of about 30
min. when held at the bulk melting temperature, T. = 544 K, and after about 10 min. when held
at T~ + 5 K ~eppiat, 1975; Blackman et. al., 1972]. Using time-resolved RHEED with -200-ps
resolution we are able to achieve heating rates of -1011 K/s, approximately 13 orders of
magnitude larger than that used in the Bi crystallite experiments. Because of the open
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pseudo-cubic crystal structure of Bi, liquid Bi is more dense than tie solid, and it has been
suggested that such unusual structural differences between a crystal and its melt may provide a
barrier for rapid melting [ Mackenzie et. al. 1963]. Upon melting, Bi experiences an increase in
coordination number and in the electical and therrmd conductivities Prost, 1954]. This is in
contrast to Pb, which, upon melting, experiences a positive volume change, maintains the same
coordination number, and experiences a decrease in the electrical and thermal conductivities
[Frost, 1954]. We chose the close-packed (0001) surface for our superheating experiments since
open surfaces are more likely to exhibit surface melting, providing a nucleation site for bulk
melting at T~.

The same experimental techniques were utilized as for Pb. Static RHEED measurements
showed no surface disordering Upto the highest temperature studied, 523 K (T. = 544 K) and the
RHEED streak intensity exhibited Debye-Wailer behavior.

We next discuss our time-resolved RHEED measurements [Murphy et. al., 1993]. Figure 22
shows the RHEED streak intensity normalized to that at 523 K at the time of minimum streak
intensity and 4 ns later. For ~ <1.9 x 107W/cm2, the RHEED streak intensity is consistent with
Debye-Wailer behavior. For ~ z 1.9x 107W/cm2, deviation from the exponential Debye-Wailer
behavior is observed consistent witi melting, and permanent laser damage on the sufiace. This
damage could be visually observed and was accompanied by a reduction in the RHEED streak
intensity. No such damage was obsewed in the case ofPb(111 ). This might be related to the
negative volume change upon melting of Bi. When comparing the normalized RHEED streak
intensity in Fig. 22 at ~ = 1.9 x 107W/cm2 with the static calibration, we find that AT = 105~10
K corresponding to a superheating of 90~10 K. This superheating temperature, as well as that
reported for Pb(l 11), does not account for convolution effects arising from the fact that the
electron probe pulse width is compadde to the decay time of the surface temperature near its
peak. Including this effect in the analysis would show a somewhat larger superheating.

VII. SUMMARY

In this chapter we attempted to present a brief review of the work performed in our
laboratories in the area of time-resolved RHEED and LEED. This is clearly an area in its infancy
and only a few laboratories are presently involved in these type of experiments. The work on
surface melting and superheating has shown a great promise for this tczhnique bd demonstrated
physical phenomena such as the observed significant surface superheating, which would have
not been readily observable by other time-resolved surface sensitive twhniques. When pushing
the temporal resolution to the few picosecond time domain, it is inevitable that the limitation on
the number of electrons per pulse would limit this technique to reversible surface transformations
or reactions. However, with a single -300 ps electron pulse it is possible to obtain a good
RHEED pattern l?31sayed-Aliand Herman, 1990]. The nucleation and growth of the various
surface phase transformations can proceed on a time scale that can span many orders of
magnitude. While resorption, for example, is recognized to occur on a femtosecond time scale,
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diffusion-controlled surface phase transfomnations can occur over a much longer time scale. For
the study of the d)mmics of many surface reactions, the pump-probe arrangement might not be
the most suitable one. Other arrangemen~ include that of obtaining the temporal resolution by
gating the microchannel plate detectors, or by streaking the diffracted electrons in a fashion
similar to streak cameras. These modes of operation allow for operation of the time-resolved
diffraction system to observe events on a time scale from the picosecond to the millisecond
range, We finally note that a related area is that of fast electron microscopy. The status of
transmission electron microscopy with nanosecond temporal resolution has been previously
reviewed [Bostanjglo, 1989].
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Figures:

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the LEED and RHEED geometry showing how the Ewald
sphere intersects the reciprocal lattice rods. In the LEED geometry the Ewald sphere
intersects the reciprocal rods nearly parallel to the surface. However, in the RHEED
geometry, because of the small angle of the incident beam with the surface and the
much larger size of the EwaId sphere, RHEED patterns represents a cut through the
reciprocal lattice perpendicular to the surface.

Figure 2: The reciprcxal lattice of Bi(OOOl) is determined using RHEED by obtaining
diffraction patterns in two or more azimuthal directions.

Figure 3: Integrated intensity of half-order beam in W(OO1 ) reconstmction versus temperature,

using conventional LEED [Altman, 1989]. The incident electron energy was 212.7

eV.

Figure 4: A schematic diagram of the time-resolved reflection high-energy electron diffraction
system. A picosecond laser is used to heat the sample and activate an electron gun.
The electron pulses are well synchronized with the heating laser. Timing between the

. arrival of the laser and electron pulses at the surface of the sample is adjusted by a
mechanical delay line. An image analysis system is used to capture the diffraction
pattern.

Figure 5: A RHEED pattern of Pb(l 10) taken using picosecond electron pulses. One of the line
scans is taken when the shutter is closed. A computer is used to sort out and average
the line scans. The arrow indicates the approximate location of the line scan obtained
by lens imaging this pattern onto the linear array detector.

Figure 6: Transient surface temperature rise of Pb(l 10) irradiated with 3.2x107W/cm*peak
intensity, -350 ps FWHM, Nd:YAG (~= 1.06 pm) laser pulses. Solid line was
obtained from a heat diffusion model.

Figure 7: A RHEED pattern of Pb(l 10) taken using the time-resolved RHEED apparatus (a) for
a single shot, (b) after averaging 20 shots with lower microchannel plate gain. The
electron pulse width was -300 ps FWHM and electron energy 14 kVr.

Figure 8: Schematic of the Pump-Probe LEED experiment. BS = Beam Splitten D = Delay
Stage; BBO = ~-Barium Borat~ F = Filtefi LC = Liquid C~stal; PD = Photodiode;
PSD = Position Sensitive DetectoG UHV = Ultrahigh Vacuum.
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Measurement of the electron pulse train generated from the second harmonic of a
pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser beam focused onto an Indium-Tin-Oxide photocathode. The
measured FWHM of 63 ps is instrumentally limited. The time axis is calibrated to the
82-MHz repetition-rate of the laser pukes.

Calculated temperature profile based on the solution of the heat conduction equation
at the center of a 250 pm diameter Ti:Sapphire laser spot for a W(OO1) surface
initially at 250 K, heated by 12.2 nJ lrser pulse at 800 nrn with a duration of 100 fs.
The inset shows the temperature rise due to the absorption of the laser pulse.

Calculated Debye-Wailer intensity profile for an integer-order diffraction spot from a
W(OO1) surface upon laser heating, given the surface temperature profile in Figure 10.

Calculated intensity profiles (solid lines) for the half-order diffraction spot in the
W(OO1) reconstruction due to the laser-induced surface temperature profile shown in
figure 11, for reconstruction times of(a) 5 ps, and (b) 100 ps. Also shown is the
negative of the temperature profile (dashed lines), which is the instrument function
for the half-order spot.

A schematic of the three low-index faces of a face centered crystal.

RHEED streak intensity of Pb(l 11) normalized to that at 407 K obtained as a function
of temperature. The inset is a sernilogarithmic plot. The intensity was measured near
the peak of the 01 streak. The reduction in RHEED streak intensity with temperature
follows a Debye-Wailer behavior with a Debye temperature of 61*7 K.

RHEED intensity of Pb(l 10) normalized to that at 487 K versus temperature. The
inset is a semilogarithmic plot.

Time-resolved RHEED streak intensity measurements on Pb(l 10) for different
heating laser peak intensities. The heating laser pulse width measured at full-width at
half-maximum is 170&20ps. (a) 1P= 1.4 x 107W/cm*; (b) 1P= 2.0 x 107W/cm2; (c) 1P
= 2.7x 107W/cm2; 1, = 3.6x 107W/cm2. The solid line is the calculated RHEED

intensity.

RHJ3EDintensi~ of Pb(100) normalized to that at 377 K versus temperature. The
inset is a sernilogarithmic plot.

RHEED s~ealc intensity for Pb(100) at time of maximum modulation by the laser
heating pulse. The sample base temperature was 450 K. The peak surface temperature
AT versus peak laser intensity is shown in the inset.
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Figure 19: Normalized RHEED streak intensity versus peak laser intensity for the Pb(100)
sample at base temperatures successively closer to T~.

Figure 20: ~EDstre* intensity of Pb(lll) nomalizd totiatat 586 Kvemus ~&heating

liner intensity at the time corresponding to the minimum of the normalized s~eak
intensity. The inset is a semilogarithmic plot that shows deviation from

Debye-Wailer behavior at $ = 3.5x 107W/cmz. The corresponding peak tem~rature
is -720 K, approximately 120 K above T~.

Figure 21: Time-resolved normalized RHEED streak intensityofPb(111) irradiated with laser
pulses of varying peak intensity. Set (a) is consistent with classical heat diffusion and
corresponds to a superheating of -110 K. At higher peak laser intensities, the surface
begins to melt and this is evident in the deviation of these sets from classical heat
diffision.

Figure 22: Time-resolved R.HEEDstreak intensity of Bi(OOOl)normalized to that at 523 K
versus peak heating laser intensity at the time corresponding to the minimum of the
normalized streak intensity (a), 0.5, 1, and 4 ns later (b-d). Deviation from
Debye-Wailer behavior at J = 1.9 x 107W/cm2 is obsenwd. The corresponding peak
temperature is -630 K, approximately 90 K as above
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Femtosecond time-resolved thermomodulation of thin gold films with different crystal structures

H. E.Elsayed-Ali”
Laboratory for tier Energetic, University of Rochesler, 250 East River Road, Rochester, Neu~ York 14623-1299

T. Juhasz
Department of Physics, University Of California, Irvine, Cal~ornia 92717

(Received6 May 1992)

A femtosecond laser is used to generate and probe hot electrons in polyc~stalline and single-
crystalline thin gold films. Transient thermoreficctivity and thennotrammissivity for different heating-
laser-pulse fluences are performed. Analysis of the transient thermotransmissivity and therrnoreflectivity
signak allows us to resolve the modulation to the real and the imaginary parts of the dielectric constant.
The latter is found to be dominant at our probe wavelength. The hot-electron energy-loss lifetime is
shown to be 1-3 ps and increases with the taser fiuence. For film thickness comparable to the optical
skin depth, the transient decay time of the re5ectivity and of the transmissivity are equal, with the poly-
crystalline tifms showing a slightly faster decay time. For thicker films, hot-electron transport to the
bulk of the film gives a faster transient-re5ectivity decay. Electron transport is slower in the polycrystal-
iine films.

I. KTWRODUCIION

The use of ultrafast lasers to generate noncquilibrittm
heating conditions in metals was suggested many years
ago. ] If a metal is subjected to pulsed-laser heating for
which the pulse duration is less than or comparable to
hot-electron energy-loss lifetime, then a transient inequal-
ity between the effective temperatures of the electrons
and the lattice would occur. Nonequilibrium heating in
metals is not limited to ultrafast laser h=ting. It is a gen-
eral phenomenon that can occur when the electron gas in
the metal is subjected to a transient event, such as pi-
cosecond for femtosecond laser heating, a fast ehztric
current, or the slowing down of energetic charged parti-
cles. In fact, one of the earliest theoretical studies2 of
hot-electron generation and relaxation in metals was pri-
marily concerned with the generation of these nonequili-
brittm conditions during the slowing down of energetic
charged particles in metals.

Hot-electron energy-loss lifetime in metals, T,.ptp can
vary greatly depending on the initial ambient tempera-
ture. At low temperatur~, only low-etiergy acoustic pho-
nons are available to interact with the hot electrons; and
since the corresponding phonon density of stat= k small,
the coupfing of the electron gas to the phonons is weak.
This results in an electron energy-loss lifetime on the or-
der of 1 ms for copper at 25 mK.3 At higher tempera-
tures, 7@ is significantly reduced and at tens of degrees
kelvin can be as shofi as a few picosecon&.4’5 Such ex-
tremely fast energy-loss lifetime have made the observa-
tion of nonequilibriumheating,inttisregion, inaccessi-

ble ex~pt With the use of ultrafast duration puls.ed lascrs.
Moreover, the generationof a significant (up to a few
thousand of degr~s)differencebetweentheeffective ek?c-

tron and latti~ temwratures is demonstrated otlly by the
use of ultrafast Iasers.s - 10

Nonequilibrium electron h~titlgintn@khas h ob-

served by ultrafast time-resolved thermomodulation
retlcctivity and transmissivity, 4-8 thermally assisted mul-
tiphoton photoemission,9 and more recently single-

‘0 Femtosecond therrnomodula-photon photoemission.
tion studies have demonstrated the fast nature of hot-
electron relaxation by energy loss in geometrically
confined films (with thickness comparable to the laser
skin depth) and by energy 10SSand transport in thicker
films. Subsequently, surface-plasmon resonance in thin
silver films has been shown to provide a very sensitive
pro& of nonequilibrium heating.] ] A systematic study of
electron-phonon coupling in different thin metal films

*2 In this later study, a very thin copperwas conducted.
film deposited on the various metal lilms was used as a
hot-electron probe, thus facilitating the study of hot-
electron relaxation in different metals. Results were in
agreement with a theoretical model of electron-phonon

13 A thermomodulation study of electron-coupling.
phonon relaxation in niobium was performed by observ-
ing the rate of lattice hating due to energy transfer from
the hot electrons.]4 An approach to.ttncasuring electron-
phonon coupling in metals based on.5 comparison of the
experimental damage threshold for different laser pulse
widths with a heat transport model was previously pro-

*5 However, some concerns regarding its im-posed.
plementation was subsequently commented on.]c In these
studies the role of lattice imperfections on hot-electron
energy loss and transport was not considered. Nonequili-
brium heating by femtosecond lasers has also been shown
to strongly affect the resorption kinetics of molecular ad-
sorbates on metal substrates. 17 In this case the resorp-
tion yield was described by that expected from coupling
to the adsorbate of the substrate’s nonequilibrium elec-
trons, which are at a significantly higher temperature
than that of the lattice.’s

We have condu:ted a set of pump-probe experiments

on thin (100-800 A) single+ystalline and polyctystalline
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gold films. An earlier account of our results W= previ-
19 Here we detail our results and extend ourously given.

analysis of the therrnomodulation data. Both fem-
tosccond time-resolved thermorefkctivity and thermo-
transmissivity were observed. Reflectivity and transrnis-
sivity are complimentary in the sense that tbe reflectivity
probes a depth ~omparable to tbe skin depth of the laser
in gold ( -150 A), whereas the transmissivit y probes the
total thickness of tbe film. Moreover, for a uniformly
heated film (when the thickness is less than or compara-
ble to the laser skin depth), tbe combind transient
reflectivity and transmissivity, along with the known
thickness of the film and the index of refraction of tbe
substrate, is sufficient to determine transient changes in
the real and imaginary parts of tbe dielectric constant (El
and E2, respectively). Our results show that, for tihn
thickness comparable to the skin depth, the decay time of
the transient reflectivity is equal to that of the transmis-
sivity. This occurs in both singleaystalline and poly-
crystalline films. For thicker tilms, bet-electron transpofi
inside the film gives a faster transient reflectivity decay.
Transient transmissivity decay time is less affected by the
increasd k thickness. Comparison of &ta using
single=rystalline films to those using polycrystalline lilms
indicates that electron transport is impeded by the
predominantly elastic electron-grain boundary collisions.

U. EXPERDvlENT

The polycrystalline gold films were deposited on a glass
Iide by conventional resistive evaporation techniques.

The film thickness was determined by a crystal thickness
monit$r with an ~timated accuracy of better than
*5O A for tbe 200-A films. Electron diffraction patterns
obtained from films deposited, under the same deposition
wnditions, on forrnvar supported on a standard @pper
electron microscope grid show a ring pattern. TEM im-
ages reveal a grain size on tbe order of a few hundred
angstroms. Single-crystalline thin gold tilrns were also fa-
bricated by evaporation. For these films, however, we
used a sodium chloride crystal as a substrate. To fabri-
cate the single crystals, the substrate was heated to -600
K the: allowed to cool to -450 K. A very thin layer
( <2? A) of silver was initially deposited at a rate of
-1 A/s. This serves to enhance the epitaxy of the subse-
quently deposited gold. After deposition of the gold film
at -450 K, at a rate of a few angstroms per second, the
substrate was allowed to cool under vacuum then re-
moved from the evaporator. Tbe film was floated on dis-
tilled water, washed in sulphunc acid to remove the silver
and any gold-silver alloy that might have formed in the
interface, and then washed again in distilled water. F)-
nally, the film was caught on a glass slide and allowed to
dry.

Electron diffraction patterns obtained from the epitaxi-
ally grown films show a spot pattern consistent with a

ngle crystal oriented in the (100) orientation. Transmis-
sion electron microscope images reveal oriented grains
characteristic of Cpiwxia]ly grown thin metal films. Elec-
tron dMractiOn patterns and electron @crographs of

polycrystalline and single-qstalhne 400-A gold 6hn.s are

shown in Fig. 1. A very high density ( >10’0 cm-z) ~f
dislocations and twins are evident in the electron micr~
graphs of tbe single-crystalline tilms. Such a high density
of dislocations and twins is characteristic of these singje-

20 From ~lg. 1, the grain size for thecrystalline films.
polycrystalline samples can be estimated to be in the ~r-
der of a few hundred angstroms. More quantitative sur-
face grain size determination was accomplished wing
atomic force microscopy with an image analysis system.
Images were obtained for both types o! samples in ~.
The average grain size of a typical 20Q-A polyc~stalline
film was determined to be 155*10 A. NO systematic
study of the dependence of tbe average grain size on fdm
thickness was c~nducted. Atomic force microscope fi-
agcs of the 200-A single-crystalline film showed orientm
crystaIlites connected by bridges Contrary to the poly-
crystalline films, obtaining atomic resolution on tbc
single-crystalline film was possible. This seems to be con-
sistent with the assumption of relative flatness of tbe epi-
taxially grown films, which has previously been mnclua-
ed based on the observation of streaks in reflection bigb-
energy electron diffraction patterns.21

The pump-probe experiments were performed with the
use of a 76-MHz synchronously pumped lines.r-vity
femtosecond dye laser. Z Intracavity control of the group
velocity dispersion is accomplished using Brewster-angle
prisms. This system delivered -150 fs (sech2) pulses at
- 615-rim wavelength (2-eV photon energy). A max-
imum pulse energy of -0.6 nl can be achieved. The
laser is actively stabilized to achieve a stability of tbe fre-
quency spectrum and pulse width for several hours. A
conventional pump-probe setup was used. Tbe probe
beam was delayed from the pump using a stepper motor
with 1-pm resolution. Both pump and probe were in-
cident on the sample at nar normal incidence with their
focal spot on the sample 5*1 pm as measured with a
scanning blade. A 10X microscope objective was used
for focusing. Tbe probe energy was fixed while the pump
was varied using neutral density filters. Tbe pump-to-
probe energy was maintained higher than a factor of 17.
Tbe pump was modulated with either a mechanical
chopper or an acousto-optic modulator and the ther-
momoch.dation signal was detected using a lock-in
amplifier tuned to the pump chopping frequency.

Polycrystalline Single crystalline

H H

1000 A 1000 A

FIG. 1. Transmission electron micrographs and electron
diffraction patterns of Polycrystallineand single+~stalline gold
films.
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III. FEMTOSECO~D ~ERMOMODULATION

For metals, hating-induced modulation of their opti-
~ properties can result from many effects. Of particular
~porta.nce to thermomodulation studies is the change in
Lbeoccupancy of electronic states near the Fermi level.23
T13etop of the d band to the Fermi level in Au is at -2.4

24 Therefore, there are allowed transitions from theeV.
top of the d band to states near the Fermi level for a
wavelength n~r that of the laser system used in the
pr~nt study (?.=615 rim). The electronic-heating-
induced smearing of the Fermi distribution affmts the
complex diel~tric constant (a function of wavelength) of
the metal, th~ modulating its optical properties. While
our l=r photon energy is lower than that of the inter-
band tige, thermomodulation measurements,25 and rela-
tivistic band calculations26 of the optiml properties of
gold are in agreement on the existence of an absorption
tail below the interband edge, which is due to band struc-
ture. This edge extends as low rM 1.7 eV.~ Whilethe
magnitudeof thethermomodulationsignalissignificantly
reducedat our laser wavelengthcompared to that near
the interbancledge,the signal we obtain is well within our
detection limit.

Time-resolved therrnotransmissivity signals of 2C0-~
Singleaystalline gold film taken with two different laser
heating fluences are shown in Fig. 2. The shape of these
signals is very similar to those observed for
thermoreflectivity for the 200-~ films. These signals con-
ist of a fast initial modulation related to the heating laser

pulse width, a transient fast decay Occurnng in a 1-3 ps
time scale, and a subsequent long tail persisting for times
that appear to be much longer than our probing time.
The general shape of these signals is similar to those ob-
served for other gold film thicknesses. The temporal evo-
lution of the fast transient apperm to be exponential for
all ker fluences as shown by plotting it on a semiloga-
rithmic plot. Both therrnoreflectivity and thermo-
transmissivity (AR/R and AT/T) are negative at the
probe wavelength. The transient thermomodulation sig-
nal appears to be directly proportional to the heating
laser fluence. For AT/T, the maximum modulation
(‘4 X 10-3 for a laser heating fluence of 4 @/cm2) was
independent of film thickness for 200-800-A films, to a

first-order approximation. On the contrary, for AR/R
the maximum modulation decreased from -4 X 10-3 to
- I x 10–3 for the 800-A films.

We next discuss the shape of the thermomodulation
from a qualitative point of view. The heating laser pulse
interacts initially with free and bound electrons in the
metal. For gold the Fermi level is -2.4 eV above the top
of the d band. Since our pump-probe wavelength is 615
nm, which corresponds to an energy of -2 eV, then our
pump is mainly interacting with free electrons. .& ex-
plained previously, there exists an absorption tail below
the band edge that extends as low as 1.7 eV in gold.
Thus, at our laser wavelength there is also some inter-
band absorption. In fact, the overwhelming evidence
that the thermomodulation signal observed with fem-
tosecond laser systems is due to the smearing of the Fer-
mi distt-ibution,4’7 i.e., due to changes in the occupancy of
states near the Fermi level as a result of electronic heat-
ing that modulates the dielectric constant. Consequently,
the optical properties (as probed by transmissivity and
reflectivity) is modulated. While the thetmomodulation
signals could result from other effects such as thermal ex-
pansion, enhanced electron-phonon interaction, and
shifting of the Fermi level, these are thought to have only
a relatively small contribution to the femtosecond ther-
momochdation signal. The magnitude of this contribu-
tion, however, is not well determined.

The initial fast thermomodtdation signal is due to the
electronic heating. Because of the low heat capacity of
the electrons, they respond “instantaneously” to the laser
field. During this fast heating of the electrons, the lattice
remains very close to its initial temperature. The hot
electrons generated by the laser field therrnalize with
each other by electron-electron collisions, transfer their
energy to the lattice by electron-phonon collisions, and
scatter at defects, impurities, and surfaces. The possibili-
ty of collective excitation of plasma oscillation is preclud-
ed since the plasma frequency corresponds to about the
Fermi energy. 27 Thus, an electron<lectron collision
causes an excited electron to lose a large fraction of its
energy. If we assume that electron-phonon collisions is
the main mechanism by which the energy contained in
the hot electrons is transferred to the lattice, then the fast
transient signal decay time is related to the time needed
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for equilibrium to be esmblished between the electrons
and the phonons. The long tail, which persists in the
thcrmomodulation signals for timw that appear to be
much longer than our probing time, can be explained by
modulation of the optical properties as a result of simple
heating of the metal as in conventional, i.e., slow ther-
momodttlation spectroscopy.

While our experimentally measured quantities are
those of the transient thermomodulation of the
reflectivity and the transmissivity, these quantities are
difficult to interpret in view of a change in the density of
states near the Fermi level caused by electron heating.
The measurement of the transient dielectric constant is
more fundamental and lends itself to a clearer interpreta-
tion of nonequilibrium h=ting. The reflectivity and the
transmissivity are related to the real and the imaginary
parts of the dielectric constant through the Fresnel for-
mula.m A derivation of this relation for an absorbing
film deposited on a transparent substrate, and accounting
for multiple reflection at the film-substrate interface was
made by AbHes. 28 In thermomodttlation, M? /R and
AT/T result due to variations in El and E2. For a small
modulation, these are related by29

AT/T=13iAcl +132AE2 , (2)

where al, a2, @l and fi2are functions of El and E2, and can

be obtained from the relationships derived by Ab2ks,
which is listed in the Appendix. Knowing AR/R and
AT/T, we can then solve for AE1and AEP

This type of analysis is valid only if the sample is heat-
ed uniformly across its thickness; that is, if the hot elec-
trons are geometrically confined because the sample
thickness is less than or comparable to the skin depth.
An example of this analysis is shown in Fig. 3. Displayed
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are the transien~ thermoreflectivity
and thermotransmissivity for a 200-A singleaystalline
tilrn. AR/R was obtained for a laser heating fluence of
3.33 mJlcm2, while AT/T was for a thence of 2.96

‘:R ‘:m
“ -1.s 0.0 1.s 3.0 4.s

May time (p*) May the (pS)

FIG. 3. Transient (a) thermoreflectivity AR/R and (b) ther-
motransmissivity AT/T of a 20~ single-crystalline gold film.
AR/R and AT/T are inverted to obtain the transient modula-
tion to (c) the rtil, AE1, and (d) imaginary, AE2,parts of the
dielectric constant.

.—. ... --

mJ/cm2. Sinm ~th AR/R and AT/T were directly pr&
portional to the laser fluence, we have multiplied AT/T
by a correction factor of 1.125 before performing the
transformation to obtain the modulation in the diel~tnc
constant. solving for AE, and AE2,we obtain the curve
shown in Figs. s(a) and 3(d). The following conclusion
can be made regarding the transient modulation of the
real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant: @
their temporal shape follows that of AR/R and AT/~
(ii) the modulation in E2 is larger than that in El (peak
AE2/E2=0.05’7, while AE1/E1=0.017); and (iii) AE2 is
positive indicating an enhancement of absorption dtig
transient heating. It is well recognized that modulation
to E2 represents modulation to the sum of au ehXXrOnic
transitions at the probe wavelength originating h
different areas of momentum space. A notable feature of
modulation experiments on gold is a derivative peak cen-
tered at -2.4 eV, which is attributed to transitions from
the top of the d band to the Fermi level.23’24 Electronic
kiting results in reducing (incrcxising) the number of oc-

cupied states below (above) the Fermi level. Since our
probe wavelength corresponds to an energy of 2 eV, the
experimentally obsetwd enhanced absorption is con-
sistent with that expected, due to electronic heating.

We next decompose the transient modulation in the
thermoreflectivity and therrnotransmissivity, each into
two components related to the modulation of the rd and
the imaginary parts of the dielectric constant. The rela-
tive importance of these components is set by the magni-
tude of the coefficients a,, al, j31, and 132at the probe
wavelength. For AR /R, these components are a IAEI
and a2AE2; and for AT/T these are 131AE1and P2AEP
Such a decomposition of AR/R and AT/T is shown in
Fig. 4, from which we can conclude the following: (i) the
modulation of E2 is dominant at the probe wavelength,
A=615 nm, and results in the negative sign for both
AR/R and AT/T, and (ii) the modulation of Cl resuh
also in a negative sign for AR /R, however, it results in a
positive sign for AT/T.

Inherent in the above analysis is the assumption of uni- .
form heating across the thickness of the thin gold fiq.
We justify this assumption by observing that the 200-A
fihns are comparable in thickness to the laser skin depth
in gold at A=615 nm and that eleetron transport can fur-
ther distribute electronic heating along the thickn= of

[r

Dd2ytime@s) Oelay tlm (p)

FIG. 4. Transient (a) thermoreflectivity AR/R and (b) fier-
motranstnissivity AT/T after decomposing it into two com-

ponents each related to the modulation of the real and imagin-
ary prms of the dielectric constant.
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the film” ~e degree by which this uniform heating as-
wmPtlOn 15vlola~ed dePends on the filmthickness and on
he transport properties of the hot electrons.

IV. MODEL

me time evolution of the elutron and the lattice

dfwtive temperatures, T, and T!, respectively, was previ-
ously d~ri~ by a set of two muPkd nonlinear partial
ditTerentird equations:]

aT,
CJTe)~= V(A-VTt)- G(T, -T, )+ F’O(r,[) (3)

and

C,ilT, /~l=G(Te -T,) , (4)

where the electronic heat capacity per unit volume
Cf(T, ) is assumed to be proportional to the electron tem-
perature, Cl is the lattice heat capacity per unit volume, ~
is the electronic thermal conductivity, G is the electron-
phonon coupling parameter, which is assumed a con-
stant, and Po( r, () represents laser power deposited in the

sample. These equations include several assumptions,

which could be violated to some degree and can render
their validity questionable. We next discuss these as-
sumptions and elaborate on how they add affect the va-
lidity of the above simple model.

Local quilibrium is assumed among each of the elec-
“on and the phonon subsystems; that is, eleetron-

.~ectron (Coulomb) collisions are assumed to maintain
the electron subsystem as a Fermi-Dirac distribution at
temperature T,, while phonon-phonon (enharmonic) col-
lisions are assumed to maintain the phonon distribution
as a Bose-Einstein distribution characterized by the tem-
perature T,. These assumptions are certainly violated
over some time or even over all of our probing time. The
validity of these assumptions was previously considered
by Agranat, .Anisimov, and Makshantsev. N Following
their analysis, the thermalization time of the electron
subsystem, rc, can be estimated from the relation

1\TC- vFkF(( E ) /EF )2, (5)

where u~ is the Fermi velocity, kF is the Fermi wave vec-
tor, ~~ is the Fermi energy, and (E) is the mean elee-

tron energy in the metal determined from the Fermi level.

For gold, UF= 1.40X 108cm/s, kF= 1.21X 108cm-l, and
E~= 5.53 eV. For a mean electron energy of 0.086 eV,
which corr~ponds to 1000 K, the electron thermaliza-
tion time, r., is estimated to be -250 fs. Since a mean
electron temperature of 1000 K is readily obtained at the
h.ser fluences reported here, electron therrnalization is ex-
pected to occur on a time scale comparable to the
heating-laser-puk width, which is significantly less than

: electron-phonon relaxation time. Under these condi-
ms, assigning a temperature to the hot electrons can be

justified when considering times longer than several hun-
dred femto~n&. TO be precise, we refer to Te as an

effkctive electron temperature since sign.i.tlcant deviations
from local equilibrium conditions could be present during
the femtosecond laser heating pulse, and perhaps some

deviation could be present afterwards.
A noteworthy experimental measurement of the hot-

electron energy dh-ibution is that of Farm ef al.’0 In

their experiment, the electron energy distribution in a
400-fs laser-heated gold film was directly measured using
time-resolved photocmission. The temporal resolution of
this experiment was -700 fs. Results showed that for all
times above 800-fs delay between the heating pulse and
the ultraviolet probe pulse, the measured hot-electron
distribution can be well fitted to a Fermi-Dirac function.
In these experiments, a laser heating fluence causing an
effective peak electron temperature of several hundred
degrees was used. While there was a reproducible devia-
tion from a Ferrni-Dirac function at early times, these
represented only 10-50 % departure from the fit at delay
times <800 fs and were not present for longer delay
times. Thus, our assumption of an effective electron tem-
perature in the simplified model of Eqs. (3) and (4), does
not seem to be in large error for the present experimental
conditions.

We next consider the phonon subsystem. Phonon-
phonon equilibration occurs through scattering described
by the enharmonic potential. The thennalization time of
the phonons, 7Ph,can be estimated by the relation’O-31

7p~-lp~ h, , (6)

where lPh is the phonon mean free path, which depends
on the phonon energy, and us= 3.7 X 103M/s is the sped
of sound in gold. For equilibrium conditions at tempera-
ture T, lPh-h4u~a /kTy2, where M= 329X 10-27 kg is
the ionic mass, a =4x 10-’0 m is a length of the order of
the lattice constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and
y -2 is the Gruneisen constant. Evaluating ~P~ at
T= 300 K provides an upper limit on the phonon
therrnalization time. Using these conditions, Tpb is es-

timated to be of the order of 10-11 s, i.e., larger than the
electron-phonon energy-loss lifetime. Thus, the phonon
subsystem is expected to be out of equilibrium for times
longer than -r,.Ph. The validity of the simple analysis of
nonequilibrium heating represented by Eqs. (3) and (4)
depends on the degree of departure from equilibrium con-
ditions. For the experiments we are presently reporting
on, the initial temperature of the gold film was -300 K.
The femtosecond heating pulse could no~ raise the lattice
temperature by more than -40 K. .’l%at is, during
electron-phonon relaxation, the phonon population can
be described by two components; a large component
represented by a temperature of -300 K, plus a small
component of nonequilibrium phonons. Since the man
phonon temperature undergoes only a very small change
by laser heating, it is reasonable to expect that, under
these conditions, the deviation of the phonon subsystem
from quilibrium would not significantly affect the
electron-phonon decay and Eqs. (3) and (4) remain basi-
cally valid.

Another complication arises due to the nature of heat
transport. In Eqs. (3) and (4), the electronic heat tra~
port is assumed to be completely diffusive. The thermal-
ized hot-electron population is assumed to diffuse to the
bulk of the thin film due to the temperature gradient set
between the laser-heated surface and the bulk of the sam-
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pie. Femtosecond time-of-flight experiments have shown
that hot-electron transport across 500-3000-~ gold films
can proceed with a vebcity approaching that of the Fer-
mi velocity.8 These measurements providd significant
evidence of a ballistic component to electronic heat trans-
port. The question of the nature of hot-electron trans-
port in femtosecmd experiments is still not well answered
and it is reasonable to expect that ballistic and diffusive
transport are both occurring. The importance of each of
these mechanisms depends on the considered depth inside
the film and on the mean free path of the initial hot elec-
trons.

Considering the geometry of the 200-~ films (film
thickness slightly over the skin depth), hot electrons are
geometrically confined and electron diffusion perpendicu-
lar to the surface is negligible; that is, the film is heated
uniformly. This is due t? the fact that the optical skin
depth in gold is -150 A at A=615 nm and that hot-
ehmtron transport can effectively distribute the energy
uniformly throughout the thickness of the film. In addi-
tion, radial diffusion of the hot electrons is negligible at
time scales of interest (a few picosecond after the heating
laser pulse). Such radial diffusion is very slow since the
heating laser beam diameter is much larger t~an the opti-
cal skin depth. Therefore, for the 200-A tilms, the
diffusion term could be dropped out of Eq. (3).

Electrondefect collisions are not explicitly included in
E+. (3) and (4). Elastic electrondefect collisions modifies
the diffusion term due to electron momentum change
after such a collision. Electron collisions with defects are
also known to modify ekxtron-electron31-x and
electron-phonon coupling.34–w These effects, however,
will be neglected for now. Subsequently, we will show
that the effect of electrondefect collisions on hot-electron
energy loss can be empirically accounted for by modify-
ing the electron-phonon coupling constant, G.

If we neglect diffusion and electron-defect collisions,
then a solution of Eqs. (3) and (4) indicates that, initially,
the electron temperature could be raised by more than
1000 K, while the lattice temperature remains basically
unaltered as shown in Fig. 5. In this example,

3
s. (3)

and (4) were solved for C,( T, )=66TC J\m K,
Cl =2.4X 106 J\m3 K,’t a Gaussian heating laser pulse
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FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of the effectiveelectron and lat-
tice tempcratura, T, and T,, as predicted by the nonequilibri-
um heating model of Eqs. (3) and (4). ~c model wassolved for
a 200-~ film with a laser heating fluence of(a) 1 mJ/cm2 and (M
42t2J/cml.
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(150 fs full width at half maximum), 5% absorption,
which was experimentally measured and assumed to &
deposited uniformly across the thickness of the film, ad
neglecting electron transport. Comparison Of Fig. 5(a)
with Fig. 5(b) shows that ~e.P~increases with the h~t~g
fluence. This is cxmsistent with the thermomodulation re.
suits shown in Fig. 2. The physical reason for this b.
crease in 7- ~ is the linear dependence of the elcctrofic
heat capac;t~ on the electron temperature. In the m~el
shown in Fig. 5, we have assumed the electron-phonon
coupling constant G to be 4X 1016W/m3 K. This v~ue
seems to best fit the decay time in the t~ermomodulation
signal that we observed for the 200-A polycrystalfine
films. The comparimn of the transient thermomoduk-
tion decay time with the hot-electron energy-loss lifetime
should be interpreted in view of several uncetitim.
These include the pump liner fluence, which depends on
the laser focal spot (5+ 1 pm), and in quantitatively relat-
ing the thermomodulation signal to hot-electron decay.

An important question associated with the fem-
tosecond time-resolved thermomodulation experiments is
how to quantitatively relate the thermomodulation signal
to an electron effective temperature. One approach is to
derive the transient modulation in the real and the ixnagi-
nary parts of the dielectric constant using, for examplq
the measured transient modulation in reflectivity and
transmissivity. Once the transient dielectric constant is
known, it can be related to the band structure and the op
tical transitions in order to obtain an effective electron
temperature. This, however, requires precise knowledge
of all optical transitions at the probe wavelength and the
manner in which the changes in the occupancy of states
due to electronic heating affect their probability. Unfor-
tunately, this information is not available, especially
when considering that our probe laser wavelength is
-0.4 eV off resonance with the top of the d band to “the
Fermi-level transition.

Taking these difficulties into account, we have previ-
ously proposed an empirical method of analyzing tran-
sient thermoretlectivity in order to obtain the transient
effective electron temperature. Our proposed approach is
based on deriving a differential thermomodulation “Fer-
mi” function, which relates the electron-heating-indu~
thermomodulation to a unit elect~on temperature in-
crease starting from a particular’ temperature. T12k
differential Fermi function is obtained experimentally by
performing transient thermomodulation at different aM-
bient temperatures.s Simply put, a constant electron tem-
perature jump induces a thermomodulation signal that is
dependent on the initial temperature of the electrons.
For gold probed at X-615 nm, the differential Fermi
function was experimentally shown to decrease towar~
zero as the ambient temperature is reduced below -150
K. Asymptotic behavior appears to be reached near an
ambient temperature of 300 K. Higher temperature
were not considered in Ref. 5. me decay time of the
transient thermomodulation signal can resemble that of
hot-electron decay time if the considered temperature re-
gion for the differential Fermi function is constant, which
appears to be the case for the lower heating fluen= At
the higher fluence$ where the effective electron tem~
-—.—. - —--- .-
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turc is raised by many hundrtis of degrees above the am-
bient 300 K, asymptotic behavior of the differential Fer-
mi function might not persist. The extent for. which the
~errnonmdulation decay could deviate from the hot-
~ectron decay is not known. This represents an uncer-
fninty in the interpretation of the thermomodulation
data, We could, however, conclude that there seems to
~ a qualitative agreement between the hot-electron de-
~y time and the thermomodulation decay time based on
the above-mentioned asymptotic behavior of the
differ~tial Fermi function. Moreover, it is interesting to
note that the electron-phonon coupling parameter G de-
rived from fitting the transient-thennoreflmtivity decay
with hot-electron decay as derived from Eqs. (3) and (4)
shows remarkable agreement with that theoretically pre-
dicted for several metals. 12

Another experimental effect on the transient ther-
momodtition signal is -used by the finite pulse width
of OtUprobe. Therefore, our thermomochdation signal is,
in fact, the result of the convolution of the actual signal
with the probe pulse. This only affects the shape of the
signal nar its peak,wherethe decayrate isfastest. Siuce
the transientthermomodulationdecaysignalsare about
anorderof magnitudelarger than ourprobepulsewidth,
wcdo not expectthat this effectwouldcausesignificant
error. This convolutioneffect,however,appars to be
vidblein the semiloganthmicplots in the insetof Fig. 1,
whereearlyin the decay ( SO.5 ps)thereappearato be a
tieviationfromthe simpleexponentialthat issubsequent-

. IYobserved.

V. DEPENDENcE OF HOT-ELE~ON
DECAYTIME ON CRYSTALSTRUCTURE

In order to investigate the role of defects on hot-
electron energy-loss lifetime, rc.P~, we have conducted
transient thermoreflectivity and thermotr~missivity on
single<ryst@line and polycrystalline 200-A films. The

decay time of the fast transient was measured as a func-
tion of the heating laser fluence. Results are shown in
Fig.6. Each datum is an averageof 6–8 differentmea-

3.0 , I I I I

● 1

8

1.0 I I I I {

o 1 2 3 4 5

Laser fluence (mJ/cmz)

FIG. 6. Decay time of the fast transient in the
therrnoretkctivity (solid symbols) and thcrmotransrnissNity
(open symbols)of 2W-~ single-crystalline (diamond)and poly-
crystalline (squares) gold films as a function of beating faser
fluence.

surements cmducted using three sets of singleaystalline
and polycrystrdline films. The decay time is defined as
the width of the transient signal at e -1 of the differenm
between the maximum transient and the slowly decaying
tail following it. The standard deviation of the decay
time measurements was less than 10~o of the average
value. Results clearly show a systematic, almost constant
increase in the decay time for the single-cxystdline films
when compard with the polycrystalline films.

Several film properties could have caused this devia-
tion. First, the tilm thickness could be diflerent, which
would cause a difference in power deposition between the
polycrystalline and single+xystalline films. This is ruled
out since both types of films were fabricated using the
same conditions, except for the substrate type and tem-
perature. Thus, errors in the relative thickness of the
different tilrns is very small (within several angstroms).
~ described previously, the fabrication of the single-
crystalline gold films involves their deposition on a thin
layer of silver deposited on a sodium chloride crystal.
Some of the gold could alloy with the silver and this al-
loyed layer would then be acid etched along with the
silver during removal of the gold tilm. The reduction in
the gold film thickness by alloying and subsequent remo-
val is minimized by maintaining a relatively low substrate
temperature during gold film deposition, -450 K, to
minimize alloying without adversely affecting epitaxy.
More importantly, {he thickness of the si~ver layer when
depositing the 200-A film was only -10 A. Thus, alloy-
ing and subsequent removal of the gold film could not
have reduced the film thickness by more than that.

Second, the removal process of the single<~stalline
films could have introduced some unexpected changes in
film properties that might have an effect on hot-electron
decayi This hypothesis was tested by conducting the
transient thermomodulation measurements on polycrys-
trdline films deposited on a sodium chloride crystal at
room temperature and subsequently removed using the
same technique employed for the single-crystalline films.
Results for these polycrystalline films were in agreement
with those directly deposited on the glass slide. Thus, the
film lift-off process could not have been responsible for
the observed difference between the two types of Iilms.

Third, the optical properties of the polycrystalline and
single-crystalline films could differ in ~ way that causes
the power deposition to vary for the same incident laser
fluence. The film that absorbs more laser energy will sub-
sequently have a longer transient decay time. This was a
major concern especially since published data on the opti-
cal properties of thin films are known to differ among
themselves and the absolute value of thin-film absorption
cannot be easily measured with high precision. To check
for the magnitude of the variation in power deposition
between the polycrystalline and single-crystalline films,
we have compar~ the magnitude of the maximum modu-
lation in the transmissivity for the two kinds of films at
different pump fluences. For this ~mpariscm, the tran-
sient thermomodulation m~urements for the two types
of !ilrns were conducted immediately, one after the other,
to avoid changm in the ~r h~t~g fluen~. Three in-
dependent measuremen~ were made for each fluence
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(four ditTeren[ fluences ranging from 0.7 to 4 rnJ\cm2
were considered). The peak therrnomorjulation transmis-
sivity signal for the polycrystalline and sing]e+rystalline
~S showed better than 5% agrmment, With the modu-
htion s@ta.1 leaning towards being slight]y higher for the
Pdycrystalline films. This seems to preclude the possibil-
ity that the difference in the observed decay time between
the polycrystalline and single-crystalline films is due to
power deposition effects.

This leads us to the conclusion that the shorter tran-
sient thermomodulation decay time observed for the
polycrystalline films is due to faster hot-electron energy
loss (smaller r,.P~), which is promoted by an increased
level of defects. Several theoretical studies have shown
that defects can influence ~C.Phby affecting the rate of en-
ergy transfer between electrons and phonons. Gold has a
monatomic unit cell, therefore, there are no optical pho-
nons. An increased level of defects promotes coupling
between elmtrons and transverse acoustic phonons due to
partial removal of crystal momentum conservation con-
straints by intermediate impurity scattering.36 In con-
trast, ultrasonic attenuation experiments and theoretical
txdculations have shown that coupling between electrons
and longitudinal phonons is reduced with increased level
of defects.3x This was explained by observing that the
longitudinal vibrations, which the electrons fluctuate in
phase with, set up regions of compressed electron gas
with increased mean energy and others with dilated elec-
tron gas with reduced mean energy. Energy is dissipated
from the longitudinal vibration by electron diffusion from
the high-energy to the low-energy region. This diffusion
is hindered by disorder, thus, electron-phonon coupling is
reduced.38 This effect, however, does not apply to our
case, since it treats the case where the phonons are exter-
nally heated and subsequently come to equilibrium with
the electrons (i.e., the inverse of our case). Therefore, the
intermediate defect scattering is expected to reduce the
hot-electron energy-loss lifetime.

We next briefly comment on the nature of electron-
lattice defect collisions for the two different types of gold
films used in our experiments. Each individual electron
undergoes a collision with another electron or a phonon
on the average within a mean free path. For a 2-cV hot
electron, the mean free path for an electron-electron col-
lision or an electron-phonon collision is about a few hun-
dred angstroms. For the polycrystalline gold films used
in the present experiments, microstructural examination
revtiled a large distributioneof grain sizes with an es-
timated average of -155 A. Thus, the number of
electron -grain boundary collisions is comparable to, or
even larger than, that of electron~lectron and electron-
phonon collisions. Grain boundaries are known to be
very efficient in scattering conduction electrons. For
metals, the probability of an electron to pass a single
grain boundary is theoretically estimated to be about
0.7.42 Given that each hot electron undergoes several
collisions with grain boundaries prior to thermalization
with the lattice, then grain boundaries could be responsi-
ble for the observed difference in the decay time between
the polycrystiline and the single< rystalline films. Other
defects such as dislocations or stacking faults, which are

present in the single-crystalline films, are known ~ ~
significantly ICSS effective in scattering conduction ~
trons.43 The scattering of conduction electrons by s%
ing faults in Cu was theoretically calculated.a At ~~
all wave vectors, conduction electrons at the Fe~ ~
face penetrates a stacki~~ fau~ with a very smau ~w
bility of scattering (10 - IO 4). ThUS, stacking fa~

represent a very weak perturbation to conduction ~W
trons mmr the Fermi level.~

For the 200-~ films, the average grain size is ~mp~
ble to the film thickness and it is difficult to Separau ~
role of lattice defects on hot-electron energy-loss life~
from that of surfaces. Previous studies on the r~istimq
of thin films has indicated that the surface roughness ~
polycrystalline gold films causes the diffuse scattefig ~
electrons at the surface. This is in contrast to the atom.
tally smooth nature of the surface of single+ rys~~
gold films which specularly reflects the electrons.21 From
a theoretical point of view, electron collisions with SW.
faces distort their momentum distribution in a mwa
that could depend on surface roughness.45 Such SUflm

effects were shown to penetrate into the interior a dep~
comparable to the man free pass of the electrons’s (i.%
throughout the thickness of the film). We have also cm
ducted transi~nt optical thermomodulation measum
ments on 1OO-Apolycrystalline and single-crystalline (ep-
itaxially grown) films. For these films, electron microsco.
py showed the formation of separate islands that are in-
terconnected by bridges with voids covering a signi.ticam
area of the sample for both types of films. Similar trends
were observed as for the 2Q0-A films.

We next compare the experimentally obtained tran-
sient decay time in Fig. 6 with the energy-loss I.ifetimej
Tc.P~,obtained from the simple model of E+. (3) and (4).
In the experimental measurements, we define the decay
time as the width of the transient signal at e -1 of the
difference between the maximum transient and the slowly
decaying tail following it. For the model we define the
7e.@as the width of the transient electron temperature at
e –* of the difference between the peak T, and its tinal
equilibrium value. These definitions are made here main-
ly to facilitate a comparison of the results for single-
crystalline versus polycrystalline films. In Fig. 7, the

4 , t
- 200-A Au film .K

Gs 3 XI016 W/m3K

Laser fluence (mJ/cm*)

FIG. 7. Hot-electron energy-loss lifetime, Tt.ph. ob~in~

from Eqs. (3)and (4) for the experimental conditions of Fig. 6.
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@od.@l ‘c-pb’s ‘hewn M a ‘unction of Iaser fluence for
di~crcnt valu= Of the el:ctron-phonon coupling parame-
,a, G. Cornpartson of Fig, 6 .wlth Fig. 7, shows that the
~odd pr~cts well the expenment~ly observed incr~se

~ day time with laser fluence. Moreover, the solution
~ ~c model for G= 4X 1016W/m3 K shows agreeme~t
~~ the experimental transient decay time in the 203-A
~lyc3ystalline films. For the single-crystalline films,
~m- of the model with the experimental decay
@c indtcate$ a small deerease in the electron-phonon
mupling parameter from that for the polycrystalline film)
G-3.5X 1016W/m3 K.

VL THE EFFECI’ OF CRYSTALSIT?UC3TJRE
ON ELECIXON TRANSPORT

The ~ of 2~-~ films results in the geometric
~nfinement of the hot electrons and thus allows the ob-
~ation of the transient therrnomodulation signal due to
hot-electron energy loss without behtg affected by trans-
ptt For thicker tbs, hot-electron transport affects the
thermomtiuktion signal. Therefore, the effect of lattice
defects on hot+lectron transport can be studied using
thicker Polywsblline and single-crystalline films. We
have umducted transient thermor~flcctivity and thermo-
transmkivity on 400- and 800-A polycrystalline and
singlca@a.Uine gold films. The decay time of the tran-
sirnt AR/R for single-crystalline fihns with different film
thicknesses is shown in Fig. 8. We observe. that as the
fdm thickness is incraed from 200 to 400 A, there is a
ignificant reduction (about a factor of 2) in the ~ecay
time. With the further incr-e in thickness to 800 A, the
reduction in the decay time is less. This shows that, for
tihrt thicknesses larger than the optical skin depth, the de-
e.ay of the transient AR/R represents both hot-electron
energy loss and electron transport inside the sample
where it is not behg probed by reflectivity.

We nest consider the transient thermomodulation for
the 800-A single~rystalline and polycrystalline films.
The results, @isplayed in Fig. 9, represent an average of
4-6 different measurements conducted on one set of
films, The standard deviation in each decay time mea-
surement is less 12% of the average value. Comparison

t=

t)5 ~
o 1 2345

Laser flttence (mJ/cm2)

FIG. 8. Decay time of the fast transient in the
thermorcfl~tivity ss a function of laser heating thence ma-
sured for mm thicknesses of 200,400, and 8fKI~.

2.0 L i I I I ‘o J

o
0

●

8

0

0

0.8: - ● ; I I t i
2 3 4 5

Laser fluence (mJ/cm2)

FIG. 9. Decay time of the fast transient in the
thermorefiectivity (solid symbols) and thennotransrnissivity
(open symbols) of 803-~ singie+~statline (diamond) and polY-
crystalline (squares) gold films as a function of h=ting laser
fluen=.

of the results in Fig. 9 with that in Fig. 6 show that the
transient decay time of AT/T is afkted less by the in-
creased film thickness than that of AR/R since
reflectivity is influenced by each electron leaving the ex-
cited volumq whereas in a gross sense, transmissivity is
influenced only by those electrons which leave (laterally)
the volume associated with the probe beam path through
the sample. This is a smali effect since the diameter of
the laser beam is much larger than both the optical skin
depth and the fi$ thickness.

For the 800-A films, comparison of the transient
thermoreflectivity for the polycrystalline tihns to those
for the single-crystalline sh~ws behavior opposite from
that observed for the 200-A tilms. The decay time of
AR/R was faster for the single crystalline. ye interpret
these results by observing that, for the 800-A films, hot-
electron transport is impeded by grain boundaries. While
grain boundaries increase electron-phonon coupling, this
effect on transient AR/R decay time (which would cause
it to decrease for the polycrystalline films) appears to be
smaller than the opposite effkct of impeding electron
transport inside the film.

The thermal conductivity of metals is predominantly
controlled by electron transport properties. The reduc-
tion of the thermal conductivity of metals by lattice de-
fects is well demonstrated and is attributed to the reduc-
tion of electron mean free path. Previous transient ther-
momodulation studies have shown ~cthat the thermal
diffusivity, defined as the ratio of the thermal conductivi-
ty to the heat capacity per unit vohrme, of evaporated
and sputtered metal tilms can be significantly less than
that of bulk materials. The thermal diffitsivity of nickel
thin films was reduced from its bulk value by a factor of 3
for an evaporated film and by a factor of 4 for a sputtered
film.ti

In Fig. 9, an interesting sign reversal is observed in the
ditTerence between the decay time of the fast transient in
AT/T for the polycrystalline and single<rystdfine films
as a function of laser fiuence. nis was also observed for
400-A lihns. At this stage we can only offer the following
qualitative explanation. We notice that AT/T is less
affectedby electron transport than AR/R and that hot-
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electron transpofl competes with energy loss. For low
laser fluenccs, where di5usion is less impoflant, the in-
creased ehxtron-phonon coupling for the polycrystalline
tilms results in a faster decay as observed for the 200-~
61ms. At the higher fluences diffusion becomes more im-
portant. This affects the spatial distribution of hot elec-
trons across the film, causing it to be less uniform for the
polycrystalline than for the singleaystdline films due to
lower ~. Since the hot-electron energy-loss lifetime in-
creases with the effective electron temperature, we would
expd a slower transient decay time for the polycrystal-
Iine films. A quantitative analysis of electron transport
would require a more extended tr=tment than that per-
mitted by the diffusion term in Eq. (3). Among the fac-
tors which need to be considered are the possible role of
ballistic hot-electron transport, the depcnden”u of elec-
tron transport on Te and Tl, and the nature of electron-
lattice defects collisions.

We next make a brief comment on these factors and
show that a much more complicated treatment is needed
to model electron transport in the thicker films. The pos-
sibility of ballistic electron transport across the sample
provides an uncertainty to E+. (3) and (4). In the fem-
tosecond time-of-flight experiment of Ref. 8, heat tran-
sient time was clearly shown to scale linearly with sample
thickness and to travel across the thickness of the sample
with a velocity close to the Fermi velocity. This gives a
strong evidence of a ballistic component to heat flow;
however, as discussed in Ref. 8, femtosecond time-of-
flight measurements by themselves do not provide a con-
clusive evidence of ballistic transport, since electron cool-
ing and the dependence of the electronic thermal conduc-
tivity on temperature at large temperature excursions
complicate the analysis. The relative magnitude of ballis-
tic versus diffusive heat transport is not easily determined
and requires further studies. A key parameter to better
understanding this question is consideration of the avail-
able data on the range of hot electrons in gold. This
represents a combined mean free path of electron-
electron and electron-phonon scattering. The range of
hot electrons in gold was previously measured as a func-
tion of hot-electron energy.z’ For 2-eV electrons, me~-
sured from the Fermi level, E~, the range was 250A30 A.
This increased to about 650 ~ for 1-cV electrons. The
electron-phonon mean free path slowly increases with
electron energy, E, according to ),-Ph-(E +EF )2 and is
inversely proportional tOothe lattice temperature.47 For
gold Z..Phis about 200 A for a 1-2-eV hot electron in a
thetmal phonon bath at 300 K.27 For electrons close to
the Fermi level, the electron~lectron mean free path
strongly depends on the electron energy according to
1,< -E2.4S For 2-eV electrons, 1,< is estimated to be
several hundred angstroms. Z1.’9Sine the 8o0-~ films are
thicker than the range of a 2-eV hot electron, it is reason-
able to expect that there is both a diffusive and a ballistic
component to electron transport.

We next consider the dependence of the thermal con-
ductivity on the effective electron and lattice tempera-
tures. The thermal Wnduction of metals is dominated by
electron transport. In the diffusive transport limit, the
kinetic th~ry of g= indicates that the thermal conduc-

tivity is described by the relation

I 12
A“=~=+dc”=~u Tc”, (7)

where W is the thermal resistance, CU is the heat capacity
per unit volume, which is directly proportional to the
electron temperature, u is the average electron velocity, r
is the average time between collisions, and 1 is the m=
free path betw~n collisions. Electron-electron, electron.
phonon, and electron-imperfection collisions determine /
and T, and consequently ~ and W. For a conduction elec-
tron with a low-excitation energy above the Femi levei,
the exclusion principle reduces the probability of an
electron<lectron collision, thus r is predominantly limit-
ed by electron-phonon collisions. Under these conditions
-r is inversely proportional to the lattice temperature, to a
first-order approximation. Thus, the thermal rcsistivity
due to electron-phonon collisions will have the depen-
dence We+h- T1/TC. However, in the present experi-
ments lattice heating is only a small fraction of the initial
sample temperature. Thus, the effect of electronic heat-
ing on the electron conductivity could be important. An
excited electron with energy E above the Fermi level in a
metal with an effective electronic temperature T. has an
electron-electron scattering rate 1/7e< of the form

l/~,< =aE2+b(kBT, )2 , (8)

where kB is the 1301tzmann constant and a and b are in-
dependent of E and TC.W If we assume that the electrons
reach a state of quasiequilibrium among themselves, es-
tablishing an effective temperature T, -1 (Ml K, then the
scattering rate assumes the form 1/~=~ - T:. Since the
electronic heat capacity is directly proportional to the
electron temperature, it follows that the electronic
thermal resistivity due to electron-electron collisions,
we+, is proportional to Te, Electrondefects collisions
could also depend on T= and T, in a manner that is not
presently understood and introduces an extra contribu-
tion to the thermal resistivity, We-i. If we assume that
the collision rates due to the separate mechanisms w
add up in accordance with the Matthiessen’s role, then
the thermal resistivit y, W, is the sum of W.<, We.ph, and
We-i. WMe the dependence of WC* and We-Ph on Te ad

T] is qualitatively understood, the quantitative contribu-
tion of each of these scattering mechanisms to W is not
presently available for the case ofmonequilibrium heat-
ing. Therefore, even if we assume the diffusive limit, it is
difficult to proceed further with this type of analysis in
order to quantitatively model hot-electron relaxation in
the thicker films using Eqs. (3) and (4).

VII. CONCLUI,)ING REMARKS

We have conducted femtosecond time-resolved
thermoreflectivity and thermotransmissivity on single-
crystalline and polycrystalline thin gold tilms. The tran-
sient decay time for the reflectivity and the transmissivitY
are equal for film thicknesses comparable to the optical
skin depth. For thicker films, a faster reflectivity d~Y
time is observed due to hot-electron transport. Grain
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Mtmdarics, and perhaps surface roughness, in the poly-
c@alline films seem to slightly reduce the transient de-
~y time, which is modeled by a small increase in the
,~ue of the electron-phonon coupling mns~nt. Grain

&wridaries also appear to impede hot-electron transport
which, for the thicker films, results in a slower decay time

for the polycrystalline films.
We have shown that the technique of femtosecond

transient therrnotransmissivity and thermoreflectivity can
be used to study the effect of lattice defects on hot-
electron energy loss and transport in metals. This tech-
nique provides a powerful tool to characterize the nature
of electron interaction with various types of lattice de-
fects. Using samples with controlled and well-
characterized density of structural defects or impurities,
it will be possible to study their effect on the strength of
the cl~tron-phonon coupling. Time-resolved thermorno-
dulation also offers the possibility to probe how elmtron
transport is afl~ted by a particular type of defect or im-
purity.The time-of-fight experiment outlined in Ref. 8
provides a particularly attractive geometry for transport
studies. Quantitative measurements on the strength of
the therrnomoduIation signal and relating it to the num-
ber of electrons arriving at the back surface would pro-
vide significant information on the scattering strength of
a particular lattice defect, such as grain boundaries. The
initial hot-electron energy, measured from the Fermi lev-
el, could be varied using a tunable femtosecond pump
laser. These types of experiments would provide the data
waled to compare with present theoretical understand-
ing on the probability of electron scattering at various
types of defect.s.4*‘a
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APPENDIX

The modulation of the real and the imaginary parts of
the dielectric function, A&l and A~z, is determined from
the data on AR/R and AT/T as a function of time by
considering the appropriate transformation. The com-
plex index of refraction, N= n +ik, is related to the com-
plex dielectric function by IV2= El+ i~z. We use the for-
mulas derived by Ab&les, which is a derivation of the
Fresnel equations for an absorbing media on a transpar-
ent substrate. Multiple reflections at the metal-substrate

interface are acccmnted for. If we define no= 1 and
n$= 1.5 to be the index of refraction of air and glass, d is

the gold film thickness, A is laser wavelength, then the
reflection and the transmission from the metal side are
given b~g

abe 2k’1-!-cde ‘zk~ + 2r cosh q + 2s shz2n qR=
bdezk’l+ace ‘2k~+2t cos2n q+2u sin2n q ‘

16non,(n2+k2)
T=

bde2k~+ace ‘2k~+2t cos2nq+2u sin2n ~ ‘

where

q=2rd/A ,

a=(n —nO)2+k2 , b=(n+n, )2+k2 ,

c=(n —n, )2+k2 , d=(n+no)2+k2 ,

s=2k(n$ —no)(n2+k2+non~) ,

u=2k(n~+no )(n2+k2—non$) ,

r=(n~+n~)( n2+k2)—(n2 +k2)2—n&~2—4non$k2 ,

t=(n~+n~)(n 2+k2)—(n2+ k2)2–n&~+4non, k2 .

Starting from the values of n and K, or equivalently s]
and E2,it is possible to use the above equations to derive
R and T. For our 200-~ gold films we measure
R ‘O. 665*0.02, while T=0.28A0.02. Since we can
measure R and T for our samples, we can iterate through
the above equations to obtain n and k. For example, for
n =0.19 and k =3.85, we obtain R =0.658 and
T=O. 273, which is within our measurement accuracy.
The published values of n and k are 0.21 and 3.272, re-
spectively. We have found that our solutions for n and k
are quite sensitive to the acc~racy of the film thickness
which”is known only to +50 A. This might contribute to
the difference between our derived n and k and the previ-
ously published values. Moreover, the optical properties
of thin films are known to depend on thickness and are
sensitive to film preparation. Nevertheless, deviations in
our derived values of n and k from the published data
could only have a small effect on the calculated AE1 and
AE2. In proceeding with the analysis, we used the pub-
lished values of n and k.

In thermomodulation, AR/R and A~/T result due to
modulations in E, an~ E2. These can be.felated by

AR/R =alAe1+a2AE2 ,

AT/T=&AE1 +B2Ac2 ,

where al, a2, /31, and 62 are obtained from the above rela-
tionships derived by Abkles. Knowing AR IR and
AT/T, we can then solve for AE1and A+
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Photoelectrons with excess kinetic energy corresponding to several absorbed photons above the
work function have been measured from atomically clean Cu(l 10) and CU(1OO) surfaces under

ultrahigh vacuum conditions. The power dependence of the photoemission yield does not follow a

simple power law dependence corresponding to the number of photons absorbed. This behavior is

reminiscent of other above threshold ionization (ATI) or tunnel ionization (TI) processes observed
for atoms in the gas phase. The photoelectrons are generated with laser pulsewidths less than 100

fs in duration and peak powers as low as 100 MW/cm2. These intensities are on the order of 10s
times lower than that required to observe similar phenomena in the gas phase. The relatively low

intensities and correlation with surface roughness suggests a contribution from a surface
enhancement mechanism. Thermal heating and space charge effects have been ruled out, and the
possibility of electric field enhancement at the surface due to the coupiing of photons into surface

plasmons is discussed. The nonlinear yield and enhancement of the photoemission produced by

short pulse excitation needs to be considered when discussing photoinduced hot electron reaction
channels at metal surfaces. @ 1995 American Insrifute of Physics.

INTRODUCTION

There exists a great body of research on the topic of

above threshold ionization (ATI) of isolated atoms in the gas

phase. Briefly, ATI is a multiphoton process in which an

atom absorbs more photons than the minimum necessary for
ionization. 1 Whh laser intensities in the 1013-1014 Wlcrnz

range, as many as 40 peaks, have been reported in the elec-
tron energy distribution.2 The number of review articles on

this topic is evidence of the experimental and theoretical in-

terest in this phenomenon. 3’4 Despite the great amount of

interest in gas phase ATI, comparatively little has been done

to date concerning ATI at solid surfaces, often called above

threshold photoemission (ATP).5

Our work is motivated by the desire to use current ATI
theories to understand the more complicated behavior ob-

served at a metal surface. Several new considerations arise as
a result of the solid state medium. ATI spectra can show

peaks due to resonances induced by the AC Stark shift aris-

ing from the enormous light field (excited bound states are

shifted into resonance with an intermediate number of pho-

tons). [n a metal, however, the continuum band structure pro-

hibits any sharp features, and only AC Stark shifts into reso-
nance with surface states and image statesf can produce
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sharp features in the photoelectron spectrum. On the o[her

hand, since the occupied density of states in a metal has a

sharp cutoff at the Fermi energy, it is possible to measure a

series of plateaus, rather than peaks, separated by the photon

excitation energy. One intriguing possibility present during

ATP that is not allowed in ATI is that there can be significant

field enhancement at the surface caused by surface plasmons,

image states, andlor adsorbate induced dipole fields.

A few recent studies in which the classic ATP behavior

of multiple peaks or plateaus separated by the incident pho-

ton energy in their photoelectron spectrum from a metal sur-

face have been reported. 5-7 All these previous studies em-

ploy relatively high pulse energy (> 100 @/cmZ/pulse) or
peak intensity (> 10 GW/cnlz) laser pukes. Together with the

relatively long pulse durations involved, it is difficult to be

sure that these results are not inhenced by space charge

effects, i.e., energy gained during the field-free Coulomb ex-

plosion of the electron cloud on the way from the sample to
the detector.g

In this paper we present the first observation of ATP

spectra from single crystal copper surfaces in the “very

short” pulse regime, where very short refers to pulse dura-

tions less than -500 fs (Ref. 3), and we also provide analo-

gies with ATI and tunnel ionization (TI) experiments. Using

pulse durations less than 100 fs, the electrons are produced

with the kinetic energy possessed at the moment of photo-

emission, rather than dle Villue that they would attain in a

“long pulse” (pulse duration greater than -0.5 ps) measure-

ment, where the electrons can acquire significant amounts of
the quiver energy back from [he Iighl field due to pondero-
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mo~ve acceleration.4 Furthermore, we ensure that the aver-

age number of electrons emitted per pulse is on the order of
one in order to avoid space charge effects as discussed by

Petite er al.g In the present study, electrons with as much as 7

eV kinetic energy have been measured. The present work is
unique in tha[ far lower laser pulse energy and peak intensity

are used in this study than in previous work. This allows us
to rule OU1several possible competing mechanisms, such as
space charge acceleration, transient thermionic emission, and

ponderomotive acceleration. Finally, it is necessary to find

rough spots on the surface when using these low intensities,
which indicates that surface roughness plays a critical role in
this process.

Apart from the intrinsic interest in the surface-laser field

interaction that leads to electrons with large excess energy,
there are also important surface photochemical issues on
which these observations may have an impact. Many photo-

processes at metal surfaces have been considered to be ther-
mal in na[ure (i.e., simple laser heating of the lattice), espe-
cially when employing high intensity pulsed lasers.9 There

has been an increasing amount of evidence that many of
these processes are due to electronic excitations, however.9

Recently, a grea[ deal of attention has been paid to nonther-
mal photoinduced reactions in which vibrationally and rota-

tionally hot dcsorption products are observed. These have

been observed for one-photon as well as multiphoton excita-
tion. In ei!her case, excited electrons are believed responsible
for the reactions. 1“-r2

These new observations of true surface photochemistry

are genemlly interpreted as arising from subvacuum elec-
trons within the metal that couple to excited states of adsor-
bates at the metal surface. The electronic reaction channel in

multipho[on processes is separable from thermal mecha-

nisms only when short pulses are utilized, that is, on time
scales shorter than lattice heating from the photoexcited elec-

trons. For one-pholon processes, the electronic and thermal
contributions can be separated by using very low intensity

illumination ‘3 but for processes that have a superlinear flu-
ence dep~ndence, or when time resolved studies are earned
out with short pulsewidths (<1 ps), it is necessary to have

high intensi[y pulses, and the only way to separate thermal

mechanisms from the electronic mechanisms is to use very

short pulsewidths (< 100 fs). This has been done successfully
by several groups, and brings up the role of large amounts of

sub-vacuum electrons. The production of potentially large
numbers of highly reactive sub-vacuum and above-vacuum
photoelectrons also needs to be considered in this problem
because these electrons have been shown to efficiently inter-

9.12-17 me present work char-act with adsorbate molecules,
acterizes this aspect of the photophysical processes operating

at the surface, which may also contribute to the surface pho-
tochemistry.

EXPERIMENT

The laser system used in these studies consists of a self-

mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser pumped by about 7.7 W from
a cw Ar+ laser. This system produces pulses with energy of

about 10 nl/pulse, with a puisewidth of 70-90 fs at a repeti-
tion rate of 82 fvll-lz,ancj is tunable from 750 to 850 nm.

Pulse broadening due to the group velocity dispersion of the
uncompensated pulse as it passes through focusing lenses
and the chamber window leads to a pulse width of roughly

100 fs at the sample. Some of the results presented here

required the use of a regenerative amplifier utilizing chirped
pulse amplification.18 Tle amplifier is pumped by an intra-
cavity doubled YLF laser operating at a repetition rate of I
kHz tha[ provides about 3 W of pump power. The output of

the regenerative amplifier is about 400 @/pulse before re-

compression, and 180 @/pulse after recompression, and the

pulse width is roughly 200 fs after recompression for the

studies performed here.
The ultrahigh vacuum system uses standard techniques

to achieve a base pressure of 2X 10-10 Torr. Our Cu(l 10) and

Cu(l 00) samples were cleaned by heating in oxygen to re-
move bulk carbon impurities and then further cleaned by

repeated sputter-annealing cycles. We chose Cu because its
electronic structure is relatively simple, and has been well

studied. In addition, the laser photon energy of 1.6 eV is too
small to excite either d-band electrons or image states by a

one photon process, which might otherwise complicate the
interpretation of the results. The work function of Cu( 11O) is
4.5 eV, and that for Cu( 100) is 4.6 eV. In either case, at least

three photons are required to produce photoemission since

the photon energy is 1.6 eV. The Cu sample is mounted on a

manipulator with five degrees of freedom that allows a vari-
ety of angles of incidence of the laser and detector angles to

be investigated. The photoelectron spectra were measured
with a 10 cm inner radius hemispherical energy analyzer
with 170 relative energy resolution and a 10° acceptance

angle. The data reported here, with the exception of the po-

larization dependence study, were obtained with the surface

normal parallel to the axis of the detector entrance, and the
laser beam making a 45° angle with the surface normal. The

crystallographic [010] direction lies in the plane defined by
the laser beam and the surface normal. Transmission energies

of either 10 or 20 V were used, which leads to 100 or 200
meV resolution, respectively. A –3.0 to 6.0 V bias is applied
to the sample to eliminate the effects of any stray electric

fields. The applied bias voltage extends the range of k states
being collected, but contributes less than 0.1 I eV uncertainty

to the energy resolution since the bias is small and copper

exhibits nearly free electron behavior. The electron kinetic
energies reported here have the kinetic energy due to the bias
voltage subtracted, and correspond tfe the kinetic energy of

the photoemitted electrons leaving the metal surfuce.

RESULTS

A schematic representation 01’ the photoexcitation \vlth

the laser fundamental, second harmonic, and third harmonic

is shown in Fig. 1. The measured spectra when using the
three different photon energies are shown in Fig. 2. The low’-
est photon energy, shown as II V1 corresponds to the fundi.r-

mental laser wavelength at roughly 770 nm, or about 1.6 eV.

Photon energies h Vz and h ul are obtained by doubling and
tripling the laser fundamental, respectively. Given the 4.5 ev

work function of Cu( 110), it is seen in FI:. 1 that photoen~is-

sion requires three photons at the laser fundamental. or IWO

doubled photons, or one tripled photon.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102, No. 21, I June 1995
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FIG. 1. Schenrauc representation of one-, IWO-, and muhipho[on phomcmis-

sion specua from copper. The pholon energy of the Iascr fundamental is

h PI, and that for [he second and third harmonics is h IJZ. and h v]. respec-
tively, and @ is (he work function.

The cases of one phoLon and two photon photoemission
are in complete accordance with expectations, as seen in

F@. 2(a) and 2(b). That is, the width of the photoernission
spectrum is given by the total photon energy minus the work

function. The behavior is completely different in the case in
which [he laser fundamental is used. In particular, rather than

dropping off at the point in energy where three photons have

been absorbed, the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons ex-
tends 6-8 eV above the vacuum threshold. There are elec-
trons being emitted whose kinetic energy would correspond
to the absorption of over seven photons. Studies of the laser

power dependence of the photoemission yield indicate that
the yield as a function of electron kinetic energy does nrx
follow a power law based on the number of photons that
correspond to the kinetic energy of the emitted electron, as

seen in Fig. 3(b).

As the sample is moved around normal to the direction
of electron emission, hot spots are found at which the pho-
toemission yield increases dramatically, on the order of a

factor of 100– 1000. These hot spots are much smaller than
the laser beam waist at the sample. This was determined by
translating the sample from side to side and measuring the
distance from 1()~o of the nlaximum photoemission yield on

one side of the maximum, through the maximum itself, and
to 10’3’Oof the maximum on the other side. Given that the
signal varies with the third power of the laser intensity. [he
I070 points occur at roughly 50% maximum laser intensity.

We measured a distance of 96 z 15 Km as the distance be-

, a)

0123456

Kinetic Energy (cV)

b)

L ,., ,,

0123456

Klnc(ic Energy (eV)

c)

I I ! I I I

)123456

Kinetic Energy (eV)

FIG. 2. One-photon, Iwo-photon. and muhipho[on photoemisslon spccua

from Cu(l 10). (a). (b). and (c) are Ihe spccm measured when using photon
energies of h VI, h Uz. and h VI , respec~ively.as shown in Fig. 1.-TFiepeak
taser intensitiesat h v,. h V2, and h :,,. w I X Id W/cm*. 1X 107 W/cm:.

and 1X 109 W/cmz.

tween a 109Z0photocrnission yield on either side of the maxi-

mum. The beam waist (the diameter of the 1/ez points) at the
sample surface is measured to bc about 100 ~m through
measurements with pinhole apertures which indicates a full
\\’idth at half maximum (FWHM) of roughly 60 ,um, and

yields an 85 ~m projection on the surf?ce since it is at a 45°
angle relative to the laser beam. Thes~ nleasurements place

an upper limit on the size of the IWI spots and are consistent
\vith roughness features tha[ arc f:v sndler than the laser

beam spot size.
Polarization studies were cwricd out on the Cu( 100)

sample that suf~port the interpretation of Ihese results in
terms of locally rough hot sprsfs. Since p-polarized light is

more strongly absorbed than s-polarized light, it is necesswy

to relate the sample into an orientation normal to the laser
beam in order to prevent the polarization-dependent absorp-
tivity from affecting the polarizmion dependence studies.

This causes the sample [o be oricnwd at 45° relative to the

deteclor entrance and slightly lowers the absolute intensity of
the signal, but it does not affect the relative intensities of the
spectm obtained. The polarization was rotated with a half-

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102. No. 21.1 June 1995
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I
I

b)

IWJI I I I I I J

-1 0 12 3 4 5 6

Electron KE (cV)

● m

Electron KS (cV)

FIG, 3. Typical speetra as a function of laser intensity. The iruensity dcpco-

dence shown in (a) and (b) are each obtained for about 50% of the ho! spins.

Tfse laser intensities employed for Ihe five curves are (i) 0.17 Gw/cm:. (Ii)
0.28 GW/cm2, (iii) 0.4 I GW/cmz, (iv) 0.68 GW/cn12. (v) 0.89 GW/cm~. The

inse[ in b displays a log-log plot of the photoelectron yield vs the ktscr

inwnsity taken while monitoring 0.8 eV elecwon kine[ic energy (sold

circles) and 2.5 eV electron kinetic energy (solid squares). The slope of the

log-log plot at 0.8 eV is 2.8 and the slope aI 2.5 eV is 3.2.

wave plate such that the position of the beam on the surface

did not change. It is found that the signal has a twofrsld
symmetry as a function of polarization rotation. That is. [hm

maxima (and minima) are separated by 180° of polarization
rotation, but the maxima and minima are not necessarily
aligned with the crystallographic axes. Furthermore. if the
crystallographic axes were significantly affecting the signal

level, there would be horizontal and vertical maxima, where
the fourfold symmetry reflect the underlying fcc lattice along
(he [ 100] direction. There are also secondary maxima and

minima as a function of polarization rotation at more or less

arbitrary polarization. sometimes hot spots are found [ha[

have maxima with vertical polarization, sometimes wi[h

horizontal polarization. and sometimes at in[errnediate posi-
tions, a]] with equal probability. This indicates that the rough

spots destroy the order at the new-surface region. and when

0 90 180 270 360

o 90 Iso 270 360

1oo- C)

~ 0.75-
3 I 1
< 0.50

I 1 I
, I

:

; 0.25 -

t 1
t

I ,
I

: ().00
1 t i

I
, 1

0 90 180 270 360

Law Pokmzation Ro[a!ion (degrees)

FIG. 4. The solid hncs indica(e the polarization dependence of [hrce hot

spots. A half-wuve plaw W,USrma~cd lhrough 180” in order to relate the laser

polarization through 360°. The lm.er polarization is along the crystallo-

graphic [010] direction at OO. 180°, and 360°. The dashed Iincs are Ihc

calculated polarization dependencies osing &q. (1) and the quamitics [n

Table L

the light couples into the hot spot it is not affected by the

underlying crystallographic symmetry several tens of ~
away. Figure 4 shows the polarization dependence of the
photoelectron yield for three different hot spots. The solid

lines are the measured data, and the dashed lines are the
results of fitting [hc observed normalized yields to the fol-
lowing functional form:

Y=A, COS2’’(f)-@l)+A2 COS2n(&_@2)+C, (1)

the yield is given by Y. The coefficients A, and AZ determine

the maximum contribution from the Coszn(t?– q$) terms. 8 IS
the amount of rotation of the laser polarization, in degrees.

@l and A are the phases for each contribution, also in de-
grees. A constant offset is specified by C. The Coszn(f?– ~~)
angular dependence was chosen to describe a dipole excita-

tion mechanism with an intensity dependence that varies as
[he laser in[ensity taken to the rrth power. The parameters for

each of (he curves in Fig. 4 are given in Tdble 1. 1[ is ex-

pec[ed that n should be 3 if the yield depends on the laser
intensity cubed. as is shown in the inset of Fig. 3(b). This. in
fact. prrrvidcs a reasonable fit in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). but not

Fig. -1(c). The purpose of plotting the polarization depen-
dence is to demonstrate the. varied responses for different

J. Chem. PtsYs.,Vol. 102. No. 21.1 June 1995
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8610 Aeschlimann ef al.: Surface enhanced multiphoton emission

.TABLE 1. Paranmers us~ 10 fit the curves in Fig. 4 to LIICfunctional form

shown in Eq (I). The coefficientsA, and A*wereconstrained 10 be equal in

parts (a) and (b).

Curve Al Al 4+ 6 n C

Figure 4(a) 0.58 0.58 36 I 34 “3 0.41

Figure 4(b) 0.72 0.72 32 I 73 3 o.tX3

F@re 4(c) 0.28 .,. 6 . . . I 0.68

roughness features rather than perform a detailed, quan[i[a-

tive analysis of the functional form that best describes the

polarization dependence.

The twofold symmetry arises because the laser polariza-

tion has twofold symmetry and th&e is a strong, yel ran-

domly oriented, polarization dependence for any given hot

spot that is not related to the underlying crystal axes. The

polarization dependence of a roughness feature arises from

Lhe fact that this is a nonlinear process, and if the light pref-

erentially couples into a certain orienta~ion on [he roughness

feature, then there will bc a strong enhancement when the

polarization is rotated into that particular orientation. The

maxima at other angles and the offset from zero seen a[ some

hot spots could be due to several roughness fea[ures with

different orientations that are very close to each other, or a

single roughness feature that happens to be able [o efficiently

absorb light of a variety of polarizations.

We find that the occurrence of hot spots is increased

when the sample is not annealed after sputtering. 1[ is known

that sputtering roughens the surface on a nanometer scale, 19

and this results in a higher probability of finding surface

defects for better coupling of the laser field to the surface

plasmons (see the following). There is a roughly tenfold in-

crease in the number of hot spots per unit area, and the

emission from the hot spots is slightly higher (about a factor

of 2-5) wh~n the sample is not annealed compared to when

i[ is.

Semilogarithmic plots of the spectra as a funclion of

laser intensity for two different spots are shown in Fig. 3.

Two types of intensity dependent behavior are observed.

Spectra similar to Fig. 3(a), where the slope changes as the

laser intensity increases, are obtained about half the time,

while the other half of the time the slope is constant as the

laser intensity is increased, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The inset

in Fig. 3(b) displays a log-log plot of the photoemission

yield vs laser intensity at the two different electron kinetic

energies indicated with the arrows. The fact that the slopes

on the log–log plot are the same indicates the same power

dependence at high kinetic energy as at low kinetic energy,

even Lhough an additional photons’ worth of energy is ab-

sorbed. [n the pe~urba[ive limit of mtdtiphoton processes,

the slope of a log-log plot of signal vs laser intensity will

yield the number of photons involved in the process. Clearly,

a perturbative ciescrip[ion of the photoemission is incorrect,

and this is exactly analogous to observations of ATI or TI in

the gas phase.~f

.
105fy

F

100I I I I 1 1 I 11. I I

-0.4 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 28 3,2 3.6

Electron KE (eV)

FIG. 5. The effecls of space charge are clearly seen a.. [he Iascr imensity IS

increased from 1.OX IOY (do[ted line) 10 2.6x 10’0 (dashed line) 10 1.2X 1011
W/crn2(solid line). AS Space charge effccls become grealcr. a bulge (level.

ops in (he high energy pofiion of [he spcctrrsm.

DISCUSSION

It is necessary to first rule out three possible mechanisms
that might be thought to produce the observed spectra before
discussing the underlying cause of these observations. First,

the possibility of space charge effects needs to be ruled out.

It is known that electrons that are confined to a small region
in vacuum will all mutually repel each other due to the Cou-

Iombic repulsion, that is, space charge. We show tha~ the

space charge effect is not affecting our results. Peti~e and
co-workers showed both theoretically and experimentally

that if roughly 10000 electrons are generated in a region the
diameter of the laser beam (100 #m) that is roughly 10 #m

thick, that they can reach kinetic energies on the order of
2–4 eV.8 We have measured roughly 1 pA of current drawn
through the sample when using moderate laser intensity
(1X 108 W/cmz), which comesponds to less than 0.1 electron

being emitted per laser pulse, and, therefore, completely
eliminates the possibility of space charge effects from affect-

ing our measurements. Furthermore, wh~n employing the re-
generative amplifier, we can increase the power per pulse by
up to four orders of magnitude if desired. Figure 5 clearly

shows the onset of space charge effects on the pho~oemission
spectrum. The lower curve corresponds to that obtained at
maximum intensiLy with the unamplified system, while the

upper two curves demonstrate the measurable effects of
space charge at one and two orders of magnitude higher in-
tensity. At these higher laser intensities, the spectrum be-
comes distorted and develops a notable bump at higher ki-

netic energy. The fact that these distortions do not occur until
a fac[or of 10 above the maximum intensity used in the stud-

ies with the unamplified laser provides further evidence that
we do not need IO consider space charge effects on the ob-

served photoemissicm spectrum when not using the amplified
laser system. .

I
I

~

I

1

i
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llc enhanced yield of photoelectrons at higher laser in-

tensi~y also needs 10 k considered. As seen from Fig. 5, for
amplified laser conditions which approach the intensities of

typical pho[odesorption experiments, the number of photo-

emitted electrons is significant enough to produce space

charge effects. In this process, some electrons are accelerated
toward the dcmcLor with higher energy, while an equal num-

ber are simuhancously accelerated back toward the surface

and do not escape the surface region.20 These latter electrons
would bc available for inducing resorption processes

through WC!! known electron induced resorption mecha-

nisms, i.e., electron attachment leads to a large amount of
vibrational energy in the adbond. ‘2.13-15.17The present study

indicates such a process could be occurring under the intense

laser excitation conditions typically employed. An important
consideration is the rcla~ive contribution of photoemitted

eleclron-induced dcsorption relative 10 other proposed

mechanisms. This issue is an important one which needs to
be resolved because pho[oemitted electrons offer an altern-

ative, and to a certain extent, simple explanation for the non-
Iincar yields of hot resorption products observed in femto-

second Iascr studies of metal surfaces.
Next, [he possibility of thermionic emission is ruled out.

Therrnionic emission results when the high energy tail of the

Fermi–Dirac distribution of a hot, thennalized eleckon dis-

tribution extends above the vacuum level. For intense optical
pulses of duration shorter than the electron-photon energy

relaxation Lime (a few ps), a large thermal nonequilibrium

between lhe electrons and phonons can be achieved due to
the much smaller heat capacity of the electrons. If the pho-
toelectron spectra measured here were to represent the high

energy [ail of a hot Fermi-Dirac distribution, the photoelec-

tron yield would be proportional to c - ‘i~T and the slope of

the semi] ogarithmic plots in Fig. 3(b) would yield the under-

lying electronic temperature. The sIopes in Fig. 3(b) would

then indicate an electronic temperature of about 7000 K,
which is far too high, given our laser pulse energy of less

than 100 nJ/cmc/pulse and the heat capacity of copper. A

second method to rtslc out the possibility of thennionic emis-

sion is to perform a time resolved experiment using the

pump-probe technique. We find that the photoelectron yield
as a function of pump-probe delay is identical to the third

order autocorrelation function of the laser pulse as shown in

Fig. 6(a), i.e., the photoelectron yield is determined solely by

the cube of the instantaneous laser intensity which is consis-

tent wilh the slope of three in the inset of Fig. 3(b). If tran-

sient electronic heating was occurring. [hen the full width at

half-maximum of this pump-probe experiment would be
Iargcr than the FWHM of the third order autocorrelation be-
cause [he elevated electronic tcmpcra[ure persists for several

hundred femtoseconds or longer, as measured by other work-
ers using anlplified fem[osecond laser systems. z*’22 Figure

6(b) presents the results of the calculated temperature rise23

of the electron distribution for our experimental conditions.
For simplicity. the electronic heat ca~acity was held fixed at

8611
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FtG. 6. (a) displays the photoemms]on ytcld as a function of delay time

between Iwo equal intensity pulses (solid circles) using the amplified laser
with a 190 fs pulsewidth. The amplified laser was employed because a 2-3

mm beam diameter could be used. and it was not necessary to search for ho!

spofa. The solid line is the calculated thwd order au[rxorrelation func[ion fnr

a Gaussian pulse with a 190 fs FWHM. (b) is the calculated electromc

temperamre rise of the sample when using [he unamplified laser.

tion (FWHM), and spot size were 9X 108 W/cm2, 100 fs. and

100 #m, respectively. The reflectivity and absorption coeffi-
cient were 0.5 and 79 ~m - 1, respectively. The electronic

temperature and lattice temperature were not coupled to each

other for this calculation because it is known that the times-
cale for energy relaxation from electronic excitation into the

lattice takes place on a time scale of 1-3 ps?” which is much
longer than the timescale of interest for this calculation. The
results of this calculation show that thd=maximum tempera-
ture will be roughly 700 K, which is fw lower than a tem-
perature of 7000 K which would be required for a thermal

distribution of electrons to produce the measured photoemis-

sion spectra (see the aforementioned). More importantly, if a
thermal mechanism was responsible for the observed elec-

tronic distribution, the temperature would remain elevated
for well over a picosecond. which clearly does not agree with

the pump–probe measurements.

Finally, the possible effect of the laser field itself on the

photoemitted electron energy spectrum needs to be consid-
ered. It is known that an elec~ron that is in a very intense

3,3 X 1f)i JK/~113, r~[her than ]etting it be ‘linearly dependent

on tempemmrc. thus, [he cu[culated electronic temperature
rise will actually be overestimated. A thermal conductivity of
80 \VK/n~ was used, and the peak Iascr intensity, pulse dura-

laser field will acquire kinetic energy as it is pushed out of
the region of high laser intensity to low intensity. This effccl
is known as ponderomotive acceleration and arises from the
Gaussian spatial distribution of the laser beam. The action of

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102, No. 21.1 June 1995
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~hc spatial intensity gradicnl is not instantaneous because the
“Icctrons must lravel a distance on the order of the laser spot

.e. to acquire kirrclic energy due to acceleration from this

gradient. For laser pulses shorter than one ps in duration,

there is simply not enough time for the electron to gain a

significant amount of kinetic energy before the laser pulse

has ended.3 Therefore, this mechanism cannot account for
the observed behavior of the photoelectrons.

As discussed in the. Introduction, AT1 or TI in the gas

phase requires laser intensities on the order of 1014 W/cmz,

whereas the photocmission that we are measuring occurs at

only 108 W/cmz. The fact that the photoemission occurs at a

metal surface, and that it depends on hot spots or surface

roughness, reconciles these two seemingly contradictory ob-

servations. It is well known that a tremendous enhancement

of the electric field at the mughencd surface of a metal can

be achicvcd through excitation of sutiace plasmons.2s The

excitation of surface plasmons by photons is forbidden at a

smooth surface/vacuum interface, because it is not possible

to simulmncously conserve crrergy and wave vector for both

the photon and surface plasmon.z5 The most common way to

overcome this obstacle is to deposit a thin metal film on a

dielectric substra[e, such as a quafiz prism, and direct the

light through the dielectric medium rather than through

vacuum. This allows direct coupling of photons and surface

plasmons, and is known as the. attenuated total reflection

‘ 4TR) method.zs A second method to couple photons and

.rface plasmons is LO rule a grating on the surface. In this

case, the photon wave vector and surface wave vector need

not be equal; efficient coupling can be achieved whenever

the difference between the photon and surface plasmon wave

vectors are integral multiples of 2m/a, where a is the grating

constant. [n the present study a rmdomly roughened surface

is used, which can be described in terms of its Fourier com-

ponents of a two-dimensional gra[ing, and will thus be able

to couple photons and surface plasmons over a wide range of

difference in wave vectors.zso~h In addition to providing a

coupling mechanism, surface roughness features can also

serve to Inca] ize and further enhance the surface

plasmons.z5.z6
We deliberately roughened the surface to determine its

effect on the photoemission yield. The sample was sputtered

with Ar+ ions at kinetic energies from 1 to 3 kV, at 1X 10-6

Torr background pressure for 20 min. Girard er al. have per-

formed scanning tunneling microscope studies of a CU(1OO)

surface after sputtering with 0.6 kV Ar+ ions, and found

roughness features on a 5-20 run scale that are on the order

of 1 nm deep. i9 The higher energy Art ions used in the
present study will more effectively roughen the surface, lead-

ing to features that are the optimum size to maximize the

localized surface plasmon fields.zf”z6 Studies of surface en-

mced Raman spectroscopy, or SERS, found that the Raman

yield could be increased by up m 6 orders of magnitude at a

roughened silver surface.zh Moskovits discusses SERS and
reasons for the enhanccnlcnt, and concludes that the largest
contribution [0 the enhancement is due [o coupling of the

pho[ons with surface plasmon modes via random surface

roughness, as described ear]ier. In order to increase the SERS

yield by six orders of magnitude, the electric field would
have (o be enhanced by three orders of magnitude.

Based on these comparisons with previous work, the sur-
face roughness encountered at the hot spots can increase the
electric field enough to cause either ATP or TI. In atomic

physics, the reason for the loss of the ATI structure at higher
laser energies is tunneling. The electrons interact with the

superposition of the Coulomb potential and the laser induced

electromagnetic field. The maximum of this potential de-
creases steadily as the laser field increases. At a critical laser

intensity, the electron can periodically tunnel into the
vacuum as a result of the oscillating laser electric field. In the

description of Corkum e[ al.,zi the electron escapes with
very little excess velocity and then behaves as a free particle

in the laser field. The relevant quan~ity y is proportional to

the ratio of the laser frequency w to the electromagnetic field
strength E:

r_=J . mIp
y=

2Up Ee’
(2)

where IP is the ionization potential of the atom, Up is the

ponderomotive potential, m is the elec[ron mass, and e is the
electron charge. This ratio is known as the adiabaticity, or

Keldysh parameter and is essentially the ratio of the laser
frequency u to the tunneling frequency O,.4 The parameter y
is generally used to separate the multiphoton mechanism
(y> 1) from the tunneling (X1) regime.

Using 110 ps long laser pulses with intensities up to 120
GW/cm2, Toth et al. used photoyield measurements to show
that a transition of pure multipho[on [o optical tunneling may

28 However, that experiment ‘asalso occur at a gold surface.
done in the long pulse regime (r>80 ps) where ponderomo-

tive acceleration and space charge broadening can influence
the photoemission spectrum. In contrast to ATP, tunneling is

not expected to lead to discrete steps characterized by a
width equal to one photon energy. The electron kinetic en-

ergy distribution will instead be smeared out due to a spread
in the initial time of tunneling, rela[ive to both the phase of

the laser field and the instantaneous in[ensity of the field at
the time of emission.3 This view is supported by the recent

measurement of Mevel e[ aLz9 who found strikingly similar
behavior to this work for multiphoton ionization of noble gas
atoms.

Optical tunneling from metals surfaces is more compli-
cated than from single atoms. The Keidysh parameter -yde-

pends critically on the local electromagnetic field strength.
which in our case is significantly enhanced by the coupling

of the laser light into surface plasmons. Tunnel emission
studies performed with static fields show that roughly 5– 10
V/~ (101] V/m) is required to allow electrons to tunnel into

the vacuum, which would require a laser intensity of 1X 101~

W/cm2. The laser intensity used in the present studies is
107-109 W/cmz which provides 107- 10s V/m.30 Therefore, it

is the surface roughness that provides the additional two to

three orders of field enhancement with a concomitant four to
six orders of magnitude intensi~y enhancement, which is con-

sistent with previous SERS studies utilizing roughened sur-
faces.
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SUMMARY

We have. measured photoelectrons wi[h far more kinetic
energy than would be expected based on the work function

of Lhe sample and photon energy used. These results are
unique in that they are obtained at lower intensity than simi-

Iar gas phase studies and other above threshold photoemis-
sion studies from metals. The role of surface roughness, or

defects, is seen to be critical in this process. 1[ should be
noted that the production of photoelectrons possessing large
amounts of kinetic energy when employing photon energies
well below the work function has important implications
with respect to photodesorption studies carried OU[ with in-

tense laser pulses, One of the reasons that these results are

important is that there are several groups investigating ul-
[mfast dcsorption of adsorbates from metal surfaces driven

by subvacuum hot electrons using high in[ensity fem[osec-
ond lasers.11”31-34 Furthermore, Lhere are other groups that
observe desot-pion driven by electrons pho(oemitted from a

surface using ultraviolet light at very low intensities, indicat-

ing that it is the electron kinetic energy, not the number of
excited electrons that drives many surface photoinduced

processes.9”13.16.17

The presem study measures electrons with significant
amounts of kinetic energy that are generated with photon
energies well below the photoemission threshold using laser

intensities at or below those used in many phmodesorption

experiments. Future studies will address whedler muitipho-
ton pho[oekctrons with excess kinetic energy or space
charge effects at high fluence make a contribution [o the

photodesorption yield measured in the trltrafast pho[odesorp-
tion experiments.

The use of a high repetition rate, low pulse energy,” ul-
trafast laser system has allowed data to be obtained that is
free of ambiguities due to thermal heating of the sample

(either electrons or lattice), space charge effects, or pondero-
motive acceleration. Furthermore, the laser in[ensi[ies used

here. are well below those required to produce above thresh-
old phenomena in the gas phase, and the roughness of sur-

face defects provides the requisite field enhancement at [he
surface. More important, however, is the fact that we have

been able to measure photoelectrons with excess kinetic en-
ergy from copper surfaces with very low pulse energy, inten-
sity, and duration, leading to a measurement that is free of
contributions from competing processes that are present in

earlier studies.
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The tramp-t of femtosecond-laser-excited nonequiiibrium electrons across polycrystalline and
single-crystalline goId films has been investigated through time-of-flight measurements. The thickness.es
of the tihns range from 25 to 400 nm. Ballistic electrons = well as electrons interacting with other elec-
trons and/or with the lattice have been observed. The ballistic component dominates the transport in
the thinner tilms, whereas the interactive transport mechanism is domimnt at the upper end of the thick-
ness range. A slower effetive velocity of the interactive component is observed in the polycrystalline
samples, and is assumed to arise from”the presence of grain boundaries. The reflection coefficient of ex-
cited electrons at the grain boundaries is extracted from the experiment and is estimated to be r zO. 12.

The experiment also suggests that thermal equilibrium among the excited electrons is not fu~y estab-
lished in the fimt - XXIfs after excitation.

The dynamics of nonequilibriurn electrons in solids has
attracted considerable recent attention.* Nonequilibrium
eletrons in metals cart be excited by laser pulses with
durations less than, or comparable to, the excitcd-
eleetron energy-loss lifetime (7C), such that a transient in-
*quality between the efi%ztiveelectron and lattice temper-
~tures (Te and TI) ooxrs. The excited electron popula-
tion can be probed through measurements of the tran-
sient differential reflectivity (or transmissivity) of the
sample. Las of electron energy in the excited volume is
attributed to energy transfer to the lattice through
electron -phonon interactions plus electron transport out
of the excited region. It has been shown that the relaxa-
tion of the nonequilibrittm electrons is influenced by the
crystal structure of the films, and by the consequent
enhanced electron-phonon scattering in the polycrystal-
line tilms.2 It has been established on experimental and
theoretical grounds that electron-grain boundary interac-
tions impede electron transport in polycrystalline filrns.3’4
Earlier experiments on this topic investigated eleetrons
therrnalized with the lattice through measurements of the
temperature dependence of the resistivity of thin poly-
crystalline lilms.s Unresolved, however, is the role of
grand boundaries in the trans~rt of nonequilibrium elec-
trons in thin metal films. la the present experiment we
investigate the transport of femtosecond-laser-generated
noneqttilibrium electrons in polycrystalline and single-
crystall.ine gold films, through measurements of the
time-of-flight across the film thickness which is made
possible through an application of a thermoreflectivity
technique with femtosecond resoltttion.b

4 synchronously pumped femtoseamd dye laser’ with
put pUISeSof -150 fs duration at 2-eV photon energy

and 76-MHz repetition rate is used to excite the electrons
with - 100-@/cm2 fiuence per pulse on the front surface

0163-1829/93/48(~)/I 5488(4)/S06.00 g

of the films. The beam is at near normal incidence and is
focused to a diameter of 15*2 pm. The skin depth
D =15 rtm. Since an excitation gradient is generated be-
tween the skirt depth and the rest of the sampIe, transport
of the nonequiIibnum ekctrons out of the excited volume
occurs simultaneously with electron energy relaxation
through electron<lectron and electron-phonon interac-
tions. Excited electrons which reach the back surface of
the film introduce a change in the opticaI reflectivity
which is probed with an appropriately delayed laser
pulse. The probe beam is also at near normal incidence
and is focused to the same diameter as the pump beam,
but its intensity is always kss thaly 10% of that of the
pump beam. The intensity of the pump beam is modulat-

ed with an acousto~ptic modulator and the differential

reflectivity [AR /R ( t)] is detect~ with a lock-in
amplifier tuned to the modulation frequency.

In transient thermorefiectivity experiments the change
of reflectivity is related to the change isI the occupation
number of electrons star the Fermi level.g The occupa-

tion number is probed by monitoring th&transition prob-
ability from the d band to near the Fedl level.* Sin@
the electron occupation number is not a finear function of
the effective electron temperature, the change of the
reflectivity is generally not proportional to the effective

eiectron temperature at the surface.g The nordintitY
becomes appreciable at ]ower ambient temperatur~ ad
large effective temperature excumions.9 Since the present
experiment is performed at room temperature with rela-
tively smaIl pump laser imadian~, we assume a b=

correspondence between the eff=tive el~tron tempe~-

ture and the transient change in AR/T(t). Effects Ofier
than changes in the effective eIw~on temperature, such
as shifting of the Fermi level, and thermal expansion of

the lattice, can also cause refi~tivity ch~g~ but they afe
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not signifi~t on the femtosecond time scale.10 Follow-
ing standard practices, ‘02’608’9corrections for the depth-

dependent contribution to AR/R (/) (Refs 11 and 12) are
ignored in the data analyses.

The gold films are fabricated by evaporation. The film
thickness W is determined by a crystal thickness monitor
with an estimated absolute accuracy of better than
*20%. However the accuracy of the film thicknesses rel-
ative to each other is expected to be much better. Poly-
crystall.ine gold films are evaporated on - l-mm-thick

sapphire substrates. Examination of ti.lms evaporated on
an electron microscope grid adjacent to the sapphire sub-
strate reveals a wide distribution of grain sizes with an
average of up =16*2 nm. Singles-_ystalline gold films
are fabricated by epitaxial growth on a - 2-rim silver lay-
er grown on a heated NaCl crystal. The film is floated on
distilled water, washed in sulfuric acid to remove silver
and silver-gold alloy, then washed in distilled water. Fi-
nally the film is caught on a sapphire substrate.
Electron diffraction obtainti from these films shows a
single c~stal pattern in the (100) orientation. These
films are known to possess high dislocation densitiw
( 1010- 10’’/cm3) and twins.13

The transient thermoreflectivity [AR/R(t) ] normal-

ized to its maximum value, and as measured on the
back surface of the polycrystalline gold film samples,
with thicknesses of 25, 100, 200, 300, and 400 nm, are
displayed in Fig. 1. Similar results obtained on single-
crystalline tilms are displayed in Fig. 2. As the thickness
of the tilrns is increased the traversal time of the electrons
to cross the film, and therefore the delay in the transient
U/R (t), is increased. The short delay times which are
obsemed indicate that energy is transported via electrons,
which are out of equilibrium with the lattice.6 It is also
important to note that the time to reach the maximum
value of the transient AR/R(t), relative to its onset, also
increases with increasing sample thickness of the poly-

crystalline samples. This effect is considerably smaller in

the single-crystalline samples with thicknm less than
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FIG. 1. The normalized transient thennorefktivity signal

AR/R (r) masured at the back surface of 25-, 10% 2Kh 300-,
and 400-nm-thick polycrystidlke gold films. The open circles
represent the one-parameter fit of Eqs. (la) and (lb) to ~ta *
tied in the 4C0-nm-tlick tllms.
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FIG. 2. The nonmlized transient therrnorcfl=tivity signal

AR/R (z) measured at the back surface of 25-, 103-, 20, 3C0-,
and 400-nm-thick single-c~stalline gold films. The open circles
represent the one-parameter tit of Eqs. (la) and (lb) to &ta ob-
tained in the 400-nm-thick films.

400 nm. In order to measure the time required by the
first wave of electrons to traverse the films, we measured
the time to reach the signal onset of AR /R (r), relative to
the excitation at t =0, for different sample thickn~.
For simplicity we assign the onset as 15% of the full sig-
nal level. The open symbols in Fig. 3 display the results.
The circles and triangles represent the polycrystalline and
single-crystalline samples, respectively. For each tilm
thickness, the delay of the peak of AR /R ( t ) corresponds
to the time required for the bulk of the excited electrons
to reach the back surfam. Measurements determining
this delay (relative to t =0) in both polycrystalline and
single-crystalline gold tilrns are displayed by the filled
symbols in Fig. 3.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the time for the first wave of
electrons to traverse the films is linear with sample thick-
ness for both polycrystalline and single<ryst.alline films if
the thickness is less than or equal to 300 nm. The Iinear
dependenu of the traversal time on the sample thickness
is characteristic of ballistic transport, when the transport
of the excited electrons occurs without any interactions

f’among the electrons or between the e .&trons and the lat-
ticz. The velocity of the ballistic component is measured
to be s 106 m/s in agreement with previously published
values.b In the case of the peak of AR/R (t) a linear
dependence of the traversal times is observed for shorter
thicknesses, namely, up to 100 nm in both types of the
gold films. In the 400-nm-thick samples deviations from
the linear dependence are observed for the onsets as well
as for the peaks in both types of the gold films.

We interpret these results as follows. The transport of
the excited electrons across the lilms with thicknesses less
than or equal to 100 nm is mostly ballistic in both single-
crystalline and polycrystalline materials. & the thick-
ness of the film increases the fraction of the ballistic com-
ponent daxases, and the excess energy is carried by elec-
trons interacting with other electrons or/and with the
lattice. The electrons undergo one or more scattering
events, and we refer to them as the interactive component

—-.---- _v—— .- . . - - ~ ~... - -, . -~ ...--$V.- ,.,-..-~ ~-’.>.,..,-fi‘“-~$.’.-=-,’,’,. “’A .’*.’- “
—------ ..--,
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FIG. 3. The delay of the onset of tbc back surface AR/R (r)
as a function of the sample thickness measured at 15% of the
full signal intensity (open symbols), and at the peak (filled sym-
bols). The circles and triangles represent the data obtained in
polycryst.alline and single-crystalline 61- respectively. Each
data point is an average of four to six measurements, the error
bars represent the standard deviations. Solid Iinc, line fit for the
tint five experimental data points. Dashed line, parallel to the
solid tine for the benefit of the reader. Inset, the maximum of
the back surface thcrntorctleetivity signal as a function of the
sample thickness AR /R’( W) for polycrystalline and single-
ctystsdline gold films. solid line, the two-parameter fit of the
a exp( - JV/1) function to the data points.

~f the transport. Interactive transport also includes the

possibility of pure diffusion. Due to the scattering events

the interactive electrons lose some of their excess energy

during the transport. Since the interactive electrons ar-

rive at the back surface of the sample later than the

ballistic electrons, the appearance of the peak of the tran-

sient AR /R (t) signal is somewhat delayed. The effect is
observed to be stronger in the polycrystalline samples,

14

which indicates that the grain boundaries cause a slowing
of the transport of the excited electrons. In samples with
400 nm thicknesses the ballistic component is diminished
in both polycrystalline and singleaystalline samples.

We now turn to a quantitative analysis of the experi-
mental results. The dynamics of the excited electrons can
be modeled by a set of cmtpled differential equations,
which are frquently referred to as “the two-
temperatured model’’:15

cc(Te)art /af=v(~vTc )–G(T. –Tl)+P(z, f), (la)

c,a~,laf=a~f-~ l), (lb)

where CC(Tc ) is the electronic heat capacity (usually as-
sumed to vary linearly with TC), K is the electronic
thermal conductivity, G is the electron-phonon coupling
parameter, P (z, t) is the spatird and temporal evolution of
the irradiance of the exciting laser pulse, and Cl is the

eat capacity of the lattice. The use of Eqs. (la) and (lb),
nowever, requires the establishment of an electron tem-
perature T,. In several experiments which investigated
the dynamics of laser excited hot electrons, it was gen-
erally assumed that the elestron system thermaliz.es very

<

rapidly so that an ehXtrOn temperature etists within the
time resolution of the experiments which is - 1~ f~.I on
the other hand, it has also been sugg@ed by several au-
thors that the time scales for electron therrnalj=tion ~d
for electron-phonon energy transfer may over~p, and
therefore, the electron temperature may not & well
defined.9* 12’16 Recently Farm el al. have demonstrated
that the therrnafization of the hot electrons in gold cm be

as long as -670 fs under special circumstin~.ll~ la An
electron thermaliition time of -500 fs was mmur~ in

19 me above results impactthe case of weak excitations.
the interpretation of the present experiment in a num~r
of ways. By definition, the ballktic electrons are not in
thermal equilibrium. The presence of ballistic ~m-
ponent is observed up to -500 fs which mans that
thermal equilibrium among the electrons is not fully ~-
tablished during this time interval. On the other hand, ~
is mentioned above, the thennalization time of fem-
tosecond laser excited nortequilibrium electrons has been
independently observed to be about 500 fs.17-19 ~is is
supported by our results that bdl.istic electrons were not
observed in samples with thicknesses of 400 nm in which
the traversal time of the electrons is -500 fs or longer.
In order to move the analysis beyond this point we as.
sume a thermal equilibrium among the electrons at-riving

at the back surface of the 400-nm-thick Nrns as well as a
pure diffusive transport of these electrons. We numeri.
tally solve Eqs. (la) and (lb) for the back surface Tc in
the 400-rim-thick samples using the method described in
Ref. 20. The electronic heat capacity C,( T, )=66
J/m3 K2X T, for gold,2* and the ek.ctron-phonon cou-
pling constant is G= 3.5 X 1016W/m3 K for single-
crystalline tilms and G =4 X 1016W/m3 K for polycrys-
talline tilms according to Ref. 2. The dtiusion coefficient
K is treated as a parameter. The best agreement with the
experimental data is found at K$=310 W/mK in the case
of single-crystalline films, while for polycrystalline films

KP = 180 W/mK provided the best solution. The results
of the calculations, ATC = Tc (r) — Tmticnt, are displayed
with open circles in Figs. 1 and 2. Since the calculations
are limited to T< at the back surface of the tilms, the
agreement with the experiment decreases for delays
larger than -2 ps beyond which the influence of the
effective lattice temperature on AR/R(t) is not negfi@-
ble.

The difference in the transport of m.fnquilibrium elm-
trons across single-crystalline and polycrystalIine films is
also demonstrated by maxning the intensity of the max-
imum of the transient therxnoreflectivity at the back sur-
face as the function of the film thickness. The resu~~~
AR /R’( W), for polycrystalline and single-crysti~e
samples are displayed in the inset of Fig. 3. h approxi-
mately exponential decay of the magnitude of the tran-
sient thermorefiectivity is observed in both samples. A
somewhat stronger decrease in AR /R’(W) k obsefl~
in the polycrystaIline versus the singleaystalline sam-

ples, 14 supporting the results obtained by meastig tie

transversal time of the eleetrons. ‘l%is observation is ~o

consistent with previous experiments in w~ch ~

enhanced electron cooling rate was observed in POIYCVs-

tdlhte films and, hence, the energy transported by tie
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electrons is expected to decrease.
Finally we discuss our experiment in the terms of the

.,4ayadas-Shatzks model of the electron transport in
polycrystalline metals. 3 In this model the grain boun-
daries are represented by parallel planes separated ran-
domly with an average distance of d. The grain boun-
daries are assumed to partially reflect the electrons with a
reflection coefficient r. It is also assumed that grain
boundary scattering occurs simultaneously with an iso-
tropic scattering background (due to electron-electron
and electron-phonon interactions), and the interplanar
spacing d can be identified as the average grain diameter
UP (d =a ). Under these circumstances Telfier and co-
workers2~23 have shown that transport in the polycrystal-
line films can be described by an effective mean free path
f~. We refer to this as the Mayadas-Shatzkes-Tellier
(MST)model, and express the effective mean free path as

lP/l, =~(a)= 1– ~a+3cz2-3a%dl+l/a) , (2)

where /$ is the bulk m=n free path in the single-
crystaliine material and

a=(l, /aP)[r/(l– r)] . (3)

It foIlows from Eqs. (2) and (3) that the reflection
coefficient of the electrons at the grain boundaries can be
determined if 1Pand 1. x.e known. The mean free path of
the electrons could be calculated from the electronic

:rmal conductivity if an electronic temperature exists.
A-Ice this is not generally the case, we adopt an empin.cal
approach described in Ref. 24. Specifically we fit
a exp( – W/l) to the back surface AR \R ‘=( W) signal
displayed in the inset of Fig. 3, and define 1as an average
mean free path of the excited electrons. The method
yields 1P=34 nm and 1,=54 nm for the polycrystalline
and singlewrystalline films, respectively. Substituting 1P
and Is into Eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain an estimate of
r E O.12 for the reflection coefficient of nonequilibrium
electrons excited in the present experiment. At this point

it would be interesting to compare this value with that
obtained with electrons therrnalized with the lattice.
However, to the best of our knowledg~ there are no data
available for gold. On the other hand, the grain bound-
ary reelection coefficients in Al (r =0.17) and in Cu
(rs O. 24) obtained by electric current measurements3s2s
appear to be higher.

In summary femtosecond time-of-fright experiments on
thin gold films, with different crystal structures, have
been carried out in order to investigate the transport of
nonequilibrittm electrons. The results indi=te the pres-
ence of both ballistic and interactive components. The
ballistic component dominates the transport in thin sam-
ples. The dominant role of the ballistic component de-
creases with increasing sample thickness. For samples
thicker than 300 nm the transport is purely interactive.
Additionally, the effective velocity of the interactive
transport in the polycrystalline samples is observed to be
somewhat slower than that in the single-crystalline sam-
ples. If one assumes that at the back surface of the thick-
est samples an electronic temperature and dtiusive t rans-
port exist, it becomes possible to apply the “two-
temperature model” and to determine the coefficient of
the electronic thermal conductivity which appears to be
larger for single-crystrdline films as compared to the poly-
crystalline films. The dilTerence can be explained by the
reflection of the excited electrons at the grain boundaries.
Analyzing the results in the terms of the MST model per-
mits an estimate of the reflection coefficient (r) of the
electrons at the grain boundaries to be -0.12. The
coefficient is slightly smaller than the values of r in Al
and Cu obtained with a different experiment technique.
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A time-domain measurement of the relaxation lime of pfrotoexciled electrons as a function of excitation

energy a[ a single-crystal CU(1OO)surface has been made with time-resolved two-photon photoemission. The

relaxation lifetime of the excited electrons is found to decrease rapidly with the amount of excitation energy

above the Fermi level, and we compare the measured lifetimes with a calculation based on Fermi-liquid theory.

The results reveal a qualitative agreement with the theory, and indica~e that effects due to transport of the

electrons away from the surface and into the bulk are important.

In this paper, we report our recent measurements of
excited-state lifetimes of photoexcited hot electrons in
single-crystal CU(1OO) using time-resolved two-photon pho-

toemission. This study is a direct measurement of the excited
electron lifetime as a function of excitation energy in a

single-crystal sample. The single-crystal sample minimizes
possible effects from defects or impurities, which allows us
to focus on the fundamental electron-electron interaction. An

important difference between the work presented here and
previous studies is that the laser-pulse energy was kept very

low (<0.5 nJ/pulse). Therefore, less than one electron per
laser pulse is emitted, which avoids any problems due to
distortion of the photoelectron spectrum from space-charge

effects, and transient thermal heating of the lattice is also
avoided, We find that the excited electrons relax in qualita-

tive agreement with Fermi-liquid theory over a limited en-

ergy range, limited at higher energy by our finite temporal

resolution, and at lower energy by transport effects.
Time-resolved two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy

studies of metal and semiconductor surfaces provide valu-

able information regarding the electronic environment by re-
vealing dynamical information as well as the energetic of

the system. Furthermore, the energetic and dynamics of the
unoccupied states as well as the occupied states are provided
by the fact that it is a two-photon process, which is sensitive
to the density and lifetime of the intermediate (unoccupied)
states.’”z

An important class of studies probes electron-lattice cou-
pling in thin metal films where an intense laser pulse gener-

13-7 Using the technique of tran-ates transient hot electrons.
sient thermoreflectivity and thermotransmissivity, several
groups have investigated the electron-lattice and electron-
electron coupling and found the electron relaxation time due
to coupling with the lattice to be on the order of 1-3 ps,3-5
and that the rate of electron transport in thin films is on the
order of the Fermi velocity, 10 kfs.4
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A more direct measure of the electron distribution is pro-
vided by two-photon photoemission since the energy of the
photoemitted electrons is known precisely from their kinetic
energy, the work function, and the photon energy used to
emit them. There are several previous studies in which two-
photon photoemission has been used to investigate the unoc-
cupied states of clean metal and adsorbate-metal systems.8-*s
Recently, the full power of time-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy has been used by Farm et al. to characterize the
time scale of the formation of an electronic equilibrium as
well as the concurrent and subsequent electron-lattice relax-
ation after laser heating of a thin polycrystalline gold film by
an intense laser pulse.l

It is obvious that it will be impossible to determine the
relaxation rate from frequency-domain measurements for the
present case of excited electrons in a continuous band simply
because no discrete spectral features exist. Even in cases
where discrete features such as surface states do exist, the
pirfalls of using linewidths to determine lifetimes have been
clearly demonstrated in the case of a surface state of
Cu(lll), wherein the spectral width of the feature actually
increased upon approaching the Fermi level.16’17 Tlme-
domain measurements are therefore required to determine
the lifetime in the presence of me@anisms that broaden
spectral features. Furthermore, time~domain measurements
of image states on Ag(100) have demonstrated the ability to
determine lifetimes that cannot be accurately measured oth-
erwise due to limitations of instrumental resolution. *1’12

Our experiment is designed to measure electron dynamics
at metal surfaces. By using a low-pulse-energy and high-
repetition-rate iaser, as opposed to a low-repetition-rate and
high-pulse-energy laser, we avoid ambiguities that might
arise in a highly excited electron distribution or space-charge
effects that can distort the measured photoelectron spectrum.
We measure the relaxation of individual excited electronic
states rather than the collective behavior of a transiently
heated nonequilibrium distribution. This is an important dis-
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The dependence of the width of the pump-probe scans as
a function of intermediate-state energy can be understood in
terms of an energy-dependent relaxation time for the excited
:Iectrons. A semiquantitative description of the properties of
electrons in metals with several eV of excitation energy
above the Fermi level is obtained by treating the excitation
as a quasiparticle,2] and is referred to as Fermi-liquid theory.
A quasiparticle refers to the excited electron as well as the
distortion of surrounding particles brought on by the adia-

21 A critical parameter inbatic interaction among particles.
this treatment is r~, the radius of the sphere (in units of the
Bohr radius, ao) containing the effective volume of an elec-
tron. Alternatively, r. is the ratio of the average potential
energy relative to the average kinetic energy of the Fermi
liquid. 21 In metals, 1.8< r~s5.6, and for copper r~= 2.67.Z
Fermi-liquid theory has successfully described electron re-
laxation in previous time-resolved measurements,l and it
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provides a fundamental description of electrons near the
Fermi level. It is seen below, however, that some of the
qualitative aspects of the measured energy dependence of the
lifetimes are not in full agreement with the theory. Nonethe-
less, it provides an initial basis for comparison of the experi-
mental results.

Using the approach taken by Quinn,n we can estimate the
lifetime of the excited electrons by calculating the imaginary
component of their energy, since the probability decays ex-
ponentially in time according to e-’l’, with ~= /i/(2El). For
low-energy excitations (p/po< 1.3) the imaginary contribu-
tion to the energy is given by”

E,(p)= (e2/2ao)[7rln/32( cm~)3n][tan- 1(7r/c7r~) lfl

+(ar$/m)l~/(l +ar$/m)][(p/po)2– 1]2/(p/Po),

(1)

where CZ=[4/(9 m)] ‘n, p is the momentum of the excited
electron, and p. is the momentum of the electrons at the
Fermi level. Equation (1) can be evaluated with r,= 2.67 and

e2/(2ao) = 13.6058 eV to yield

El(p) ~0.66[(Ei_EF)/EF]2 eV,

(2)
T= 0.49[EF/(Ei _ EF)]2 fs,

where T is the predicted lifetime, and p/p. in the denomina-
tor of Eq. (1) has been set equal to 1 since this treatment is
only semiquantitative. The Fermi energy for copper, EF, is
7.0 eV.Z

In order to compare the experimental results with Eq. (2),
it is necessary to deconvolve the exponential component of
the measured pump-probe scans from the underlying Gauss-
ian contribution due to the autocorrelation of the laser pulse.
First, the FWHM of the autocorrelation was obtained by av-
eraging together the FWHM of the Gaussian fits of the nine
pump-probe scans obtained between 4.4 and 4.8 eV. Then a
nonlinear least-squares-fitting routine was used to decon-
volve the exponential component of the pump-probe scans
from this underlying instrument-response function. The most
important aspect of Fig. 2(b) is the observed trend in lifetime
vs energy; therefore, the difficulty in extracting time con-
stants that are less than ~ the pulse width (which would place
a 16-fs lower limit on ~) does not adversely affect our analy-
sis, since it is not the actual value of t-, but rather the trend
that is important. These experimentally’’determined decays
can then be compared to the results of Fermi-liquid theory.
The solid line in Fig. 2(b) corresponds to the predicted life-
times obtained from Eq. (2) after being scaled by a factor of
2.45. This comparison shows that the predicted lifetimes are
reasonably close to the observations, but the energy depen-
dence of the relaxation shows a systematic deviation.

There are a number of possible explanations for the ob-
served discrepancy from Fermi-liquid theory. First, for real
metals where r~> 1, Fermi-liquid theory only provides a
qualitative description. There are also two other factors that
affect the measured dynamics that are not accounted for in
Fermi-liquid theory. One is that the measured photoemission
yield will decrease if the excited electrons move out of the
region probed by the laser on a time scale faster than their
relaxation time. At 395 nm, the light penetrates roughly 150

—..—..————— ———- -- ._._.— —
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~ into the metal; therefore, electrons that have a chanu to
move that distance have a much lower probability of being
measured, even though they are still excited. We are cur-
rently investigating further the issue of transport, both ex-
perimentally and theoretically. The other factor. contributing
to the disagreement of the measured lifetimes and those cal-
culated from Fermi-liquid theory arises from the fact that
only the 4S * valence electrons are included in the calcula-

tion, and the 3d’0 electrons that are 1.5–2.0 eV below the
Fermi level are neglected. A treatment of the electron dy-
namics that includes the full band structure of copper will be
necessary in order to make a quantitative comparison with
the measured lifetimes.

Finally, a comparison with the related studies of Farm
er al. * k in order. This earlier, pioneering work utilized a UV
probe pulse to monitor the evolution and decay of a tran-
siently heated electron distribution generated by an intense
pump pulse in a polycrystalline, 300-~-thick gold sample via
photoemission. They modeled their results as a process in
which the nascent (nontherrnal) electron distribution ther-
malized and allowed the thermalized electron distribution to
couple with the lattice. They found that Fermi-liquid theory
qualitatively described (within a factor of 2.5) the relaxation
of the nascent electron distribution to one with an elevated
temperature. Thus, an emerging mend from these studies is
that the relaxation time calculated from Fermi-liquid theory
is somewhat too small, but the fact that both studies obtain
2.5 as the scale factor must be considered fortuitous.

There are two substantial differences between this paper
and Ref. 1. First, this paper employs a single-crystal sample,
whereas that in Ref. 1 is polycrystalline. It is known that the
electron dynamics are different in single-crystal and poly -
crystalline thin films3 due to scattering from grain bound-
aries, and experiments performed with polycrystalline

samples have an additional, uncharactcrized, relaxation
mechanism, The second, and more importmt, difference is
that the present paper utilizes very-low-energy pulses,
- 100-nJ/cm2 absorbed fluence, whereas the absorbed flu-
ence is as high as -300 ~J/cmz in Ref. 1. Therefore, in Ref.

1, the electronic temperature reaches peak values of roughly
1500 ~ and electron-phonon coupling must be considered in
addition to electron-electron scattering. That is, the electron
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dynamics extracted from their model will depend on the pa-
rameter chosen for the electron-phonon coupling. Our ex-
periment, on the other hand, has very low excitation levels,
and the electronic temperature is not affected. At short times,
on the order of 10-20 fs, before transport effects are signifi-
cant, the measured relaxation time is only due to electron-
electron scattering mechanisms. Therefore, a measure of the
relaxation dynamics is obtained without having to invoke a
model. While we do compare the measured dynamics with
the results of Fermi-liquid theory, the actual measurement of
the dynamics is independent of any model. The work in Ref.
1 and this paper are complementary to each other in many
waYs, and by considering the results of several experiments,

a full description of electron relaxation dynamics will be
obtained.

The results presented here demonstrate the feasibility of
studying the relaxation of single electrons in metals direct]y
in the time domain. It is seen that while Fermi-1 iquid theory
is in qualitative agreement with these results, a more rigor-
ous treatment will be necessary for quantitative comparisons
since r$ for real metals is not within the range in which the
random-phase approximation is expected to hold rigorously,
and it will also be necessary to include the full band struc-
ture. Future work will address dynamical issues related to
substrate-adsorba(e hot electron transfer in the presence of
the competing pathways of relaxation and transport into the
bulk. Finally, the power of studies based on time-resolved
laser spectroscopy is underscored by the statement made by
Pines and Nozi&es:21 “ . . . it [Landau’s theory of quantum
liquids] uses (and provides) far more information than any
experiment will ever sample. For example, one never detects
experimentally one quasiparticle; put another way, one never
measures the quasiparticle distribution &p. What is ob-
served experimentally is always an average property of the
system, its charge, current, magnetization, etc. ” Clearly, ex-
perimental technology has made significant and unforeseen
advances during the last 30 years, as it is now possible to
directly measure the behavior of the quasiparticle distribu-
tion.
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tirtction because photoinduced surface chemistry employing
conventional low-flux cw light sources such as arc lamps fall
in the category of individually excited states. ]8 Several ex-
amples of surface-resorption and surface-dissociation pro-
cesses are believed to be driven by subvacuum-level exciled
electrons. Dynamical information about the excited electrons
such as that presented here will provide additional con-
straints regarding the extent and duration of interaction be-
tween the adsorbate molecules and the excited electrons.

The laser system used in these studies consists of a self-
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser pumped by about 7.7 W from
a cw A+ laser producing about 9 nJ/pulse with a 50-fs pulse
width at 82 MHz, with tunability from 750 to 850 nm. The
second harmonic (2.92-3.3 l-eV photon energy) is generated
without additional broadening by using a 250-pm-thick Beta
Barium Borate (BBO) doubling crystal, which achieves
roughly 10-15 $%conversion efficiency, and a pair of exter-
nal prisms for group-velocity dispersion compensation of the
frequency-doubled pulses is employed.’9 Equal intensity
pump and probe pulses are used.

The ultrahigh vacuum system uses standard techniques to
achieve a base pressure of 1 X 10-10 torr. A clean and well-
ordered surface is obtained by sputtering with argon ions and
annealing at 7000 C. The CU(IOO) sample is oriented at
45° relative to the laser beam. The sample is normal to the
entrance axis of the energy analyzer, which is located 1.5 cm
from the sample. A - 3.O-V bias is applied to the sample to
eliminate the effects of any stray electric fields. The applied
bias voltage extends the range of k s(ates being coIlected, but
contributes less than O.1-eV uncertainly to the energy reso-
lution since the bias is small and copper exhibits nearly-free-
electron behavior. The crystallographic [010] direction is
horizontal (in the plane formed by the incident and reflected
laser beam) when the azimuthal angle is 0°, and the azi-
muthal angle was held at 0° for the data presented here. As
seen in Fig, 1(a), the energy of the intermediate state Ei
above the Fermi energy EF is given by

Ei - E~=-E~~+ 4) - h v, where Em is the, electron kinetic
energy at the sdmple surface with the energy due to the bias
voltage subtracted, 4) is the work function for copper (4.6
eV), and /~v is the photon energy (3.14 eV). The energy

analyzer used is a 10-cm inner-radius hemispherical energy
analyzer with roughly 1% relative resolution and 10° accep-
tance angle. A transmission energy of 20 V is used, which
leads to roughly 200-meV resolution.

A schematic diagram of the two-photon photoemission
process being measured is shown in Fig. l(a), and a typical
photoemission spectrum, taken with one of the two laser
beams blocked, is shown in Fig. l(b). The signal intensity
varies quadratically with laser power, as expected for a two-
photon process. The pump-probe experiments are typically
carried out by monitoring the number of electrons at a given
kinetic energy as a function of delay between the pump and
probe pulses. Scans obtained when monitoring electrons at
4.8 and 3.2 eV of kinetic energy (3.26 and 1.66 eV above the
Fcx-rrrilevel, respectively) are shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a),
and the 2:1 intensity ratio at the peak relative to the baseline
indicates a sequential (noncoherent) two-photon process.
Figure 2(a) presents the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the pump-probe scans as a function of photo-
electron kine;ic energy Whet-t using a photon energy of 3.14

eV. The FWHM decreases as the photoelectron kinetic en- “
ergy increases, which is to say that the FWHM decreases ~
the energy of the intermediate state above the Fermi level I
increases. While the present study was earned out solely (
with a 3.14-eV photon energy, it was found in previous work
utilizing different photon energies that the dynamics are in-

dependent of pho[on energy, and are determined by the po-

sition of the intermediate level E: above the Fermi level

E~. ‘o As we are not able to autocorrelate the frequency
doubled output of the laser (380–420 nm) with a doubling
crystal to determine i[s FWHM, we must rely on the pump-
probe spectra at the highest electron kinetic energies to de-
termine the pulse width. As seen in Fig. 2(a), the relaxation
dynamics at high kinetic energy are faster than the laser
pulse width since the FWHM decreases to a nearly constant
value that is consistent with the 50-fs pulse width of the laser
fundamental.

The effects of laser polarization were investigated. This
study was conducted to determine if simultaneous two-
photon processes or sequential two-photon processes involv-
ing intermediate levels dominate the signal. If the two-
photon photoemission measured here were a simultaneous

process, then there should be a dramatic difference in the
pump-probe spectrum depending on the relative polariza-
tions of the pump and probe pulses. We find that the pump-
probe FWHM is independent of the relative polarization of
the pump and probe beams. That is, the same type of behav-
ior as shown in Fig. 2(a) is obtained for either parallel- or
crossed-polarized laser pulses. The FWHM for the Gaussian
functions fitted to scans taken with P-P, P-S, and S-S po-
larizations at 3.2-cV photoelectron kinetic energy are
98t 5, 104* 5, and 98t 7 fs, respectively. This polarization
independence of the dynamics indiCdtes that the process we
are measuring is a sequential two-photon process in which
the electrons undergo elastic collisions between absorbing
the two photons.
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FIG. L Part (a) is a schematic rcpresen[a[ion of the two-photon process

being measure.d. The shaded region indicates the density of occupied stale---

The photon energies used here accesss electrons and the top of the d band.

‘Ilre work function CDfor CU(1OO) is 4.6 eV, and the photonenergy used in
this study is 3.14 cV. Part (b) is the photoemission spcctmm obtained with

one beam blocked. The - 1.7-cV width of the spectrum (which is broaden~
to -1.9 eV by the insuumcntal resolution of the energy analyzer) is ob-

tained from the difference of the two-photon energy (6.3 cV) and the work
function.
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